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Abstract 
The government of French Indochina opened the Ecole des Beaux Arts de 1' lndochine in 
Hanoi in 1925, and it remained in operation until shortly before the revolutionary uprisings of 
August 1945. In this thesis, I focus on the experiences of artists who graduated from this 
school, interlacing the time when they were directly under colonial rule ( 1925-1945) and the 
period of the First Indochina War (1946-1954). This thesis documents North Vietnamese 
artists' transition from a colonial to a revolutionary context, using as a principal methodology 
the critical analysis of writings by or about Vietnamese artists published between 1925 and 
1954. These writings form part of a public discourse of art in North Vietnam, in which artists 
considered their social role, expressed their opinions about their art practice and the colonial 
education system, and debated the implications of nationalism and revolution for art. By 
investigating the public discourse that artists produced about their own work, this thesis 
argues for the agency of colonial artists in Hanoi. Contesting the presumption of the passivity 
of colonial artists, I demonstrate how they engaged in an active reception of colonial culture. 
In the subsequent period of revolution and war, between 1945 and 1954, artists participated in 
the first postcolonial re-assessment of their colonial-period practice, which was part of a 
process of self-conscious distancing from the past. However, some artists remained 
significantly attached to the concepts that they had developed in the colonial period, and 
continued to defend these ideas despite the growing influence of Marxist-Leninist theory. By 
tracing the evolution of the discourse of art across the colonial and wartime periods - as 
shown in art criticism, exhibition practice and art education - I argue for the imbrication of 
colonial and postcolonial culture as part of an alternative experience of modernity in North 
Vietnam. 
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1. 
INTRODUCTION 
Can you see that Western painting has some evolving magic that can express the complications of our 
hearts? . .. I find it so convenient to express my soul, the nervous wonderings dominating my mind. 
In oil paint, I don't lie to others, I don't lie to myself anymore. I have feelings of being relaxed and 
comfortable, under no pressure, as if in my own domain.1 
(Anonymous Vietnamese artist, 1945) 
Living under the colonial regime, before, I was influenced by the bourgeois French painting of the 
turn of the century. French artists of that time turned their back on society in order to hide themselves 
in their solitude. I imitated them and did likewise. In thought by doing that, I showed the attitude of 
wanting to detach myself from politics. The truth today demonstrates that art is not detached but is 
actually glued together with politics.2 
(Anonymous Vietnamese artist, 1951) 
1 Cac anh co thfty ngh~ thu~t H<)i hQa Au Tay co phep nghi~m mh bi~n h6a d~ ta nhfrng n6i phuc t~p cua long 
ta? ... Toi thfty no thu~n ti~n cho toi qua! D~ giai tam hlln minh, nMng ban khoan hbi h<)p n6 sao xuy~n, nung 
n§u tiim tri mlnh. 0 ngh~ thuiit scm dftu, toi khong d6i vm ngum, d6i minh nfra. Toi c6 cam giac dugc thanh thoi 
d~ chiu khong bi ciiu thuc nhu tren dftt nu&c so hfru ctia minh v~y." Anonymous artist quoted in To NgQC Van, 
"My thu~t Vi~t Nam Hi~n d~i va Tucmg lai H<)i hQa" (Modern Vietnamese Art and the Future of Painting), 
Thanh Nghi T~t special issue ( 1945): 130-131. 
2 
"Sling ch~ d<) th\Tc diin, trtr&c kia, toi da chiu anh hu6ng hQi hQa tu sim Phip hlli dftu th~ ky. Nguoi hQa si PMp 
thOi fry, quay lung l~i xa h<)i d~ lftn minh vao ban nga co don cua hQ. Toi cilng bAt chu&c va him nhtr hQ. Tu6ng 
nhu th~ Ia t6 thai d<) tach roi minh vm chinh tJ:i. Sl! th~t ngay nay chtrng t6 ngh~ thu~t khong tach roi rna l~i gi\n 
Ji€n vm chinh tri nfra." H<;>a siX (Painter X), "Trich Ki~m thao: Ngh~ thu~t vm Chinh tri'' (Extract of a 
Criticism: Art and Politics) in vol. 4/5 of Suu tf7p Van Nghf, 1948-1954 (Collected Van Ngh¢ 1948-1954) ed. 
Hfru Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H<)i Nha Van, 2003) 257-258, 257. 
2 
A striking fact about Vietnamese art history is that the leading artists of the revolution and 
anti-colonial war (the First Indochina War of 1946-1954) were also among the leading artists 
of the colonial period. They were stellar graduates of the colonial education system. Yet the 
visual transition between the two phases of their careers is seemingly abrupt: from 
aestheticized and lyrical images ofVietnamese women one year, to anti-French poster art the 
next. While this circumstance is well-known within Vietnamese art history, there has been 
little exploration of precisely how the transition from colonial to revolutionary art unfolded. 
This thesis is an attempt to account for that transition through a more detailed history of the 
period than has been written to date, using as a principal methodology the critical analysis of 
writings published by or about Vietnamese artists between 1925 and 1954. These writings 
form part of a public discourse of art in North Vietnam, in which artists considered their 
social role, expressed their opinions about their art practice and the colonial education 
system, and debated the implications of nationalism and revolution for art. 
The government of French Indochina opened the Ecole des Beaux Arts de l' Indochine 
(hereafter EBAI) in Hanoi in 1925, and it remained in operation until shortly before the anti-
colonial uprisings of August 1945. Between those years, 128 (mostly Vietnamese) artists 
graduated from the school. 3 In this thesis, I focus on the experiences of these artists as 
colonial subjects, interlacing the time when they were directly under colonial rule ( 1925-
1945) and the period of the First Indochina War (1946-1954). This wartime period is 
normally bracketed art-historically within the longer post-independence period of war, and 
seen as an initial stage of the construction of the Socialist state. However, I argue that the 
colonial and First Indochina war periods are crucially connected, and by treating them 
3 According to records published by the National University of Fine Arts, Hanoi, the School accepted 149 
students between 1925 and 1945, and 128 of them graduated, Truirng Df;li hr;>c Mji thu(it Ha N(Ji 1925-2005 
(Hanoi University of Fine Arts 1925-2005) (Hanoi: NXB My thu~t, 2005), 6, 205-208. However, as the EBAI 
did not keep an archive, this list is a later reconstruction, presumably based on oral histories, and may omit some 
artists. 
3 
together, it is possible to gain a more nuanced understanding of the developments in art in 
both periods. 
By investigating the public discourse that artists produced about their own work, this thesis 
argues for the agency of colonial artists in Hanoi. Contesting the presumption of the passivity 
of colonial artists, I demonstrate how they engaged in an active reception of colonial culture. 
This perspective has two principal implications. Firstly, it allows for the recognition that, 
although the idea of 'the artist' was a product of the colonial education system, it came to 
have additional meaning and significance within an indigenous context. Secondly, it allows 
the artworks produced by the EBAI graduates to be seen, not as the passive results of 'French 
influence,' nor as emanations of an essential national spirit, but rather as the complex and 
considered products of an alternative modernity. Finally, this interpretation of the colonial 
period also has ramifications for how art in the subsequent wartime period is understood. 
Rather than privileging the impact of the historical demarcation of 1945 - the year of Hfl Chi 
Minh's declaration of Vietnamese independence- this thesis argues that the wartime period 
was a time of transition in the public discourse of art. This period was one of decolonisation, 
as understood in the terms proposed by Patricia Pelley as "the extrication of Vietnam from 
colonial paradigms and structures and the effort to institute new notions and sources of 
authority."4 Artists engaged in the first postcolonial re-assessment of their colonial-period 
practice, which was part of a process of self-conscious distancing from the past. However, 
some artists remained significantly attached to the concepts that they had developed in the 
colonial period, and continued to defend these ideas despite the growing influence of 
Marxist-Leninist theory. These latent attachments to colonial-period culture were also 
manifested in the curriculum and activities of the first postcolonial art school in Vietnam, the 
4 Patricia Pelley, Postcolonial Vietnam: New Histories of the National Past (Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 2002), 6. 
4 
Kh6a Khang Chi~n (Resistance Class), which was taught by graduates of the EBAI. By 
tracing the evolution of the discourse of art across these two time periods, a more complex 
picture thus emerges of the imbrication of colonial and postcolonial cultures. 
Modern Vietnamese Art as a Field of Study 
In this thesis, the artwork developed by artists of the EBAI is treated as a form of modem art. 
This is informed by the movement within the discipline of art history to unlink the concept of 
modernity in the visual arts from a narrow view that regards it only as a specific teleology of 
styles and concepts emerging in Euramerican centres in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries.5 Until relatively recently, the modern art produced outside those locations was not 
widely recognised within Euramerican academic discourse and was rarely studied outside of 
its national contexts.6 The bias against it was based on an assumption of its derivativeness: a 
perception that it was merely a weak imitation of Euramerican models. That a similar charge 
of imitativeness was not levelled against those Euramerican artists who pursued Primitivist or 
Japoniste aesthetics is indicative of the persistence of latent entanglements between academic 
discourses and imperialist structures of knowledge, even in an ostensibly postcolonial era. 7 
Ironically, the pejorative concept of ' influence' that was levelled against modern Asian artists 
has also been strongly critiqued elsewhere within art history.8 In recent decades, however, a 
number of academic studies have emerged which privilege modem Asia as a site of art 
5 In using the term 'Euramerican,' I am following John Clark's usage in Modern Asian Art (North Ryde: 
Craftsman House, 1998). Clark uses this term in preference to the more loaded terms such as 'Western' or 
'Occidental,' and also notes that this term corresponds to some words existing in Asian languages, see Modern 
Asian Art, ll -12. Vietnamese language contains the compound word Au-My which also corresponds to the 
meaning of 'Euramerica.' 
6 Even the de-centering impulses associated with the academic field of postcolonial studies came relatively late 
to the study of modern art, first appearing in contemporary art discourse, see Kobena Mercer, introduction to 
Cosmopolitan Modernisms, ed. Kobena Mercer (London: iniVA and Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2005), 8. 
7 Partha Mitter has written of this issue that: ''The inability to see influence in terms other than plagiarism stems 
from the fact that colonial (and post-colonial) art criticism is unable to detach itself from the values of 
imperialism, anchored in power relations," Partha Mitter, Art and Nationalism in Colonia/India, 1850-1922 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 6. 
H For example, Michael Baxandall's critique of the term 'influence' in Patterns of Intention: On the Historical 
Explanation of Pictures (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1985), 58-62. 
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historical inquiry. 9 While it is undeniable that contact with European art was a significant 
factor in the development of modern art in Asia (including in Vietnam), at issue is how this 
cross-cultural transfer is understood art historically. John Clark, as part of a scholarly project 
to contest the marginality of Asian Modernisms, has characterised transfer as a process of 
'reception', writing that: 
Reception is above all governed by the receiving art culture's demand for the transfer of a specific art 
style at a given epoch ... Any redeployment of what is accepted, even if it complies with the very 
strictest criteria of accuracy based on the norms of the sending culture, will involve a transformation of 
the art culture in which it is located. The sending culture tends to privilege its own interpretation of 
such accuracy since this reinforces its own hegemony. 10 
By beginning from the point of view of 'demand,' Clark affirms the agency of the receiving 
culture. Seeing every reception as a 'transformation' also allows for the possibility that new 
meanings and values to attach to foreign forms and styles, through the cultural discourses in 
which they become embedded. 11 This perspective enables the exploration of plural 
Modernisms, interweaving local contexts and international currents. 
Within this emerging field of scholarship on modern Asian art, Vietnam has received 
comparatively little attention. The seminal academic art-historical study in the field is Nora 
Taylor's Painters in Hanoi: An Ethnography of Vietnamese Art, published in 2004, and based 
9 These are too numerous to mention here, but I note the following books which have been particularly 
influential on the approach taken in this thesis: relating to India, Mitter, Art and Nationalism, Tapati Guha-
Thakurta, The Making of a New 'Indian' Art: Artists, Aesthetics and Nationalism in Bengal, c. l850-1920 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992) and Geeta Kapur, When was Modernism: Essays on 
Contemporary Cultural Practice in India (New Delhi: Tulika Books, 2000); relating to the Philippines, Patrick 
D. Flores, Painting History: Revisions in Philippine Colonial Art (Quezon City: Office of Research 
Coordination, University of the Philippines and Manila: National Coounission for Culture and the Arts, 1998). 
Full details of the extensive recent research conducted into modem Asian art can be found in John Clark et al, 
"Modem and Contemporary Asian Art: A Working Bibliography," 2011 version, accessed March 21, 2012, 
http://sydney.cdu.au/arts/art history film/documents/MCAA bib 20 l l .pdf. 
1° Clark, Modern Asian Art, 49. 
11 Elsewhere John Clark has written of Western styles or entire art discourses becoming embedded within Asian 
art discourse, becoming a "nested" exogenous discourse within an endogenous one, John Clark, "System and 
Style in the Practice of Chinese Contemporary Art: the Disappearing Exterior?" Yishu: Journal of 
Contemporary Chinese Art, 1:2 (2002): 16. 
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on the author's 1997 PhD thesis. 12 In this book, the artists who graduated from the EBAI are 
discussed as the first generation of a community of modem artists in Hanoi, which Taylor 
traces through to the mid 1990s. Taylor's research was based on extensive fieldwork within 
Vietnam, using a methodology that she described as "ethnographic," and which combined 
elements of art-history and anthropology. 13 There are both practical and conceptual reasons 
for adopting this methodology. Within Vietnam, detailed art-historical archives and records 
have not been maintained, largely as a result of the resource constraints and disruptions due 
to decades of war. 14 In addition to the relative paucity of archival sources, much of the 
artwork that was produced has also been lost or scattered into foreign collections: in the case 
of the colonial period, even the most celebrated artists are generally known only through a 
relatively limited range of examples. The practice of commissioning multiple copies of 
artworks, which was initially a protective measure during the wartime years, has caused 
additional consternation, as it is now difficult to establish a corpus of artworks that are 
unquestionably original. 15 
These circumstances make it difficult to produce a rigorous art history using the conventional 
methods and tools of the discipline. However, in recent reflections on her methodology, 
Taylor has argued that this situation reveals a shortcoming of the discipline itself, rather than 
12 Nora Taylor, Painters in Hanoi: An Ethnography of Vietnamese Art, second edition (Singapore: NUS Press, 
2009). This book, which was originally published in 2004, is based on Taylor's doctoral dissertation: "The 
Artist and the State: The Politics of Painting and National Identity in Hanoi, Vietnam 1925-95" (PhD diss., 
Cornell University, 1997). There are some differences of emphasis and information between the book and 
thesis. In this text, I generally refer to the book version as the most recent and developed statement of the 
author's position. All subsequent references to Painters in Hanoi are to the 2009 edition. 
13 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 3-5. 
14 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 3. 
15 This issue of multiple copies of artworks is noted in Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 57 and also in 50 Years of 
Modern Vietnamese Paintings: 1925-75 (Tokyo: Sankeishinbunsha, 2005), 181. While some of these copies 
were painted by the artists themselves, close to the time of their original creation, other copies were made much 
later at the request of the National Museum of Fine Arts or other institutions, and were not necessarily made by 
the original artist. 
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of the Vietnamese context. 16 Taylor argues that art history in Vietnam exists as a kind of 
collective memory: "Historical records are held in living archives, in artists' memories. Those 
memories are continuously being rewritten, which also prevents Vietnamese art from having 
a clear sense of its past."17 If recent attempts to develop art history into a global discipline are 
to be meaningful, then it is necessary to account for local differences in what 'art history' is 
and how it is produced. For Taylor, the art history ofmodem Vietnam is that of a community 
forging bonds and re-defining itself in an evolving socio-political context. 
Taylor's methodology has particular implications for her study of artists of the EBAL Her 
discussion of the colonial period focuses around the question of "how Vietnamese art 
historians viewed the genesis of their own history of painting," using a combination of 
interview research, as well as a 1993 book published by the former EBAI student Nguy~n 
Quang Phong. 18 This allows for an exploration of how EBAI artists are understood in the 
living memories of the Vietnamese art community, and how they were made meaningful to 
subsequent generations of artists: in essence, creating an art-historiographic account through 
ethnography. The EBAI emerges as the point of origin of the Hanoi art community, to which 
subsequent generations of painters can trace their relationship. Vietnam has experienced 
drastic political changes throughout the twentieth-century, and Taylor traces the impact of 
those changes on the fluctuating postcolonial reputation of the artists of the EBAI. 
While Taylor critically analyses the place of EBAI artists within the trajectory of Vietnamese 
art history, her methodological approach leaves open the question of precisely how those 
artists perceived their work and their social role in the evolving context of the period itself. 
16 Nora A Taylor, "The Southeast Asian Art Historian as Ethnographer?" Third Text 25:4 (2011 ) and Nora A. 
Taylor, "Art without History? Southeast Asian Artists and their Communities in the Face of Geography," Art 
Journa/70:2 (2011): 7-23. 
17 Taylor, "The Southeast Asian Art Historian," 481. 
18 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 22. The published text to which Taylor refers is Quang PbOng, Cac Ht;>a sfTru&ng 
Cao ddng MY thu(it Dong Ducrng (Painters ofthe Fine Arts College of Indochina) (Hanoi: NXB My thu~t, 
1993). 
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For example, Taylor notes how the 'indigenous' practices of silk and lacquer painting at the 
EBAI were reframed as 'national' after Vietnamese independence. 19 This raises the question 
of to what extent Hanoi artists perceived these painting forms as 'local,' 'national' or 
'traditional' at the time when they were first created. In chapter four of this thesis, I argue 
that EBAI artists were actively concerned with aesthetic nationalism, but that the reception 
history of silk, lacquer and oil painting in the colonial period was complex and fraught with 
ambiguity, due to the hybrid origins of these techniques. In this manner, the colonial-period 
discourse of art can provide an interesting counterpoint to later postcolonial reinterpretations. 
Additionally, as Taylor's account of art during the First Indochina War period is a relatively 
small part of her overall history, this thesis is also able to bring to light important new detail 
about the reception of colonial-period culture in the aftermath of the revolution. 
The interaction between Vietnamese and French painters m Hanoi is also part of the 
transnational art history of colonial contacts. This aspect of the EBAI is discussed in the 1997 
book !ndochine: un lieu d'echange culture/? by Nadine Andn!-Pallois?0 Andre-Pallois 
meticulously documents the experiences of the French painters who came to Indochina: at an 
individual level (the training, style and works of particular artists) as well as at an 
institutional level (the government structures that supported them, their itineraries within 
Indochina, and their exposure to the local art world through teaching and exhibition), making 
assiduous use of records in the colonial archives in France. While the evidence of the 
significant support for artists by the French government suggests that art and colonial politics 
were inextricably linked in Indochina, Andre-Pallois actually draws the opposite conclusion, 
arguing that French artists in Indochina transcended colonial propaganda, and learnt from the 
19 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 38. 
20 Nadine Andre-Pallois, lndochine: un lieu d'echange culture/? (Paris: Presses de !'Ecole franrraise d'Extreme 
Orient, 1997). 
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local culture.21 Her treatment of the impact of French artists on the development of 
Vietnamese modern art is much briefer (as is acknowledged within the book itself), 
consisting primarily of some biographical sketches and stylistic analyses of major artists from 
the EBAL22 Andre-Pallois ultimately concludes that a "cultural exchange" existed in 
Indochina between French and Vietnamese artists, but her account is developed almost 
entirely from French sources. 
This book provides a valuable demonstration that the flow of information within the colonial 
encounter was more complex than a one-way imposition from metropolitan centre to colonial 
periphery. However, the interpretive model of "cultural exchange" does not adequately 
address the impact of colonialism. Rather than a site of "cultural exchange," French 
Indochina is better understood as a "contact zone," in the manner described by Mary Louise 
Pratt: a site where "disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in 
highly asymmetrical relations of domination and subordination."23 While French and 
Vietnamese artists may have learnt from one another, they did so under unequal conditions 
that inevitably affected how each group experienced the transfer of knowledge. 24 What it 
meant for Vietnamese artists to take up practices that were identifiable as ' French' or 
'Western' within the colonial discourse of art - such as oil painting - cannot be separated 
from those circumstances of inequality. By examining the Vietnamese sources from the 
colonial period and its aftermath, this thesis nuances the idea of "cultural exchange" with 
reference to the specificity of Vietnamese processes of reception. 
21 In concentrating on the idea of colonial propaganda, Andrt\-Pallois does not address the argument that forms 
of exoticism in painting can also be complicit in imperialist discourse, even where these are not overtly 
propagandistic: for example, see the argument made regarding Orientalist painting in Linda Nochlin, "The 
Imaginary Orient," in Essays in Nineteenth-Century Art and Society (New York: Harper and Row, 1989). A full 
exploration of this line of argument in relation to French colonial painting in Indochina is outside the scope of 
this thesis, but also has important implications for the idea of "cultural exchange." 
22 Andre-Pallois, Indochine, 214-236. 
23 Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation, second edition (New York: 
Routledge, 2008), 8. 
24 This criticism has also been made by Nora Taylor, see Painters in Hanoi, 14. 
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While the period of the First Indochina War has received relatively little art-historical 
attention, the cultural developments of this period have been discussed in an important recent 
book: A World Transformed: the Politics of Culture in Revolutionary Vietnam 1945-1965, by 
Kim Ngoc Bao Ninh.25 Ninh analysed the Socialist construction of the Democratic Republic 
of Vietnam (DRVN) - the postcolonial state that took shape in North Vietnam after 1945 -
from the perspective of its cultural politics. In this account, the period of the First Indochina 
War was a vital turning point in the relationship between intellectuals, the Communist Party 
and the DRVN state. Ninh described how some intellectuals, particularly the prominent EBAI 
graduate To Ng<;>c Van (1906-1954), initially contested the state's perspective on culture and 
argued for a more open form of creativity.26 However, while Ninh treats artists within the 
broader community of wartime intellectuals, it is important to recognise that artists also faced 
issues and challenges that were specific to their profession. In chapters five and six of this 
thesis, I return to To NgQc Van's wartime writings, and critically analyse their connection to 
the artworks that were being produced. I also include discussion of other wartime debates 
specific to the visual arts - such as the wartime reception of lacquer painting - which have 
not previously received detailed analysis. While Ninh frames this period in terms of 
intellectual-state relations, I situate the wartime debates in the visual arts as primarily 
postcolonial, tracing their connection to the public discourse of art in the colonial period. 
In addition to these three maJor books, there have been a number of survey texts and 
exhibition catalogues of modern Vietnamese art, which generally include information about 
EBAI artists as the initial starting point for a longitudinal study of twentieth-century 
Vietnamese art history. While these books are normally intended for a general rather than a 
scholarly audience, they have nonetheless made some important contributions to the field. 
25 Kim Ngoc Bao Ninh, A World Transformed: The Politics of Culture in Revolutionary Vietnam 1945-1965 
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2002). 
26 Ninh, A World Transformed, 73-82. 
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Two landmark catalogues of exhibitions of Vietnamese art in Europe published important 
examples of the artworks of EBAl teachers and students, and situated these works within 
their biographical and historical contexts?7 Corinne de Menonville's survey of modern 
Vietnamese art also included newly-uncovered EBAI artworks from private collections in 
France, and has made available the work of several lesser-known artists from the period?8 
The colonial-period material in a study of Vietnamese art by Catherine Noppe and Jean-
Frans;ois Hubert, published in 2002, contributed valuable information that was based on the 
private correspondence of the initial director of the EBAI, Victor Tardieu (1870-1937). 29 
Given that these books are often general surveys, the discussion of the period from 1925 to 
1954 is necessarily brief. In some cases, an additional issue is the uncritical approach to the 
idea of 'French influence' and the colonial circumstances: for example, de Menonville's 
discussion of the EBAI comes under the rubric of "a romantic adventure."30 A more critical 
perspective, which also includes consideration of the origins of modern Vietnamese art 
within a Southeast Asian framework, is the catalogue essay prepared by Masahiro 
Ushiroshoji for a travelling exhibition of Vietnamese art in Japan in 2005.31 Ushiroshoji's 
research has also uncovered another dimension in the experience of EBAI artists through his 
investigations of art exchanges between Vietnam and Japan in the early 1940s. 32 This thesis 
27 Michele Lachowsky and Joel Benzakin, Vietnam: Plastic Arts .from 1925 to Our Time (Brussels: Espace 
Meridien, 1998); Pavillion des Arts, Paris, Hanoi, Saigon: /'aventure de /'art moderne au VietNam (Paris: 
Paris Musees, 1998). 
28 Corinne de Menonville, Vietnamese Painting from Tradition to Modernity (Paris: Les Editions d'Art et 
d'Histoire, 2003). 
29 Catherine Noppe and Jean-Fran~ois Hubert, Arts du Vietnam: Iafleur du pecher et l'oiseau d'azur, 
(Mariemont: Musee Royale de Mariemont, 2002). An English-language version of this book also exists, but is 
actually significantly different, with different text and images, and without the analysis ofTardieu's 
correspondence: Catherine Noppe and Jean-Fran~ois Hubert, Art of Vietnam (New York: Parkstone Press, 
2003). 
30 de Menonville, Vietnamese Painting, 20-51. 
31 Masahiro Ushiroshoji, 'The 'Modem Age' of Vietnamese Fine Art - From the Perspective of Southeast 
Asia," in 50 Years of Modern Vietnamese Paintings: 1925-75 (Tokyo: Sankeishinbunsha, 2005). 
32 Masahiro Ushiroshoji, '"The Great East Asia War' and Art Exchange between Japan and Vietnam: The 
Vietnamese artists' 1943 Journey to Japan," in eds. Sarah Lee and Nguyen Nhu Huy, Essays on Modern and 
Contemporary Vietnamese Art (Singapore: Singapore Art Museum, 2009). 
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adds to the research of Ushiroshoji by discussing the Vietnamese reception of Japanese art, 
and its impact within colonial-period discourse. 
Within Vietnam, the body of art-historical writing on the EBAI is larger and more difficult to 
characterise. In general terms, however, the work of certain artists from the EBAI has been 
located very strongly within a nationalist art history. Although there are some catalogues and 
commemorative publications about individual EBAI artists, in general, single-artist 
monographs are very unusual within Vietnamese art-historical literature.33 Rather, the EBAI 
artists are discussed as a generational group, and emphasis is given to those artists who 
remained in North Vietnam after 1945. The majority of writing on the EBAI has been 
produced through state-affiliated institutions. For example, the University of Fine Arts, Hanoi 
(Truong D~i h<;>c My thu~t Ha N(>i), which traces its origins to the EBAI, has published books 
containing graduation records, official orders and biographical information.34 The National 
Institute of Fine Arts (Vi~n My thu~t) has also published a collection of images with some 
brief information about specific artists, and more recently, a detailed analysis of twentieth-
century Vietnamese art, written as a series of historical developments following political 
milestones. 35 Art historical books are also produced through the Fine Arts Publishing House 
in Hanoi (Nha xu~t bfm My thu~t), and have included a history of twentieth-century art in 
Hanoi, which features valuable images and photographs of the colonial period; a history of 
the lacquer medium in modem Vietnamese painting; and a relatively detailed biographical 
33 Two examples of the conunemorative-type literature are the collections of short essays, critical appreciations 
and memories about the artists To NgQC Van and Nguy~n Phan Chanh respectively, see: To NgQc Thanh, ed. 
NM To Ng9c Van (Missing To NgQc Viin) (Hanoi: NXB My Thu~t, 2004) and Vi~n My th~t, Tranh /~a 
Nguyin Phan Chcinh (The Silk Painting ofNguy~n Phan CMnh) (Hanoi: Vi~n My thu?t, Bao tang My thu~t and 
V1,1 My thu?t, 1992). The only Vietnamese modern artist to have received a comprehensive monographic 
treatment is Bui Xuan Phai: see Bui Thanh Phuong and Trfin H?u Tufrn, Bui Xuan Phcii: Cu9c DOi va Tac phdm 
(Bui Xuan Phai: Life and Works) (Ho Chi Minh City: NXB My thu~t, 2008). 
34 Truang Dr;~i h()c My Thu~t Ha N9i 1925-1990 (Hanoi University of Fine Arts 1925- 1990) (Hanoi: Tru<'mg D{li 
hQc My Thu?t Ha Nl)i, 1990) and Trr.rang Dt;~i h9c My Thu~t Ha N9i 1925-2005. 
35 Vi~n My Thu?.t, 100 Vietnamese Painters and Sculptors ofthe 20th Century (Hanoi: Th~ Gi&i publishers, 
1996); Bui Nhu Huang, Ph~m Trung, and Nguy~n Van Chi€n, My thu9t VietNam Hicn dt;~i (Modern 
Vietnamese Art) (Hanoi: Vi~n My thuat, 2005). 
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dictionary of major twentieth-century Vietnamese artists. 36 Some of these recent publications 
have used more primary-source materials in their accounts, and have attempted to document 
records of exhibitions and artists ' biographies more precisely than in the past.37 In Vietnam 
the boundaries of art history and art criticism are also fluid, and significant studies within 
Vietnamese art history have been made by writers who also work as art critics, such as a 
recent book by Nguy~n Quan, which presents a chronological narrative of modem 
Vietnamese art history. 38 
As the majority of the artists of the EBAI generation have now passed away, in many cases 
these books are among the last remaining repositories of information collated through oral 
histories. They contain valuable details which are unavailable elsewhere. However, the art-
historical analysis in most of these books is principally in the form of a nationalist historical 
trajectory, in many cases privileging a state-oriented concept of revolutionary nationalism. 
The tendency has been to emphasise national continuity between the colonial and 
postcolonial periods, and to de-emphasise (or exclude) instances of tension, ambiguity and 
contradiction in the construction of the national aesthetic, and particularly, areas of tension in 
relations between artists and the state. Art histories written in North Vietnam have also 
privileged Hanoi as the centre of developments in Vietnamese art: a presumption which has 
only recently begun to be challenged by substantial investigations into the art of the South.39 
While these limitations must be taken into consideration when engaging with these texts, they 
36 Quang PhOng and Quang Vi~t, My thu(it Thu t/6 Ha N<?i Thi kf 20 (Art of the City of Hanoi in the 20th 
Century) (Hanoi: NXB My Thu~t, 1998); Quang Vi~t, H9i h9a Son mai Vi¢t Nam (Vietnamese Lacquer 
Painting) (Hanoi: NXB My Thu~t, 2005); Quang Vi~t, Tl.r tli~n Hoa si Vi¢t Nam (Encyclopedia of Vietnamese 
Painters) (Hanoi: NXB My Thu~t, 2007). 
37 Such as Bui Nbu Hu<mg, Ph~m Trung, and Nguy~n Van Chi~n, My thu(it Vi¢t Nam Hi?n d(,li and Quang 
Phong and Quang Vi~t, My thu(it Thu t/6 Ha Nr)i Thd kj 20. 
38 Nguy~n Quan, My thu(it Vi¢t Nam Th€ kf 20 (Vietnamese Art in the 20th Century) (Hanoi: NXB Tri thlrc, 
2010). 
39 This was vigorously pursued in the work of the late Boitran Huynh-Beattie, in "Vietnamese Aesthetics from 
1925 Onwards" (PhD Diss., University of Sydney, 2005) and "Saigonese Art during the War: Modernity versus 
Ideology," in Cultures at War: The Cold War and Cultural Expression in Southeast Asia, eds. Tony Day and 
Maya H.T. Liem (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Southeast Asia Program, 2010). 
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can nonetheless be useful sources of information. I have drawn from these sources in this 
thesis, as they were sometimes able to supply important information in areas where the 
primary sources were silent, for example in relation to artists' biographies and institutional 
affiliations. 
Absent from the overall field to date is a systematic consideration of how artists in Hanoi 
perceived their work and their social role during the colonial period itself, and in the early 
years of political decolonisation. This enquiry is crucial for understanding the meaning of 
'French influence,' as well as for considering the issue of colonial agency. This thesis is an 
attempt to address that specific gap in the existing research. To access the colonial-period 
discourse, my principal research methodology was to focus on the analysis of texts written by 
or about Vietnamese artists between 1925 and 1954, using the concerns of this body of 
writing to provide an alternative path to the interpretation of key images from the period. The 
sources for this investigation are the important magazines and journals published in Hanoi or 
in the V~et B~c resistance zone, particularly those that included substantial coverage of 
cultural matters (as opposed to daily newspapers). 
This is not to suggest that these texts are necessarily more genuine or authoritative accounts 
than those produced by later memories. In fact, both colonial and revolutionary-period 
published texts were produced in circumstances of varying degrees of censorship or 
ideological pressure, so that they have to be understood as public forms of enunciation made 
in a specific historical context.40 They are not neutral conduits for information, but are often 
statements of ambition, ideals or even ideology, and are treated as such in this thesis. This 
body of art writing is also relatively small. Nonetheless, what these texts do reveal is the 
texture of the public discourse of the time, sometimes emphasising elements that are obscured 
40 Shawn Frederick McHale, Print and Power: Confucianism. Communism and Buddhism in the Making of 
Modern Vietnam (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2004), 48-60. 
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or simplified in later accounts. The publication contexts of these writings can also indicate 
links between artists and their intellectual peers in literature, poetry and politics, as individual 
journals often held specific orientations toward Vietnamese modernity. The chapters of the 
thesis are structured in a loosely chronological sequence, with reference to the thematic 
concerns generated by this discourse. The artists who were selected for detailed discussion 
were likewise generally chosen on the basis of their significance within the discourse of the 
period. 
ln some sections of the thesis, it was necessary to read the primary-source texts 'across' other 
sources of information, to be able to achieve a richer picture of the historical period. In 
particular, the discussion in chapter six of the Kh6a Khang Chien, or Resistance Class, 
required a methodological shift. While the Kh6a Khang Chien has received limited treatment 
in the secondary literature on Vietnamese art, there is also an almost total absence of primary-
source material available about its activities. However, this school is an important site for 
understanding the postcolonial reception of the EBAI, as it was directed and taught entirely 
by EBAI graduates. In order to address this absence of source material, in Hanoi in 2008-
2009, I interviewed five of the twenty-two students who studied at the Kh6a Khang Chi~n.41 I 
also made use of a memoir about life in the Resistance Class published in 1993 by one of its 
graduates, the artist Ngo M~nh Lan (b.l934).42 
My interview process was to record and transcribe the interviews, and return the transcripts to 
the artists for additions, editing and checking. I elected to pursue this methodology to give the 
4 1 The Kh6a Khang Chi~n graduates that I interviewed were the artists Le Lam, Ngo M~nh Lan, Th1,1c Phi, Ng<;>c 
Linh and Linh Chi. I also interviewed two of the surviving EBAI graduates about their activities during the 
1945-1954 period, namely Phan K~ An and Nguy~n T~ Kim. To be able to co~trast the curriculum_ofthe Kh6_a 
Khang Chien with later classes in the 1950s, I spoke to D~ng Quy Khoa, Nguyen Tr<;>ng Cat and Triin Hfru Chat 
about their studies in Hanoi in the late 1950s. To find out about the participation of artists from outside the 
academic system in resistance activities in the Vi~t B~c, Nguy~n Dang Giap of the D6ng Hd village community 
of printmakers spoke to me about the work there of his grandfather and uncle. These interviews were conducted 
following University of Sydney ethics protocol, reference no. 08-2008/11170. 
42 Ngo M\lnh Uin, Dum Mai Tru&ng My thur,lt Thin Khang chii n (Under the Roof of the Fine Arts School in the 
time ofthe Resistance) (Hanoi: NXB My thu~t, 1993). 
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artists more time to check facts, reflect on the content of the interview, and most importantly, 
to approve the information that would be attributed to them in this thesis. I was also 
concerned with capturing the precise details of the activities of the Class. While it is possible 
that the public nature of my interview methodology may have meant that the artists were 
reluctant to criticise aspects of their resistance-period experience (although I am not aware of 
any specific instances where this was the case), I decided that this methodology was 
nonetheless necessary to allow the interviewees to have control over their discourse. Thus, 
just as the rest of the thesis is an exploration of the textures and subtle variations within a 
public discourse of art, these interviews are likewise best understood as public documents. 
However, while my questions were primarily about the curriculum of the Resistance Class, 
particularly its ideological content, nearly all the artists emphasised the experience of their 
day-to-day life in the resistance zone: issues of access to art materials, food supplies, 
encounters with wartime violence and their intimacy with their teachers. However, in the 
'official' public discourse on visual art from the same historical period- as represented in the 
Vi~t Minh's most important cultural journal of the time, Van Ngh¢ (Arts and Literature)- a 
completely different perspective can be discerned. In the early 1950s, published texts on the 
visual arts in Van Ngh¢ were increasingly concerned with ideological correctness and 
revolutionary transformation, as part of a campaign for 'ideological rectification. ' 43 In 
chapter six of this thesis, my strategy was therefore to put the interview material into dialogue 
with this public discourse, and discuss the complex interactions that were taking place 
between ideological change at an abstract or theoretical level, and the experiences of artists in 
practice. 
One final methodological note concerns the geographical scope of the thesis within Vietnam. 
The research in this thesis is limited to artistic activities in North Vietnam, in particular the 
43 The increased ideological focus in the early 1950s is also discussed in Ninh, A World Transformed, 83-117. 
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two hubs of activity represented by the EBAI in Hanoi and environs (1925-1945) and the 
Vi~t B~c, which was the area of North Vietnam which was predominantly under the control 
of the Vi~t Minh during the First Indochina War (1946-1954). While these sites were both 
located in North Vietnam, they represent centres of activity that involved artists from all over 
the country. The EBAI accepted students from throughout Indochina (although in practice 
they tended to come from Vietnam, and within Vietnam, from Tonkin).44 Similarly, in the 
wartime period, artists allied with the Vi~t Minh also worked in interzone base areas 
throughout Vietnam, but policy directives came from the central leadership in the Vi~t B~c, 
and important exhibitions and debates in the arts were held there. 
However, while my particular focus is on these areas, it is important to acknowledge that 
there were also other sites of artistic activity in Vietnam, which are yet to receive substantial 
scholarly attention. For example, although the first schools of art in Vietnam were actually 
opened in Cochinchine (South Vietnam), little is known about their history compared with 
that of the EBAI.45 The activities of artists in central Vietnam during the colonial period are 
also not well known. Nor did all artists from the EBAI remain in North Vietnam after 1945. 
Boitran Huynh-Beattie has documented the important contribution made by several artists 
trained at the EBAI to the art world of inter-war South Vietnam.46 The movement of a small 
number of significant EBAI artists to France from the 1930s onwards also created an emigre 
Ecole de Hanoi in Paris.47 Thus, the passage from the EBAI to the revolution is only one 
trajectory of Vietnamese twentieth-century art, albeit an important one. 
44 Data regarding the student population of the EBAI by geographical origin is provided in Section de 
!'Instruction Publique, Indochine Fran~aise, Exposition Coloniale Intemationale, Paris, 1931, Trois Eco/es d'art 
de l'Jndochine: Hanoi, Phnom-Penh, Bien-Hoa, (Hanoi: lmprimerie d'Extreme-Orient, 193 1), 18. 
45 A small amount of material about the Gia Dinh school of art during the colonial period can be found in 
Boitran Huynh, "Vietnamese Aesthetics from 1925 Onwards," 211. 
46 Boitran Huynh-Beattie, "Saigonese Art during the War: Modernity versus Ideology." 
47 Vii Cao Dam emigrated to France in 1931, Le Ph6 and Mai Trung Thlr in 193 7. The style that these artists 
cultivated in Paris was an extension of the lyricism of the EBAI style, see Agence Economique des Colonies, 
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My decision to focus specifically on this privileged trajectory, which reiterates the 
concentration on Hanoi in existing Vietnamese art histories, was principally motivated by the 
substantial overlap of artists between these two areas, making it possible to trace the 
evolution of a number of artists from colonial tutelage into postcolonial revolutionary 
nationalism. In the interests of depth, it was also preferable to exclude detai led consideration 
of other sites of activity, as notwithstanding the movement of EBAI artists noted above, 
developments in art during the colonial period appear to have been relatively regionally 
discrete. The experiences of artists in Saigon and Hue, for example, thus require substantial 
regionally-based studies of their own. Additionally, even though the EBAI and the 
revolutionary art of the Viet Bile have been more frequent areas of art historical investigation 
than art in other parts of Vietnam, there is still much about this art history that has yet to be 
explored. By examining the subtleties and ambiguities of colonial-period discourse, 
particularly with regard to the formation of aesthetic nationalism, it is also possible "to 
disrupt what has now become the official narrative of the national past," as Patricia Pelley has 
said of her own examination of North Vietnamese postcolonial constructions of history.48 
Thus, although this thesis investigates an already privileged site of national art history, it does 
not necessarily confonn to the privileged narrative of that history. 
Agency and Colonial Artists 
Two areas of academic theory were strongly influential in framing the thematic and 
conceptual concerns of this thesis. The first is the body of writing within postcolonial studies 
that is concerned with the connected issues of colonial representation and indigenous agency, 
developed in the wake of Edward Said' s Orienta/ism of 1978.49 Said' s Orienta/ism, a 
foundational text in the field of post-colonial studies, argued that 'Western' representations of 
Exposition d'art annamite (Paris: Galerie de Madagascar, 1944). These artists also tend to be strongly 
represented in French catalogues of modem Vietnamese art, such as Noppe and Hubert, Arts du Vietnam. 
48 Pelley, Postcolonial Vietnam, 6. 
49 Edward W. Said, Orienta/ism: Western Conceptions of the Orient, fourth edition (London: Penguin, 1995). 
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the 'Eastern' other, across various scholarly, literary and governmental domains, have been 
inescapably implicated in the politics of imperialism, and have consistently maintained the 
"flexible positional superiority" of the West. 5° Said's analysis positions imperialism as more 
than a process of military and economic force creating political dominance, but also as a form 
of representational hegemony, where the "sheer knitted-together strength" of Orientalist 
discourse precludes the agency of the 'Oriental' in the representation of him or herself.51 
Linda Nochlin's influential art-historical application of Said's thesis to nineteenth-century 
Orientalist painting demonstrated how visual culture was similarly implicated within this 
representational hegemony, by creating images that show the 'East' as exotic, decadent or 
timeless, as opposed to the modem, industrial (and industrious) 'West' . 52 Such images, 
although not falling directly within the category of images that were commissioned as 
colonial propaganda, nonetheless demonstrate a visual mode that supports an imperialist 
agenda. 
To apply the Said/Nochlin paradigm of analysis to the work of French artists in Indochina 
would suggest an investigation of how such images (for example, of exoticism, difference or 
sensuality) were similarly complicit in colonial politics. But what of Vietnamese artists who 
adopted French techniques, styles and subjects of representation? Following Said, the work of 
indigenous artists could be interpreted as further evidence of the inescapable force of 
Orientalistlcolonial discourses of representation, such that indigenous artists were unable to 
represent themselves other than on the coloniser's terms. As a result, and perhaps ironically, 
the impact of Said's theory can be to negate the possibilities of 'oriental' agency, in effect to 
reiterate and reinstate the dominance of Orientalist discourse by emphasising its totalising 
force. Aijaz Ahmad has also noted that the argument in Orienta/ism ultimately results in a 
50 Said, Orienta/ism, 7. 
51 Said, Orienta/ism, 6. 
52 Linda Nochlin, "The Imaginary Orient." 
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denial of indigenous agency by not considering the possibilities for indigenous receptions and 
transformations of Orientalist discourse. 53 
A more recent approach bas been to see Orientalist/colonialist discourses of representation as 
heterogeneous and contested, rather than monolithic and ahistorical.54 This approach has been 
pursued in the history of French Indochina, demonstrating how French colonial discourses 
were beset by internal instability, as a result of the competing interests, desires, identities and 
ideological positions within the colonising culture. 55 To see colonial discourse as unstable 
and open to contestation also allows for the possibility of indigenous interventions into 
representation: that is, to become the "interlocutors" of colonial discourses.56 Jill Beaulieu 
and Mary Roberts, in their introduction to a volume exploring this approach to Orientalism 
within the field of visual culture, understand "interlocution" as connoting such "varied 
semantic resonances as dialogue, response, and interruption. "57 As a result of this approach, 
according to Beaulieu and Roberts: 
... the univocality of the West is fractured into a plurality of voices with divergent and conflicting 
allegiances, and "Orientals" are recognized as participants in the production of countemarrati ves or 
resistant images, rather than simply as mute objects of representation. 58 
In adopting the model of interlocution identified by Beaulieu and Roberts, this thesis presents 
the discourse of art in colonial Vietnam as a plural field, which included different 
perspectives within the colonising culture, as well as indigenous interventions. The idea of 
multiple interlocutors of colonial discourse influenced the approach taken in chapter two, 
53 Aijaz Ahmad, In Theory: Classes, Nations, Literatures (London: Verso, 1992), 172-173. 
54 Lisa Lowe, for example, argues that Orientalism is riven by different class, gender and ethnic interests, see 
Critical Terrains: French and British Orienta/isms (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991). 
55 See Panivong Norindr, Phantasmatic Indochina: French Colonial Ideology in Architecture, Film and 
Literature (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1996) and Nicola Cooper, France in Indochina: 
Colonial Encounters (Oxford, New York: Berg, 2001). 
56 Jill Beaulieu and Mary Roberts, introduction to Orienta/ism's Interlocutors: Painting, Architecture, 
Photography, eds. Jill Beaulieu and Mary Roberts (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2002). 
57 Beaulieu and Roberts, Orienta/ism's Interlocutors, 3. 
58 Beaulieu and Roberts, Orienta/ism's Interlocutors, 3. 
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civilising mission and the system of repression that is anchored in the visibility of racial 
difference. 62 Here, the adoption of practices of the colonising culture by the colonised is not 
seen as a betrayal of an underlying native cultural essence, nor as an act of colonial 'bad 
faith,' but rather as an intimation of the split subjectivity produced by the colonial situation. 
The potential effectiveness of mimicry can be seen art historically in instances where colonial 
painters have demonstrated their proficiency in the most esteemed art genres within the 
colonising culture, demonstrating that "alterity can be transcended through sheer mastery of 
the civilising narrative."63 To understand the artists of the EBAI as colonial mimics in the 
terms proposed by Bhabha opens the way to a new appreciation of their significance within 
the colonial context: their command of French painting styles, techniques and concepts of art 
were a challenge to a system that was fundamentally premised on their inferiority. 
However, the destabilising effects of colonial mimicry are dependent on the particularity of 
the colonial system and the historical point when it is enacted: the mimic is necessarily only a 
threatening figure when the colonial ideology depends on difference as the justifying basis 
for control.64 In Indochina, where colonial discourses wavered between assimilationist and 
associationist (or even preservationist) tendencies, the significance of mimicry was shifting 
and unstable. In addition, while Bhabha' s approach does re-open the possibility of the agency 
of colonised subjects in a specific form, the focus of this agency is still conceived only within 
the terms of the colonial discourse. The meaning of mimicry is understood by Bhabha 
principally in terms of its incomplete duplication of the model of the colonising culture, but it 
is also possible to envisage colonial mimicry as part of a transformative and adaptive process, 
whereby the forms of colonial culture come to have new meanings and associations within an 
62 Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 89. 
63 Patrick D. Flores, "Postcolonial Perils: Art and National Impossibilities," Journal of World Art, l: 1 (20 11 ). 
Flores uses this phrase in his analysis of a number of Asian painters whose mastery of the colonial mode of 
practice - oil painting - was married with latent anti-colonial critiques. 
64 As has been pointed out in Nicholas Thomas' critique ofBhabha, in Nicholas Thomas, Colonialism's Culture: 
Anthropology. Travel and Government (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1994), 51-54. 
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indigenous context. Thus, in chapter three of this thesis, I consider the embrace of the idea of 
'the artist' as a form of social identity, not in terms of its relation to the value system of the 
colonial state, but principally in terms of its meaning within a modem indigenous public 
sphere. 
Finally, it is important to acknowledge, following the argument of Nicholas Thomas, that 
colonialism is not purely discursive or representational: it is also a practice. Thomas thus 
understands colonialism as a "project," which combines ideological and pragmatic aspects: 
A project is neither a strictly discursive entity nor an exclusively practical one: because it is a willed 
creation of historically situated actors it cannot be dissociated from their interests and 
objectives ... projects are of course often projected rather than realized; because of their confrontation 
with indigenous interests, alternate civilizing missions and their internal inconsistencies, colonial 
intentions are frequently deflected, or enacted farcically and incompletely. 65 
It is through the practicalities of the operation of colonialism, over a particular terrain and at 
particular points in time, that its discursive strength can be disturbed. The impression of the 
seamless impermeability of colonial discourse is challenged - not only by interlocutors 
within the field of representation - but also by the inevitable impossibility of its complete 
enactment. This understanding of colonial culture allows for the possibility of agency, 
without denying the constraining forces inherent in the colonial project. 
Colonial Hanoi as an Alternative Modernity 
The reconsideration of colonial culture in the aftermath of Orienta/ism has opened up new 
perspectives on the transformations within colonised cultures. However, it is also possible to 
situate the colonised cultures of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries as part of the global 
experience of modernity, where modernity is understood as the cultural relation to the 
65 Thomas, Colonialism's Culture, 106. 
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experience of 'societal modernisation.' While a precise definition of the complex changes 
understood as 'societal modernisation' is elusive, Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar gives a useful 
summary of some its frequent forms, such as: cognitive shifts towards secularism, scientific 
consciousness and instrumental rationality; the growth of individualistic conceptions of 
subjectivity; the development of nation states governed through bureaucratic systems and the 
rule of law; market capitalism; and increased urbanisation and geographical mobility. 66 
Cultural modernity - including developments in art - can be understood a means of relating 
to this set of changes, whether enthusiastically or oppositionally. 67 According to Marshall 
Berman, the experience of living through modernisation produced an effect of dislocation, 
anxiety, and the rapid dissolution of fixed positions, at the same time as an exhilarating sense 
of possibility.68 But cultural modernity is not solely reactive: it can also bring societal and 
cognitive changes into being through its rhetorical force, and anticipate or even desire 
modernisation before it exists, as well as reflecting or responding to emerging changes. 69 
Although the paradigm of modernity outlined above is Eurocentric, and based on European 
Enlightenment ideals, it has been globally diffused in various ways (through colonialism, 
global capitalism, discourses of development, mass media etc.), such that it forms a point of 
reference for modernities elsewhere. 70 However, if this model of modernity is taken as 
normative (and if the model's own universalist claims are uncritically accepted), the result is 
66 Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar, "On Alternative Modernities," in Alternative Modernities, ed. Dilip 
Parameshwar Gaonkar (Duke, NC: Duke University Press, 2001), 1-2. 
67 Gaonkar emphasises the aspect of cultural modernity that is adversarial to the societal changes of 
modernisation, see Gaonkar, "On Alternative Modernities." However, the definition of cultural modernity 
shouJd not be restricted to this purely oppositional strand. Other forms of cultural modernity embraced societal 
modernisations, or assisted in their dissemination. Thus, it is preferable to treat 'cultural modernity' as a value-
neutral term, and distinguish where necessary oppositional tendencies within cultural modernity, such avant-
~ardist , progressivist, utopian etc. forms. 
8 Marshall Berman, All That is Solid Melts into Air: The Experience ofModernity (New York: Simon and 
Schuster, 1982). 
69 Hence Canclini cites a common view of Latin America that "we had an exuberant modernism with a deficient 
modernisation," indicating that the former does not necessarily depend on the latter, Nestor Garcia Canclini, 
Hybrid Cultures: Strategies for Entering and Leaving Modernity, trans. Christopher L. Chiappari and Silvia L. 
L6pez (Minneapolis, London: University of Minnesota Press: 1995), 41 . 
70 Gaonkar, "On Alternative Modernities," l. 
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to position non-Western modernities as lacking, or else temporally 1agging.71 In response, 
Charles Taylor has called for a "cultural view" of modernity, rather than the imposition of an 
"acultural view," exploring local dimensions of modernity rather than seeing them as 
' incorrect' digressions from the norm.72 Dipesh Chakrabarty, in Provincializing Europe, 
performs this type of cultural analysis of modernity in Bengal, coupled with a critique of the 
concept of historical time, which allows him to demonstrate the imbrication of modem and 
pre-modem cultures.73 Other scholars have also taken issue with the temporal or 'stagist' 
implications of modernity, arguing that in some contexts, pre-modem/traditional cultural 
forms co-exist within modernity and postmodemity. 74 
To understand the environment of North Vietnam from the 1920s to the 1950s as part of an 
alternative modernity requires close attention to the colonial context: coloniality and 
modernity are not equivalent. As Chakrabarty has observed with reference to nineteenth-
century European colonialism in general, French colonialism in Indochina "preached ... 
Enlightenment humanism at the colonised and at the same time denied it in practice."75 
Colonisation instigated certain aspects of modernisation (technological, economic, 
governmental, for example), but repressed its ernancipatory, democratic and self-governing 
impulses. The overlapping currents of anxiety and exhilaration, which Berman identifies as a 
central facet of the experience of modernity, is doubly pertinent within a colonial context: the 
71 Dipesh Chakrabarty in particular has been highly critical of what he labels Western ' 'historicism" in the 
discussion of political modernity, as it inevitably defines modernity as something that happens "first in Europe, 
then elsewhere," Provicializing Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical Difference (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2000), 4-23 (quotation from page 7). 
72 Charles Taylor, "Two Theories of Modernity," in Alternative Modernities, ed. Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar. 
~Duke, NC: Duke University Press, 2001). 
3 For example, the interweaving of religion with labour practices, critiquing the idea of the secularity of 
modernity, see Chakrabarty, Provincializing Europe, 72-96. 
74 Canclini, Hybrid Cultures and Hiroshi Nara, introduction to Inexorable Modernity: Japan's Grappling with 
Modernity in the Arts (Plymouth: Lexington Books, 2007). 
75 Chakrabarty, Provincializing Europe, 4. 
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perceived 'foreignness' of modem change exacerbates both its unsettling and fascinating 
qualities. 76 
Throughout this thesis, I refer to the broader features of modernisation and modernity in 
North Vietnam, where they are relevant to the experiences of the EBAI artists. However, it is 
useful here to make a preliminary sketch of some significant aspects of that modernity as it 
coalesced in Vietnam between 1925 and 1954. Firstly, the current political entity of 
'Vietnam' did not exist then in its current form. From the mid nineteenth century onwards, 
through a combination of military adventurism and treaty-making with the Imperial court in 
Hue, the kingdom of Dai Nam was subsumed into the political entity of French Indochina 
(l'Indochine franryaise) .77 French Indochina also included the annexed kingdoms of Cambodia 
and Laos. 78 The territory that is now 'Vietnam' was divided into three separate administrative 
units, considered as separate pays (countries): Tonkin in the North, Annam in the Centre and 
Cochinchine in the South. These three regions were also referred to collectively as 
'Annam. ' 79 Officially, only Cochinchine was a direct colony, while Annam and Tonkin were 
ruled as protectorates through the court. In practice, however, the protectorates lacked any 
76 Berman, All That Is Solid Melts into Air, 34. 
77 The territory ofD~i Nam was roughly equivalent to that of modem Vietnam. This territory had been brought 
under centralised control as recently as 1802, when the Nguy~n dynasty was founded in Hue. The court ceded 
control to the French of part of its Southern territories in 1862, including the area surrounding Saigon, and the 
remainder of the Southern territories were annexed by 1866. On June 6, 1884, a final treaty with the court ceded 
the entire northern and central territories to France in the form of two separate protectorates, see Pierre 
Brocheaux and Daniel Hemery, Indochina: An Ambiguous Colonization 1858-1954, trans. Eric Jennings et al. 
(Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 2009), 24-27, 40-45. 
78 The French protectorate over Cambodia was confirmed in 1867, and control over Laos in the early 1890s, 
Brocheaux. and Hemery, Indochina. 26-27, 64-66. 
79 In this thesis, I prefer to use the term 'Vietnam' rather than 'Annam', as the latter can have derogatory 
associations connected to the colonial period. Although Vietnam did not yet exist as a political entity, the term 
began to be widely used within the intelligentsia from about 1930 to denote an ethno-cultural identity with 
nationalistic associations, see Christopher E. Goscha, Vietnam or Indochina? Contesting Concepts of Space in 
Vietnamese Nationalism, 1887-1954 (Copenhagen: NIAS Publishing, NIAS Report Series 28, 1995), 64-67. 
EBAI artists also often used the term 'Vietnam' in their writing, although not exclusively. 
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political autonomy and were ruled directly through the structures of the Gouvernement-
general.80 
French colonialism also brought about substantial ruptures with the past, in important areas 
like political control; the system of education; and the economy, particularly land tenure and 
agricultural production.81 Within the education system, the system of writing in characters 
(whether the Vietnamese demotic characters of chu Nom, or the chu Hem, which were used to 
write classical Chinese or Sino-Vietnamese) was replaced by a romanised alphabet for 
Vietnamese, known as qu6c ngu, effectively severing many twentieth-century intellectuals 
from the literature of their past. 82 The French presence was also a conduit for modem 
material culture to enter Vietnam, from automobiles and electricity to household consumer 
goods. The cities of Hanoi and Saigon increased in population, and their physical structure 
was substantially altered, through urban planning and new architectural styles. 83 The anxiety 
produced by these changes was compounded by the circumstances of colonial domination, as 
Vietnamese intellectuals struggled to find a path to independence. Substantial research into 
the connected fields of political life, literature and the press in late nineteenth and early 
twentieth-century Vietnam has revealed the vibrancy and diversity of cultural life at this time, 
in which Marxism-Leninism was one of many competing systems of thought. 84 As well as 
intellectual forment, there were also sporadic explosions of anti-colonial violence and 
80 Particularly after the administrative reforms of Governor-General Paul Dourner, who centralised control of 
indochina between 1897 and 1911, Brocheaux and Hemery, Indochina, 80-84. 
81 David Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 1920-1945 (Berkeley: University of California Press 
1981), 3-6,25-26, 33-41; Brocheaux and Hemery, Indochina, 80-91,98-106, 120-136. 
82 John de Francis, Colonialism and Language Policy in VietNam (The Hague: Mouton Publishers, 1977). 
33 On substantial changes to the physical environments in Hanoi and Saigon, see Gwendolyn Wright, The 
Politics of Design in French Colonial Urbanism (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1991) and 
WilliamS. Logan, Hanoi: Biography of a City (Sydney: University ofNew South Wales Press, 2000), 67-145. 
~4 For example, on the Vietnamese press, McHale, Print and Power; on Vietnamese modernity in general, 
including visual and material culture, Nguyen Van Ky, La Societe vietnamiennefa{:e a Ia modernite (Paris: 
L'Harmattan, 1995); on political discourses, Hue-Tam Ho Tai, Radicalism and the Origins of the Vietnamese 
Revolution (Cambridge and London: Harvard University Press, 1992); and on cultural and political discourses 
across various fields, David G. Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial and David G. Marr, Vietnamese 
Anticolonialism 1885-1925 (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California Press, l97 l). 
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rebellion, involving vanous sectors of society, including conservative scholar-patriots, 
peasant groups and nationalists.85 
Understanding the complexity of the colonial culture in Vietnam also requires a recognition 
that it was not only produced through the encounter between France and Vietnam. In fact, 
from 1940-1945 Vietnam was in the position of being simultaneously occupied by two 
competing imperialist powers: France, at that point a Vichy government, and Japan. Japanese 
imperialism, like Euramerican imperialisms, similarly produced a system of representation of 
its 'others,' which created the moral framework for colonial activity. 86 Recently, however, 
scholars have begun to pay attention to the forms of art that were produced as a result of 
Japanese colonialism in East Asia.87 While there are some common thematic concerns shared 
by Japanese and European imperialisms, Japanese imperiahsm was also highly particular in 
its discourse. The rhetoric of the ' Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere' used Pan-Asianist 
thought to justify Japanese territorial expansion, based on historical and cultural connection 
rather than on difference. 88 
The ascendency of Communism in the form of the nascent Vietnamese Marxist-Leninist state 
in the period between 1945 and 1954 can also be understood as part of the trajectory of an 
"alternative modernity."89 While cultural and intellectual life in those years was substantially 
influenced by the wartime conditions, a new wave of societal modemisations were also 
taking place. The proto-state of the DR VN was attempting to make widespread changes, in 
the areas of education, literacy and land reform. Like the colonial state, it made use of 
R
5 Marr, Vietnamese Anticolonialism; Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial. 
86 See Stefan Tanaka, Japan 's Orient: Rendering Pasts into History (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: 
University of California Press, 1993). 
H
7 Marlene J. Mayo, J. Thomas Rimer and H. Eleanor Kerkham, eds. War, Occupation and Creativity: Japan 
and East Asia 1920-1960 (Honolulu: University ofHawai'i Press, 2001 ). 
88 Eri Hotta, Pan-Asian ism and Japan's War (New York: Pal grave Macmillan, 2007). 
89 Anne Raffin has recently argued that postcolonial Vietnam should be understood as a "hybrid modernity", 
with specific attention to the impact of colonialism and the Vietnamese Marxist-Leninst state, see "Postcolonial 
Vietnam: Hybrid Modernity", Postcolonial Studies, 2008, 11:3. However, it seems evident that the modernity of 
the colonial period itself could also be characterised as hybrid. 
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coercive means to enforce its own ideological priorities. The Vietnam Workers Party (the 
name of the Vietnamese Communist party during those years) released new cultural policies 
to direct work in literature and the arts.90 In this thesis, I situate work produced by 
Vietnamese artists within the alternative cultural modernity that was a result of the transition 
from colonialism to Marxism-Leninism. Intellectually, the concerns of visual artists were 
connected to those of their peers in literature and politics, but there were also unique 
considerations in the visual arts, for example relating to the material forms of artworks, and 
the systems for art education, production and reception. Accounting for modern Vietnamese 
art thus requires attention to its connections with other modern discourses, as well as its 
specificity. 
To begin this investigation, chapter two describes the institutional development of the EBAI, 
situating it within the wider colonial politics of education. Educational issues were a 
flashpoint for disagreements over the nature and purpose of colonialism in French Indochina, 
and education in the arts was similarly divided. At the EBAI, this took the form of a dispute 
over whether the School should focus on artisanal training, or training in the fine arts. Art 
education was also linked to systems for the exhibition, display and marketing of Vietnamese 
artwork, locally and abroad. As well as looking at bow the colonial systems of education and 
exhibition framed Vietnamese art, this chapter also explores the responses of the artists 
themselves to these systems, informed by the idea of artists as interlocutors of colonialism. 
Artists who studied at the EBAI actively sought to influence their own position within the 
colonial discourse of art, vociferously protesting changes to the educational orientation of the 
School. The Vietnamese reception of art exhibitions shows that different meanings could 
attach to colonial institutions from an indigenous point of view. 
90 See Ninh, A World Transformed and Tru(mg Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," in Selected Writings 
(Hanoi: Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1977). A translator's name is not given for this text, which is a 
reproduction ofTru<mg Chinh' s 1948 speech on cultural policy. 
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However, artists of the EBAI were not only formed through their interaction with the colonial 
state. Chapter three thus moves into an exploration how an idea of 'the artist,' as a particular 
kind of modem social identity, was developed in relation to broader intellectual discourses 
emerging in Vietnam at that time, in particular, the discourse of the emancipation of the 
individual from societal constraints. This is investigated through a discussion of how artists 
were represented in the modernising Vietnamese-language periodicals Phong hoa (Mores) 
and Ngay nay (Nowadays), to which a number of EBAI artists contributed. The image of 'the 
artist' in these magazines as misunderstood, eccentric and independent finds its match in the 
potentially-threatening modernity of the 'new woman', who was also a frequent presence in 
the pages of Phong hoa and Ngay nay. By exploring connections between the identity 
positions of the 'modem artist' and the 'modem woman,' I argue in this chapter that the 
frequent representations of women by EBAI artists should be understood as refracted self-
images. This chapter also includes a case study of two of the most well-known artists of the 
EBAI: To NgQc Van and Nguy8n Gia Tri (1908-1993). While the work of these artists is 
widely known, their collaboration with Phong hoa and Ngay nay has received little attention. 
Yet, the engagement with those periodicals is a significant indication of their attitude toward 
modernity, and provides a richer context for the understanding of their work. 
Chapter four turns to the development of aesthetic nationalism in EBAl art before 1945. The 
identification of national aesthetics with painting on silk and painting in lacquer is now well-
established, but when these forms of art were first developed at the EBAI, their positioning as 
'Vietnamese' was far from clear. This chapter draws on the writing from the 1940s by To 
NgQc Van, who wrote prolifically on the need for Vietnamese art to develop distinctive 
national qualities. Using his writing as a jumping-off point, the chapter explores the different 
experimental forays that resulted in the creation of ' Vietnamese' aesthetics, over the twenty 
years between 1925 and 1945. The types of aesthetic experiments that EBAI artists pursued 
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were informed by colonial scholarship and educational methods, but could also contest and 
re-frame colonial understandings. A thread of deliberately-cultivated 'Asianism' runs through 
the aesthetics of the period, which attains new associations during the period of Japanese 
occupation (1940-1945). The encounter with modem Japanese art prompted a new line of 
reflection amongst Vietnamese artists, affecting how they viewed their cultural position and 
a11 practice. 
The collapse of the Vichy-Japanese alliance, and the subsequent uprising of August 1945, 
altered the conditions in which art was produced and exhibited, as well as the forms of art 
that were made. Chapter five discusses the participation of artists in the first national art 
exhibitions in the DRVN, revealing how the re-framing of EBAI art as ' national' was 
complicated (but not displaced) by the new prominence of Marxist-Leninst theory. Following 
the outbreak of war in North Vietnam in 1946, artists, like other members of the 
intelligentsia, had to choose between staying in French-controlled Hanoi, or moving into rural 
interzones to support the Vi~t Minh. Artists in the war zones were required to produce new 
forms of art (such as propaganda posters and observational sketches), within new locations 
for art production (such as travelling propaganda troops and cultural divisions of the army) 
and to display their work in new styles of art exhibition. Some of these artists in the Vi~t B~c 
were engaging in the first detailed public re-evaluation of colonial-period ideas outside the 
constraints of the colonial state: discussions which shed new light on the tensions and 
ambiguities in the discourse of art prior to 1945. A series of 'pen fights' and debates in the 
visual arts, in which To NgQc Van was again a central figure, demonstrate areas of conflict 
between the new ideological paradigm of Marxism-Leninism, and the concepts of art that had 
been forged in the colonial period, which proved to be surprisingly resilient. 
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However, in the early 1950s, the evolution of the First Indochina War into a conflict within 
the cold-war political paradigm began to influence the cultural world of the Vi~t B~c. Contact 
with the People's Republic of China and Socialist countries in Europe markedly increased, 
and an emphasis on ideologically-correct attitudes became more pronounced. The discourse 
on art moved to a 'confessional' mode, based on Maoist-style self-criticism, where artists had 
to publicly disavow and exorcise their ties to colonial-period culture. Chapter six explores 
this new direction in public discourse. At the same time, the first postcolonial art school, the 
Kh6a Khang Chi~n, was formed in 1950. The experiences of the students of this school 
reveal the interaction in the period between art, ideology and day-to-day practice, as well as 
the persistence of colonial concepts of art and pedagogical forms into the wartime period. As 
artists were increasingly becoming participants in the political campaigns of the state, their 
work became more and more distinct from that being pursued by artists who had remained in 
Hanoi. The early 1950s thus foreshadows the starker ideological divisions over culture which 
would emerge as the DRVN became more established as a state. This chapter ends by 
sketching out some of the resonances of the wartime period in the future developments of art 
in the DRVN. 
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2. 
COLONIAL INTERVENTIONS 
Figure 1: Photograph of the drawing studio of the Ecole des Beaux Arts de l'Indochine, Hanoi, 
undated c.1925-1943. 
The Ecole des Beaux Arts de l'Indochine opened its doors in Hanoi in 1925. A photograph of 
the drawing studio there in its early years of operation shows a group of young male 
Vietnamese students, seated before their easels, concentrating on a drawing exercise from an 
unseen instructional plaster cast, apparently of The Age of Bronze by Auguste Rodin (1840-
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1917). Looming behind them is another cast from Rodin, a figure from The Burghers of 
Calais. The students are dressed either in the long, dark, silk tunics of the traditional 
mandarin, or in the case of the standing figure, a Western-style suit. On a superficial level, 
the image represents the transfer of an almost entirely new discourse of 'art' into Vietnam: 
encompassing all aspects of that term from the philosophical and conceptual to the quotidian 
details of the practice of image-making. Beyond the superficial, this photograph also 
perfectly encapsulates the ideals of the civilising mission of French colonialism in Indochina. 
The elegant absorption of the students in their task suggests their obedient reception of 
colonial tutelage, while the references to Rodin, as the modern epitome of enlightenment 
humanism expressed through art, signify the civilisational values that are in the process of 
transmission. 
However, as has been forcefully argued by Bhabha, ambivalence is inherent in the colonial 
discourse of the civilising mission. The colonised subject may adopt the mores of the 
coloniser, but can never be considered as equally civilised, as such an admission would 
remove the moral justification for the colonial project altogether.91 In the case of French 
Indochina, education in particular was where this conceptual limit of the civilising mission 
rapidly became apparent. 92 At the EBAI, that limit was manifested in a debate over whether 
Vietnamese students should be considered as 'artists' or 'artisans,' reflecting a hierarchical 
professional distinction between the Vietnamese students and their primarily French 
teachers.93 Beyond this hierarchical tension, the EBAI was also influenced by different 
conceptions of the purpose of art education in the colony: specifically, whether its function 
was to modernise local artforms or protect them from the 'degradation' of contact with 
91 Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 87-90. 
92 See Cooper, France in Indochina, 38-40; Gail P. Kelly, "Colonial Schools in Vietnam: Policy and Practice," 
in Education and Colonialism, eds. Gail P. Kelly and Philip G. Altbach (New York: Longman Inc., 1978) and 
Marie-Paule Ha, "From 'Nos Ancetres, les Gaulois' to 'Leur Culture Ancestrale': Symbolic Violence and the 
Politics of Colonial Schooling in Indochina," French Colonial History 3 (2003). 
93 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 33-34. 
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Western influences. This chapter will discuss how these differing conceptions were 
manifested in the curriculum of the EBAI, as well as in the systems for the exhibition and 
marketing of EBAI work. That the work of this institution was understood in various 
different ways is indicative of the fact that colonial discourse is not monolithic, but contains 
within in it multiple, and at times contradictory, points of view. At the EBAI, the indigenous 
students and graduates were also the interlocutors of their teachers, and attempted to 
influence the form of the institution and the exhibition of their works. 94 This did not 
invariably mean that they contested the views of the colonial art education system, but nor 
were they always the docile students represented in the photograph above. While later 
chapters will discuss Vietnamese artists' reception of the ideas transmitted by the EBAI 
during the colonial period in more depth, this chapter discusses their response to the EBAI as 
an institution. The character of the EBAI, and its related institutions such as artists' 
cooperatives and exhibiting societies, was affected by the vicissitudes of colonial policy, 
internal tensions within colonial discourse, and the agency of individual actors within the 
system. 
Education and Art: the EBAI in Context 
By the turn of the twentieth century, the conquest of Indochina was complete, and 
government had moved from a military to a civil administration.95 Prior to the First World 
War, colonial policy had fluctuated between two main paradigms: that of 'assimilation,' 
which promoted direct rule over Indochina and the cultural remaking of the territories in the 
image of France, and that of ' association,' where rule was achieved through collaboration 
94 I am using the term 'interlocutors ' here in the sense defined by Beaulieu and Roberts, Oriental ism 's 
Interlocutors, 3. See also discussion of this term in the introduction. 
95 This was consolidated under Governor-General Paul Doumer, who arrived in the Indochina in 1897 and built 
a strong, centralised administration, Brocheaux and Hemery, Indochina, 80-84. 
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with the indigenous elite.96 Neither of these policies ever received full expression in practice, 
but both left vestiges in the cultural policy of the period after the First World War. In the field 
of colonial education, competing conceptions of the role of France in Indochina were 
intensely played out. In 1917, the governor-general of Indochina, Albert Sarraut ( 1872-1962), 
introduced a series of extensive educational reforms, which centralised the previously 
fractured education system.97 These reforms also marked the official end of the pre-colonial 
education system in North Vietnam: a system of triennial examinations based on Confucian 
texts, which formed civil servants for the ranks of the imperial government, as well as the 
teachers for lower-level schooling. 98 The traditional education system was a threat to colonial 
hegemony, as it was difficult for colonial inspectors to understand and control what was 
being taught. 99 In addition, a reformist educational movement amongst scholars, called the 
Tonkin Free School Movement (Dong Kinh Nghia Th1;1c), had developed anti-colonial and 
modernising tendencies which alarmed the colonial administration. 100 As a result, Sarraut' s 
reforms emphasised instruction in French, with the dual purpose of severing ties with the 
traditional education system and forming a tier of indigenous graduates competent in French 
to fill the lower echelons of the colonial administration.101 
The reforms included a full spectrum of educational institutions from primary school to 
university level. While a university-level institution already existed in Hanoi, the reforms 
gave new vitality to the University of Indochina. As Nicola Cooper has pointed out, Sarraut 
96 Raymond F. Betts, Assimilation and Association in French Colonial Theory, 1890-1914, second edition 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2004). 
97 Gail P. Kelly, "Schooling and National Integration: the Case oflnterwar Vietnam," Comparative Education 
18:2 (1982). 
98 For an overview of the structure, curriculum and functions of the nineteenth-century examination system in 
Vietnam, see Alexander Woodside, Vietnam and the Chinese Model: A Comparative Study of Vietnamese and 
Chinese Government in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 
1971 ), 169-234. 
99 Kelly, "Schooling and National Integration," 178. 
100 Kelly, "Colonial Schools in Vietnam," 96-99. Marr, Vietnamese Anticolonialism, 156- 187. 
101 However, Kelly argues that the political motive behind the educational reforms was much more significant 
than the practical one, based on her analysis of discussions of the Council for Improvement of Native Education, 
which Sarraut convened, Kelly, "Colonial Schools in Vietnam," 99-101. 
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saw his colonial mission in terms of the mise en valeur of Indochina: a critical concept which 
indicated not only the economic and industrial development of Indochina, but its moral and 
social improvement as welL 102 The mise en valeur of Indochina, along with the related ide~ 
of the colonial civilising mission, functioned as a justificatory mechanism, intended to 
present colonial activity in a beneficent light: internationally, in metropolitan France, and at 
times even to the colonised population themselves. 103 According to Sarraut, the mise en 
valeur of the colonies was also critical to maintaining control: if colonised populations were 
unable to see any benefit to French rule, then it was more likely that they would tum to 
nationalist movements or international communism. 104 
However, in the area of education, mise en valeur was only ambivalently pursued. The 
degrees offered by the University of Indochina, for example, were not recognised as 
equivalent to those of French universities.105 The University of Indochina can also be 
understood as part of colonial attempts at political dominance, as one of its key functions was 
to arrest the flow of Indochinese students to France, where they might become dangerously 
radicalised. 106 The Ecole des Beaux Arts de l'Indochine, which operated within the frame of 
the University of Indochina, was a late institution in the slow unrolling of Sarraut's 
educational policies. 107 By the time it opened in 1925, some key elements of Sarraut's 
original policies were already in question, particularly the emphasis on French-language 
102 Cooper, France in Indochina, 29-31 . 
103 Cooper, France in Indochina, 29. 
104 The extent to which Sarraut's colonial policies were motivated by his concern to contain the influence of 
international Communism is discussed in Martin Thomas, "Albert Sarraut, French Colonial Development, and 
the Communist Threat, 1919- 1930," The Journal of Modern History 77: 4 (December 2005). 
105 Herman Lebovics, True France: The Wars over Cultural Identity 1900-1945 (Ithaca and London: Cornell 
University Press, 1991), 118. 
106 Lebovics, True France, 114-115. 
107 Trinh Van Thao, L 'Ecole jran9aise en lndochine (Paris: Editions Karthala, 1995), 56. That the EBAI was 
intended to be part ofSarraut's original reforms to the University oflndochina is also indicated by a number of 
archival documents which show that several proposals for this School were put forward in 1917. See National 
Archives Centre no. 1, Hanoi, Fonds du RST, Rl6 series, Dossier no. 73414: letter of26 January 1917 relating 
to the founding of an Ecole des Beaux Arts in Hanoi by M. Boudon; letter of 23 February 1917 to the Resident 
Superieur of Tonkin from M. Plantie regarding the creation of a school of applied art in Tonkin; and letter of 5 
April 1917 to the Resident Superieur of Tonkin from M. Koch relating to the work of the Amicale Artistique 
Franco-Annamite and the creation of an indigenous school of art. 
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instruction.108 In addition, protests had exploded throughout the Franco-indigenous education 
system in 1925-1926 (in which EBAI students were not involved). 109 
The EBAI thus opened at the end of a period of extensive renovation, and in a general 
atmosphere of tension and instability within the education system. But while the EBAI can be 
understood within the general frame of educational policy, it also raised special issues 
relating to colonial attitudes toward indigenous art. To begin with, it is important to note that 
no category of objects existed in pre-colonial Vietnam that was equivalent to the European 
term ' fine arts.' In assessing indigenous ' art,' colonial scholars, educators and administrators 
were conceptually grouping together objects with different purposes - decorative, religious, 
auspicious, functional - and from different spheres of society - the imperial court, the village 
and the temple.11° From the early twentieth century, 'art' became an important site of colonial 
intervention. By 1898, an official research institute had been founded, which later took the 
name of the Ecole franryaise d'Extreme-Orient (hereafter EFE0). 111 This institution was 
responsible for conducting research into philology, art and archaeology throughout 
Indochina, as well as in neighbouring Asian countries. However, in addition to its role in 
conducting research, it also created a form of colonial propaganda, by promoting its 
preservation of local monuments, which were represented as having been neglected by local 
populations. 11 2 
1 0~ Trinh, L 'Ecolefram;aise en Jndochine, 56-60. 
109 A reviewer of an early EBAl exhibition noted that the School had not had any instances of strikes or 
insubordination, Pierre Toussaint, "L'Exposition de notre Ecole des Beaux-Arts" Argus Indochinois, 20 
November 1929. That this was considered worth mentioning is indicative of the state of tension within the 
education system at the time. For an account of the repression of protest within the education system in 
Indochina, see Trinh, L 'Ecolefram;aise en Jndochine, 185-215. 
110 On the approach to the idea of'Vietnamese art' by the scholars ofthe EFEO, see Nora A. Taylor, "Whose 
Art Are We Studying?" 
111 A history of the activities of that institution is given in Catherine Clementin-Ojha and Pierre-Yves Manguin, 
Un Siecle pour l'Asie: L 'Ecole fram;aise d'Extreme-Orient, 1898-2000, (Paris: Editions du Pacifique , Ecole 
fran9aise d'Extreme-Orient, 2001 ), 16. 
112 Taylor, "Whose Art are We Studying?" 150. 
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In general, the EFEO was more concerned with historical monuments, particularly 
architecture and sculpture, than with the state of the contemporary arts. But the condition of 
local decorative arts also attracted attention, principally because they were perceived as being 
in a state of decline, brought about by contact with imported European products. The creation 
of hybridised objects threatened the purity of indigenous traditions, which were regarded as 
the expression of a unique 'racial personality.' 113 Surveys of Vietnamese art often made 
reference to this hybridity, noting the 'decadent' state of contemporary products. 114 Colonial 
patronage was seen as a significant factor in this decline. Maurice Koch, an important art 
critic in Hanoi, wrote of what he considered to be the deplorable influence of ignorant French 
patrons on Vietnamese artisans. In 1924, he described his encounter with a soldier returning 
to France, who wanted to offer some hybrid-style articles of furniture for exhibition. Koch 
reacted with disgust and sarcastically imagined creating a "museum of franco-annamite 
horrors" for those types of objects.11 5 Koch's attitude was based not only the assumption of 
the passivity of the Vietnamese artisan in this encounter, but also reflects class divisions 
within the French colonial population. 
An example of a "franco-annamite horror" was also included in a book by Marcel Bemanose, 
an artist and corresponding member of the EFEO, who in 1922 attempted to assemble a 
typology of the 'constitutive elements' of Vietnamese decorative art. 11 6 This immense piece 
of furniture, which Bemanose noted took eighteen months and sixty artisans to complete, was 
deemed a failure because of its pastiche of multiple styles of decoration within the single 
object, as well as the heavy-handed approach to the ornament (figure 2). More seriously, 
113 The theory of the unique racial personality of a nation was not only circulated in the colonies, but was also 
being pursued in relation to France itself during the same period, see Lebovics, True France, 12-50. 
114 See for example: Albert de Pouvourville, L 'Art indo-chino is (Paris: Ancienne Maison Quantin, Librairies-
Imprimeries reunies, 1894), 277-285. While this book is about art across Indochina, much of the discussion is 
drawn from Vietnam; Marcel Bemanose, Les Arts decoratifs au Tonkin, (Paris: Henri Laurens, 1922), 10-11; 
Henri Gourdon, L 'Art de l'Annam, (Paris: E. de Boccard, 1933), 64. 
115 
"un musee d'horreurs franco-annamites." Maurice Koch, "Cbronique Artistique: le bourgeois franr,:ais et 
!'artiste annamite," Les Pages indochinoises: revue litteraire et artistique, 9 (1924): 353. 
116 Bemanose, Les Arts decoratifs. 
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however, works like these threatened the coherence of the Vietnamese 'racial personality' in 
art. Bernanose in particular took this issue very seriously, and his text abounds in very literal 
interpretations of 'Annamite' art in the light of racial personality, as can be seen in the 
following passage: 
The Annamite is chatty, elaborating in a thousand details, just like the decorator who loses himself in 
infinite preciosities. He is tricky and digressive in his conversation just like the sinuous, meandering 
and intersecting lines which form the borders and the backgrounds of his decorations. He loves to 
speak in parables: symbolic and votive decoration is well-equipped to satisfy him. 1 17 
The concern for the preservation of an indigenous racial personality led to the development of 
the first colonial exhibiting society in Hanoi. This was the Amicale Artistique Franco-
Annamite, which held annual salons from 1910-1917.118 Both Maurice Koch and Marcel 
Bernanose were involved in its organisation. The aims of the Amicale were to promote the 
artistic products of Tonkin, contribute the raising of standards in the production of indigenous 
art and to encourage the development of the 'taste' of the public, again indicating the concern 
over the influence of colonial patronage on artisanal products. 11 9 This society exhibited 
French and Vietnamese artists, and both pure and applied art. Appropriate works for 
exhibition were selected by a committee, and products were offered for sale. The Amicale 
itself made purchases of the most successful objects, to encourage the artisans. 
117 
"L'Annarnite est causeur, s'etendent en mille details, tout corrune le decorateur qui se perd en des preciosites 
infinies. ll est retors et disgressif dans sa conversation tout corrune les !ignes sinueuses, meandreuses et 
recoupees qui constituent les bordures et les fonds des decorations. Il aime a parler des paraboles: le decoration 
$ymbolique et votive est bien faite pour le satisfaire." Bernanose, Les arts decoratifs, 17. 
118 Amicale Artistique Franco-Annamite, Statuts, (Hanoi and Haiphong: Imprimerie d'Extreme-Orient, 1912), 1. 
119 Arnicale Artistique Franco-Annamite. Statuts, 1-2. 
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Figure 2: Buffet, c.1922 as reproduced in Bernanose, Les Arts decoratifs au Tonkin, 100. 
Training in the decorative arts was also an early part of education system. From 1902, an 
Ecole Professionelle was operating in Hanoi, with a section on decorative arts (including 
embroidery, sculpture and inlaying, jewellery-making, decorative metalwork and ceramics) 
offered in addition to training in other trades. 120 However, this School did not operate 
according to a specifically preservationist model, and some colonial-period critics thought 
that it was contributing to the circulation of hybridised products. Interestingly, some of the 
teachers of this School were recruited from Japan, including specialists in bronze-casting and 
lacquerwork. 121 Perhaps this move was an attempt to 'Asianise' the curriculum of the School. 
120 Andre-Pallois, Jndochine, 209. 
121 CAOM, GGI, dossier 21161, Letter to M. Beau, Governor-General of Indochina from the Legation of the 
French Republic in Japan, January 1903. 
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This type of instruction continued to be offered in multiple regional sites throughout 
Indochina, grouped together as ' ecoles professionelles,' including a specific Ecole des Arts 
Appliques in Hanoi, which operated parallel to the EBAI. 122 
In Cochinchine (South Vietnam) a group of early art schools were opened near Saigon in Thu 
Dliu M()t (1901), Bien Hoa (1903) and Gia Dinh (1913). The first two schools concentrated 
on the ' renovation' of local crafts from their local area. The Thu D~u M<)t school taught 
wood-working, furniture production and decoration, including lacquer, while the Bien Hoa 
school was concerned with ceramics and bronze-casting.123 The Gia Dinh school was 
originally intended as a professional school to provide instruction in drawing and 
reprographics to create trained functionaries for sections of the colonial administration such 
as public works, cadastre and geographic and oceanographic services.124 However, in 
practice, the school went significantly beyond this limited initial brief to provide a much 
wider range of training in art. 125 Nadine Andre-Pallois also notes that this School was 
remarkable for having a Vietnamese director, Huyuh Dinh Tl,lll, from 1922-1925.126 
In 1917, the Ecole des Art Cambodgiens was founded in Phnom Penh, with the French 
architect, writer and artist George Groslier (1887-1945) becoming its director in 1918. Ingrid 
Muan has conducted substantial research on George Groslier's prolific writings on Khmer art 
and his role in the establishment of the School. 127 According to Muan, Groslier perceived a 
state of 'crisis ' in Khmer decorative arts, which he believed was caused by contact with 
122 Eugene Teston and Maurice Percheron, L'Indochine moderne: encycpedie administrative, touristique, 
artistique et economique, (Paris: Librairie de France, 1931 ), 720-721. 
123 Section de !'Instruction Publique, Trois Ecoles d 'art, 35; Teston and Percberon, L'lndochine moderne, 723-
724. 
124 Section Coloniale, Indochine Franvaise, Gouvemement General de l'Indochine, Exposition Intemationale des 
Arts et Techniques, Paris, 1937, Les Ecoles d'art de l'lndochine, (Hanoi: Imprimerie d'Extreme-Orient, 1937), 
35. 
125 Huynh, "Vietnamese Aesthetics from 1925 Onwards," 211. 
126 Andre-Pallois, Indochine, 209. Hu)'nh Dinb T\fU was trained in France at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris 
and in Marseilles, according to Section Coloniale, Les Ecoles d'art, 35. 
127 Ingrid Muan, "Citing Angkor: The 'Cambodian Arts ' in the Age of Restoration" (PhD. Diss, Columbia 
University, 2001). 
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imported European trinkets and decorative objects. 128 The influence of these foreign objects, 
as well as French patronage of Khmer artisans, had resulted in the creation of hybridised 
artforms. For Groslier, such hybrids were not the evidence of a visual culture undergoing 
modernisation, but rather reflected a travesty of the Khmer 'essence of the race.' 129 Groslier 
thus conceived the Ecole des Art Cambodgiens as a sanctuary for authentic Khmer art, where 
Western influences would be expurgated. However, as Muan argues, despite its protectionist 
rhetoric, the pedagogy adopted at the School departed radically from the Khmer tradition. 130 
While teaching was conducted by Khmer artisans, French professors also supervised the 
ateliers, and were responsible for selecting appropriate model objects for the students to copy, 
and codifying elements of Khmer design to form a canon of ornamental elements. 131 Drawing 
was introduced as a fundamental skill for all artisans, reflecting the French perception of 
drawing as the basis for other forms of art production. 132 The 'renovated' products were then 
offered for sale to visitors in the colony, as well as marketed overseas. 133 
In Vietnam, the model provided by Groslier had vocal supporters. Maurice Koch, for 
example, praised the work of Ecole des Arts Cambodgiens, comparing it favourably to 
Hanoi 's Ecole Professionelle.134 Henri Gourdon, who served as the Director-General of 
Public Instruction in Indochina, made similar comments. In 1933, he wrote of the Ecoles 
Professionelles that: "Although they improved techniques, they put into circulation models 
which too often showed the mark of the European master much more than that of the 
indigenous artisan."135 Gourdon's comments indicate the delicate pedagogical issue which 
128 Muan, "Citing Angkor," see Chapter One: The Crisis, 10-47. 
129 Muan, "Citing Angkor," 18-20. 
130 Muan, "Citing Angkor," see Chapter Two: The Rescue, 48-182. 
13 1 Muan, "Citing Angkor," 49-56, 70-75. 
132 Muan, "Citing Angkor," 52-55. 
133 Muan, "Citing Angkor," 81-82. 
134 Maurice Koch, "Chronique artistique: ce que devient !'art annamite," Les Pages indochinoises: revue 
litteraire et artistique 2 (1926). 
135 
"Si elles ont ameliore les techniques, elles ont mis en circulation les modeles qui trop sou vent portent bien 
plus Ia marque du maitre europeen que celle de !'artisan indigene." Gourdon, L'Art de l'Annam, 66. 
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plagued many colonial educators: how could they improve indigenous artisanal production 
without promoting the hybridity that the system was designed to correct? One solution was 
Groslier's system of indigenous teachers and 'model objects.' A similar educational model 
was pursued in Vietnam at the Bien Hoa School, which was considered the most successful 
School of applied art, and a model for other institutions. 136 Teaching at the Bien Hoa School 
was based on the imitation of suitable Chinese and Vietnamese ceramic and bronze models, 
from which the students were expected to draw insights about the principles of proportion 
and lines. 137 Traditional techniques of production were encouraged and indigenous artisans 
were recruited as moniteurs, under the direction of French professors. 138 Like the system at 
the Ecole des Arts Cambodgiens, the structure of teaching at Bien Hoa arrogated 
responsibility to French educators to define and enforce the 'tradition,' while maintaining a 
protectionist rhetorical position. 139 
Linked to the idea of the 'model object' was the idea that Vietnamese students could also 
derive direct inspiration from nature, unmediated by European tastes. Albert de Pouvoirville, 
writing in 1913 of the art schools in Cochinchina, described the following process: 
One puts before [the artisan' s] eyes the living thing or the plant to reproduce, and that 's all. And his 
master says only "Here is, before you, what you must do, in clay, in metal, in wax or in any other 
materia!. Look, examine, compare, measure and go. Go with your natural spirit, or, more precisely, 
with the spirit of your race, the seeds of which you have received, through your forefathers, in your 
136 Section de !'Instruction Publique, Trois Ecoles d 'art, 34. 
137 Section de !'Instruction Publique, Trois Eco/es d 'art, 34. 
m Section de !'Instruction Publique, Trois Ecoles d'art, 34. 
139 In fact, there are echoes of this practice throughout the colonial education system, not only in the arts. Kelly 
and Ha have both demonstrated that the curriculum materials in Franco-Vietnamese primary schools introduced 
ideas of Vietnamese heritage, tradition and culture as refracted through the accounts of French writers. This was 
part of a policy that educational instruction should be 'appropriate' to the colonised population. See Kelly, 
"Colonial Schools in Vietnam" and Ha "From 'Nos Ancetres, les Gaulois' to 'Leur Culture Ancestrale."' 
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wise brain and beneath your agile fingers." And that's all. And a white master can hold, without folly, 
this discussion with his yellow disciple. 140 
While de Pouvoirville had a particularly strong horror of hybridised art, this text nonetheless 
demonstrates the extent to which this racial theory of art could have an impact on 
pedagogical practices. 141 The idea that the observation of nature could be the source of an 
artistic renovation held particular significance, as it was an oft-repeated trope that 
Vietnamese artisans did not draw directly from nature, but rather copied from a standardised 
vocabulary of ornamental forms. 142 Indeed, the idea that the imitation of standardised forms 
was an inherent part of the Vietnamese tradition added to the perceived risk that these 
artfonns would readily become Europeanised. Nonetheless, the construction of creation from 
nature as a 'universal principle ' allowed such educational practices to be applied in Vietnam, 
even though it was not thought to be part of the local tradition. 
In 1924, the artist Alix de Fautereau-Vassel (who would later become a member of the 
teaching staff of the EBAI) reflected on whether it was possible for a European to 'protect' 
Vietnamese art, given that art is "essentially national and racia1." 143 She concluded that if 
Europeans drew on scientific historical research, then they could access the aesthetic criteria 
of the art of other races, and need not be limited by a single national tradition. 144 Noting the 
"deplorable" tendency toward hybridity in contemporary Vietnamese decorative arts, she 
argued that it was important that indigenous artists should stay within the purity of their 
140 
"On lui met sous les yeux l' etre vivant ou Ia p1ante a reproduire, et c'est tout. Et son maitre lui dit seulement 
"Voici, devant toi, ce que tu dois faire, en terre, en metal, en eire ou en tout autre matiere. Regarde, examine, 
compare, mesure et marche. Marche avec ton genie nature!, ou, pour rnieux dire, avec le genie de ta race dont tu 
as reyu, par tes peres, les germes, dans ton cerveau a vise et so us tes doigts agi1es." Albert de PourvourviUe, 
"Chronique Artistique," Les Pages indochinoises: revue lilt era ire et artistique 15 (1913 ): 292. 
141 For example in de Pouvourville, L 'Art indo-chinois, 280-282. 
142 de Pouvourville, L 'Art indo-chino is, 128-129, 264; Bernanose, Les Arts decoratifs, 7; Gourdon, L 'Art de 
l'Annam, 16-17; Henri Oger made several similar comments in his pictorial encyclopaedia of artisans in North 
Vietnam of 1909, see eds. Olivier Tessier and Philippe Le Failler, Henri Oger: technique du peuple annamite 
(1909) (Hanoi: Ecole frant;:aise d'Extreme-Orient, 2009), 41-42. 
143 
" ... essentiellement nationale, raciale." Alix F., "Le Feu sous Ia cendre," Les Pages indochinoises: revue 
litteraire et artistique 3 (1924): 114. 
144 Alix F., " Le Feu sous Ia cendre," 115. 
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tradition, but that they should still be open to innovation. 145 This could be achieved, she 
argued, through exposing students to drawing from nature, only intervening to offer 
"universal principles" of composition, balance, appropriateness and respect for the medium 
employed.146 Her article thus touches upon many of the ideas in circulation leading up to the 
creation of the EBAI. She indicates both a protectionist concern for the preservation of the 
racial purity of local arts, as well as a more assimilationist position, as principles which she 
perceived as 'universal' were offered as a fundamental base for instruction. 
The Formation of the Ecole des Beaux Arts de l'lndochine 
There had been several proposals for the creation of a fine arts school in Vietnam prior to the 
official order creating the EBAl in 1924.147 However, the fmal form of the EBAI was 
substantially due to the personal advocacy of the French painter Victor Tardieu ( 1870-193 7) 
and the Vietnamese artist Nam Son (1890-1973). Nam Son (Nguy8n V~n ThQ) was initially 
educated through the traditional education system, later attending the Franco-Vietnamese 
College du Protectorat. 148 On graduation, he worked in the public instruction department of 
the protectorate government, illustrating curricula materials. At the same time, he was also 
working as an illustrator for a number of French-language magazines in the colony, including 
Les Pages indochinoises and the Revue indochinoise. He began to research French-style 
painting, and befriended Victor Tardieu. Tardieu had come to Vietnam in 1920 through the 
Prix d'Indochine, a government travelling scholarship for artists initiated in 1910. While Nam 
Son introduced Tardieu to local arts, Tardieu assisted Nam Son with his efforts in European-
style drawing and painting. Tardieu's friendship with Nam Son, who later became a moniteur 
145 Alix F., "Le Feu sous Ia cendre," 115. 
146 Alix F., "Le Feu sous Ia cendre," 117. 
147 For the archival records indicating these proposals, see n. l 07 above. 
148 Biographical information on Nam San from Quang Vi~t, Tu aii n HQa si Vi~t Nam, 222 and de Menonville, 
Vietnamese Painting, 23-24, 161-163. 
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at the EBAI, was apparently the catalyst for his efforts to lobby the government for the 
formation of an art school. 
An early proposal by Tardieu shows that he initially argued for an Ecole Centrale de Dessin, 
on the basis that indigenous graduates who were thoroughly imbued with knowledge of 
design could have a beneficial effect on the taste of other artisans in the colony. 149 His 
proposal differed from the structure of previous Schools, in that it was to be targeted to an 
'elite' group of students, selected from within the graduates of the existing art schools, 
recruited through a competitive examination, who would be trained not only technically but 
intellectually. 150 The pedagogical practice was not to be based on the imitation of the models 
of the past. Rather, Tardieu believed that drawing from the live model was the fundamental 
skill for developing the eye and the sense of design, and he promoted a daily life-drawing 
session. 151 His goal in this initial proposal was not the training of 'artists' as understood in 
European terms, rather, it was to create training in fundamental skills that could then be 
applied to local artisanal products. 
The order creating the Ecole des Beaux-Arts de l'Indochine was eventually issued on 29 
October 1924, by Governor General of Indochina, Mankhal Henri Merlin. In a preamble to 
the order, the Director of Public Instruction, Blanchard de la Brosse (a personal friend of 
Victor Tardieu) reiterated the idea that the School was a necessary corrective to the growing 
'decadence' within Vietnamese art, and expressed the hope that it would foster artists who 
were capable of creating works "in harmony with the spirit of their race." 152 Graduates were 
intended to become teachers in the other colonial art schools, and in turn influence the 'taste' 
149 ANOM, GGI, Dossier no. 51039: Proposal by Victor Tardieu regarding the teaching of fine art in Indochina 
and the creation of a central school of drawing in Hanoi (undated). 
150 ANOM, GGI, Dossier no. 51039. 
151 ANOM, GGI, Dossier no. 51039. 
152 
" .. . en harmonie avec le genie de leur race." M. Merlin, "Arrete 29 October 1924," Journal ojjicie/ de 
l'Indochine franraise (1924): 2083. 
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of their compatriots. This again indicates that, while the EBAI was not formed on the same 
educational model as some of the earlier Schools, it was informed by similar preoccupations. 
John Clark, in a comparative analysis of art schools across Asia, has commented that " [a]s a 
social unit the art school functions to standardise skills and their acquisition for the purpose 
of a new discipline."153 This is achieved through levels of "certification," beginning at the 
selection of students, through to graduation and beyond. 154 These processes of certification 
create formal markers which link artists together as a defined social identity, often as part of a 
more broadly-construed professional class, linked to graduates in other fields. Beginning with 
the nature of its entrance requirements, the EBAI altered the social composition of 
Vietnamese artists. Firstly, the School recruited students throughout Indochina, although in 
practice the students were primarily from Vietnam (and within Vietnam, primarily from the 
North). 155 Secondly, unlike some of the previous institutions, the School did not target a 
particular population of artisans or a particular technique. Rather, as composition in French 
was a threshold test for entrance, it very likely ruled out many artisans, and instead favoured 
graduates from within the elite franco-Vietnamese school system. 156 While the School offered 
scholarships to attend, the students still needed funds to support themselves while studying. 157 
As a result, the students were generally the children of mandarins, colonial civil servants, or 
even very high-ranking members of the collaborationist Vietnamese elite. 
Aside from competence in French, admittance was based on a set of drawing exercises: a 
drawing after a live model, a decorative composition in watercolour, and a perspective 
153 Clark, Modern Asian Art, 163. 
154 Clark, Modern Asian Art, 163. 
155 Section de I'Instruction Publique, Trois Eco/es d 'art, 18. In 1931, of the 50 students across the 5 years of the 
fine arts section, 39 were from Tonkin (North Vietnam), 8 from Cochinchina (South Vietnam) and J each from 
Annam (Central Vietnam), Cambodia and Laos. 
156 That composition in French was an entrance requirement is mentioned in Section Coloniale, Les Eco/es d'art, 
11. 
157 Section Coloniale, Les Eco/es d'art, 17. 
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exercise. 158 This again suggests that students with some pre-existing competence in these 
skills were favoured. The School also required various administrative assurances, such as a 
medical certificate and a certificate of "good life and morals" (a standard requirement within 
the education system which functioned as form of political control). 159 The initial entrance 
examination in 1925 was extremely competitive, with 270 applicants for only 10 places. 160 In 
later years, the entrance examination averaged 60-100 for 10 places, in simultaneous 
examinations held in Hanoi, Hue, Saigon, Phnom-Penh and Vientiane.161 
Initially, the School was conceived as a three-year course, but this soon extended to five 
years. An architectural division was added in 1926, and a preparatory year (supervised by 
Nam San) in 1927, which trained students for the entrance examination. The curriculum of 
that section included drawing from plaster casts and from life, as well as decorative 
exercises. 162 The early curriculum of the fine arts section, as described in 193 1, comprised the 
following : drawing, painting, modelling or decorative art (21 hours per week), architectural 
drawing ( 6 hours per week), history of art (Western art history for one year, Asian art for two, 
2 hours per week), anatomy (2 hours per week), perspective (1 hour per week), ceramics (3 
hours per week) and French (2 hours per week). 163 For the first three years of study, the 
students passed every morning on studies from the live model. 164 Afternoons were generally 
spent on theory and practice of decorative art, and architectural drawing, which included trips 
to monuments in the environs of Hanoi. 165 Students also drew from plaster models which had 
been ordered from France for a museum attached to the School. In the fourth and fifth years, 
158 Merlin, M. "Arrete," 2084. 
159 Merlin, M. "Arrete," 2084. 
160 Section de !'Instruction Publique, Trois Ecoles d 'art, 11. 
161 Section de !'Instruction Publique, Trois Ecoles d 'art, 15. 
162 Section de !'Instruction Publique, Trois Ecoles d'art, 14. 
163 Section de !'Instruction Publique, Trois Ecoles d'art, 15. 
164 Section de l'lnstruction Publique, Trois Ecoies d'art, 16. 
165 Section de l'Instruction Publique, Trois Ecoles d'art, 16. 
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students concentrated on executing their own studio work, as well as following a course in 
furniture design.166 
Apart from Nam San, teaching at the EBAI was generally delivered through artists recruited 
directly from France. In 1925, Tardieu and Nam Scm travelled to France together to recruit 
teachers. At this time, Nam San also studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the Ecole des 
Arts Decoratifs in Paris to develop his own skills for teaching. Teaching at the School was 
also connected to an existing travelling scholarship called the Prix Indochine, which allowed 
a French artist to spend two years in Indochina: the first preparing works, the second teaching 
at the EBAI. This system meant that the students were continually exposed to different kinds 
of artists through the rotation of teachers. Nadine Andre-Pallois has conducted substantial 
research on the French artists selected for the Prix Indochine, as well as for government 
commissions and teaching positions in Indochina. 167 In general terms, established, figurative 
painters were favoured, who had preferably already exhibited multiple times within official 
circuits, and who had been classically trained. 168 However, as the visiting French artists 
generally had quite distinct practices, it is not possible to conclusively define their work as a 
group. 
These preferences account for the general conservatism of the School, which tended to be 
hostile towards avant-garde Modernism. Victor Tardieu himself reflected this academic 
background. He had trained at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts de Lyon, then worked in Paris in the 
studio of Gustave Moreau (1826-1898). 169 He was awarded the Prix Indochine in 1920, and 
then in 1921 was given a substantial government commission to create a didactic mural for 
166 Section de !'Instruction Publique, Trois Ecoles d'art, 17. 
167 Andn!-Pallois, Jndochine, 71-200. 
168 Andre-Pallois, lndochine, 195-196. 
169 Andre-Pallois, lndochine, 110. 
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the new University of lndochina. 170 After becoming the Director of the EBAI in 1925, he 
stayed in Indochina until his death in 1937. His surviving works from Indochina suggest that 
he pursued an academic style, generally realist, but sometimes inflected by Impressionism.171 
Another very important teacher to work at the School for a prolonged period was Joseph 
Inguimberty ( 1896-1971 ). lnguimberty was trained initially as an architect, but later enrolled 
in the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs in Paris. Very influential at the EBAI, he was more amenable 
to experimentation with modem style. His own work bears the traces of the Post-
Impressionism of Paul Gauguin (1848-1903), particularly the application of flat expanses of 
colour, although he maintained a harmonious palette and generally realist treatment of the 
figure (figure 3). His compositions were primarily rural landscapes, images of peasants 
working in the fields, and Vietnamese women. 172 His 1933 painting The Studio bears debts to 
Gauguin beyond the stylistic. The presence of the nude Vietnamese woman in this painting, 
beside other marks of exoticism, such as the Chinese-style ink painting and the bunch of ripe 
bananas, conflates erotic and exotic currents in the representation of Indochina, in a similar 
manner to Gauguin's images of Tahiti. 173 In lnguimberty's work, the justification for the 
nude figure is suggested by her presence in a painting studio. Given, however, that it would 
have been highly improper for a respectable Vietnamese woman to ever pose naked, the 
painting reiterates the mythology of the accessible bodies of native women in the colonies, 
which was a central trope of French Orientalist and exoticist painting. 174 
170Andre-Pallois, lndochine, 110. 
171 Examples of Tardieu's painting can be seen in Pavillion des Arts, Paris, Hanoi, Saigon, 45-47. 
172 For examples of his work with commentary, see E.G., "Joseph Inguimberty," Extreme-Asie 36 (June 1929) 
and A.K., "Joseph lnguimberty," Indochine 132 (March 1943). 
173 For a critical interpretation of Gauguin's work in Tahiti, see Abigail Solomon-Godeau, "Going Native," Art 
in America 77 {July 1989). This interpretation has been nuanced by a more recent book on Gauguin' s work, 
which explores his engagements with local culture and his ambivalence toward colonial authority: Stephen F. 
Eisenman, Gauguin's Skirt (London: Thames and Hudson, 1997). 
174 Nochlin, "The Imaginary Orient," and Solomon-Godeau, "Going Native." 
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A French reviewer m Indochina considered that Jnguimberty had synthesised the 
developments of French Impressionism and Post-Impressionism without relinquishing his 
attachments to the academic tradition. 175 In fact, this description also applies very well to the 
painting style of many of the Vietnamese artists of the EBAI. The EBAI students did develop 
strong attachements to the painting styles of their teachers. Nam Scm, for instance, 
passionately defended academic standards in painting. In the recollection of Nguy€n Tu 
Ngruem (b.l918), an artist who studied in one of the last intakes of the EBAI, Nam Scm was 
one of the most conservative professors at the School, frequently giving poor marks to 
Nghiem and his classmate Bui Xuan Pbai (1920-1988), who both later became important 
Modernist Vietnamese painters. 176 However, as will be argued in subsequent chapters, while 
the EBAI was a vehicle for the transmission of styles and practices, their meaning in an 
indigenous context was not determined solely by the interaction with French teachers. 
Figure 3: Joseph Inguimberty (1896-1971), The Studio, 1933, oil on canvas. 
175 E.G., "Joseph lnguimberty," 496. 
176 Quang Vi~t, "21 0 pbut voi Nguy~n Tu Nghiem" (210 Minutes with Nguy~n Tu Nghiem), Tqp Chi MY Thwit 
96:61 (2003): 36. 
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In its early years, the EBAI faced criticism on both financial and ideological grounds. Within 
the colonial press, particularly the newspaper L 'Eveil economique, Tardieu was accused of 
self-promotion, and it was generally doubted that EBAI graduates would be able to find 
employrnent. 177 The ideological objection to the School was that it was modelled too closely 
on the art schools of the metropole, and would not offer teaching that was consistent with the 
Vietnamese 'mentality:' this objection bears the traces of the previous anxiety over 
hybridisation and pastiche. The Director of the Ecole des Arts Cambodgiens, at that time 
Andre Silice, was especially critical of the EBAI. Silice had taken over from Georges 
Groslier, but followed his predecessor's curriculum very closely. In a letter to the Governor-
General of Indochina in 1924, Silice vehemently objected to the proposal for the EBAI. 178 
He was particularly concerned that Vietnamese teachers trained at the EBAI would be 
recruited into Cambodia, where they might introduce their new teaching methods. He noted 
the racial antagonism that existed between Khmer and Vietnamese, and also considered that 
some practices, such as drawing from the nude model, would be extremely inappropriate in 
the Cambodian context. His larger point, however, was that Eastern and Western aesthetic 
mentalities were profoundly incompatible, and that any attempt to merge the two could only 
result in disaster. For this reason, teaching within a locally 'traditional' frame was the only 
possible pedagogical solution. 
Tardieu's reply to this letter gives an instructive insight into his worldview. He argued that 
"art cannot consist of indefinitely repeating the same formulae," but instead that change is 
necessary to avoid being "in absolute contradiction with historical truth."179 For Tardieu, the 
177 Noppe and Hubert, Arts du Vietnam, 167. 
178 ANOM, GGI, Dossier no. 51038: Letter from the Director of Cambodian Arts to the Governor General of 
Indochina, signed "Silice," 24 November 1924, 3. 
179 
"L'art ne peut consister a repeater indefiniment les memes formules," and "en absolue contradiction avec Ia 
verite historique." ANOM, GGI, Dossier no. 51 038: Note to the Governor-General of Indochina relating to the 
Jetter ofM. Silice, regarding the creation of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts de l'Indochine, signed ''Victor Tardieu", 
· 28 November 1924, 6, 19 bis. 
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profound changes that were sweeping colonial Vietnam included profound changes in 
'mentality,' which ought to be reflected in modernised aesthetics. Tardieu also took issue 
with Silice's characterisation of art history, arguing that the differences between Eastern and 
Western conceptions of art are relatively superficial, and noting instead points of resonance 
and accord between the two. He argued that Silice's ideas about Chinese art, in particular, 
were based on inaccurate generalisations (for example that Chinese artists were uninterested 
in nature and learnt art by formulae). Tardieu cited recent writing by Abanindranath Tagore 
( 1871-1951) to the effect that artists needed to break through existing codes and laws of 
visual expression, thus referring to the aesthetic modernisations that were occurring 
elsewhere in Asia. 180 He also quoted with approval the following passage from Ananda 
Coomaraswamy (1877-1947): "The chosen people of the future cannot be a nation or a race, 
but an aristocracy of the earth, unifying the energy of European action with the serenity of 
Asian thought." 181 Tardieu concluded by stating that he hoped the EBAI would represent "an 
interpenetration of Oriental and Occidental thought."182 
Tardieu's conception of the difference between French and Vietnamese culture thus appears 
to have been less formed by an essentialist notion of race, which offered a concept of pure, 
biologically-based difference, and more through a cultural conception of difference, perhaps 
formed by the circulating currents of pan-Asianist thought of the era. His references to 
Coomaraswamy and Tagore would certainly suggest that he was aware of such writings, as 
does his telling quotation, juxtaposing Asian serenity and European action. While Tardieu 
was also strongly critical of the 'pastiche' artisanry existing in the colony, he nonetheless 
tHO Abanindranath Tagore ( 1871-1951) was a modem Bengali artist, nephew of the famous poet Rabindranath 
Tagore ( 1861-1941 ). As well as initiating a new form of Indian painting, Tagore also engaged in a cultural 
exchange with Japanese artists in the early years of the twentieth century, including the influential theorist of 
~an-Asianism, Okakura Kakuzo ( 1862-1913), see Guha-Thakurta, The Making of a New 'Indian ' Art, 226-312. 
HI "Le peuple elu de I 'avenir ne peut etre une nation ou une race, mais une aristocratie de Ia terre, unissant 
l'energie de !'action europeen ala serenite de la pensee asiatique." ANOM, GGI, Dossier no. 51 038: Note to 
the Governor-General of Indochina relating to the letter ofM. Silice, 21. 
182 
"une interpenetration de la pensee Orientale et de Ia pensee Occidentale." ANOM, GGI, Dossier no. 51 038: 
Note to the Governor-General of Indochina relating to the letter of M. Silice, 21. 
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conceived of the possibility of a different kind of modern hybridity. While he still perceived 
his role within the patronising frame of colonial tutelage, he was not wedded to a reified 
hierarchical distinction between the 'French artist' and the 'Vietnamese artisan.' 
Although teaching at the EBAI did not occur within a ' traditional' Vietnamese framework, 
Tardieu was nonetheless concerned that the students should be oriented towards their own 
culture. Various aspects of the curriculum emphasised this aim. For example, the purpose of 
weekly architectural drawing from local monuments was to familiarise students with the 
elements of their visual tradition.183 In the fourth and fifth years of study, this was replaced 
by a course in furniture design, where the students were expected to apply the insights 
gleaned from their study of traditional architecture to the practice of design. 184 This strategy 
bears some similarity to the earlier pedagogical methods of exposing students to 'model 
objects.' The architect Charles Batteur, a member of the Ecole francaise d'Extreme Orient 
(EFEO), supervised the architectural drawing at the EBAI. He was also responsible for the 
restoration of monuments in Tonkin, having conducted a significant restoration of Hanoi's 
One Pillar Pagoda (Chua M9t C9t) in 1922.185 Scholars from the EFEO also taught Asian art 
history at the EBAI, including Louis Bezacier ( 1906-1966), trained in art history, architecture 
and ethnology, who replaced Batteur as the conservator of monuments in Tonkin, and Victor 
Goloubew ( 1878-1945), who conducted research on Angkor and the bronze-age civilisations 
of Vietnam. 
Tardieu also researched local materials, such as lacquer and do paper, and brought to the 
School reproductions of Tang and Song dynasty Chinese silk paintings, as well as silk 
paintings and woodcuts from seventeenth-century Japan, for the students to use as 
183 Section de !'Instruction Publique, Trois Ecoles d 'art, 15. 
184 Section de !'Instruction Publique, Trois Ecoles d'art, 17. 
185 Clementin-Ojha and Manguin, Un Siecle pour l'Asie, 22. 
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inspiration.186 While the inclusion of these materials is perhaps indicative of Tardieu's 
personal cosmopolitanism, these practices may also reflect a widely-held view that Chinese 
art was the original source for both Japanese and Vietnamese art, and that they shared a 
resulting "familial' connection. Even though this view was nuanced by French colonial 
scholarship, for example in the work of the EFEO, it could still be found reflected in the 
colonial order of things. 187 In the art history curriculum of the EBAI, taught by EFEO 
scholars, local art history was taught over one year under the rubric of "Chinese art, and art 
issuing from the Chinese: Japanese, Annamite and Korean art."188 Similarly, in the EFEO's 
museum in Hanoi, artefacts were grouped according to their perceived spheres of influence, 
with Vietnamese examples displayed alongside Chinese art from the Han to Ming 
dynasties.189 Perhaps then, students of the EBAI were encouraged to think of 'tradition' in 
relatively wide terms. This would account for the liberal use of Chinese and Japanese 
elements in the development of the silk and lacquer painting at the School (discussed further 
in chapter four). 
The Exposition Internationale Coloniale of 1931 
The peak expression of Victor Tardieu's vision for the School was the exhibition of EBAI 
artworks at the 1931 Exposition lntemationale Coloniale in Paris. This was the students' first 
major international exhibition of their work, and also represented a chance for Tardieu to 
make the case for his approach to art education before the metropolitan public. However, this 
event was far more than simply an art exhibition: in fact, the display of art from the EBAI 
was just a tiny comer in an immense exhibition of the colonial world, covering ll 0 hectares 
186 Quang Phong, Cac H9a si, 25. 
187 Several scholars have demonstrated that the EFEO held nuanced and varied views of Vietnamese art and 
archaeology, and that their positions should not be caricatured by over-simplification, see Taylor, "Whose Art 
are We Studying," 146 and Haydon Cherry, "Digging up the Past: Pre-history and the Weight of the Present in 
Vietnam," Journal of Vietnamese Studies 4:1 (2009): 102. 
188 Section Coloniale, Les Ecoles d'art, 12. 
189 Gwendolyn Wright, "National Culture under Colonial Auspices: The Ecole francaise d'Extreme-Orient," in 
The Formation of National Collections of Art and Archaeology, ed. Gwendolyn Wright (Hanover and London: 
University Press of New England, 1995), 129. 
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of Paris. Held between May 6 and November 15, 1931, the exhibition was organised by 
Marechal Hubert Lyautey (1854-1934), a colonial military strategist and administrator of 
considerable reputation. Lyautey's goal for the 1931 exhibition was that it should represent 
the benefits of colonialism in a scientific and orderly manner, eschewing the camivalesque 
and somewhat louche displays of previous colonial exhibitions. 190 The imperial powers 
(except for Great Britain, who declined the invitation to participate) contributed extensive 
displays of their colonial possessions, which combined architectural reconstructions of 
important monuments, encyclopaedic presentations of information about the colonies, and 
forms of popular entertainment. While the genealogy of this Exposition can be traced to the 
World's Fair exhibitions of the nineteenth century and earlier colonial expositions, the 1931 
Exposition represented the apogee of the form in its scale, ambition and expression of 
imperialist ideology. 191 Over the course of six months, thirty-four million tickets were sold to 
visitors of this Exposition. 192 
The Exposition was as a site of propaganda for France's empire, with an intended audience of 
the French public as well other imperial powers. To this end, many of the didactic displays of 
material emphasised the effects of France's civilising mission. 193 Beyond the more prosaic 
demonstrations of the propagandistic function, however, the Exposition also presented a 
simulacrum in miniature of the colonial world, particularly through the reconstruction of 
monuments and 'typical' native scenes, designed to create "a tour of the world in one day."194 
Some of these were even animated by figurants, or live participants, whose purpose was to 
190 Patricia A. Morton, Hybrid Modernities: Architecture and Representation at the 1931 Colonial Exposition, 
Paris (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2000) 4-5. 
191 Cooper, France in Indochina, 65-66. Norindr notes the legacy of the World Fairs' "native reconstructions"-
displays of native scenes or locations with live participants - in the 1931 displays, see Phantasmatic Indochina, 
22. 
192 Pascal Blanchard, Nicholas Bancel and Sandrine Lemaire, "1 931! Tous a l'expo," Maniere de voir 58 
(July/August2001): 46. 
193 Cooper, France in Indochina, 79-84. 
194 
"Le Tour du Monde en un Jour" was the adverstising slogan for the 1931 Exposition. Morton also gives a 
detailed reconstruction of the itinerary of this tour, see Morton, Hybrid Modernities, 3, 17-69. 
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enhance the authenticity of the visitor's experience. 195 Norindr has argued that the effect of 
this Exposition was to "ravish" and arouse desire for the colonies through the staging of a 
fantasy of colonial possession, where the colonies were offered up for the consumption of the 
visitor, in an echo of the act of territorial conquest. 196 Timothy Mitchell has suggested that 
the preoccupation with "rendering things up to be viewed," which received its paradigmatic 
expression in world fairs and colonial exhibitions, was actually indicative of a broader 
modem European tendency to perceive the "world-as-exhibition."197 Thus, for both of these 
scholars, the colonial exhibition was a form of representation that crystallised imperialist 
modes of knowledge and power. 
Figure 4: Postcard showing the exterior view of the Palais de I'Indochine, Exposition Coloniale 
lnternationale, Paris 1931. 
195 On the livefiguranls, see Cooper, France in Indochina, 84-86. 
196 Norindr, Phantasmatic Indochina, 16. 
197 Timothy Mitchell, Colonising Egypt (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 
1988), 2-20. 
Figure 5: Images of the display of EBAI artworks in the Palais de l'lndochine, Exposition 
Internationale Coloniale de Paris, 1931. The artworks represented include a sculpture by 
Georges Khanh (EBAI 1925-1930) and a lacquer panel by Le PhA (1907-2002). 
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The section of this exhibition which focused on Indochina was the most substantial display 
among that of France's colonial possessions. French Indochina was represented by a Palais de 
l 'Indochine, five subsidiary pavilions each representing a 'country' within Indochina, as well 
as separate pavilions for tourism, hunting, fishing, the press and an Indochinese restaurant. 198 
The Palais de l'Indochinc was a massive reconstruction of the temple of Angkor Wat (figure 
4), made by the Parisian architects Charles and Gabriel Blanche, who used plaster models 
cast from the actual monument to replicate the decorations and bas-reliefs.199 Angkor Wat 
was central in the symbolism of French Indochina, as it represented the apotheosis of the 
civilising mission: the restoration of the key monument of a great civilisation which had 
falJen into disrepair through the 'negligence' of the native population.200 The French 
Indochina display demonstrated a tension between creating an 'Indochinese' identity for all 
of the conquered territory, and reflecting the cultural heterogeneity within the Indochinese 
198 Robert de Beau plan, "Lcs Pa1ais de l' lndochine," L 'Illustration 4603 ( 1931): n.p. 
199 Beauplan, "Les Palais de l ' lndochine," n.p. 
200 An article exemplifying this tendency is Claude Farrere, "Angkor et lndochine," L 'Illustration, 4603 ( 1931 ): 
n.p. See also Cooper, France in Indochina, 70-74 and Norindr, Phantasmatic Indochina, 25-27. 
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Union (and in the case of the three 'countries' of what is now Vietnam, this meant discerning 
distinct cultural differences between regions that were created by the process of colonial 
conquest).201 The dominance of the Palais de l'Indochine, which towered over the 
surrounding area, can be understood as an expression of the desire to pull these identities 
together into a unity achieved through the French colonial presence. 
Inside the Palais, the displays were hierarchically ordered. On the bottom floor, the natural 
and material wealth of Indochina - such as agricultural and mineral resources - was 
displayed in information stands. The middle floor contained displays of French activities in 
Indochinese intellectual and social life, particularly educational initiatives. Finally, the upper 
floor contained a display of Indochinese history prepared by the EFEO, and a military gallery 
showing the conquest of Indochina. 202 Artworks from the EBAI were displayed in a series of 
rooms on the middle floor, under the auspices of the Section de 1 'Instruction Publique (figure 
5). The display was thus as much a display of pedagogical method as of art. It included 
examples of student sketches: the artist Tnin Quang Tran (1900-1969) was represented by 
schematic drawing of the Chua Mc)t C9t in Hanoi, a reference to the EBAI program to imbue 
students with their cultural heritage through drawing architectural elements of local 
monuments. One sympathetic reviewer described this practice as "the most characteristic" in 
Tardieu's "perfect program" of instruction.203 That no Indochinese artists were exhibited at 
the dedicated Palais des Beaux-Arts of the Exposition again signifies that indigenous artists 
were perceived under the rubric of tutelage. 204 Their presence at the exhibition was intended 
201 Norindr has emphasised the attempts to emphasise 'Indochine' as a coherent entity at the Exposition, see 
Phantasmatic Indochina 24-28. However, the set of different Indochinese pavilions, as well as the press 
coverage of the Exposition, suggest that there was an equal pull toward discerning the distinct regional identities 
within the whole. 
202 The description of the interior composition of the Palais de l'lndochine comes from Beauplan, "Les Palais de 
l'lndochine," n.p. 
203 Jean Gallotti, "L'Ecole des Beaux-Arts de HanoY" L 'Illustration 4608 (1931): n.p. 
204 Exposition Coloniale Internationale de Paris: Beaux-Arts Mai-Novembre 1931 (Paris: Exposition Coloniale 
Intemationale, 1931). The Palais de Beaux-Arts contained work from French artists working in the colonies. 
Based on the catalogue, the only exception was the Algerian painter Mohammed Racim (1896-1975). 
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to represent the benevolence of colonial activity in Indochina, and at the same time conveyed 
the paternalistic assumption that Indochinese artists had been unable to modernise their work 
without French intervention. 
The artworks chosen for display demonstrated the range of techniques that were part of the 
EBAI' s curriculum, including silk painting, lacquer painting, oil painting and graphic art, 
sculpture, wrought-iron work and a range of other techniques within the decorative arts.Z05 
Among the paintings, the tendency was towards a form of 'Asianised' Realism, which was 
characteristic of the early works of the EBAI. Nam San, for example, contributed several 
works in strikingly different styles, but all of which conspicuously signified • Asian-ness.' 
This is all the more noticeable given that Nam San was a proficient Realist oil painter, whose 
training in painting had been primarily within the European tradition: at first studying 
privately with Victor Tardieu, and then at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. In the oil 
painting Portrait of my Mother, Nam San created an image resembling the kind of portrait 
that might be hung at a traditional ancestral altar (figure 6). The figure is shown in a frontal 
perspective, wearing formal, voluminous robes. But while the frontality and mass of the 
figure resembles the Sinitic conventions of the ancestral portrait, the figure and clothing are 
also modelled in shadow and light, indicating Narn San's academic training. For the same 
exhibition, Nam San also contributed a watercolour of a riverside scene in a completely 
different style: loose and evocative, with a calligraphic inscription. This image was later 
acquired by the French state.206 The 'Asian' associations of the works were not lost of 
reviewers. Jean Gallotti perceived that the painters in particular demonstrated "the mark of 
205 Among the major artists who participated in the exhibition were To NgQc Van, Le Ph6, D6 Due Thu~n, Tr§n 
Quang Tran, Vu Cao Dam, Georges Khanh and Nguy8n Phan Chanh. 
206 de Menonville notes that records show it was bought by the French government, although its current location 
is unknown, Vietnamese Painting, 163. 
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the race," as opposed to the sculptors, whose techniques and styles were more recognisably in 
the mould of the European academy.207 
Figure 6: Nam Son (Nguy~n V~n Tbq, 1890-1973), Portrait de ma mere, c.1931, oil on canvas. 
Figure 7: Nam Son (Nguy~n V~n TbQ, 1890-1973), Sur le bord dujleuve ou se vend et s'achete /e 
riz, c.1931, watercolour. 
207 
"la marque de Ia race .. . on la sent peut-etre moins presente chez les statuaries que chez les peintres." Jean 
GaJlotti, L 'Illustration, n.p. 
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The painter Nguy~n Phan Chanh was perceived as the most successful artist of the School, 
and a selection of his works were reproduced in colour in L 'Illustration, one of the most 
important journals of the period for the dissemination of ' the colonial idea.' 208 Chanh 's works 
were paintings on silk, representing tranquil scenes of pre-colonial village life (figure 8). His 
painting style favoured simplified arrangements of colour in a restricted sombre palette of 
primarily browns, blacks, yellows and white. As Taylor has pointed out, while Chanh works 
were regarded as quintessentially Vietnamese, in fact his technique and even subject matter 
were the results of the hybridising effects of the colonial education system.209 While the 
association of Chanh's work with aesthetic nationalism will be discussed further in chapter 
four, for the purposes of understanding how Vietnamese art was represented at the 1931 
Exposition, it is clear that Nguy~n Phan Chanh's art was seen as the culmination of the 
EBAI's pedagogical method. His works at this Exposition were also very financially 
successful, and contributed most of the profit for the EBAI exhibition. 
Tardieu's son, the poet Jean Tardieu, in an article dedicated to Chanh, wrote that the EBAI 
had achieved the "double miracle of bringing to life the half-dead traditions of Annamite 
art . .. and of creating that art where there was not yet a unique form of expression, in 
particular in the areas of painting and sculpture."210 This comment reflected a widely-held 
view that there was little or no pre-colonial Vietnamese painting: that in effect, it was contact 
with France that had allowed this form of art to come into existence. This view was only 
possible if the bodies of pre-colonial religious and popular painting were ignored. At the 
same time, the EBAI works were also perceived in terms of the 'Chinese' heritage of 
Vietnamese art. For example, Jean Tardieu commented that: "[a]t the source of the 
208 Jean Tardieu, "L'Art annamite moderne," L 'Illustration, 4683 (1933), n.p. 
209 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 36-37. 
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" ... ce double miracle de rappeler a Ia vie Jes traditions a demi-mortes de l'art Annamite .. . et decreer cet art 
Ia oil il n'avait pas encore trouve son expression proper, en particuiier dans le domaine de Ia peinture et de Ia 
sculpture." Jean Tardieu, "L'Art annamite moderne," n.p. 
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civilisation and culture of their race, they naturally and without effort rediscover the Chinese 
tradition."211 The idea of going back to the cultural 'source' reiterates the EBAI's system of 
purchasing Chinese and Japanese objects as sources of inspiration for the art students. 
Despite the praise given to Chanh personally, the reception of his work is again indicative of 
a patronising attitude towards the modernised Vietnamese art: that it was the product of 
French efforts to re-direct the attention of the students toward 'their' tradition. The structure 
of this position- that colonial efforts were responsible for reviving and retrieving lost or dead 
arts- resembles the paradigmatic case of the restoration of Angkor, 'rescued' by the research 
and reconstruction of colonial scholars. 
Figure 8: Nguy~n Pban Cbanh (1892-1984), Jeunefille /avant des legumes, 1931, gouache and 
ink on silk. 
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"Aux sources de Ia civilisation et de Ia culture de leur race, ils retrouvent naturellement et sans effort Ia 
tradition chinoise .. . ", Jean Tardieu, "L' Art annamite moderne," n.p. Similar comments about the Chinese 
origins of Vietnamese art were also made in Franr,:ois Ranquet, " L' Art en Indochine," L 'Art vivant 151 (August 
1931): 388. 
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Nonetheless, despite the patronising subtext of the presentation of the EBAI work, these art 
students were relatively privileged within the order of the Exposition itself. By contrast, other 
Vietnamese artisans were among the figurants (live exhibits) on display at the Exposition. 
Among the delegation of some 150 figurants from Indochina were artisans working in 
lacquer, carving and embroidery, who plied their trade by day in boutiques which were 
situation alongside a replica dinh (community house), as part of the Tonkin pavilion? 12 
According to Morton, these artisans even slept in the simulated street overnight: locked-in to 
"preserve [their] morals."213 These artisans formed part of the ethnographic curiosities of the 
Exposition, to be visually consumed along with their products. One reviewer unfavourably 
compared their work to the reformed Indochinese art on display in the EBAI section, seeing 
them as an example of the 'decadence' prior to colonial intervention.2 14 The order of the 
exhibition thus made visible the hierarchical distinctions between artisans, Vietnamese artists 
under colonial tutelage, and French artists. 
However, while it is possible to critique the colonialist presumptions of the Exposition, its 
meaning for the Vietnamese participants raises more complicated issues. In general, the 
reception studies of the 1931 Exposition have focused on disruptions that were planned by 
radical students from the colonies, some of whom were members of the French Communist 
Party.215 These protests were connected to an anti-colonial "counter-Exposition" prepared by 
Surrealist artists in Paris. For Norindr, the "unruly natives" of the anti-colonial protests 
provide a counter-narrative to the servile image of colonial subjects shown in the 
212 Beauplan, "Les Palais de l'Indochine," n.p. There was a total number of 409 people within the Indochinese 
delegation to the Exposition, of whom 250 were a military detachment stationed in France. The remainder of the 
delegation were 'village types,' artisans, as well as a Vietnamese theatre troup and Cambodian dancers, see 
Cooper, France in Indochina, 84-85 . 
m Morton, Hyrbid Modernitites, 40. 
214 Gallotti, "L'Ecole des Beaux-Arts de Hanoi'," n.p. 
215 Lebovics, True France, 98-110; Morton, Hybrid Modernities, 122-129; Norindr, Phantasmatic Indochina, 
33-71. 
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Exposition?16 But while post-colonial scholarship has tended to privilege revolutionary and 
anti-colonial receptions, the attitudes of those people from Indochina who participated in and 
collaborated with the Exposition are yet to be studied.217 
Figure 9: Le Ph8 (1907-2002), L 'Age heureux, 1930, oil on canvas. 
While the broader project of studying the indigenous reception of the 1931 Exposition in its 
entirety is beyond the scope of this thesis, in regard to the EBAI, it is important to note that at 
least one Vietamese artist was actively involved in organising the art exhibition. In fact, a 
Vietnamese graduate of the EBAI, Le Phd (1907-2002), was jointly responsible with Victor 
Tardieu for putting together the display.21 8 Le Phd came from a very privileged background: 
he was the son of the former viceroy of Tonkin, which was a high ranking position in the 
216 Norindr, Phantasmatic indochina, 34-51. 
217 Morton does note the failure oflndochinese communist agitators in Paris to convince the newly-arrived 
indochinese artisans to boycott the Exposition. The artisans replied that they were not "coolies," and reported 
the matter to a colonial official. This brief anecdote suggests that there was a spectrum of indigenous receptions 
of the Exposition, Morton, Hyrbid Modernities, 123-124. 
218 Noppe and Hubert, Arts du Vietnam, 171. 
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Vietnamese imperial administration.Z 19 He was a member of the first graduating class of the 
EBAl, and became known for his painting on silk, although he contributed a lacquer painting 
(figure 34) and an oil painting (figure 9) to the 1931 Exposition. For that Exposition, Le Ph6 
travelled to Paris, and was responsible for supervising the group of artisans who made up the 
scenography of the Tonkin pavilion. After the exhibition, he spent time travelling in Europe, 
before returning again to Hanoi. In 193 7, Le Ph6 was appointed as the coordinator for the 
exhibition of Vietnamese art and artisanry at the Exposition des Arts et Techniques de la Vie 
Modeme in Paris, an exhibition on a similarly grand scale. After 1937, he migrated 
permanently to France, as did several other students from elite backgrounds who were 
successful at the Exposition.Z20 
Le Ph6 represents the privileged position that an elite artist might hold within the colonial 
system. But even for those artists who could not attend the Exposition, it still left a significant 
legacy. The local success of Nguy~n Phan Chanh, for instance, began after his international 
recognition at the Exposition.221 Shortly before the collapse of the French colonial 
government in 1945, the nationalist artist To NgQc Van (who had also been exhibited at the 
1931 Exposition) was still referring to Chanh 's success in Paris, and considered the 
Exposition to be one of the turning points in Vietnamese artistic practice. 222 The attentiveness 
to Chanh's international reception forcefully indicates that Vietnamese artists did not have to 
wait for the contemporary moment to be implicated in globalised markets and circuits of 
information. In 1948, Van also gave a nationalist reinterpretation of the 'Asianising' 
tendencies shown at the Exposition, writing the Vietnamese participants had wanted to 
219 The rank of viceroy was by this point largely ceremonial, however, as most of the position' s important 
func6ons were now performed by the French Resident Superieur. 
220 Vu Cao Bam (the son of a mandarin who was a founder of Hanoi's prestigious School of Interpreters in 
Hanoi) decided to emigrate to France in 1931, after the exhibition. Like Le Ph6, Mai Trung Tht!, son of the 
governor of a province in the Vietnamese imperial bureaucracy, emigrated in 193 7. Biographical details from 
Noppe and Hubert, Art of Vietnam, 201-202,214. 
221 To NgQc Viin, "My thu~t Vi~t Nam Hi~n d~i va Tu<mg lai H<)i hQa" 130. 
222 To NgQc Viin, "My thu~t Vi~t Nam Hi~n d~i va Tuang lai H<)i h9a" 130. 
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exhibit work with "national Vietnamese characteristics" for this international audience.223 
While this may be a post-colonial attempt to nationalise the events of the colonial past, it also 
raises the possibility that the propagandistic framework of the Exposition did not entirely 
determine its meaning for the colonial participants. 
Tensions over Institutional Control 
Despite the success of the EBAI at the 1931 Exposition, inside the colony Tardieu was still 
under pressure to jus6fy its continuing operation. For budgetary reasons, admissions were 
briefly suspended in 1935, as the then Governor-General thought that the franco-Vietnamese 
education system could not accommodate so many drawing teachers. 224 The experience of the 
EBAI was not unique. In fact, in the 1930s, many sections of the University of Indochina 
were closed as a result of financial pressures, so that by 1937, only the fine arts, medicine and 
law faculties remained. 225 A document that appears to be a draft response to this situation 
exists in the archives of the Governor-General of Indochina, probably written by Tardieu, 
providing a list of graduates and their employment situations. 226 This list indicates that many 
had found work after graduation in the franco-Vietnamese lycees, while others had 
established private studios in sculpture, lithography and lacquer. Nonetheless, fewer students 
were selected for the painting and architecture sections after 1935.227 
After· Tardieu 's death in 1937, his replacement as director was Evariste Jonchere (1892-
1956), a sculptor trained at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris, who had received the 
prestigious Prix de Rome in 1925.228 Jonchere was more sympathetic to the idea that the 
School should focus on artisanal training. Since the mid-l930s, the School had incrementally 
223 
" .. . co tinh each dan t9c Vi~t Nam," To NgQc Van, "Scm Mai" (Lacquer) in vol.l of Szru tgp Van Ngh?, 1948-
1954 (Collected Van ngh? 1948-1954) ed. Hfru Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H9i Nha Van, 1998): 322. 
224 Noppe and Hubert, Arts du Vietnam, 166. 
225 Lebovics, True France, 118. 
226 ANOM, GGI, 51039, Document titled Ecole des Beaux-Arts de l'Jndochine, author not given (Victor 
Tardieu?), undated (after 193 1). 
227 Vfi Thien Duyen. "L'Eco1e des Beaux-Arts serait-elle supprimee?" Le Monome, 17 (1937-38): 9. 
228 Roger Gain, EvaristeJonchere (Paris: Adam Biro, 1991), 14-15. 
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added more artisanal ateliers, including in lacquer and carving (ciselure). 229 In 1938, under 
Jonchere's direction, the School was reorganised to merge with Hanoi's Ecole des Arts 
Appliques. The new structure was composed of a fine arts section (painting, sculpture and 
lacquer), an architecture section, and three applied arts sections (furniture; metalwork and 
carving; ceramics). 230 The artisanal sections offered a shorter degree, of three years. These 
changes caused considerable anxiety in the indigenous press, including the fear that the fine 
arts section would be closed altogether.231 While the shift towards artisanal training is often 
attributed to Jonchere personally, in fact it was more consistent with the colonial system of 
art education (indeed of education in general) than Tardieu 's original model had been. 
Nonetheless, tensions over the direction of the EBAI were aired publicly in 1939 with the 
publication of a polemic on the subject in the popular Vietnamese-language journal Ngay nay 
(Nowadays).232 The article was written by Nguy~n D6 Cung (1912-1977), who had graduated 
from the painting department ofthe School in 1934. Cung came from a scholarly family, with 
links to the intellectual movements of the previous generation: Cung's father, Nguy@n D6 
M1,1c, was a collaborator on one of the earliest Vietnamese-language newspapers, Dong 
Duang T{lp Ch£?33 Cung's article repeated comments that Jonchere had allegedly made to a 
newspaper in Saigon, claiming that Indochinese students should be trained as artisans, rather 
than artists, because their particular talent was in their manual dexterity rather than artistic 
inspiration.234 In response, Cung challenged Jonchere to compare his own work as a sculptor 
229 Vu Thien Duyen., "L'Ecole des Beaux-Arts," 9. 
230 Gouvernement General de l'lndochine, Exposition de Ia Cooperative des Artistes Indochinois a r£cole des 
Beaux-Arts de Hanoi; du 20 au 28 Decembre 1940 (Hanoi: Extrait du Bulletin Economique de I'Indochine, Fasc. 
1, 1941), 2. 
231 Vii Thien Duyen, "L'Ecole des Beaux-Arts." 
232 Nguy~n f)i) Cung, "Nhfrng SIJ Cai each cua Tru<mg My thu~t Dong Duong" (Reforms of the Indochina 
College of Fine Arts), Ngay nay 144 (January 1939): 9. 
233 Trinh Van Thao classes Nguy~n D6 Mvc as one of the forty key intellectuals of the "generation of 1907," the 
first generation to combine a traditional Confucian education with reformist elements from European, Chinese 
and Japanese sources, see Trinh Van Thao, Vietnam du confucianisme au communisme: un essai itineraire 
intellectuel (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1990), 36. 
234 Nguy~n E>6 Cung, "Nhfrng SIJ Cai each," 9. 
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with the carvings of local temples and pagodas?35 Cung also argued that after the substantial 
investment of five years of study, the students had earned the right to graduate as artists?36 
His article was signed by other prominent EBAI graduates, namely Luu Van Sin (1911-
1983), Tdn Van Cftn (1910-1994), Hoang L~p NgQn (1910-2006), Luang Xuan Nhi (1914-
2006) and Nguyen Khang (1911 - 1989). 
In publicly throwing down the gauntlet to Jonchere, Cung was explicitly challenging the 
colonial prerogative to classify and judge Vietnamese art. He was also contesting the 
presumption that Vietnamese people lacked the intellectual capacity to become artists, 
asking: "does [Jonchere] think that Annamese people cannot understand the noble beauty of 
intelligence?"237 In that respect, the article can be understood as an anti-colonial gesture. 
However, Cung was also attempting to preserve status distinctions that were meaningful 
within Vietnamese society. One of the implicit premises in his article was that the students 
currently at the school would be demoted in social status and earning capacity if they had to 
graduate as artisans rather than artists. He wrote: 
Although you [students at the EBAI] do not come from families that are especially rich, compared 
with Annamese people you were well-off. Before coming into the School of Fine Art, you were 
already in a position that was at least better than that of the talented artisans in ~his country.238 
In that respect, without diminishing the considerable courage of Cung's public stance, it is 
clear that this protest was as much about preserving a privileged status within the colonial 
system as with challenging the system itself. 
235 Nguy~n D6 Cung, ''Nhfrng SIJ Cai each," 9. 
236 Nguy~n D6 Cung, "Nhfrng S\f C<h each," 9. 
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"Ong cho r~ng ngum An Nam khong th~ hi~u nbi nhiing cai d¥p cao thc.mg cua tri tu~ d~n th~ kia u?" 
Nguy~n D6 Cung, "Nhfrng S\f Cai each," 9. 
238 
"C<k b~ 6 vao nhfrng gia dinh tuy khong giau c6 gi, nhung dfii vm dan An Nam thi da vao m~t phong rue. 
Tru6c khi vao n6i Trueng Cao d~ng My th~t, cac b;;tn da 6 mQt dja vi it ra ciing h<m mc:>t nguoi thQ' my ngh~ 
gioi 6 xu nay n~i." "Nhfrng S\! Cai Cach," 9. 
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A follow-up article by another student at the School defended Jonchere, saying that he had 
revised his initial impressions of Vietnamese art (the statements in Saigon had been made at 
least two years earlier) and that his reforms at the School had been fruitful. 239 The editorial 
board of Ngay nay also weighed in, supporting Jonchere.240 The editors' comments suggested 
that Cung and his group (presumably the other signatories) were also attempting to block 
Jonchere from becoming the director of the exhibiting society associated with the EBAI, 
which controlled the major exhibitions of their work. 241 All six of the Vietnamese artists in 
Cung's group had obtained positions on the board of this organisation, and were calling for 
the director to be Vietnamese, rather than French. This exhibiting society - the Societe 
d'Encouragement de l' Art et a l ' lndustrie (SADEAI, H9i Khuy@n khich My thu~t va Ky 
ngh¢) - had been originally founded by Victor Tardieu, and was linked directly to the EBAI. 
It had held large, lavish, salon-style exhibitions of Vietnamese art in 1935 and 193 7. These 
exhibitions received extensive illustrated coverage in Ngay nay, suggesting that they were 
meaningful to a local audience that read qu6c ngir (romanised Vietnamese) and not only to 
potential colonial patrons. In attempting to take control of this organisation, and to insist on 
Vietnamese representation within the organisation, Cung and his group were trying to have 
an influence over the framing discourse of their work. Once again, they were challenging the 
colonial prerogative to 'represent' the colonised. However, Cung's challenges do not appear 
to have made a substantial impact. In fact, SADEAI held no further salons. According to a 
239 Van Giai, 'Tni lai ong Nguy~n D6 Cung vS bai: 'Nhimg SIJ cai each cua Trui:mg My-thu~t Dong-Duong"' 
(Reply to Mr. Nguy~n D6 Cung regarding the article: 'Reforms of the Indochina School of Fine Arts ' ) Ngay nay 
145 (January 1939):17. Translation by Phl,lm Hoa Hiep. 
240 N.N, "Nhfrng S\f C!li each cua Trui:mg My thu~t Dong Duong" Ngay nay 145 (January 1939): 17. Translation 
by Phl,lm Hoa Hiep. 
241 N.N. "Nhfmg S\f C.ii each." 
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later text written by one of the artists who was a signatory to Cung's petition, by 1940 this 
exhibiting society was "almost paralysed," perhaps because the conflict was ongoing.242 
But Cung's interlocutions did not stop there. In 1944, Cung was also the first artist to publicly 
take issue with a French interpretation of Vietnamese art history. Cung wrote an article 
criticising an aspect of Louis Bezacier's Essais sur !'art annamite.243 Bezacier was an EFEO 
scholar, as well as one of the art history teachers at the EBAI. Once again, Cung was 
challenging the colonial authority to dominate the interpretation of Vietnamese art. There is 
an important link between Cung's colonial-period activities and his post-colonial career. 
After participating in the anti-French resistance between 1945 and 1954, he became the first 
Director of the Vietnam Fine Arts Museum, opened in 1966. Cung was also interested in 
recording dinh (communal house) and pagoda sculptures - the same ones he had challenged 
Joncbere to visit- as well as in historical forms of Vietnamese art. He introduced a program 
to document Vietnamese antiquities for the Museum, taking rubbings, photographs and 
plaster casts. 244 In the late 1960s, Cung arranged a series of highly-influential exhibitions 
which promoted the idea of Vietnamese 'national culture': on folk painting in 1968, ceramics 
in 1971-2, dinh sculpture in 1972 and the sculpture of ethnic minorities in 1975.245 The roots 
of Cung's later emphasis on national culture can thus be clearly seen in his early challenges 
to art institutions in the colonial period. 
242 
" .•. hftu nhu bite li~t." Lu011g Xwin Nhi, "Sl! Hinh Thanh NhOm FARTA" (The Formation of the FARTA 
Group) in Tru&ng D(li H(Jc My thu(jt Ha N(Ji 1925-1990 (Hanoi University of Fine Arts 1925-1990) (Hanoi: 
NXB My thu~t, 1990), 17. 
243 Nguy~n D6 Cung, "My thu~t D~i La hay My thu~t Ly," (D~i La Art or Ly Art) Thanh Nght 96 (1944), in 
response to Louis Bezacier, Essais sur I 'art annamite (Hanoi: Imprimerie d'Extreme-Orient, 1944). There were 
latent anticolonial implications in the substance of the debate also. Bezacier, in his periodisation of' Annamite' 
art, named the period between the ninth and eleventh centuries as the 'D~i La' period, after the site of the capital 
of the Chinese protectorate over North Vietnam. After the rebellion against Chinese control in 939, this site was 
abandoned, and later renamed Thang Long, by the first king of the Ly dynasty. Cung objected to this naming, 
and argued that the period should be described as 'Ly' art, after the first independent Vietnamese dynasty, 
instead of 'Dai La' art. 
244 Jeffrey Ha'utover, "Contemporary Vietnamese Painting", Uncorked Soul: Contemporary Art from Vietnam, 
ed. Jeffrey Hantover (Hong Kong: Plum Blossoms International,l994), 25. 
245 Hantover, "Contemporary Vietnamese Painting," 25-26. 
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The paralysis of SADEAI led to the founding of another exhibiting society in 1940: this time, 
organised by a group of Vietnamese artists. This group - Foyer des Artistes Annamites 
(known as FARTA)- began as a friendly discussion group, but gradually gained institutional 
form. 246 The original members of the group were Luang Xmln Nhi, Tr~n Van C~n, Nguy8n 
Khang, To NgQc Van, Georges Khanh (EBAI student of 1925-1930) and LeVan De (1906-
1966). The group did not promote any particular artistic tendency, but supported the idea of 
developing a Vietnamese character in art. This was not necessarily allied to a specific 
political agenda. In fact, the postcolonial careers of these artists indicate that they held quite 
different political views. U Van De, for instance, was a devout Catholic who left Hanoi to 
settle in South Vietnam after 1954. Tran Van C~n, on the other hand, became strongly active 
in the anti -colonial movement, and was part of the Vi~t Minh's Cultural Association for 
National Salvation in the early-mid 1940s.247 FARTA held two exhibitions in Hanoi in 1943 
and 1944. However, according to Luang Xuan Nhi, the state tried to suppress the group 's 
activities.248 This was partly because some of the members of FARTA had also been 
signatories to the petition against Jonchere (athough Nguy~n D6 Cung himself was not a 
member of the group). After their second exhibition in 1944, the group was banned from 
exhibiting, and were summoned to see the Governor-General, who explained that the 
organisation of exhibitions was a monopoly of the protectorate government.249 Initially, 
however, it is clear that F ARTA did have state support, as their 1943 exhibition was actually 
opened by the Resident Superieur ofTonkin.250 
246 Luc:mg Xuiin Nhj, "SI! Hinh tbanh Nh6m FARIA," 16. FARIA became the art department of an existing 
institution, the Association pour Ia Formation Jntel/ectuel et Morale des Annamites (AFIMA). AFlMA was 
actually originally founded by the state as an organ of colonial propaganda, in fact through the head of the 
SG.rete (the state ' s political security services), Louis Marty. It was headed by the leading collaborationist 
intellectual, the conservative scholar Ph~m Qu)'llh (1892-1945). See Iai, Radicalism, 50-51. However, Ph~m 
Qu}'nh had left AFIMA before FARIA became part of it. 
247 Quang Vi~t, Tir didn H(Ja si Vi¢t Nam, 29. 
248 Luc:mg Xu an Nhi, "Sv Hinh tha.nh Nh6m FAR I A," 17. 
249 Luc:mg Xuiin Nhj, "SIJ Hinh tbanh Nh6m FARIA," 17. 
250 
"L'Exposition du FARIA a Hanoi," Jndochine 150 (July 1943): 7-8. 
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According to Taylor, FARTA developed a rivalry with an existing organisation, the 
Cooperative des Artists Indochinois (CAI).251 The CAl was created in 1938 by Inguimberty 
and Jonchere, and formalised in 1939. Originally, the cooperative was designed to support the 
production of decorative arts, by advancing funds for materials as well as a proportion of the 
asking price of the work.252 This helped artists and artisans to produce work that used 
expensive materials or was particularly-time consuming to complete. Lacquer artists in 
particular relied heavily on this society. The CAl claimed to have had a significant economic 
effect on the sale of lacquer: sales climbed from $600 in 1934 before the existence of the 
cooperative, to $7,180 in 1939 and $25,799 in 1940.253 This society also indicates how the 
EBAI could have a substantial impact on the type of work that artists produced even after 
they had graduated: artists who wanted the support of the CAl had to submit a maquette for 
approval before any funds were advanced.254 Given the general hostility toward Jonchere 
among members of FARTA, the rivalry with CAl is unsurprising. Also, unlike members of 
FARTA, who were primarily painters, the majority of CAl artists worked in lacquer, and 
were considered 'decorative artists. ' The division was informal: at least one artist, the lacquer 
painter Nguy~n Gia Tri, exhibited with both CAl and FARTA. In fact, the most striking 
difference between the FARTA and CAl members is not in their colonial-period work, but in 
their post-colonial careers. While members of the F ART A group went on to have significant 
careers in Vietnamese art after 1945, the post-1945 careers of nearly all the members of CAl 
are completely unknown.255 They are scarcely mentioned in art history books, and post-1945 
examples of their works also are non-existent, suggesting that they did not became active as 
revolutionary artists. 
25 1 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 34. 
252 Gouvemement General de l'Indochine, Exposition de Ia Cooperative des Artistes Indochinois, 3-4. 
253 Gouvemement General de l'lndochine, Exposition de Ia Cooperative des Artistes Indochinois, 4. 
254 Gouvemement General de l'Indochine, Exposition de Ia Cooperative des Artistes Indochinois, 3-4. 
255 One exception is the lacquer artist Ph~m H~u (1903-1994), one of the most prominent members of CAl. He 
is included in Quang Vi~t's dictionary of Vietnamese artists, but there is no information given about his career 
after 1945, except that he was part of the Artist's Association, see Tir aidn HQa si Vi?t Nam, 29. 
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The Salon Unique: the French Genealogy of Modern Vietnamese Art 
One further exhibition is worth noting because of its significant discursive differences to the 
paradigms of display previously mentioned. This was the Salon Unique of 1943, an 
exhibition held in Hanoi. When this exhibition took place, the administration of Hanoi was 
officially under the control of the Vichy government in France, and existed in a tense alliance 
with Japanese occupying forces in Vietnam. The exhibition hung the work of students and 
teachers from the EBAI alongside works by canonical French artists, including Poussin 
(1594-1665), Watteau (1684-1721), Delacroix (1798-1863), Degas (1834-1917), Cezanne 
(1839-1906) and Gauguin ( 1848-1903 ). 256 This exhibition thus integrated Vietnamese 
painters in a French art-historical genealogy, rather than emphasising any essential cultural 
differences between the groups. In that respect, it was fundamentally different from the 
exhibitionary order of the 1931 Exposition. A review of the Salon Unique emphasised the 
'French-ness ' of Vietnamese modern art, but rather than seeing it as a degradation of local 
practice, positioned it within a global frame of mutual influence: 
To finish, we will say that the Annamese have nothing to be ashamed of regarding the French origin 
of their contemporary art. Certain conversations with the painters of this country have led us to 
understand that they have sometimes been scared of being alienated from their personality through 
contact with Europe. To combat this puerile idea, which could also be harmful to their talent, we will 
ask them to listen to the following: 
Beside a half-moon shaped piece of water stands a tiered pagoda. It is ornamented with parallel 
sentences in Chinese characters .. . And where is this pagoda? - Right in the middle of France. 257 
256 Cl. M, "La Peinture fran.;:aise et son influence en Indochine" and "Le 'Salon Unique 1943 "' lndochine 171 
(1943). 
257 
"Pour finir, nous dirons que les Annamites n'ont pas a rougir de l'origine franr,:aise de leur movement actuel. 
Certaines conversations avec les peintres de ce pays-ci nous ont fait comprendre qu'ils ont parfois peur d'aliener 
leur personnalite au contact de !'Europe. Pour combattre cette idee puerile et qui pourrait etre pemicieuse a leur 
talent, nous leur demanderons d'ecouter ceci: Au bord d'une piece d'eau en demi-lune se dresse une pagoda a 
l'etages. Des sentences paralleles en caracteres chinois l' oment ... Et ou se trouve cette pagoda? -En pleine 
centre de Ia France." Cl. M, "La Peinture fran~aise", 3. 
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Ironically, the 'puerile' idea that this anecdote was intended to refute was precisely the idea 
that had initially motivated earlier colonial interventions into artistic education. But by 
referring to French chinoiserie, the writer was clearly trying to minimise the rhetoric of 
cultural distinctiveness that had characterised much of the previous artistic discourse, and 
present cross-cultural influence as a relatively neutral process that existed outside of the 
colonial situation as well as inside of it. 
As Nora Taylor has pointed out, the character of the Salon Unique exhibition - and its 
framing discourse - was closely connected to political alterations in Indochina. 258 The 
disruptions of Second World War and the threat of colonial instability had resulted in a shift 
in colonial policy in the years between 1939 and 1944. While anti-colonial activity was 
severely repressed, there were also increased educational and employment opportunities for 
Vietnamese within the colonial system. Cultural policies were designed to promote 
conservative values, as well as a sense of belonging in a 'greater France.' This exhibition 
shows obvious links to that political discourse, as it emphasised a sense of belonging rather 
than division. It is perhaps also significant that in Vietnam at the same period, the Japanese 
occupying forces were using art exhibitions and other cultural activities to position Vietnam 
as an 'Eastern' art, connected to a Japanese sphere of influence (discussed further in chapter 
four). In an ironic twist, it was the very same 'Asianising' tendencies that had been promoted 
at the 1931 Exposition which made such an interpretation possible in 1943. In this context, 
the Salon Unique seems very likely to have been partially motivated by the desire to 'claim' 
Vietnamese art as part of the French cultural world, in the face of Japanese colonial 
competition. 
Another interpretation of the Salon Unique was also provided by the artist Luang Xmln Nhi, 
who claimed that it was organised as a deliberate attempt to thwart the efforts of the FAR T A 
258 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 39. 
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group. Nhi has even suggested that the orgamsers resorted to trickery in order to have 
FARTA members participate in the exhibition.259 While this response seems extreme, it is 
more credible given the extensive and repressive state security apparatus during the Vichy 
period, which closely monitored all forms of intellectual activity. 260 If the Salon Unique 
exhibition is viewed in the context of the colonial state's pressure on the activities of the 
FARTA group, then it becomes clear that the rhetoric of inclusion surrounding the exhibition 
was yet another strategy to emphasise the centrality of France in Indochina, at the expense of 
independent activity. 
The Final Years of the EBAI 
However, by the year of the Salon Unique, the EBAI was beginning to operate in very 
different circumstances than in the past. Towards the end of the Second World War, in 1943, 
the building which housed the EBAI was bombed, due to an attack on Japanese targets in 
Tonkin by American forces. As a result, in December 1943, the EBAI was evacuated from 
Hanoi and ultimately divided into different sections. The sculpture section, under the control 
of the Director Evariste Jonchere, was moved to the Southern town of Da Ll)t, while the 
painting section shifted to S011 Tay, a town now on the outskirts of Hanoi.261 Joseph 
lnguimberty, Nam S011 and To NgQc Van were responsible for teaching there. Classes were 
held in a disused pagoda. The class struggled with food and material shortages, a result of 
259 Luang Xuan Nhj, "Sl! Hinh thanh Nh6m FARTA," 17. 
260 McHale, Print and Power, 57-60. 
26 1 Although Jonchere is often said to have gone to Da L~t with the sculpture section, Gain writes that both 
Jonchere and his wife were interned by the Japanese in 1945, after they had attempted to flee Hanoi for the 
Chinese border. They only escaped via Saigon in late 1945. Since Gain's account was written with the 
assistance of Jonchere's wife, it seems likely that this account is correct. Gain, Evariste Jonchere, 26. 
Internments of French citizens did occur in Hanoi in 1945, after the Japanese coup of March 9. 
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wartime restrictions and an horrendous famine that was devastating N orthem and Central 
Vietnam at the time.262 
Nonetheless, students later remembered this time at the School as an important period, which 
was also more intimate compared with their experiences of the EBAI in Hanoi.263 It was at 
this time that several of the art students ftrst made contact with Hd Chi Minh's anti-colonial 
resistance movement, the Vi~t Minh. The artist Phan K€ An (b.l923), a student of the EBAI 
at San Tay, went to Hanoi to meet with leaders of the Vi~t Minh student organisation, hoping 
to mobilise art students to participate in social and political campaigns. 264 These activities 
intensified in the period following the Japanese coup d 'etat of 9 March 1945. Since the 
French teachers had to flee as a result of the coup, students simultaneously attempted to keep 
the School operating, and participated actively in social campaigns. The Son Tay students 
held their first exhibition of political propaganda posters. 265 Phan K€ An claims that public 
activities like exhibitions were designed to deflect suspicion from the students' clandestine 
activities, including helping to organise arms for the upcoming August 1945 uprisings?66 
To Ng9c Van was the director of the School at this time, and in May 1945, he wrote an article 
that can be considered the first post-colonial assessment of the EBAI. 267 While he praised 
Victor Tardieu and the EBAI as an institution, he complained that the French government had 
neglected the development of Vietnamese art. He also bitterly lamented that Vietnamese 
artists had not been given support to study overseas, while noting the irony that French artists 
had arrived annually in the colony through the government scheme of the Prix d'Indochine: 
262 On the horrific famine in North and Central Vietnam, which killed over one million people, or ten percent of 
the population in the affected areas in 1944-1945, see David G. Marr, Vietnam 1945: The Quest for Power 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995 ), 96-107. 
263 Phan K~ An, "San Tay: M(lt Thai ky Soi d()ng" (San Tay: A Vibrant Time) in Truimg Dgi h()c My thutjt Ha 
N9i 1925-1990 (Hanoi: NXB My thu~t, 1990), 25 . 
264 Phan K~ An, "San Tay," 26. 
265 Phan K~ An, "San Tay," 27. 
266 Phan K~ An, "San Tiiy,"27-8. 
267 To Ng9c Van (writing as To Tit) , "My thu~t: Vi~c da qua" (Art: Things of the Past), Ngay nay 4 (May 1945): 
16. 
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We also want to travel to learn about the world, but every time we would ask them to support our 
proposed overseas study tour, they would reply "The position of France here is to protect Vietnamese 
culture and identity, and to guard them against Western influences; the Annamese tend to imitate 
things, thus going abroad would do harm to your artistic personality." ... They would argue that 
because there is a College ofFine Arts here, Vietnamese talents can be trained here! .... but let's think 
of the number of French artists who, during the same period, have been granted awards to go abroad 
268 through our own money! 
As the period of French colonial control wound to a close, To NgQc Van was able to publicly 
voice his frustration at the hypocrisies of the colonial system. Van's comments also clearly 
demonstrate that the 'protectionist' thread within art education was still maintained at the 
EBAI, and that it could become a justification for controlling the activity of colonial art 
students. Yet, at the same time as railing against the injustices of the system, To NgQc Van 
did not reject the project of the colonial art school in its entirety. In that sense, his response 
foreshadows the post-colonial reception of the EBAI, which would try to integrate the school 
into a narrative of national history, by privileging certain figures, like Victor Tardieu and To 
NgQc Van himself. 
To understand the full implications of the EBAI as an institution, it cannot be divorced from 
its colonial context. The artists, educators and administrators who worked at the School did 
so as part of a colonial system of patronage, propaganda and control. Despite the fact that 
Victor Tardieu's program for the School allowed Vietnamese artists to embrace new forms of 
expression, rather than repeat a colonially-sanctioned 'tradition,' his pedagogical program 
still bears the traces of the overwhelming paternalism that characterised the discourse of art in 
268 
"Con chung ta hi nhfrng nguoi dn phai di cho bi~t <16 bi~t day han hQ, m6i khi ta tha chuy~n xin du hQc 
mr&c ngoai Ia hQ xua ngay vai ly nhe rAt cimg: "Dia vj mr&c Phap a day Ia bao v~ tinh hoa van h6a Vi~t Nam, 
khong d~ anh huang ngoai tran vao buy ho~i; ngum An-nam v6n da hay b~t chu&c, di ngo~i qu6c chi c6 h~i cho 
tinh my-thu~it ctm minh." .. . Duoog nhu a day, da c6 truang My-thu~t Dong-du<mg Ia se c6 hoan toan hi~u lgc 
d~ dao t~o nhan tai Vi~t-Nam ct&y du r6i! ... ta hay tinh xem cimg m9t khoang thoi gian, s6 nhfrng nha m)i-thu~t 
Phap rna ta duqc cung phi,IIlg bing ti~n cua chung ta!"To Tir, "My thu~t: Vi~c da qua," 16. Translation by Ph~m 
Hoa Hi~p and Phoebe Scott. 
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the colony. The exhibitions of 1931 and 1943 clearly show that the display of EBAI art was 
closely connected to colonial propaganda and followed shifts in colonial policy. At the same 
time, the colonial context does not entirely determine its meaning and significance for the 
people who were involved in it. Tardieu's struggle to maintain the program of the School 
despite repeated criticism and financial constraints reveals that the colonial discourse of art 
education was not monolithic, but contained multiple and conflicting points of view. At key 
points, some Vietnamese artists also 'talked back' to the colonial system, and attempted to 
influence how their work was framed by colonial art institutions, whether pedagogically, art 
historically or through exhibition. That even after the collapse of French colonial power the 
School was not condemned as 'colonialist' reveals that it held a more complicated place in 
the minds of its Vietnamese students. 
3. 
'THE ARTIST' AS A MODERN 
IDENTITY 
Con mAt nba my-tbutt c i khh 
.\'ha my·thu~t llm blm : B~p! Br:p thdt I ! 
Figure 10: Nbit Linh (Nguy~n TtrO'Ilg Tam, 1905-1963), Con Mtit Nha Mj-thu~t co Khtic (The 
eye of an artist is different), cartoon in Phong hoa 20 (November 1932): 9. 
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The above cartoon (figure 10), published in the magazine Phong h6a (Mores) in 1932, shows 
an artist ruminating over a line of tattered washing, palette poised, muttering "Beautiful! 
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Truly beautiful!"269 The caption of the cartoon, "Con m&t nha mji-thu4t c6 khac" (The eye of 
an artist is different), presents the artist as a marginal figure, possessed of a unique mode of 
vision, seeing beauty even in the detritus of society. This cartoon artist is also clearly an oil 
painter, who works standing at an easel. He is possibly a Surrealist, given his composition 
with its spiky figure and oversized eye. Perhaps the viewer is being invited to speculate on 
the link between that painting and the prickly cactus at the artist's elbow, suggesting the 
passage of creative transformation. Such a representation of the artist, as an eccentric genius, 
working alone and according to the rhythms of personal inspiration, is a transposition of 
modern European tropes of artistic identity. In Vietnam, this particular identity was radically 
new. The newness existed not only at the level of materials and practices- oil paints, easels, 
palettes, painting from life - but also in its concept of 'art' as the product of individual 
inspiration and creativity. This is not to suggest that previous Vietnamese artists and artisans 
were uncreative; rather it is indicative of the particular privileging of creativity within the 
transferred discourse of modern art, as well as its special significance within the colonial 
context. 
This image of the artist was also being presented in a popular newspaper, to an audience that 
read Vietnamese language through in its romanised alphabet (qubc ngu): thus, the cartoon 
represents 'the artist' within an indigenous public sphere. While the previous chapter 
discussed the position of Vietnamese artists in relation to the colonial education system- and 
as interlocutors of that system - this chapter turns towards the relationship between EBAI 
269 This chapter contains material from two earlier articles which I published during the course of writing this 
thesis: relating to the links between EBAI artists and Phong hoa and Ngay nay- "Art and the Press in the 
Colonial Period: Phong Hoa, Ngay Nay and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts de /'Jndochine", in Essays on Modern and 
Contemporary Vietnamese Art, eds. Sarah Lee and N~uyen Nhu Huy (Singapore: Singapore Art Museum_, 20~9) 
and relating specifically to artist cartoons - "Cham biem cac ho~ si, cham biem my thu~t: M9t vai suy ngam ve 
cac bt'rc bi~m ho~ cac ho~ s1 tren to Phong Hoa va Ngay Nay" (Making Fun of Artists, Making Fun of Art: some 
reflections on artist cartoons in Phong H6a and Ngay Nay), Nghien czm Mji thufjt 4 :28 (2008). Some early ideas 
about the connection between artworks of the EBAJ and the ' modern woman' in Hanoi were also part of my 
honours thesis, "Colonial Moderns: Studies from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts de l'Indochine" (Honours thesis, the 
University of Sydney, 2004). This chapter substantially extends the analysis of those earlier texts and includes 
additional primary source material. 
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artists and the broader intellectual movements within Vietnamese society, particularly in the 
1930s. While some scholars have mentioned the developments in Vietnamese literature and 
journalism of the colonial period as context for modem Vietnamese art, the object of this 
chapter is to trace specific connections and relationships in order to situate some of the key 
figures of the EBAI more securely within a specific intellectual milieu. 270 To begin with, this 
chapter will note some recurring tropes in the representation of artists in the periodicals 
Phong h6a (Mores) and Ngay nay (Nowadays), which were the organs of an important 
literary circle, the Tv Lvc Van Doan (Self-Strengthening Literary Group). A number of EBAI 
graduates collaborated in different ways with these publications, but the periodicals are also 
particularly important sources, as they were the foremost vehicles for the promotion of a new 
kind of modem experience to the Vietnamese public. 271 Thus, the appearance of images of 
the artist in these periodicals, whether in satirical form or in literature, represents an 
important marker for the emergence 'the artist' as a type of modem identity. 
On the other side of this discussion is how artists themselves embraced the form of modem 
identity that was evoked in the pages of Phong h6a and Ngay nay. The prevalence of images 
of women within colonial-period visual art suggests rich possibilities in that direction.272 In 
the literature and popular culture of the 1930s, debates raged over the plight of the 'modem 
woman. ' 273 Modern women functioned as both synecdoche and allegory for the conflicts of 
colonial modemity.274 In this chapter, the image of the 'modern woman' in popular culture 
and the press is used to develop a new interpretation of the prevalent images of women 
27° For example de Menonville, Vietnamese Painting, 38-39. 
271 One the role of Phong hoa and Ngay nay in promoting modernity, see Nguy~n, La Societe vietnamienne, 
101-109, 19 1-228 and George Dutton, "Ly Toet in the City: Coming to Terms with the Modern in 1930s 
Vietnam," Journal of Vietnamese Studies 2: I (2007). 
272 A number of scholars have suggested the connection between images of women in colonial-period 
Vietnamese art and in literature and popular culture, however, a full analysis of the implications of the 
connection has not been pursued, see Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 32; de Menonville, Vietnamese Painting, 53-
67; Ushiroshoji, "The 'Modern Age' of Vietnamese Fine Art," 171. 
273 Nguy~n, La Societe vietnamienne, 262-335; Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 190-246. 
274 Tai, Radicalism, 89-91. Tai points out that because of the censorship of the colonial press, debates on 
' freedom' that were politically sensitive were often transposed onto debates regarding female emancipation. 
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painted by EBAI artists. Finally, two well-known artists of the EBAI, Nguy~n Gia Tri (1908-
1993) and To Ngoc Van (1906-1954) provide enlightening case studies with regard to the 
crossings between art, literature and journalism in the colonial period. These two artists both 
collaborated extensively with Phong h6a and Ngay nay. By reinterpreting some of their 
colonial-period art in the light of these wider cultural engagements, it is possible to arrive at a 
more nuanced picture of the meaning and significance of their works. 
EBAI Artists and the "Generation of 1925" 
By 1931, when the first class of artists trained by the EBAI were graduating, Vietnamese 
intellectual life had undergone profound changes as a result of the colonial situation. Scholars 
have frequently grouped Vietnamese intellectuals of the colonial period into generations, 
identified by the time-period when that generation came of age. 275 The mid-1920s represent a 
generational turning point, broadly characterised by a shift from the anti-colonial scholar-
gentry of the previous generation, who married modernising self-strengthening initiatives 
with Confucian values, to a generation who were educated almost entirely within the colonial 
education system, and rejected the values of the past in order to promote new forms of 
modernity and social activism?76 The 1920s generation also pursued different avenues of 
cultural expression: Vietnamese literature, poetry and theatre were modernised with reference 
to French modem literature, as well as local conditions. This generation no longer wrote in 
Chinese characters or in Vietnamese demotic characters. Rather, they wrote in the romanised 
Vietnamese alphabet of qu6c ngii, or else in French, reflecting the fact that many were 
graduates of the Franco-Vietnamese school system.277 The promotion of the qu6c ngii 
alphabet had begun as an instrument of colonial control, to separate Vietnamese intellectuals 
275 Trinh Van Thao divides Vietnamese intellectuals since colonisation into three generations: the generation of 
1862, the generation of 1907 and the generation of 1925, Vietnam du confocianisme au communisme, 18-57. 
David Marr has charted similar generational shifts across two books: Vietnamese Anticolonialism 1885-1925 
and Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 1920-1945. 
276 Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial. 
277 Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 161-166. 
from their ties to the East Asian cultural sphere, and to provide an interim step toward 
fluency in French. However, it was re-appropriated by Vietnamese intellectuals as a modem 
form of writing that offered new possibilities for literary creativity.278 
This shift in the alphabet helped to facilitate dramatic shifts in writing style. The new poetry 
was a radical and expressive mode of writing, which, due to the strong poetic tradition in 
Vietnamese literature, was confronting in its unconventionality.279 Modern Vietnamese poets 
rejected traditional verse formats and conventionalised, allusive language to create works 
with greater structural freedom, and a new range of subject matter drawn from modern 
experience. They were influenced by French Romanticism and Symbolist poetry, but as 
Vietnamese is a tonal language, they also tried to adapt the lyrical freedom of modern poetry 
to the melodic qualities that were traditionally valued.280 One of the most important themes of 
the new poetry was romantic love, which was frequently treated as a gesture of rejection 
against Confucian strictures on personal relationships and propriety. In the work of the 'new 
poets,' the love of women and the contemplation of female beauty were means of asserting 
individuated existence.28 1 The writing form of the prose novel also appeared in Vietnamese 
for the first time, in 1925.282 Like poetry, many modem Vietnamese novels also focused on 
the theme of romantic love, particularly in the form of the conflict between individual desires 
and familial obligations, caused by the intergenerational tensions. 
A Vietnamese-language press, written predominantly in qu6c ngif, which flowered in North 
Vietnam the 1920s and 1930s, offered a diverse range of perspectives and specialisations, 
278 Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 137-166; de Francis, Colonialism and Language Policy, 204-217. 
279 Cong Huyen Ton Nhu Nha Trang, "The Role of French Romanticism in the New Poetry Movement in 
Vietnam," in Borrowings and Adaptations in Vietnamese Culture, Southeast Asia Paper no.25, ed. Truong Buu 
Lam (Manoa: University of Hawai 'i Press, 1987); HuYnh Sanh ThOng, introduction to An Anthology of 
Vietnamese Poems: From the Eleventh through the Twentieth Centuries, ed. HuYnh Sanh Thong (New Haven 
and London: Yale University Press, 1996), 22-23. 
28
° Cong Huyen Ton, "French Romanticism in the New Poetry Movement," 59. 
281 Cong Huyen Ton, French Romanticism in the New Poetry Movement," 55-56 
282 Cao Thi Nhu-Quynh and John C. Schaefer, "From Verse Narrative to Novel: the Development of Prose 
Fiction in Vietnam," Journal of Asian Studies 47:4 (1988). 
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despite the pressures of colonial censorship.283 According to the research on the press 
conducted by Shawn McHale, Cochinchina was initially the centre of Vietnamese colonial-
period printing, but was later overtaken by the North.284 By 1937 there were sixty-three 
individual periodicals being published. 285 As a result of this flourishing print culture, editors 
and journalists shaped public opinion in colonial society. The emergence of print culture also 
has implications for the development of nationalism. Benedict Anderson has highlighted the 
important role of the press as one of the principal agents in creating the "imagined 
community" of the modem nation.286 For Anderson, this is achieved by homogenising the 
experience of time and space of disparate communities, creating a sense of equivalence and 
belonging.287 David Marr similarly understands the Vietnamese press in the colonial-period 
as forming a de-personalised sense of community (outside the intimacy of village or familial 
bonds), which represents the birth of the modem political citizen.288 For McHale, however, 
the significance of the colonial Vietnamese press is in its vibrancy and diversity, which 
reveals that the French colonial state, despite its repressive elements, ultimately "failed at 
hegemony."289 It was through this failure that a lively public sphere could exist, albeit in the 
conditions of colonial authoritarianism. 
Across literary and cultural forms, one of the most important features in the shift of the 1920s 
and 1930s was the emergence of a new consciousness of the individual. As Lockhart writes, 
this individual arose from "a shattering of traditional modes of authority", especially the pre-
m McHale, Print and Power. 
284 McHale, Print and Power, 18. 
285 McHale, Print and Power, 18. 
2H6 Benedict Anderson. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, 2nd ed. 
(London and New York: Verso, 1991), 24-46. 
287 On how the newspaper creates an homogenisation of temporal experience, see Anderson, Imagined 
Communities, 33-36. Anderson had since added to his initial views on the importance of newspapers, 
emphasising how they were a form of "unbound seriality," which creates universal standardisation across 
national boundaries, see The Spectre of Comparisons: Nationalism, Southeast Asia and the World (London and 
New York: Verso, 1998), 32-34. 
288 David G. Marr, "A Passion for Modernity: Intellectuals and the Media," in Postwar Vietnam: Dynamics ofa 
Transforming Society, ed. Hy. V. Luong (Lantham: Rowan and Littlefield, 2003), 260. 
2H9 McHale, Print and Power, 60. 
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colonial "vertical sense of moral hierarchy in family, village and court," which was being 
dissolved by the cultural encounter of colonialism.290 In written form, this individualism was 
manifested in the expressive freedom of the new poetry, but also in first-person journalistic 
accounts. 291 The concerns for personal emancipation also had political implications, as the 
intellectuals of the 1920s and 1930s "saw a symmetry between the national struggle for 
independence from colonial rule and their own efforts to emancipate themselves from the 
oppressiveness of native social institutions. "292 The emergence of a discourse of individual 
emancipation was, in this respect, a precursor of the organised anti-colonial action of 
subsequent decades. In relation to the work of EBAI artists, this discourse of individual 
emancipation found expression in the formation of an identity that privileged the unique and 
free creativity of the artist 
The Tv Lvc Van Boan (Self-Strengthening Literary Group) 
One of the most important vehicles for the promotion of modern individualism and the new 
forms of literature in the 1930s was the Tv Lvc Van Doan. This group was a cohort of young 
Vietnamese intellectuals who, through literature and jownalism, promoted a form of 
modernisation that drastically rejected the Confucian values of the past, and supported new 
movements in literature and poetry.293 The best known members of the group were the 
novelist Tn1n Khanh Giu (better known by his pseudonym Khai Hung), and the three brothers 
' Nguy~n Tu(mg': Nguy~n Tu(mg Tam (known as Nh~t Linh), Nguy~n Tu(mg Long (known 
as Hoang Di;lo) and Nguy~n Tu(mg Lan (known as Thi;lch Lam). 294 Nguy~n Tu6ng Tam had 
290 Greg Lockhart, introduction to The Light of the Capital: Three Modern Vietnamese Classics, trans. Greg 
Lockhart and Monique Lockhart, (Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 1996), 7-8. 
291 Greg Lockhart, introduction to The Light of the Capital. 
292 Tai, Radicalism, 4. 
293 N guy~n, La Societe vietnamienne, 101-1 09; Neil L. Jamieson, Understanding Vietnam (Berkeley, Los 
Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1995),113-156. 
294 One scholar has suggested that Th~ch Lam is the same person as the Nguy~n Tu<mg U.n who was a 
successful painter from the EBAI in the 1930s: Lang Nguyen, "Th~ch Lam: Ky gia va H<;>a si'' (Th<;tch Lam: 
Journalist and Painter), in T~r L11c Van Doim: Con NguiYi wi Van Chzamg (The Self-Strengthening Literary 
Group: People and Writings) ed. Phan Cl,f D~ , (Hanoi: NXB Van H9c, 1990). If this were true, it would be a 
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initially been a student in the first cohort to enter the EBAI, but he abandoned his study there 
soon after.295 In 1927, he moved to France, and studied in a science faculty in Toulouse. 
Returning to Vietnam in 1930, he became the editor of Phong h6a in 1934, as well as 
publishing several novels. His novels frequently dramatized the personal conflicts arising 
from the confrontation between Confucian and Westemised values.296 In particular, female 
characters were represented as tom between the desire for emancipation and traditional 
familial duties. As a passionate advocate of social modernization, Nguy~n Tu<mg Tam 
habitually sided against what he perceived to be the repressive forces of tradition. Khai Hung 
similarly pursued themes of romantic love as an exploration of the tensions within 
modernisation. The manifesto of the T\I L\IC Van Doan, written by Hoang D<;to and published 
in Phong h6a in 1934, emphasised a commitment to - among other things - the pursuit of the 
new, the embrace of science, the recognition of the role of women and the belief in 
progress.297 
The organ of the group was the newspaper Phong h6a, which ran from June 1932 to June 
1936, until it was closed by the censors. Ngi:ry nay, which took over as its replacement, was 
published from January 1935 to September 1940, and reappeared briefly from May to August 
1945. By 1935, Phong h6a had reached a circulation of 10,500. 298 While this was not the 
most substantial newspaper circulation in the colonial period, it nonetheless represents a 
substantial readership, especially as copies were probably passed hand to hand. While readers 
substantial contribution to the argument of this chapter. However, the painter and the writer were not the same 
person. The confusion is understandable given that they shared the same name, were similar ages and both died 
young in the 1940s. However, their documented dates are different: according to Quang Vi~t, Tl-r aiJn H9a si 
Vi?t Nam, 139 the painter Nguy~n Tm'mg U.n lived from 1906-1946. Th~ch Lam, however, died in 1943, 
according to Jamieson, Understanding Vietnam, 218. Additionally, I received confirmation from the artist Linh 
Chi, who had met the painter Nguy~n Tuimg Liin in the 1940s, that he was not the same person as Th{tch Lam, 
author's interview with Linh Chi, 23 March 2009, Hanoi. 
295 Biographical information regarding Nguy~n Tuimg Tam is from Nguy~n Van Ky, "A City That 
Remembers," in Hanoi: City ofthe Rising Dragon, eds. Georges Boudarel and Nguy~n Van Ky (Lantham: 
Rowan and Littlefield, 2002), 35-37 and Greg Lockhart and Monique Lockhart, "Broken Journey: Nhftt Linh's 
'Going to France,"' East Asian History 8 ( 1994 ), 78-80. 
296 Nguy~n, La Societe vietnamienne, 145-150 and Jamieson, Understanding Vietnam, 126-156. 
297 Nguy~n, La Societe vietnamienne, 103. 
298 Nguy~n, "A City That Remembers," 36. 
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of this newspaper were primarily in Hanoi, it was also circulated through all five 'countries ' 
of the Indochinese union. 299 Nguy~n Tu<mg Tam took over the editorship of Phong hoa in 
1932, becoming, according to David Marr, "the preeminent editor of the 1930s. "300 He was 
influenced by French satirical newspapers be had read on his travels, such as Le Rire and Le 
Canard enchafne. 301 The inclusion of cartoons in Phong h6a was one of its most important 
innovations. Satirical representations of figures from the colonial world appeared in its pages, 
from self-satisfied French colons, frivolous 'modem women' to bewildered rural mandarins. 
The most famous character was Ly Toet, a village elder, whose attempts to engage with the 
modem material life of the city were filled with comic mishaps.302 The effect of such 
cartoons was twofold: offering a satirical perspective on urban modernity while at the same 
time actually introducing various new habits of thought, dress and behavior to the readers. 303 
Ngay nay continued to reproduce cartoons in its pages, and was even more copiously 
illustrated in general. Many of its cover illustrations commented explicitly on political and 
social issues in the colony, particularly in the relative press freedom of the Popular Front 
period, 1936-1939.304 
As the contribution of TtJ Lvc Van Doan is primarily assessed as a literary movement, its 
links to the EBAI have received comparatively little emphasis. However, the importance of 
satirical cartoons and illustrations for Phong h6a and Ngay nay's modernizing agenda - as 
well as for their popular appeal - indicates the significance of the visual component of the 
publications. Many of the cartoons were drawn by Nguyen Tu<'mg Tam himself (under his 
pseudonyms of Nhit Linh and Dong Son). But two prominent EBAI artists - To Ng<;>c Van 
299 Based on a survey of readers conducted by the publication, see Nguy~n, La Societe vietnamienne, 107-108. 
300 Marr, "A Passion for Modernity", 263. 
301 Marr, "A Passion for Modernity", 263. 
302 Nguy~n, La Societe vietnamienne; Dutton, "Ly Toet in the City." 
303 Dutton, "Ly Toet in the City." 
304 For some examples and discussion of the general themes of some of these covers, see Nguy~n Van ChiSn, 
"Bi€m hQa Bao chi cua Nguy~n Gia Tri & To NgQc Van" (Newspaper Cartoons ofNguy~n Gia Tri and To NgQc 
Van), Nghien cuu My thu(it 1:25 (2008). 
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and Nguy6n Gia Tri - were both regular contributors to Ngay nay, publishing cartoons, 
illustrations and occasionally pieces of writing. Nguy6n Gia Tri, in particular, had been a 
founding member of Phong hoa, and was a friend ofNguy~n Tuang Tam.305 To NgQc Van 
had initially been in the same intake at the EBAI as Nguy~n Tuang Tam, but graduated from 
the institution in 1931. Another very important graduate of the EBAI who was involved with 
the Tl! LJ!c Van Dofm was Nguy~n Cat Tuemg (known as Lemur, EBAI graduate of 1933). 
Nguy6n Cat Tu6ng is famous for his modernization of Vietnamese dress: he is the creator of 
the ' traditional' Vietnamese ao dai, which was actually an adaptation of pre-colonial 
garments to modem fashion.306 Other EBAI artists also contributed to the publications. The 
artist Trftn Binh L<)c ( d. l941 ), for example, became a writer of romantic novels, and one of 
his stories was published in Phong h6a in 1934.307 Ngay Nay occasionally featured the work 
of other EBAI graduates in illustrations or cover art, including Nguy€n Tuang Lan ( 1906-
1946, EBAI graduate of 1933), Trftn Quang Tran, Nguy6n D6 Cung and Trftn Van Cftn. 
Representations of the Artist in Phong hoa and Ngay nay 
Given the close connections between EBAI artists and the T!! Lvc Van Dofm, the appearance 
of representations of 'the artist' in the pages of Phong h6a and Ngay nay is a significant 
indication of how some EBAI artists perceived themselves and their own public identity, as 
well as how they were perceived by their close intellectual peers. Of course, these 
representations did not necessarily reflect their real social situation: even in satirical form, the 
representation of the artist was very much a romanticised ideal. This is even more evident in 
the literary representations of the artist that were published in these newspapers. Their 
struggle for recognition from the colonial state, as well as their need for employment and 
patronage through the colonial system (as described in the previous chapter), meant that the 
305 Nguy~n, La Societe vietnamienne, I 0 I. 
306 Nguy~n, La Societe vietnamienne, 249-260. 
307 Trfrn Blnh LQc, "Con Mit Den" (Black Eyes), Phong hoa 84 (February 1934): 6-7 and Leta, "HQa si lcim 
VW!" (A Painter Writes) Phong h6a 170 (January 1936): 8. 
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Vietnamese artist in this period was far from a liberated bohemian. Nonetheless, these 
representations can be interpreted as evidence of a kind of modem desire for a particular 
identity position. 
In the cartoon which opened this chapter, drawn by Nh~t Linh, the artist was presented as an 
eccentric visionary. While cartoon images of artists appears much less frequently than those 
of other well-known figures (like Ly Toet), those that do exist show quite similar 
representations. In an example from 1933, also drawn by Nh~t Linh, humour is created 
through a member of the public's misunderstanding of artistic inspiration. Under the title of 
Avoiding a Waste of Paint (Khoi Phi Scm), the cartoon shows an artist painting a picture of an 
ugly building (possibly an outhouse), murmuring "beautiful, strangely beautiful, strangely 
beautiful!" (tl?p, d?p lq, d?p lung!) (figure 11). In the second frame, the owner of the building 
comes outside and tells the artist to stop wasting paint, and suggests that the artist repaint the 
actual door of the building instead! To understand the significance of these cartoons, it is 
necessary to consider how satirical humour functioned in Phong h6a. Cartoons in Phong h6a 
often poked fun at things that the T\1' L\,l'c Van Dofm actually supported. For example, the 
group was committed to reforming the social status of women within restrictive Confucian 
family structures, but satirical images on the subjects of modem women (particularly their 
perceived infidelity and licentiousness) abounded in the magazine. 308 In that sense, the 
relatively gentle mockery in the cartoons can be understood as means of introducing new 
ideas, and assuaging from the anxiety associated with that newness through humour. George 
Dutton has suggested that humour in Phong h6a and Ngay nay reveals an ambivalence 
toward modernity, particularly modem material culture.309 Hence, the hapless Ly Toet 
continually struggles to understand and correctly use the new objects he is surrounded with in 
the modem city. This allowed the reader to congratulate themselves on their own comparative 
308 Nguy~n, La Societe vietnamienne, 214-22 I . 
309 Dutton, "Ly Toet in the City." 
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urbanity, while acknowledging the uncertainties about modernity that they presumably also 
shared.310 In the same manner, the Vietnamese reader was introduced to a new idea of 'the 
artist:' by means of humorous representations of their activities and social role. 
K IH)I PHI SO'N 
,.------
__ fa_ 
If··· 
Figure 11: Dong Son (Nguy~n Tuimg Tam, 1905-1963), Khoi Phi Sun (Avoiding a Waste of 
Paint), cartoon in Phong hoa, 59 (August 1933): 13. 
The idea of 'the artist' that was promoted by the cartoons is that of a creative intellectual, 
driven by an idiosyncratic personal vision. This representation distinguished the modern 
Vietnamese artist from artisans of the past: a distinction which resonated not only within a 
colonial politics of recognition but also within an indigenous conception of the social order. 
In pre-colonial Vietnam, the Confucian model of social hierarchy comprised four groupings: 
si (scholar-gentry), nang (farmers), cong (artisans) thucmg (merchants). Although it has been 
argued that these groupings did not actually capture the reality of the pre-colonial society, it 
nonetheless represents an idealized picture that communicated a system of value.311 While 
writers and poets held a cherished position within Vietnamese cultural history as members of 
the scholarly elite, the production of 'art' was historically much more likely to be linked to 
members of the artisan class. Unlike in China, there was not a known history of canonical 
310 Dutton, "Ly Toet in the City," 81, 99-104. 
311 Woodside, Vietnam and the Chinese Model, 30-31. 
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painters that could provide a precedent for the modem conception of 'the artist,' even though 
ink painting was probably practiced by some of the scholar-gentry in Vietnam. Thus, the 
emphasis on the mental and creative component of the work of the modem artist was a means 
of positioning artists as part of an intellectual class, the equals of their poet and writer peers. 
Some of the other cartoons published about artists found humour in the gulf between the 
image and reality: where the painted image comes to life (figure 12), or where the artist 
deliberately distorts reality in the image. An example is the cartoon "L~c quan (Being 
optimistic)" (figure 13), where the artist paints an overly flattering portrait of his wife. A rare 
cartoon showing a female artist also explored this theme, showing the artist exaggerating her 
own beauty in the painted image.3 12 These images satirise the potential for mimetic modes of 
Realist painting to be mistaken for ' reality,' bu t they also raise a more serious question of the 
purpose of painting and representation. In Ngay nay, the idea that paintings were viewed by 
the public as literal representations of reality also surfaced in both satirical and serious art 
criticism, showing that these cartoons were responding in an exaggerated way to genuine 
concerns and uncertainties about the position of artists. 
Art exhibitions were also covered in a satirical way by the publications. For example, a page 
of written vignettes and cartoons relating to the SADEAI salon of 1936 (signed Leta), gave 
samples of the responses made by the general public to the exhibited artworks.313 According 
to Leta, it was in regard to paintings of nude or semi-clothed women that the gulf between 
'appropriate' and 'inappropriate' behavior at the exhibition was most evident. One man left 
the exhibition in shock, complaining that the works of art were pornographic. Another stared 
too long at the women in the paintings and earned the anger of his jealous wife, who accused 
him of using the appreciation of art as a cover for shameless peeping. Yet another man was 
312 Cartoon in Phong h6a 163 (November 1935): 4. 
313 Leta, "Binh phAm My thu~t" (Art Criticism), Ngay nay 38 (December 1936): 542. 
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made melancholic before the image of a wife mourning her husband. Finally, one man asked 
the price of a nude painting by Tr~n Van Cin, only to conclude that it would be cheaper for 
him to buy postcards of naked women, because "they show better things and are easier to 
hide."314 
What this satire indicates is that, while students of the EBAI had become habituated to the 
Western academic discourse of the nude as an appropriate - indeed foundational- form of 
'high art,' the public perceived the images in terms of the emotive, erotic and moral 
implications of unclothed bodies. In this satire, the ideal of the exhibition as sight for 
disinterested aesthetic contemplation was challenged by the rambunctious responses of 
Vietnamese viewers. This issue was echoed in comments in a serious article by To NgQc 
Van, who noted that the public in Hanoi had been scandalised by the nude images exhibited 
by the EBAI.31 5 In fact, it is highly possible that the EBAI students were also less indifferent 
to the impropriety of the nude models than the public discourse suggests: the female art 
student Le Thi LlJU (1911-1988) later recalled that the School had to use prisoners as nude 
models, as nobody else was willing to pose naked.316 
Leta also satirized some of art criticism that had been published in other newspapers, 
alongside cartoons of the artworks that they referred to, lamenting that: "Anyone who steps 
into an exhibition suddenly believes themselves to have become an art critic. "317 Criticism of 
other newspapers was a recurring feature in Ngay nay, used to communicate the superior 
sophistication of the writers (and by extension, the readers). 318 To demonstrate the general 
state of ignorance about the fme arts, the author 'quoted' passages that had appeared in other 
314 Leta, "Binh phftm My thu~t," 542. 
315 To NgQc Van (writing as To Tu), "X em Tranh" (Viewing Paintings), Ngay nay 197 (January 1940):7. 
316 Noppe and Hubert, Art of Vietnam, 206. 
317 
'BAt cu ai, buoc chan vim phong tri~n-lam cung thAy b6ng ch6c minh h6a ra nha binh phcim my-thu~t', Leta, 
"Binh phftm My thu~t," 542. 
m Peter Zinoman, "Vii TrQng Pht,mg and the Nature of Vietnamese Modernism," in Dumb Luck, trans. Peter 
Zinoman and Nguy~n Nguy~t Cftm (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2002), 20. 
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publications. Many of the excerpts are overly flowery, or extremely literal, such as one 
reviewer who commented on a painting of a woman combing her hair that: "the comb in her 
hand, the waves of black hair falling down, make us feel that there are some scared, big lice 
in the hair."319 By mocking the work of other art critics, the author of this article aims to 
demonstrate his own comparative cultural prowess, but he also implicitly initiates the reader 
to the etiquette of art exhibitions by suggesting ' wrong ' responses to the new forms of art. 
Figure 12: RIT (possibly Nguy~n Gia Tri, 1908-1993), Tranh khong LUi (Picture without 
Words), cartoon in Ngay nay 48 (February 1937): 43. 
L~C QUAIC 
Figure 13: T~ Lf!c quan (Being optimistic), cartoon in Ngay nay 59 (May 1937): 339. 
319 
"Clii luqc dm tay, hin t6c den rii xu6ng, lam cho Ia cam th~y trong d6 c6 vai con chcly k~nh dang lo sq," 
Uta, "Binh ph! m My th~t," 542. 
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Leta's comments are a reminder that the structures of public exhibition, such as the salons run 
by exhibiting societies like SADEAI, were relatively new events in the Vietnamese context. 
They had new and unfamiliar codes of behavior and order. After 1945, Marxist critics would 
suggest that the colonial-period exhibition rooms were intimidating places for ordinary 
Vietnamese, who would not normally feel able to attend.320 Given the splendor of some of the 
SADEAI salons, this may well have been the case. In addition, it was French patrons who 
normally dominated the purchase of EBAI artworks. Nonetheless, there was extensive 
coverage given to the SADEAI salons in Phong h6a and Ngay nay. While some of this 
material was satirical, there were also serious exhibition reviews, and reproductions of many 
of the images that were exhibited. 321 Given that these journals reached an audience spread 
throughout Indochina, this meant that a much wider indigenous public was reading news and 
information about EBAI artists than could (or would) ever have attended the salons in person. 
This coverage thus represents the emergence of artists within an imagined national public 
space, and demonstrates that the activities of the EBAI had an important existence outside of 
the structures of colonial 'civilising mission.' 
Artists, Models and 'Modern Women' 
The identity and experience of the modem artist in Vietnam was also communicated through 
literary representations. Artists were the protagonists in the number of novels published 
during the colonial period, some of which were serialized in the pages in Phong h6a and 
Ngay Nay. Three examples of stories published in those journals in the 1930s demonstrate the 
promotion of 'the artist' as a modem identity. These examples were not selected on the basis 
of their fame or particular literary merit, but simply as instances of the representations that 
32
° For an example of this type of comment, see Hoang Y~n. "Tri€n lam H(ii hQa Lien khu IV" (Painting 
Exhibition oflnterzone IV), in vol.2 of Stm t~p Van Ngh?, 1948-1954 (Collected Van ngM 1948-1954), ed. 
Hfru Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H(ii Nha. Van, 1999). 
321 For example, Phong h6a 136 (February 1935), Ngay nay 3 (February 1935): 2-6 and Ngay nay 91 (December 
1937): 4-6, had extensive illustrated coverage of the SADEAl exhibitions. 
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were circulating. Consistent with the tenor of literature of the period, in all three stories the 
artists experience some kind of troubling or highly-emotional encounter with a 'modern 
woman.' In Bong Cue Vang (Yellow Chrysanthemums), written by Khai Hung and serialised 
in Phong H6a in 1933, an artist is haunted by a painting that he has made of a beautiful 
woman (for an illustration from the story see Figure 14).322 In introducing the character of the 
artist, named Van Khoi, the text makes clear that he is modem, wealthy and cultured, 
describing his possessions and his house, his taste in music and his interest in dancing, which 
was the newest fad in modem entertainment. In one scene in the story, Van Khoi gives a 
party for his fri ends, who are writers, journalists, satirists and poets, as well as artists. All 
these elements within the text build up a representation of a sophisticated, urbane artist who 
is part of Hanoi's intellectual milieu. This image is in marked contradiction to some of the 
colonial representations of the Vietnamese artist as a meticulous but uncreative artisan. 
Figure 14: Dong SO'D (Nguy~n Tm'mg Tam, 1905-1963), iUustration for the story "Bong Cue 
Yang," by Kb~H Hung, Pltong ltoa T~t special issue (January 1933): 12. 
322 Khai-Hung, "Bong Cue Vang" (Yellow Chrysanthemums), Phong hoa: part one: 30 (January 1933): 10-1 1, 
part two: special T~t issue (January 1933): 12-13, part three: 32 (February 1933): 10-11, part four: 33 (February 
1933): 10-11; part five: 34 (February 1933): I 0-11, part six: 35 (February 1933): 10-11. Translation by Ph~m 
Hoa Hi~p. 
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Bong Cue Vcmg is also concerned with the capacity of the artist to represent reality, and by 
representing it, to transform it. In the story, Van Khoi uses a beautiful young boatwoman 
from a rural area as his model, but with the assistance of a female art student, Miss H6ng, he 
dresses her in fashionable clothes and make-up, so that she appears as a modem woman. The 
model, Miss Be, falls ill and dies, but Van Kh6i begins to fall in love with the perfect woman 
that he has created on the canvas. Van Kh6i shows a rather cavalier attitude towards the 
demise of Miss Be, who only took the modeling job to be able to buy medicine for her sick 
father, and died partly as a result of the physical strains of long hours of posing. Van Kh6i 
thinks he is being haunted by Miss Be's ghost, although the ghost combines features of Miss 
Be and her painted image: for example, the ghost does not have the black-lacquered teeth that 
were a sign of Miss Be's traditional village origins. For Van Khoi, this 'concocted ' woman 
represents everything that he could desire. Ultimately, at the end of the story, Van Kh6i 
realizes that the ghost was only a product of his imagination, and that his true love is the 
clever Miss H6ng. 
In this Pygmalion-type narrative, Van Kh6i 's construction of an ideal woman revolves 
around physical signs that are actually markers of modernity. The re-making of the village 
girl into the Hanoi woman is achieved through jewelry, clothing, make-up and hairdressing 
(not to mention the obscuring of her black teeth!) At the same time, members of the T\1' Ll,l'C 
Van Dm\n were actually altering the way that real urban Vietnamese women dressed and 
looked. The designer Nguy~n Cat Tu6ng's modernised ao dai dresses were publicised in the 
pages of Phong h6a, where he also provided advice to readers about fashion and beauty, in 
effect promoting a form of corporeal modernity. 323 In fact, the TIJ L~Jc Van Doan also ran a 
clothing boutique to sell these fashionable new garments. 324 This aspect of the Tl,f Lgc Van 
Doan' s commitment to modernisation - in its most superficial and consumerist form - was 
323 Nguy~n, La Societe vietnamienne, 248-260. 
324 Nguy~n. La Societe vietnamienne, 248. 
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bitingly satirised in the colonial period by the writer Vii TrQng Pht,mg. In his novella Dumb 
Luck (SJ Do), the character of Mr. ILL (I Love Ladies) is a frivolous and hypocritical dandy, 
whose pursuit of social change only extends to fashion and foppery: a thinly-veiled caricature 
of Nguy~n Cat Tu<'mg?25 In conversation with a journalist, the ridiculous Mr. ILL makes the 
following comments about his work: 
Due to the low level of our society, we artists must take responsibility for the reform of women's 
fashions- by far the easiest geme of the fine arts to understand. Only when our society learns to enjoy 
the beauty of...women's thighs, will it be able to appreciate the value of nude paintings and thus 
appreciate fine art at the highest level. 326 
Mr. ILL's superficiality is not unlike the obsession with surface beauty of the callous Van 
Khoi in Bong Cue Vang. Significantly, however, in both cases, art, fashion and women are 
closely connected parts of the artist's modem experience. 
Beyond being simply signs of a generalised kind of visual modernity, the new modes of 
female dress also communicated a specific identity position that was very significant in the 
period. The 'modem woman,' who wore the new fashionable ao dai, was associated with 
profound social changes that were the subject of considerable anxiety. 'Modem women' 
married for love, became educated, and rejected the traditional pressures of family life, 
particularly subservience to their mothers-in-law?27 By rejecting their position within the 
Confucian hierarchical social/familial order, they represented the instability of the entire 
traditional social system.328 In that sense, the 'modem woman' did not merely signify an 
issue that was gender-specific: rather, she was the epitome of a wider shift towards 
325 Peter Zinoman has identified this character as a satire ofNguy~n Cat Tuang, see "Vii Trqng Phvng," 19. 
326 Vii Tn;mg Phvng, Dumb Luck, trans. Peter Zinoman and Nguy~n Nguy~t C~m (Ann Arbor: The University of 
Michigan Press, 2002), 59. 
327 For an analysis of debates in the Vietnamese press over the status of modern women, see Shawn McHale, 
"Printing and Power: Vietnamese Debates over Women's Place in Society," in Essays into Vietnamese Pasts, 
eds. K.W.Taylor and John K. Whitmore (Ithaca: Cornell University Southeast Asia Program, 1995). 
328 Tai, Radicalism, 89-90. 
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conceiving selthood in terms of individual subjectivity and agency. These shifts, however, 
were visually signalled by the markers of body and dress. 
Figure 15: Mai Trung Thfr (1906-1980), A Girl Resting on Her Elbow, 1936, oil on canvas, and 
Figure 16: To NgQc Van (1906-1954), A Girl Gazing at a Painting Representing a Belle, 1938, 
colour on silk. 
In that context, the many paintings of women in ao dai produced by the artists of the EBAl 
have a complex significance. They cannot simply be conceived as reiterations of the 
Orientalist gaze of French colonial painters in Indochina, who were also occupied with 
representing the beauty of Vietnamese women. Rather, they must be understood as being 
connected to the preoccupations of the indigenous public sphere. Some examples of visual 
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representations of women, from within painting and press illustration, demonstrate how 
images of women were often concerned with signalling modem temporality. In Figures 15 
and 16, paintings by the EBAI graduates Mai Trung Thu (1906-1980, EBAI graduate of 
1930) and To Ngc;>c Van, the subject is a recognisably modem woman. In both cases, the 
woman wears a coloured, fashionable ao dai (a long, fitted tunic with a side slit) over white 
trousers. The colour white represents a significant departure from the fashions of the past, 
given that it is the traditional colour of mourning. 329 The female body in these images 
(particularly in the To Ngc;>c Van image) has also been represented according to new tastes, as 
the new fashions emphasised the bust-line as a result of the influence of French fashion, 
whereas previously the bust had been minimised by bindings.330 Their hairstyle, the side-
parted chignon, is also in keeping with the trends of the 1930s. 
Both images are also meta-pictures, using the picture within a picture as a kind of temporal 
marker, which asserts the modernity of the principal subject: the woman. In the Mai Trung 
Thu painting, the woman is posed before an image that is perhaps an ancestral portrait: the 
figure in that picture appears to be male, dressed in black, seated on the floor in a frontal 
posture. The artist thus juxtaposes figures that symbolise the traditional source of authority 
(the ancestors within a Confucian familial structure) and its antithesis (the modem woman). 
In the To NgQc Van image, the internal picture is identified in the title as an image of a 
beauty of the past, possibly Chinese judging by the dress and style of the image. Unlike in the 
previous work, this painting also represents the act of looking at pictures, as the young 
modem woman considers the image of the past beauty. By her act of looking, she positions 
herself within a temporal narrative, of inevitable change and perhaps 'progress.' The idea of 
change, however, does not appear threatening, because of the sense of continuity established 
by the visual linkages between the two female figures. As the viewer's act of looking mirrors 
329 Nguy~n, La Societe vietnamienne, 248. 
330 Nguy~n, La Societe vietnamienne, 252. 
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that of the modem woman, the viewer is similarly implicated within this temporal sequence. 
For the colonial-period viewer, this would have required an acknowledgement of the 
modernity of their own situation. In that respect, this painting operates differently to some 
paintings of this period which attempt to project the image of the pre-colonial past. In both 
the Mai Trung Thu and the To Ng9c Van image, however, the modem woman is 
aestheticised, rendered as unthreatening and even modest, with her gaze averted from the 
vtewer. 
Although operating in a different way, a cover illustration for Ngay nay in 1936 by the artist 
Tdn Quang Tran was also concerned with representing the female image as a marker of 
modernity. This illustration shows a more confrontingly modem woman than those of the 
paintings (figure 17). Called Fasionable Woman (Co Tan Thin), this woman faces the viewer 
directly, with an unabashed gaze. Her modem-ness is forceful, as she is dressed in fashions 
that are more conspicuously 'foreign' than the hybridised ao deli. Instead, she wears her hair 
short hair with stylised kiss-curls and a turban, and appears to have a fur collar around her 
neck, asserting a cosmopolitan identity. But despite the differences in tone between the press 
image and the paintings, it is possible to trace a continuity of preoccupations between both 
spheres of activity. Just as the professions of artists, press illustrators and journalists could 
co-mingle in the colonial period, themes and concerns could also cross occupational divides. 
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Figure 17: Ngym (Trin Quang Tran, 1900-1969), Co Tan Thiri (Fasionable Woman), cover 
illustration for Ngay nay 39 (December 1936). 
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The other important element in the representation of the connection between artists and 
modem women in Bong Cue Vcmg is the theme of romantic love. As noted above, love within 
colonial-period literature served to reinforce the concept of individual identity: romantic love 
was a rejection of Confucian morality, and by extension, social and relational modes of 
identity. The pain of love confirmed the fundamental isolation of the atomised individual. In 
Bong Cue Vcmg, falling in love is represented almost as an extension of the artist's practice, 
through Van Khoi's passion for the woman that he had created. Thwarted love is also a 
central theme in two other 'artist stories' that were published in Phong h6a. Also by Khai 
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Hung, the short story In the Apricot Blossom Wood (Trang Rimg Mai) concerns an artist 
(Van) who is travelling in the highlands to paint the landscape.331 He meets a young girl of 
the local Nimg ethnic minority. The girl observes Van's painting, and beguiles him with her 
unexpectedly sophisticated analysis of the work. Van exclaims: "Oh my god! Harmonie des 
couleurs, rapport des tons. You translated the French terms into Vietnamese perfectly."332 He 
is also shocked that the girl refers to herself in conversation as t6i, a relatively assertive term 
for the first-person, which translates as 'I', rather than a more modest relational term. 333 It 
transpires that the girl has in fact studied art in France with a famous professor. Ultimately, 
she leaves the village before he can confess his love for her. There are multiple levels of 
irony in this story. Van mistakes the highland-girl for a simple villager, when in fact she is 
better-educated and more cosmopolitan than he is. The unspoken irony is that Van's own 
knowledge of the French language of art is probably only recently acquired, an irony that is 
masked by his confident tone throughout the story, and his world-weary references to the lot 
of the artist. This story represents the shifting of social identities produced by modernity: the 
breakdown of traditional social structures has made people's backgrounds and experiences 
relatively unpredictable. 
In a similar vein, the artist Tr~n Binh L(>c 's story Dark Eyes (Con Mill Den) describes the 
encounter between a young artist and a female art student, who comes to studio to learn to 
paint in preparation for sitting the art school entrance exams.334 At first blushing and hesitant 
at having a female in the studio, the artist eventually falls in love with her, for her intelligence 
and perceptiveness as much as her beauty. However, while he goes on to study at the art 
331 Khai H11ng, "Trong Rirng Mai" (In the Apricot Blossom Wood), Phong h6a 171 (January 1936): 14-15. 
Translation by Ph;;tm Hoa Hi~p. 
332 
"TrOi oi! Harmonie des couleurs, rapport des tons . Co djch chfr Phap qu6c van hay." Khai Htmg, "Trong 
Rtmg Mai," 15. Translation by Ph~m Hoa Hi~p and Phoebe Scott. 
333 Lockhart has discussed the significance of the term ' toi/1' for asserting individual identity, see "The Light of 
the Capital," 7-8. 
334 Trftn Binh Li)c, "Con MAt Den." 
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college, she abandons her art and becomes trapped in an unhappy marriage. This latter story 
echoes a common theme in the writing of the Tv Lgc Van Doan: that of women being tom 
between their personal desires and their perceived social obligations.335 Here, however, the 
writer transfers the setting of this encounter to the art school studio. Tr~n Binh LQc was in 
fact a student of the EBAI between 1929 and 1934, who later turned to writing. In this story, 
he situates the art school as a site for modern social encounters. While nineteenth-century 
Vietnamese morality would have prohibited male-female contact prior to marriage, in the 
modem art school the two students meet as equals. However, despite the presence of female 
art students in this story and in Bong Cue Vimg, very few female Vietnamese students 
attended the EBAL During the colonial period, only two women - U Thi L\l'U (1911-1988) 
and N guy€n Th! Kim (b.1918) - graduated from the institution. Nonetheless, Tr~n Binh LQc' s 
story imagines the teaching studio as a space where romantic love is possible. 
Thus, the role of the 'female art student' in these stories was not so much to represent the 
reality of social change, but was rather as a catalyst for defining the identity and subjectivity 
of the male artist. In all three of the literary examples, the artist is represented as romantic 
individual whose confidence is shaken by an encounter with a beautiful, knowledgeable 
modem woman. The three stories also promoted the status of the artist as a free, creative 
individual, whose sensitivity and modernity was further confirmed through his susceptibility 
to romantic love. If the implications of these representations are explored in relation to the 
paintings of the EBAI artists, then the many images of women that they created emerge as 
forms of refracted self-portraiture. 
335 Jamieson, Understanding Vietnam, 117-15 6 provides substantial extracts from some of these texts. 
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Figure 18: Tdn Van Cin (1910-1994), Portrait of a Young Girl, 1941, oil on canvas. 
Self-portraiture as a genre is noticeably absent from the practice of EBAI artists during the 
colonial period.336 This would not be significant except that, based on European and other 
modern Asian precedents, self-portraiture is often a marker of the transition in the status of 
the artist, and "an index of transfonnation of other social discourses concerning socialised 
indiv1duality."337 This was precisely the transformation which EBAI artists were 
336 In fact, the only Vietnamese modem painter to make a substantial exploration of the self-portrait was the 
artist Bui Xuan Phai, and his work in this direction appears to have only begun in 1947, see Bui Thanh Phuong 
and Trfut H~u Tufut, Bt~i Xuan Phai: Con Dtrimg H9i h()a (Bui Xuan Phai: An Artistic Journey) (Hanoi: NXB 
My thu~t, 2008), 19-37. 
337 Clark, Modern Asian Art, 169. For examples of artist self-portraiture in a modern Asian context, see the self 
portrait of the artist Raden Saleh as "Javanese painter prince" in Werner Kraus, "First Steps to Modernity: the 
Javanese Painter Raden Saleh (1811-1880)," in Eye of the Beholder: Reception, Audience and Practice of 
Modern Asian Art, ed. John Clark et al (Sydney: Wild Peony Press, 2006), 33-34 and the self-portraits of 
students at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts, c.l900, which mark a form of self-consciousness associated with 
nascent avant-gardism, see Clark, Modern Asian Art, 194-196,224-225. 
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experiencing, and even asserting. Yet, rather than painting portraits of themselves, EBAI 
artists were preoccupied with painting images of women. In the circumstances of colonial 
Hanoi, where women were important signifiers of modernity, and where the formative 
experience of individual subjectivity was considered to be romantic love, these paintings 
should be understood as forms of self-representation, which assert the modernity of the artist. 
The common EBAI theme of women in domestic interiors, often suffused with a mood of 
longing or even melancholia, can be understood as expressions of the (male) artist's self-in-
formation, as articulated against the desired (female) other. The Portrait of a Young Girl of 
1941 , by Trftn Van C§n (figure 18), is a work of this type, as are a number of surviving 
works from the early 1940s by To NgQc Van (such as figure 42). Some scholars have 
commented on the stiffness and flatness of these representations, suggesting that they do not 
represent the inner life of the sitter.338 Nora Taylor has argued that the female figures are 
primarily vehicles for the exploration of Western visual effects and style, creating a kind of 
"occidentalism. "339 In the example by Trftn Van c An, the work does show evident traces of 
the painter's hand. It is painted in a style that can loosely be described as Post-
Impressionistic, based on the abbreviated and flattened treatment of space, the arrangements 
of bright contrasting colours applied in taches. The details ofthe face of the sitter are reduced 
to a mask-like simplification. What this stylistic treatment achieves is to remind the viewer of 
the artist's presence. It is less an image of the sitter than an image of the operation of the 
artist's gaze. In looking at the female figure, the viewer is reminded of the artist's act of 
looking, which created the original impetus for the painting. This example demonstrates how, 
in the context of colonial Hanoi, the image of the modern woman could function as an image 
ofthe artist, and of the artist' s modernity. 
m Taylor, "The Artist and the State," 51 and Nadine Andre-Pallois, "The Ecole des Beaux-Arts de l' Indochine: 
A Striking Shift in Vietnamese Art," in Essays on Modern and Contemporary Vietnamese Art, eds. Sarah Lee 
and Nguyen Nhu Huy (Singapore: Singapore Art Museum, 2009), 8. 
339 Taylor, "The Artist and the State," 58 and Painters in Hanoi, 33. 
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To Ngqc Van: the Eye of the Artist 
Representations of the artist in Phong h6a and Ngay nay offered an idealised, if occasionally 
satirical, perspective on what an artist was. The type of identity that was presented in those 
publications connected artists to the broader intellectual milieu of Hanoi, and the societal 
modemisations that were taking place. However, the experiences of artists themselves were 
different in many respects from those of the romanticised figures in the literary examples. By 
examining in more detail the activities in the 1930s and early 1940s of two particular artists 
of the EBAI ~ T6 Ng9c Van and Nguy~n Gia Tri - it is possible to trace some of the 
interactions between art, illustration, journalism and poetry in this period, but also to explore 
some of the tensions and contradictions associated with the modern identity of the artist. T6 
Ng9c Van and Nguy~n Gia Tri were two of the most prominent and successful graduates of 
the EBAI, working in oil paint and lacquer painting respectively. Both were well-known for 
painting images of women, thus their work is strongly connected to the discourse of modem 
love and individual subjectivity described above. Both artists also collaborated with the Tv 
Lvc Van Do~m, but their contribution to that group has received little attention compared with 
their painting. However, to gain a clearer understanding of how artists were connected to the 
'generation of 1925,' it is necessary to look at a more complete picture of their activity. 
According to the biographical details published by his son (the artist T6 NgQc Thanh), T6 
NgQc Van was born in Hanoi in 1906, in Hang Qu(;lt street, one of the guild streets of Hanoi's 
old quarter, which was dedicated to the sale of paper fans. 340 T6 NgQc Van's parents were 
very poor, so he grew up in the house of his grandmother and aunt, where he lived a difficult 
and neglected life, scarcely seeing his parents. However, he was able to attend one of the 
prestigious Franco-Annamite secondary schools, the Lycee du Protectorat, better known by 
340 Biographical information on To NgQc Van was compiled from: To Ng<;>c Thanh ed., To NgQc Van: Drawings 
and Sketches (Hanoi: NXB My thu~t, 2006), 3-4 and To Ng<;>c Thanh ed., To Ng9c Van: Hinh h(Ja va Ky hr;Ja 
(To NgQc Viin: Drawings and Sketches) (Hanoi: NXB My thu~t, 2008), 5-7. 
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its nickname of Truemg Buoi (the Grapefruit School). Thus, like many of the other EBAI 
students, he was a product of the hybridised colonial school system. After three years of 
secondary schooling, he left school to study for the preliminary class of the EBAI, and was 
accepted into its first cohort, from which he graduated in 1931. 
T6 NgQc Van was considered a very successful graduate of the School, working in both 
painting on silk and in oil paint. He was exhibited as part of the 1931 Colonial Exposition, 
and one of his works was also subsequently shown at the Societe Coloniale des Artistes 
Fran~aises, where he received an honourable mention in 1932.341 In 1932, he also received a 
prestigious state commission to decorate the residence of the newly-ascended Emperor Bao 
D~i. 342 Around that time, he also began to be able to make a living selling his works on the 
private market. Although he painted landscapes, his most common subject matter was images 
of women (such as figure 16 and 42). Aside from the few remaining examples of his oil 
paintings, his published sketches show drawing after drawing of nudes or women wearing ao 
dai, revealing the strength of his attachment to this subject. 343 Throughout the 1930s, T6 
Ng<;>c Van was appointed to a number of teaching positions, fulfilling one of the initial aims 
of the EBAI that it would provide drawing teachers to other schools within the colonial 
education system. Between 1935 and 1938, he was sent to Cambodia to teach at the Lycee 
Sisowath in Phnom Penh, before returning to Hanoi to teach at the Truemg Buoi. In 1939, he 
joined the faculty of EBAI, and eventually became the head of that institution in its final 
months after the collapse of French power in Indochina in 1945. 
The bare facts of his biography would suggest that he was an exemplary product of the 
colonial system. He had been both a student and teacher within the education system, and his 
341 The certificate he received is reproduced in Quang PhOng and Quang Vi~t, My thu(it Thu do Ha N(5i, 71. 
J42 A photograph of his paintings inside Bao D~i's newly-appointed residence, in art deco style, appeared in 
N¥iiy nay l3 (May 1935): II. 
34 See particularly To Ng9c Thanh. To Ng9c Van: Drawings and Sketches, 2006. 
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work was successful in both the metropolitan and local colonial markets. However, he was 
also an active participant in the indigenous public sphere. He illustrated for Phong h6a and 
Ngay nay, and began to write articles about art. In 1940, he joined FART A, the independent 
exhibiting society (described in chapter two). Throughout the early 1940s, he became more 
preoccupied with issues of Vietnamese aesthetic nationalism, and published a number of 
articles on that subject. His involvements with nationalism, and after 1945, with the Vi~t 
Minh, will be discussed in subsequent chapters. However, a two-part article that he published 
in Ngay nay in 1940 shows that he was also concerned with the identity of the artist as a 
creative individua1.344 In this article, To NgQc Van encapsulates many of the ideas about 
visual artists that had been circulating in other forms of representation in the 1930s. 
To begin with, he commented on the gulf between the way that artists looked at art, and the 
perspective of the general public. In a serious echo of the satirical comments made by Leta, 
To NgQc Van argued that viewers only want to see images of conventionally beautiful things, 
and tend to only assess artworks based on a literal comparison with reality: 
I feel that the general idea of the majority of the Annamese people is that the work of art must be like 
a coloured photograph. Considering a detail in the picture? People immediately look to reality. Seeing 
a character in the painting? People inunediately compare it with life. 345 
As a result, viewers misunderstood the attempts of artists to express themselves through the 
exploration of unconventional beauty. Van urged the audience to try to have an emotional 
response to the work instead, without reference to any prior conceptions about art and 
344 To NgQc Van (signed To Tit), "Xem Tranh" (Viewing Paintings), part one: Ngay nay 196 (January 1940): 7, 
~art two: Ngay nay 197 (January 1940): 7. 
5 
"Toi thfty rAng quan ni~m chung ella s6 dong ngum Annam v~ tranh Ia tranh phai nhu bfrc anh c6 mau. Xet 
mot ti~u ti~t gi trong tranh? Nguiri ta vi~n ngay d~n S\f th\fC: nhin mot v~t li~u trong tranh? Nguoi ta so sanh 
ngay v&i S\flh\fc." To NgQc Van, "Xem Tranh," part one, 7. 
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without reference to external reality. 346 He insisted that "we don't need to know about art, we 
should only desire creativity, and only creativity should be sufficient."347 
To NgQc Van also considered that artists could see beauty in ugliness and unconventional 
subjects, recalling the cartoon of the artist painting tattered washing. He wrote that: 
Beauty has many forms, many aspects, which are wider and deeper [than conventional images of 
beauty), beauty can be found in all trivial details, even down to things that people disdain or consider 
shameful. A disheveled prostitute, with a broken-down body, can have a romantic appearance which 
moves the soul of the artist. 34M 
Van also brought up an example of an unnamed French painter, who depicted human figures 
using the forms of screws and nails.349 Van praised these distortions as evidence of the artist's 
untrammeled creativity. However, it is ironic that Van should have made this argument so 
forcefully, given that so many of his own paintings (based on the surviving examples) were 
images of conventionally-beautiful women. Perhaps his work had not yet caught up with his 
ideas, or perhaps he felt limited by the market. In any case, his public position was to protest 
the idea that there were 'acceptable' subjects in art. In his reference to the French painter in 
his article, he also seems to be veering towards a kind of Modernism, suggesting that the 
article could also be a tacit critique of the stylistic and technical conservatism of the EBA I. 
T6 NgQc Van was also very concerned about the development of artists' individual 
personalities. He argued that each artist should strive to attain their own characteristic manner 
of representing the world, and that the task of the viewer was to attempt to understand the 
intention of the artist: 
346 To Ng<;>c Van, "Xem Tranh," part one, 7. 
347 
"Ch(rng ta kh6ng dn bi~t d~n ngh~ thu~t, chi y mubn sang t~o va S\1' da [sic] sang t~o la du rbi." To NgQc 
Van, "Xem Tranh," part one, 7. 
348 
"Cai d~p con nhi~u hinh, nhi~u trc;tng, r()ng, xa hon th~, cai d~p a ca trong nhihlg ti~u ti~t tAm thuang, xubng 
d~n nhihlg v~t nguai ta cho la khinh re, xciu xa. Ml)t con di b~u r~c, bo phO, xac thit nat ung c6 m9t ve d~p lang 
m~n xuc d(}ng tiim hbn ngM sl." To Ng<;>c Van, "Xem Tranh," part one, 7. 
349 To Ng9c Van, "Xem Tranh," part one, 7. 
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... every artist (I mean true artist) has his own personality, which in many cases is very original, thus 
to look at his work without an independent mind, bringing fixed ideas and concepts of one's own, or 
borrowed from others, is not a reasonable thing to do. The critic Charles Baudelaire claimed: for 
criticism to be fair, it must be biased (pour etre juste, la critique do it etre partial e). That bias is the 
bias of the artist, in that sense, viewing paitings is almost like criticism. If we do not value or respect 
the intention of the artist, then we will never be able to appreciate his works of art in a fair way. 350 
That To Ng9c Van should have been so concerned about being misunderstood suggests that 
artists were struggling to connect with indigenous viewers. Perhaps the satire about artists, 
exhibitions and the general public was not far from the truth. Again, this reiterates the sense 
of the newness of these artfonns and environments. Shawn McHale has noted the presence of 
instructional commentaries on 'how to read' in the indigenous press in this period, drawing 
attention to the fact that certain practices, now assumed to be basic, were in fact relatively 
unfamiliar.351 To Ng9c Van's advice about how to look at paintings similarly highlights the 
historical and cultural contingency of viewing, such that the artist could not assume a shared 
set of values and practices with his audience. 
Van's emphasis on individual creativity is also significant. It can be interpreted in the light of 
the fragile status of Vietnamese artists within the colonial educational system. Van repeatedly 
privileges individual vision and creativity, when this was the aspect of art that was most 
under threat by the pressure toward 'traditional' artisanal work. However, another important 
context for Van's article was a literary debate that had been raging in the late 1930s. This was 
a series of polemics by two camps of writers over the purpose of art: on one side, the 
350 
" ... m6i ngh~ si (toi n6i ngh~ s'i chan chinh) co m(>t nhan each my thu~t rieng, nhi~u khi rAt mm 1~. nen xem 
tac phfim cua h9 rna tam tri khong 1\f chu, dem theo nhfrng d!nh ki~n, nhfrng quan ni~m CUa rnlnh hay IDUQ'Il cua 
ai, Ia lam mot di~u khong hqp le phii. Nhi blnh phfim Charles Beaudelaire (sic] dii neu len thuy~t: binh phfrm 
mubn cong binh phai tay vi (pour etre juste, Ia critique do it etre partia/e). Tay vi day Ia tay vi khuynh hu6ng 
cua.ngh¢ s'i, theo du01lg §y rna xet nguai ta xem tranh din& g§n nhu binh phfim. N~u khong quy, khong n~ y 
muon cua ngh~ s'i, khong bao gia thuang thuc duc;rc tac pham my thu~t m()t each cong binh." To Ng<;>c Van, 
"Xem Tranh," part one, 7. 
351 McHale, "Printing and Power," 180-18 1. 
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supporters of 'art for art's sake' (ngh? thu(it vj ngh? thu(it) and on the other, 'art for the sake 
of life' (ngh¢ thu(it vj nhan sinh).352 The debate was begun by the writer Thi~u Scm, a 
supporter of 'art for art's sake ' (which was, incidentally, a slogan coined by the opponents of 
that position and never used by its supporters). 353 Thi€u Scm's goal was to "raise the prestige 
of the creative writer" and argue for a "pure, disinterested, impartial and non-partisan art."354 
The supporters of 'art for the sake of life' were generally clandestine members of the 
Indochina Communist Party, or Trotskyists. Influenced by debates within Soviet literary 
criticism, which were circulating via the French Communist newspaper L 'Humanite, they 
argued that literature should be written for the masses.355 However, some of the supporters of 
the 'art for art's sake ' position also supported radical politics, but objected to the idea of a 
guided literature. 356 
This literary debate was perhaps a surrogate through which artists explored their own 
positions. To Ng9c Van' s ideas in Xem Tranh, particularly his emphasis on creativity and 
beauty above all other concerns, certainly resonante with the ideas of the supporters of 'art 
for art 's sake.' In addition, his reference to the poet Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867) also 
aligns him with that group, who invoked Theophile Gautier ( 1811-1872) in support of their 
own position.357 Generally speaking, the debate had petered out by 1939. However, To Ng9c 
Van's views about the purpose of art were firmly ingrained, and he held onto them even after 
the revolution of 1945. As will be outlined in subsequent chapters, Van found it difficult to 
relinquish his idea of art as a sphere of free creativity even when Marxism-Leninism was 
352 Hue-Tam Ho Tai, "Literature for the People: from Soviet Polemics to Vietnamese Polemics," in Borrowings 
and Adaptations in Vietnamese Culture, Southeast Asia Paper no.25, ed. Truong Buu Lam (Manoa: University 
ofHawai'i Press, 1987). 
353 Tai, "Literature for the People," 73 and Tuan Ngoc Nguyen, "Socialist Realism in Vietnamese Literature: An 
Analysis of the Relationship between Literature and Politics" (PhD diss., Victoria University, 2004), 67. 
354 Tai, "Literature for the People," 73. 
355 Tai, "Literature for the People," 63-65 . 
356 Tai, "Literature for the PeopJe," 63 . 
357 Tuan Ngoc Nguyen, "Socialist Realism in Vietnamese Literature," 58. 
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dominant, indicating that the ideas he expressed in this earlier period were central to his 
identity as an artist. 
Nguy~n Gia Tri: Art and Modern Subjectivity 
For To NgQc Van, the artist who best represented his idea of a 'true artist ' was his classmate 
Nguy€n Gia Tri. Tri became one of the most successful artists of the colonial period through 
his innovative use of the medium of lacquer. While the place of his work in establishing 
lacquer painting as a key part of Vietnamese aesthetic nationalism will be discussed in 
chapter four, the colonial-period career of Nguy@n Gia Tri also encapsulated many of the 
paradigmatic experiences of intellectuals in the 1930s and early 1940s. He is thus a key figure 
in understanding the modern identity of the artist, as it was emerging in Hanoi at this time. 
Nguy€n Gia Tri was born in Ha Dong province, a rural area near to Hanoi.358 His father and 
grandfather were both specialist embroiderers for the clothing of the imperial court, and 
perhaps this influence informed Tri's meticulous approach to design, and his interest in the 
surface qualities of the painted work. Tri enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux Arts de l'Indochine 
in 1928, and became part of the painting section, while his brother, Nguy€n Gia Due, 
enrolled in the architecture section. 359 However, in his second year, Tri quit the School. 
Although some sources have attributed this to nationalist sentiments, the reason Tri gave in 
later years was that he despised the daily program of academic drawing. 360 However, with the 
encouragement of Victor Tardieu, Tri returned to the EBAI in 1931, and finally graduated in 
358 Thuiin Thi~n, "Nguy€n Gia Tri, B~c Thfry cua Son mai Ngh~ thu~t'' (Nguy~n Gia Tri, Master of Lacquer Art) 
in vol. 1 of Nhiing Nguiri Lao d¢ng Sang t<;w cua Thfi kj (The Creative Workers of the Century), ed. Hoang 
Htrng et al. (Hanoi: NXB Lao D<)ng, 1999), 420. Based on the references in the text, this biographical material 
was assembled through accounts of the artist given by his wife, and also by the painter Hoang Tich ChU, who 
worked as one ofNguy~n G1a Tri's studio assistants in the colonial period. This is the most reliable published 
biographical source on Nguy~n Gia Tri, as many sources are not detailed and do not mention Nguy~n Gia Tri's 
nationalist politics. Another important source is Nguy~n Xuiin Vi~t, H(>a si Nguyin Gia Tri noi vd Sang tqo (The 
Painter Nguy~n Gia Tri's Words on Creation), trans. Vil Anh Tu~n (Ho Chi Minh City: NXB Van Ngh~, 2009). 
This latter source is a collection of notes made by Tri's assistant Nguy~n Xuan Vi~t whilst working together 
between 1975 and 1992. However, while Nguy~n Gia Tri sometimes comments on the past in these notes, they 
are mostly about his current working practices. 
359 Thuiin Thi~n, "Nguy~n Gia Tri," 421. 
360 Nguy~n Xuiin Vi~t, Nguyin Gia Tri noi vJ Sang tqo, 250. 
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1936.361 He avidly took up the School's new program of experimentation with lacquer, and 
after graduation was able to found his own studio, with a team of assistants, in the village of 
Thinh Hi'w. 362 By the 1940s, he had become extremely successful as a lacquer artist, and 
could name his price for commissions, which were avidly purchased by French patrons. 363 
At the same time as he was studying with the EBAI, he joined the circle of writers attached to 
the TlJ LlJc Van Do<'m. Nguy~n Van Ky suggests that Tri was an original member of this 
group.364 However, his illustrations appear with much greater regularity in the group's later 
journal Ngay nay than in Phong hoa, suggesting that his role may have become more 
prominent later in the 1930s. His newspaper illustrations provide a counterpoint to the 
lyricism and whimsical nature of his lacquer paintings, although some of his cover images for 
Ngay nay are also picturesque landscapes or images of women. Many, however, are scathing 
political satires of current events. In a cover of August 1, 193 7, Tri satirised the French 
Indochina section of the 193 7 Exposition des Arts et Techniques de la Vie Modeme, in Paris 
(figure 19). Under the looming shadow of the Eiffel tower and the Constructivist architecture 
of the USSR's pavillion, the French Indochina display is a tattered group of straw-thatched 
buildings, with a pig pen and a ragged villager in tattered clothes as 'live detaiL' Given that-
like the 1931 Exposition discussed in chapter two - the 1937 Exposition also included a 
simulated 'Annamite village,' Tri is clearly poking fun at the supposed authenticity of those 
sterilised displays. In typical tongue-in-cheek mode, the cover image is labelled as a 
"photograph from Ngay nay's special correspondent RITG."365 Another cover drawing by Tri 
from 1938 shows the mood of tension over Japan's aggression in China. In a dark satire of 
361 Thuan Thi~n, "Nguy~n Gia Tri," 422. 
362 Thuan Thi~n, "Nguy~n Gia Tri," 432. 
363 Thuan Thi~n comments that Tri's prices were so high by this stage that only upper class French could afford 
them, Thuan Thi~n, "Nguy~n Gia Tri," 432. 
364 Nguy~n, La Societe vietnamienne, 101. 
365 
"Anh chvp cua d~c phai vien Ngay nay RITG." Ngay nay 70 (August 1937): cover. 
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the rhetoric of Pan-Asianism, Tri makes the word 'pan' an onomatopoeia for the sound of a 
gun firing, while A (Vietnamese for 'Asia'), is a cry of pain (figure 20). 
In 1937, NguySn Gia Tri also produced a series of illustrations to a reportage (ph6ng sv) by 
the writer TrQng Lang.366 TrQng Lang's style of reportage was a new form of writing in 
Vietnam: a kind of investigative journalism in which the writer would immerse himself 
directly in the experiences he was documenting, commonly accounts of poverty, prostitution 
and other experiences of the exploited urban underclass. 367 The significance of reportage was 
that it posited a new relation between the self and social organisation, where the individual 
bore responsibility for the transformation of society. 368 NguySn Gia Tri illustrated a reportage 
on prostitution, depicting images of women that were in complete counterpoint to the 
idealised images of the 'modem woman' generally represented in EBAI work. While there 
are no documented examples of Social Realism in the colonial-period art from the EBAI, 
Tri 's illustrations demonstrate that those kinds of images could have been produced 
elsewhere in visual culture, or even perhaps as part of private work not intended for 
exhibition.369 The illustrations also indicate that the reputation of EBAI artists as politically-
quiescent painters of the bourgeoisie is an incomplete picture of their activities. 
366 This reportage was serialised across several issues. Nguy~n Gia Tri's illustrations can be seen in the 
following issues: Ngay nay 50 (March 1937): 128-129; Ngay nay 59 (May 1937): 344; Ngay nay 63 (June 
193 7): 440-441 . The illustrations are not credited, but one is signed 'GTri.' The relatively consistent style of the 
illustrations throughout the reportage suggests that they are probably all by Nguy~n Gia Tri. 
367 Lockhart, The Light of the Capital. 
368 Lockhart, The Light o.lthe Capital, 7-9 and Mark Phillip Bradley, "Becoming Van Minh: Civilizational 
Discourse and Visions of the Self," Journal of World History 15: I (2004): 79-81. 
369 Later comments by the Communist Party suggested that it was impossible to create and exhibit socially-
critical works in the colonial period due to French censorship, but this may have been purely rhetoric. 
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Figure 19: RIGT (Nguy~n Gia Tri 1908-1993), Khu Dfmg-Phap trong TrtrO'ng Dliu-Xao [sic] 
Quae Ti Paris 193 7 (The French Indochina Area of the Paris International Exposition, 1937), 
cover image for Ngay nay 70 (August 1937) and Figure 20: RIGT (Nguy~n Gia Tri 1908-1993), 
Pan! Asiatique hay Lien A (Pan! Asiatique or Pan-Asianisrn), cover image for Ngay nay 142 
(December 1938). 
Figure 21: GTri (Nguy~n Gia Tri 1908-1993), illustrations for Trqng Lang, "Hanoi Lim than" 
(Wretched Hanoi) Ngay nay 50 (March 1937): 128 and Ngay nay 50 (March 1937): 129. 
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Figure 22: Nguy~n Gia Tri, attrib. (1908-1993), illustrations for Trqng Lang, "Hanoi Lim than" 
(Wretched Hanoi) Ngiiy nay 59 (March 1937): 344 and Ngiiy nay 50 (March 1937): 129. 
Nguy~n Gia Tri's work as an illustrator and associate of the Ti! Lvc Van Doan allows for a 
more nuanced understanding of his work as an artist as a whole, as it reveals a socially-
engaged and critical dimension to his practice. In the 1940s, like other members of the Tv 
Lvc Van Doim, Tri had also became involved in the nationalist movement In 1939, Nhfrt 
Linh gave up writing and devoted himself to nationalist politics, forming what became the 
Dl:li Vi~t (Great Vietnam) Party370 Some other members of the Tv Lvc Van Doim, the writers 
Khai Hung and Hoang Dl:lo, went to China in 1940, to try to establish support for the Party 
amongst the community of anti-colonial Vietnamese exiles in Southern China. 37 t They were 
arrested by French security services on their return to Vietnam in 1940, and Nhiit Linh was 
also later arrested in 1942-1943.372 According to one ofNguy~n Gia Tri's studio assistants-
370 Jamieson, Understanding Vietnam, 176. 
371 Jamieson, Understanding Vietnam, 177-178. 
372 Jamieson, Understanding Vietnam, 179. 
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the painter Hoang Tich Chu (1912-2003)- Tri was also arrested at around this time, when he 
was caught storing weapons in his studio, paid for through the sales of his paintings. 373 
However, despite several periods of incarceration, NguySn Gia Tri continued to receive the 
support of powerful French patrons, some of whom even arranged for his release from jail. 374 
Thus, like many prominent intellectuals of the 'generation of 1925,' Nguy~n Gia Tri's 
colonial-period career combined elements of romantic individualism and social critique, and 
developed into active anti-colonialism. For art-historical purposes, an analysis of his work 
must take into account his intellectual engagements during this period. Despite the poetic and 
fantastical quality of his lacquers, they cannot be understood as apolitical products, nor as 
purely technical or aesthetic experiments with the lacquer medium. 
The majority of Nguy&n Gia Tri's compositions were on the subject of women, generally 
favouring groups of female figures in imaginary pastoral settings. But beyond the evident 
subject of the works, they also evoke the particular experience of modem subjectivity that 
was in formation, from the perspective of an artist. A lacquer painting by Nguy&n Gia Tri 
from the late 1930s, The Fairies, crystallises this experience of creative subjectivity in visual 
form (figure 23).375 The work represents experience as a flux, through the way that it suggests 
fleeting impressions and shifting, indeterminate forms. The layers of coloured lacquer create 
an insistent surface texture, which dissolves clear divisions between figure and ground. The 
figures are abbreviated, outlined in gold against the mottled reds, oranges and blacks of the 
373 Thuan Thi~n, "Nguy~n Gia Tri," 432. Nguy~n Xuan Vi~t also confirms that Tri was arrested with weapons in 
his studio, and adds that Tri was tortured by the French and even attempted suicide during one of these 
imprisonments, H()a si Nguyin Gia Trf n6i v~ Sang tgo, 345. 
374 Thuiin Thi~n, "Nguy~n Gia Tri," 432. This was also confinned by the painter Nguy~n Tu Nghiem, who 
recalled that when he entered the EBAI in 1941 , there was a furore over the arrest ofNguy~n Gia TrL Nghiem 
noted that, while Tri was later released through the influence of his friends, the writer Nguy~n Tuan, who was 
arrested at the same time, had to remain in jail, see Quang Vi~t, "21 0 phUt veri Nguy~n Ttr Nghiem," 37. 
375 A letter of 2 February 1979, by the artist Alix Ayme, who worked in the lacquer studio of EBAI, identified 
the painting Les Fees as having been commissioned by a Madame Drouen, the wife of the director of an 
electricity factory in Indochina. In another letter, of 27 December ( 1979?), Ayme writes that the screen was 
made in 1935 or 1936, when Tri was a student oflnguimberty, These letters are in the private collection of 
Geraldine Galateau, the current owner of the painting. The only press reproduction of the work, however, was 
not until l944, in Cl.M, "Nguyen Gia Tri: Artiste laqueur," Jndochine 217 (October 1944): 10-11. 
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lacquer background, or are briefly suggested by fragments of eggshell inlay, as if suddenly 
revealed by a falling ray of light. The figures also have few narrative or gestural connections 
to one another, again confirming the sense that the work is a conflation of the impressions of 
the artist. There is also no spatial stability to the composition, as the centre is an area of void. 
As a result, the viewer's unanchored gaze drifts over and around the composition, picking up 
the details of the figural groupings as they catch the eye. The materiality of lacquer also 
would have reinforced the experience of the work as a sequence of shifting impressions. As 
lacquer is translucent, new aspects of the painting are revealed as light either strikes the 
work's surface, or penetrates the layers of lacquer beneath. 
The evocation of subjectivity in this artwork has a strong parallel in the work of the new 
poetry movement. Writers like Nguy~n Thu L~ (1907-1989) and Ngo Xuan Di~u (1916-
1985) conceived of the experience of creation as a kind of flux, in which the poet immerses 
himself in sensual experience in order to produce a free and expressive creation. Nguy€n Thu 
L€'s famous statement of this position was the poem The Lyre of Myriad Tunes , in which the 
artist describes himself as a wanderer through the sensual experiences of life: 
You tell me l am fickle, take to heart 
no purpose, lack a doctrine - but who cares? 
T'm just a man who desperately loves, 
who craves for beauty' s myriad shapes and forms. 
I'll borrow from the muse her fairy brush, 
her wondrous lyre- with both I'll paint, I' ll sing 
all beauty - quiet, delicate naYve, 
or noble, grandiose, heroic, proud, 
the splendour of wild nature, poetry, thought, 
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a woman's lovely grace, bewitching charm ... 376 
The impressionistic quality of Tri's work has a similar quality to the imagery of this poem. 377 
The reference to the female form as part of this experience, in both poetry and painting, is 
significant, as it again acts as an indicator of the artist 's modem, individuated subjectivity, 
which is manifested in the experience of romantic love. 
These ideas were also reflected in the reception of Tri's works by other artists, who 
commented on the sensual and evocative nature of the works. In a 1939 review, To NgQc Van 
made explicitly eroticised Tri's process of working the lacquer. He wrote of one ofNguy~n 
Gia Tri's paintings that: 
Standing before those works, we feel all of the worries, desires and sensuality - especially the 
sensuality! - of the artist. 
In front of the evolving red colours, the truly fine browns, the eggshell, it is as if all the material has 
been transformed into something precious, while the silver and gold lines shine brightly, vibrating, 
screaming like the joyful shouts of the body in ecstasy_ 
The painter loves his work as much as he would love a lady. Sometimes he fondles her with gentle 
brushes, some tjme he presses her hard with strong, marked strokes. 37R 
Linking the work to eroticism establishes Nguyen Gia Tri's modernity, by asserting that the 
work is created through individual passion. This privileges the element of mental inspiration 
in the work and de-emphasises the laborious (and often collective) nature of the production of 
376 Th~ Ur, "The Lyre of Myriad Tunes," trans. Huynh Sanh ThOng, in An Anthology of Vietnamese Poems: 
From the Eleventh through the Twentieth Centuries, 296-297 . 
.m It may be significant that Nguy~n Gia Tri read the work of the philosopher Henri Bergson (1859-1941) 
during his youth, according to Nguy~n Xuan Vi~t, HQa si Nguyin Gia Tri n6i v~ Sang t(lo, 253. 
378 Dtmg tru6c nhiing tac phfim ~y. ngu<'ri ta cam th~y tit ca cai ban khoan, yeu mu6n, khoai l~c - thu nhit Ia 
khmii l<;tc - cua Gia Tri. Tren nhiing mau hbng bi~n h6a, nhiing s~c niiu ngon thi~t Ia ngon, nhfrng vo tnmg nhu 
d6i ca the chit tbanh quy v~t, vai ne.t b~c. v~i net vang sang rQi,, rung len, rit nhu ti~ng keu sung s.u6n& cua xac 
thjt khi vao C\l'C l~c. Chang ngh~ si' iiy yeu tiim san nhu ta c6 the yeu m(>t ngu<'ri dan ba. Luc au yem bang nhiing 
net vu6t ve, m~m rn?i, luc dfr d(>i b~ng dam bay net qu~t ~nh, d~p tung, cao du." To NgQc Van (writing as To 
Tu), "Nguy~n Gia Tri va Son ta" (Nguyen Gia Tri and Lacquer) Ngay nay 146 (January 1939): 9. 
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lacquer painting, again reinforcing the distinction between artist and artisan. Other reviews 
also emphasised this aspect of Tri's work, noting that although Tri used the tediously 
meticulous technique of eggshell inlay, the overall effect of the image was of spontaneity. 379 
Aside from its evocation of the modem subjectivity, the work The Fairies is also an 
encounter with, and mediation of, sources from European art history, and in several instances 
is a counter-appropriation and Vietnamisation of those sources. In the spatial arrangement of 
the composition, The Fairies has a clear relationship with Henri Matisse's 1905-6 painting 
The Joy of Life (figure 24). In both works, small figural groups are dispersed in a pastoral 
landscape, which is treated as a relatively flat arrangement of colour, with very little depth 
recession. In Matisse's work, abbreviated trees frame the composition on the right-band side, 
echoed again at the upper left-hand comer. Nguy8n Gia Tri 's work repeats this framing 
device, adding the outline of the decorative eaves of a pagoda in eggshell inlay at the left. 
The dispersal of figural groups in both works - dancing, reclining or seated in the landscape -
moves the eye in a circular fashion around the composition. The colour palette of the two 
works is quite different: Nguy~n Gia Tri substitutes the flatness and brightness of Matisse's 
colour with the disorienting effects of the tension between surface and depth, figure and 
ground, brought about by the layers of lacquer. Stylistically there are also significant 
differences, as Tri's work contains more meticulous linear detail than Matisse's bold and 
simplified shapes. However, Nguy8n Gia Tri was known to have appreciated the rhythm of 
Matisses' compositions, which is demonstrated in the arrangement of The Fairies. 
319 T1,1c Tli, "Nhung Buc ve bang santa cua Ng.GiaTri" [sic] (The Paintings in Lacquer ofNguy~n Gia Tri), 
Thanh Nghi 77 (August 1944): 23-24. 
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Figure 23: Nguyln Gia Tri (1908-1993), The Fairies, c. late 1930s, lacquer on board. 
Figure 24: Henri Matisse (1869-1954), The Joy of Life, 1905-6, oil on canvas. 
Figure 25: detail of Nguy~n Gia Tri, The Fairies, c. late 1930s and Figure 26: detail of Henri 
Matisse (1869-1954), The Joy of Life, 1905-6. 
Figure 27: detail of Sandro Botticelli (c.1445-1510), Primavera, c.1478, tempera on panel and 
Figure 28: detail ofNguy~n Gia Tri, The Fairies, c. late 1930s. 
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Nguy~n Gia Tri's figures also have strong art historical resonances. The figure of the 
musician in the bottom right-hand comer is an echo of Matisse's flute player (figures 25 and 
26). But if Matisse's work conjured an ahistorical pastoral idyll, Nguy~n Gia Tri' s work 
'Vietnamises' the scene, giving it both temporality and cultural specificity. Through their 
clothing, Nguy~n Gia Tri also locates the figures in time, as the fairies appear to be dressed in 
ao dai: these fairies are figures of the modem women ofHanoi. Nguy8n Gia Trf also refers to 
one of the other artists he admired, Sandro Botticelli ( c.1445-151 0). His group of three 
dancing figures resembles the 'three graces' group of Botticelli' s Primavera, although once 
again, the figures have been adapted as modem, Vietnamese women, and are given a gestural 
treatment (figures 27 and 28). The purpose of suggesting these sources in the image is not 
simply to trace ' influence' or suggest that the work is derivative. Clearly, Tri has adapted and 
synthesised these sources in the work, and his treatment of these elements in the lacquer 
medium renders them distinctive. More importantly, however, Tri's engagement with the 
European canon suggests as assertion of his status as an artist, able to enter into creative 
dialogue with the images of the past. Read in the light of Tri's nationalistic tendencies, it can 
also reflect a desire to rebut the assumption that Vietnamese artists were of inferior standing 
to French. In that respect, the painting functions as the visual equivalent of Nguy~n D6 
Cung's polemic, described in chapter two. 
In Nguy8n Gia Tri's work, disparate elements from nature, modem life and art history are 
unified through the gaze of the artist. This gaze is the product of the new conception of 
individual subjectivity, which received its quintessential expression in the experience of love. 
This accounts for the importance of female figures in the work of Nguy~n Gia Tri, but it is 
also significant that Tri evokes the sensuality and disorientation of the experience of love 
through the entirety of the work, as was recognised by To NgQc Van and other Vietnamese 
viewers. His work demonstrates that he had embraced the new conception of 'the artist ' that 
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was a product of the encounter with French culture, but his wider activities during the period 
suggest that he also experienced the irony, ambivalence and difficulty of that colonial 
modernity. Hence, he satirised colonial life and drew its wretched underbelly in Ngay nay, 
but created idealised images in his painting. By the 1940s, he was an active nationalist, but 
produced sumptuous commissions only the upper echelons of French colonial society could 
afford. In embodying these contradictions, Nguy~n Gia Tri is representative of the new 
generation of colonial-period intellectuals. 
The intellectual environment of late colonial-period Vietnam was one of fervid engagement 
with new ideas, rapid and dislocating change, and pluralism, in spite of the constraints of the 
colonial state. Artists were a part of this culture, and their experiences and concerns had 
many parallels with those of poets, writers and journalists, with whom some artists were 
actively collaborating. But beyond situating artists within the wider cultural environment, this 
discussion also has a crucial bearing on the issue of agency during the colonial period. The 
idea of 'art' and 'artists,' along with the structures of art exhibition and display, were 
introduced through the colonial education system. But the promotion of these ideas and 
structures in the Vietnamese-language press shows that they came to have a much wider 
significance, as part of a hybrid indigenous modernity. For artists, their embrace of this new 
identity was not only manifested in the visual forms and subjects of their works, but was 
passionately defended in their engagements with the press. By looking at artists as part of the 
broader intellectual field of Vietnamese life in the 1930s, it is possible to understand that their 
practice was not solely determined by their relationship with the colonial art school, but was 
also articulated in relation to a community of their intellectual peers, and directed towards a 
Vietnamese public. 
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4. 
THE PROBLEM OF 
'VIETNAMISATION' 
In February 1945, To NgQc Van was reflecting on the progress of art in Hanoi smce the 
opemng of the EBAI, twenty years before. 380 He saw the development of modem art in 
Vietnam as a series of shifts in orientation, beginning with a dependence on Chinese models, 
followed by a form of Westemising hybridity, finally reaching a more considered and 
successful synthesis in the late 1930s. Nonetheless, by 1945, he still saw the project of 
creating a distinctive Vietnamese aesthetic as unfinished: 
Western influence in modem Vietnamese art is already a matter of course. There are so many reasons 
why we cannot escape it. I think that the important issue today is the Vietnamisation of those 
influences. 381 
In the same article, he also noted that: 
All of our artists have to some extent been influenced by Western art, which has entered into our 
bloodstream, so that we cannot wash it away. 382 
380 To NgQc Van (writing as To Tir), "My thuij.t Vi~t Nam Hi~n d~i va Tuang lai H(}i hqa." 
381 
"Anh huang Au Til.y trong my thu~t Vi~t Nam Ia m(}t le di nhien rbi. Bao nhieu duyen co n6 l<lm ta khong 
con thmit ly n6i. Cru vfm d~ can h~ ngay nay, thi~t nghi Ia v~n de Vi~t h6a nhfrng anh huang .iy." To Ngqc Van, 
"My thuij.t Vi~t Nam Hi~n d~i va Tuang lai H(}i hQa," 131. 
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Since the early 1940s, To Ng9c Van had begun to advocate for the 'Vietnamisation' of art. 
This issue was not entirely new: writers in Phong h6a and Ngay nay had advocated for the 
development of specifically 'Annamese' aesthetics in art in the 1930s. However, in the 1940s 
the issue became more prominent among artists. As the above extracts suggest, To NgQc 
Van's nascent sense of nationalism was increasingly troubled by the hybridity of modem 
Vietnamese art. Indeed, the reference to Western influence in the "bloodstream" suggests not 
only the hybridity of artistic products, but the hybridity of the artists themselves. While the 
artforms produced at the EBAI during the colonial period were the products of innovation 
and wide-ranging synthesis, aesthetic nationalism required a sense of distinctiveness and 
purity of origin. To NgQc Van returned frequently to these problems between 1941 and early 
1945. Naturally, his views in the 1940s do not represent those of all of the artists working in 
Hanoi in the period. However, as the most prolific writer on the issue of art and nationalism, 
it is instructive to review the work of preceding decades through the prism ofhis articles. Van 
offers a nuanced account of colonial-period art history that differs from both French colonial 
accounts, and the views of post-colonial Vietnamese art history. His frankness about the issue 
of 'Vietnamisation' also makes apparent that 'Vietnamese' character in art was not the result 
of a natural and unconsidered synthesis between French and local practices. In fact, it was a 
constructed process that was subject to continual revision and contestation. 383 
As described in chapter two, while the EBAI transferred a European-style academic 
curriculum into Vietnam, it also encouraged a form of 'Asianisation' within the curriculum, 
382 
"T<it ca ngh¢ si, k.h6ng it thi nhi~u, trong tri nao, da thftm xau nhfmg anh huemg Au Tiiy, n6 an h~n vao m<;1ch 
s6ng, h~u nhu k.h6ng th~ ml.o rii bo duqc nfra." To NgQc Van, "My thu~t Vi~t Nam Hi~n di;ii va Tucmg lai H9i 
hoa" 131 
383 The pr~cess of constructing tradition is not unique to Vietnam. Eric Hobsbawm has argued that "inventing 
tradition" is a feature of societies undergoing the dislocations of modernisation, see Eric Hobsbawm, 
"Introduction: Inventing Traditions," in The Invention of Tradition, eds. Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983). 
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particularly through the use of silk and lacquer as painting materials. 384 The former EBAI 
student, NguySn Quang Phong, recalled that Victor Tardieu had gathered a collection of 
models for use at the School, which included reproductions of Tang and Song dynasty 
Chinese silk paintings, and silk paintings and woodcuts from seventeenth-century Japan. 385 
Tardieu also encouraged research into local lacquer techniques. As Taylor has noted, as part 
of the anti-colonial movement, the 'indigenous' painting mediums of the EBAI were re-
framed as national forms, and their colonial origins de-emphasised in order to privilege 
continuity with the past. 386 However, between the point of invention at the colonial academy, 
and the point of postcolonial nationalist canonisation, there was an anxious, subtle and 
ambivalent process of reception by Vietnamese artists. This chapter will explore that process 
of reception, at the delicate point of the emergence aesthetic nationalism of the early 1940s. It 
is important that, within this discourse, the artistic developments of the EBAI were never 
described as 'traditional,' and further that artists were acutely aware of the eclectic cross-
cultural borrowing that had produced them. 
Some clarification on the idea of nationalism is necessary here, as in the early 1940s, there 
was no Vietnamese nation in a political form. However, what did exist was an ethno-
linguistic identity that was being "imagined" as the basis for a future nation state. In the field 
of art, the imagining of the nation can coalesce in a set of aesthetic elements that are seen to 
embody the values or characteristics of a particular people, derived from a perceived shared 
heritage, and gesturing toward a shared future. 387 This is not an ideologically neutral exercise, 
as the construction of the past is "projecting its values forward as a prescription of what the 
384 Many scholars have noted the importance of these particular painting mediums to modem Vietnamese art: 
Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 34-41; de Menon ville, Vietnamese Painting, 40-43, 46-48; Ushiroshoji "The 
'Modem Age ' of Vietnamese Fine Art,' 169-171 and Andre-Pallois, lndochine, 227-235. Vietnamese art 
historians also strongly emphasise the importance of these mediums, see for example Quang PhOng, Painters of 
the Fine Arts College of indochina, 10-16 and Nguy~n Quiin, MjJ thu~t Vi¢t Nam Th~ kY 20 (Hanoi: NXB: Tri 
Thfrc, 2010): 47-49. 
385 Quang Pbong, Painters of the Fine Arts College of Indochina, 10. 
386 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 38. 
JHl John Clark, "Okakura Tensbin and Aesthetic Nationalism," East Asian History 29 (2005): 3-4. 
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future should be."388 Clark has posited the existence of plural discourses of aesthetic 
nationalism which are linked to different phases in the development of the political nation 
state?89 Thus, in early 1940s Vietnam, the discourse of aesthetic nationalism is relatively 
unstable and amorphous, as visual modes of different types are assessed for their suitability 
as national forms: corresponding to a nascent national imagining that pre-empts the state, 
rather than being driven by it. This contrasts with later post-colonial manifestations of 
Vietnamese aesthetic nationalism, such as the debates in the early 1960s over the definition 
of national spirit (tinh ddn t(jc) in art, which took the form of attempts to reify aesthetic 
nationalism in line with the state's ideological priorities.390 This process could be understood 
as what Anderson describes as "official nationalism": a secondary modelling of nationalism 
following in the wake of popular nationalist movements.391 
In T6 Ngc;>c Van's writing of the early 1940s, the connection between nationalism and a 
discourse of the painting medium (silk and lacquer) was already emerging. However, 
'Vietnamese characteristics' could also cohere in other aspects of artworks, such as colour, 
subject matter or style. This is a relatively abstracted form of aesthetic nationalism, perhaps 
best compared with the positioning of ink and brush painting as implicitly national in modem 
Chinese guohua. 392 Unlike elsewhere in Asia, EBAI artists in the colonial period did not 
create allegories of the state nor of colonial repression, perhaps because of the restrictions of 
colonial censorship, but perhaps also because the EBAI did not emphasise history painting as 
part of its curriculum. 393 Nor was there an individual artist whose work emerged as a rallying 
JBs Clark, "Okakura Tenshin," 3. 
3~9 Clark, Modern Asian Art, 242. 
390 Nora Taylor, "Framing the National Spirit: Viewing and Reviewing Painting under the Revolution," in The 
Country of Memory: Remaking the Past in Late Socialist Vietnam, ed. Hue-Tam Ho Tai (Berkeley, Los Angeles, 
London: University of California Press, 2001 ). 
391 Anderson, Imagined Communities, 83-87. 
392 Clark suggests guohua as an example of where the national has been mapped onto the display of the 
"technical effects" of brush painting, see Modern Asian Art, 239. 
393 For example, other Southeast Asian artists used Academic Realism to create history paintings that latently 
critiqued colonial authority. In colonial Java, Raden Saleh's painting The Capture of Prince Diponegoro by 
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point for both Orientalist scholars and the nationalist movement, as was the case in India 
through the painting of Abanindranath Tagore (1871 -1 951).394 Aesthetic nationalism in the 
1940s in Hanoi was communicated less by narrative, emblematic or allegorical modes, and 
more by associative connections through the media and the mood of artworks. 
In later revisions to his Imagined Communities, Anderson emphasised how the imagining of 
the postcolonial nation can be inherited from the "grammar" of the imaginings of the colonial 
state, as revealed by structures like the colonial map. 395 Goscha has argued that, in Vietnam 
before 1954, the national imaginary was pulled between the Indochinese structures of the 
colonial state, and a Vietnamese "ethno-cultural identity that had links to pre-colonial 
patriotic culture. "396 However, despite the fact that the EBAI was ostensibly an Indochinese 
institution, there is no evidence that aesthetic nationalism was ever understood as 
'Indochinese' by the artists there. Van's writing, for example, refers specifically to 
'Vietnamisation,' and there are no instances of artists using elements from Cambodian or 
Laotian art in order to create a pan-Indochinese aesthetic. This is perhaps evidence of a strong 
Vietnamese cultural identity, but it could also be attributed to the different practices of the 
colonial art schools of Indochina, in particular the Ecole des Arts Cambodgiens, which 
emphasised the separation of the 'Annamese' and the Cambodian traditions. In fact, 
Vietnamese artists were far more likely to borrow from Chinese aesthetics, because of their 
perceived historical link with a Chinese 'sphere of influence.' 
General de Kock ( 1859) has been read as an anti-colonial, proto-nationalist history painting, while in the 
Philippines Juan Luna's (1857-1899) painting the Spoliarium ( 1883) has been interpreted as an unflattering 
allegory of colonial rule. On Saleh and Luna see Clark, Modern Asian Art, 55-56, 241 , Patrick D. Flores, 
"Postcolonial Perils" and specifically on Saleh, Kraus, "First Steps to Modernity." 
393 Quang Vi~t, Tu c:Mn Hf)a si Vi?t Nam, 222. 
394 Guha-Thakurta, The Making of a New 'Indian' Art, 146-312. 
395 This argument in included in the revised 1991 edition of Imagined Communities, as part of a new chapter 
titled "Census, Map, Museum," see Anderson, imagined Communities, 163-185. 
396 Goscha, Vietnam or Indochina, 75. 
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Cultural Currents in Hanoi, 1940 to 1945 
To NgQc Van's preoccupations of the early 1940s were in keeping with the tenor of public 
discourse at his time of writing. The ebullient strand of individualism of the 1930s had begun 
to seem dated and indulgent to many Vietnamese intellectuals in the fraught geo-political 
environment of the Second World War. As a result, the period of 1940-1944 was a time of 
"taking stock," and a renewed interest in the past. 397 The intellectual pull toward the past 
came from several different directions. With the end of the relatively liberal Popular Front 
government in 1939, the political atmosphere in Indochina substantially altered. From 
September 1939, hundreds of politically-active intellectuals were arrested, including 
members of nationalist and communist groups. 398 As anti-colonial activity became 
clandestine, public intellectual discourse was also made more subdued by increased 
censorship of the Vietnamese-language press.399 The Vichy French government in Indochina, 
headed from 1940 by Governor-General Jean Decoux ( 1884-1963), pursued a policy of harsh 
repression of revolutionary activity, accompanied by concessionary measures for the local 
population, such as increased representation on political councils and better conditions for 
Indochinese working within the colonial civil service. 40° Culturally, the colonial state 
promoted a 'national revolution', based around the slogan travaille, famille, patrie (work, 
family, fatherland). This policy was an attempt to harness local nationalisms towards an 
Indochinese Federation, headed by France.401 Within Vietnam, the Vichy government 
promoted the Nguy~n monarchy, and stimulated a renewed interest in ' traditional' cultural 
forms and practices.402 
397 David Marr, Vietnam 1945,93. 
39
g Brocheaux and Hemery, Indochina, 335. 
399 McHale, Print and Power, 57-59. 
400 Marr, Vietnam 1945,74. 
401 Goscha, Vietnam or Indochina, 80-83 . 
402 For example, the Vichy government appointed the conservative traditionalist intellectual Ph~ QuYnh as 
Education Minister, see Goscha, Vietnam or Indochina, 87-88. 
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Also during the early 1940s, Northern Vietnam was occupied by the Japanese imperial army, 
initially to cut offthe supply lines to Chinese forces engaged in the Sino-Japanese war (1937-
1945). In September 1940, Japan sent troops into Tonkin, and by 1941 was also occupying 
areas of south Vietnam. The Japanese occupying force did not dismantle the French colonial 
administration but allowed it to continue to function. The two powers occupied Vietnam in an 
uneasy accord until the Japanese coup de force of March 1945. Because of this arrangement, 
the Japanese generally did not give much to support to Vietnamese anti-colonial movements, 
unlike elsewhere in Southeast Asia.403 They did, however, promote the idea of Vietnam's 
place within the 'Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere,' a union based on shared Asian 
culture and values, to be led by Japan. This was supported by cultural programs organised by 
both civilian and military personnel, including the opening of Japanese language classes, the 
organisation of Japanese films and performances, the publication of books on aspects of 
Japanese culture and the publication of a magazine in Vietnamese.404 Recent research by 
Masahiro Ushiroshoji has shown that a series of art exchanges between Japanese and 
Indochinese artists were also part of this cultural propaganda. 405 This chapter will discuss the 
reception of modem Japanese art by Vietnamese artists, and how the encounter with this 
"familiar other" nuanced their understanding of their own practice.406 
In addition to the Vichy and Japanese cultural influences in the 1940s, the intelligentsia in 
Vietnam were also affected by H6 Chi Minh's 1941 return to Vietnam, after decades of exile. 
On his return, H6 Chi Minh formed the Vi~t Nam D<)c L~p D6ng Minh H<)i (Vietnam 
Independence League), or Vi~t Minh, which was structured around different Associations for 
403 David Marr, "World War II and the Vietnamese Revolution," in Southeast Asia under Japanese Occupation, 
ed. Alfred McCoy (New Haven: Yale University Southeast Asia Studies, 1980). 
404 Marr, "World War II," 139. 
405 Ushiroshoji, "'The Great East Asia War" and Art Exchange between Japan and Vietnam" and Ushiroshoji, 
50 Years of Modern Vietnamese Paintings. 
406 Aida-Yuen Wong uses this term to describe how Chinese modem aesthetics were developed through 
engagement with their "familiar other", Japan, see Parting the Mists: Discovering Japan and the Rise of 
National-style Painting in Modern China, (Honolulu: Association for Asian Studies and University ofHawai'i 
Press, 2006), 34. 
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National Salvation, representing different sectors of society.407 These associations were 
designed to commence the work of proselytisation and political education to prepare the 
Vietnamese population for a future uprising. 408 H6 Chi Minh emphasised Vietnamese cultural 
identity - particularly as associated with forms of folk culture - and an historical tradition of 
resistance to the Chinese.409 
The Heritage of Vietnamese Painting 
Thus through various different channels, an interest in the past was a feature of the cultural 
milieu of Hanoi in the 1940s. Amongst the intelligentsia, there was a renewed discussion of 
Vietnamese tradition, including classical and Confucian culture, as well as folk and village 
culture.410 That a pull toward the past should have co-existed with an increasing nationalist 
consciousness is unsurprising, given the tendency of emerging nations to "imagine 
themselves as antique. "411 Due to the strong connection between aesthetic nationalism and 
the imagining of the cultural past, one of the most vexing issues for To NgQc Van was that he 
perceived that there was no tradition of painting in Vietnam. As a result, he felt that there was 
no obvious direction for painters to take, in order to find a distinctively Vietnamese modem 
aesthetic. Writing in 1942, To NgQc Van asked anxiously: "did our country have painting in 
the past?'"' 12 He ultimately concluded that the few remaining examples of painting in 
Vietnam were ''slavish" imitations of Chinese models, and left nothing distinctive for future 
generations. The situation in architecture or sculpture, however, was different. In those fields, 
Van perceived that Chinese influences had been successfully localised: 
407 Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 402. 
408 Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 402. 
409 Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 400-402. 
410 Marr, Vietnam 1945, 93 - 95. 
411 Anderson, Imagined Communities, xiv. 
412 
"Ngay xua mr&c taco hQi-hQa khong?" To NgQc Van, "Tranh c6 Vi~t Nam, Tranh T~t" (Ancient Vietnamese 
Pictures, Tet Pictures), Thanh Nghj, special issue on literature and art (February 1942): 4. 
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When we look at architectural works like Keo pagoda or Dinh Bang communal house, people who 
follow painting today cannot help but feel regret and sadness. If only our ancestors had thought of 
painting! Would they [Vietnamese people) have been left with a precious heritage of painting, would 
they now be wondering about how to find a Vietnamese foundation for art?413 
ln the same article, Van also considered the heritage of Vietnamese folk painting. Vietnam 
has a vigorous tradition of popular imagery, made by artisans working in familial/village 
groupings in rural areas, or in guild-like arrangements in urbanised areas.4 14 These 
printmakers traditionally created celebratory images for the New Year festivities (tranh Ti t), 
as well as auspicious, religious, moral and even satirical images for use throughout the year. 
In the colonial period, however, the production of popular imagery through woodblock 
printing was in decline, due to competition from other forms of repro graphic technology. 
In post-colonial Vietnam, particularly from the 1960s onwards, Tit images came to be 
strongly associated with the national aesthetic. Their popular character suited the ideological 
requirements for art in North Vietnam, although their subject matter had to shift to 
revolutionary themes. Tit images also became an overt source of inspiration for painters. 
From the late 1950s, the painter Nguy~n Tu Nghiem, who studied in one of the final years of 
the EBAI, used the formal qualities of Ti t images to create a Modernist aesthetic which had 
affinities with Cubist Primitivism. Nguy~n I>a Cung, in his capacity as the Director of the 
Vietnam Museum of Fine Arts, organised a pivotal exhibition of folk painting in 1968.415 Tit 
413 
"KJ1i tron~ nhi"mg toa Ki~n True nhu chua Keo hay ctinh lang Dinh Bang, ngm'1i theo h<)i hoa ngay nay kh6ng 
kh6i ti~c, buon. N~u cac c1,1 khi xua d~ y d~n h9i hoa! Lam gi eM danh l~i cho ho m()t gia san hoa ph~m quy gia, 
lam gi ngay nay, ho, ngum Vi~t Nam, phai ban khoan di tim m(>t can ban Vi~t Nam trong my th~t?" To NgQc 
Van, "Tranh c6 Vi~t Nam," 4. 
414 The two best-known centres of popular imagery production in North Vietnam are Dong H6 village in Bile 
Ninh and Hang Tr6ng!Hang Non streets in Hanoi. The fame of these centres is significantly related to their 
survival: according to Durand, these areas were the only printmaking centres still in operation after the First 
Indochina War, based on a government survey of 1954-55, Maurice Durand, Imagerie populaire vietnamienne 
(Paris: Ecole fran~aise d'Extreme-Orient, 1960), xx. Other scholars have indicated that these centres were only 
two of some three hundred centres of woodblock printing that existed in Vietnam between the 17'h and 20'h 
centuries, Phan C~m Thuqng, Le Qu6c Vi~t, and Cung Kh~c Luge, The Ancient Graphic Arts of Vietnam 
(Hanoi: Fine Art Publishing House, 2002), 5. 
415 Hantover,"Contemporary Vietnamese Painting," 26. 
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images continue to be a point of reference in contemporary Vietnamese painting.41 6 Yet, 
during the colonial period, despite the strong desire to seek out a Vietnamese visual language, 
it was not widely thought that these images could form a basis for a national aesthetic. 
To NgQc Van, for example, commented in 1942 that Tdt images "have no benefit for painting 
nowadays," because they were not made by professional artists, and were not the products of 
inspiration and creative research.417 For Van, the only value of such images was in their 
communicative and festive functions, rather than in artistic merit. Even Nguy€n D6 Cung, 
writing in 1936, had suggested that Tit pictures were "not beautiful, but make the house 
happy."418 What Van and Cung were looking for was a canonical body of painting that was 
connected to an intellectual tradition: that is to say, a kind of painting that could notionally be 
positioned as an equivalent to the Western concept of 'fme art.' Given the struggle over the 
status of Vietnamese artists at the EBAI, it did not seem possible to anchor a national 
aesthetic in a folk tradition. But in dismissing the relevance of the popular painting tradition 
to modem aesthetics, To NgQc Van ultimately positioned the Vietnamese painting as an 
absence, and claimed the modem Vietnamese painters had inherited nothing from the past. 
Perhaps this perceived lack of a Vietnamese painting tradition was responsible for the forays 
into Chinese-style painting in the early years of the EBAI. Looking back at these earlier 
experiments from the l940s, To NgQc Van was scornful. He described how "antique Chinese 
pictures" were used as models for artists to copy, resulting in a moribund style ofwork.419 An 
41 6 T~t images were also part of a movement to privilege village forms in a new history of Vietnamese art in the 
1990s, see Taylor, "Framing the National Spirit," 127-129. 
41 7 
" • •• khong c6 tqi cbo ngh~ thu~t H(>i H<;>a ngay nay." To Ng9c Van, "Tranh c6 Vi~t Nam," 5. 
41 8 
"Tuy khong d~p, nhung vui nha." Nguy~n D6 Cung, "Tranh T~t" (T~t Pictures), in Ban v~ My thu(jt Vi~t 
Nam (Discussions ofVietnamese Art) (Hanoi: Vi~n My Thu~t, Hanoi, 1993), 13. 
419 To Ng9c Van criticised what he considered to be the imitative use of Chinese painting in Vietnam in the 
early 1920s in a number of articles: he refers to the "blind influence" of Chinese art in To Ngqc Van, "Nhan 
Cu()c Tri~n Him slip t6i v~ My thu~t ~i Tokio" (On the occasion of the upcoming fme arts exhibition in Tokyo) 
Thanh Nghi special issue on literature, nos. 29-31 (January 1943): 4; in another article he criticises the use of 
"gloomy" ("am kh6i") antique Chinese paintings as models, To NgQc Van, "My thu~t Vi~t Nam Hi~n d~i va 
Tucrng lai H<)i hQa," 130. He also returned to this point after 1945, in To Ng9c Van, "Bay gia M6i Co H<)i h9a 
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anonymous artist writing in 1941 (who may also have been To NgQc Van) recalled of the 
early years of modem Vietnamese painting that: 
We can still remember a time when out artists imitated Chinese in a not very clever manner. We 
called that work of imitation "preserving the essence of Eastern painting ," which Chinese paintings 
represented. 420 
The writer went on to describe how artists would attempt to imitate the finish and surface 
qualities of antique Chinese paintings, by deliberately wrinkling the fabric support, staining it 
with tea, or exposing it to soot from the cooking fire. 421 Although later articles suggested that 
this was a superficial and misguided approach to painting, the phrase "preserving the essence 
of Eastern painting" suggests that this practice may have held associations for Vietnamese 
artists beyond the frame of colonial discourse, perhaps as a means of remaining connected to 
the sinicised culture of the pre-colonial Vietnamese elite. 
Silk Painting and Hybridity 
The scarcity of surviving works from the EBAI in the 1920s makes it difficult to assess To 
NgQc Van's claims against the visual evidence. If, early on at the EBAI, copies of Chinese 
paintings were made, it is likely that the models used were those brought to the School by 
Victor Tardieu. However, the extant paintings on silk from the EBAI in the 1920s and 1930s 
bear little direct resemblance to Chinese traditional painting. In fact, they belong to what To 
NgQc Van later identified as a hybridising tendency, where: 
Vi~t Nam" (Only Now Do We Have Vietnamese Painting), in vol. 2 of Suu tgp Van Ngh?. 1948-1954 
(Collected Van Ngh? 1948-1954), ed. Hilu Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB Hi)i Nha Van, 1999). 
420 
"Ta .con nha da co m{>t h6i ~gh~ si ta b~t chuac tra~ TAu mi)t each kho~g duqc thOn& minh lim. Oii vi~c bit 
chu&c ay ngtrm ta g9i Ia "bao ton tinh tUy cua h<)i h<;>a A dong" rna tranh Tau him tieu bieu." Anonymous, 
signed ngh~-si (artist), "Hi)i h<;>a va San a Phong Tri8n liim Nam nay" (Painting and Lacquer at this Year' s 
Exhibition), Thanh Nghj (June 1941 ): 7. 
4 21 Ngh~-si, "Hi)i hQa va son," 7. 
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Some artists .. . tried to combine the creativity of Europe and Asia. The result was the birth of oil 
painting constructed following the manner of Chinese ink painting, and silk paintings which applied 
Western art. 422 
The silk paintings tend to be figurative works, often representing genre scenes of village or 
urban activities, or romanticised images of women. Stylistically, the pictorial conventions are 
generally realistic, although the painters also exploited the nebulous quality of ink or 
watercolour paint on silk for atmospheric effects. The silk fabric is pasted onto a paper 
backing, and could be framed or scroll-mounted.423 Frequently, the paintings also include 
calligraphic colophons on the surface of the work, and occasionally the artist would sign with 
a seal. These types of works thus appear as hybrid forms, synthesising various different 
representational conventions into a single image. Nora Taylor has described the silk painting 
developed at the EBAI as an "invented tradition."424 While there are examples of pre-colonial 
silk painting in Vietnam, it is not apparent the EBAI artists traced the derivation of their 
modem practice to those pre-existing forrns.425 In fact, surviving pre-colonial paintings on 
silk are often brightly-coloured, with bold outlines and distinct forms: an entirely different 
aesthetic to that practiced by EBAI silk painters. 
By the 1940s, however, To NgQC Van had become quite critical of these hybridising 
tendencies (even though his own works in silk from the 1930s were part of this trend). In 
1941, he wrote that attempts to create oil painting with "Asian features" were "weak or 
422 
"M()t s6 ngh~ si ... ke tim each dung hoa hai 6c sang t{lo Au A. K~t qua da sinh ra hQa ph§m san d~u du t~o 
theo ki~u thU.y hQa cua Tau, va nhfrng tranh h,ta ta ling d~,~ng ngh~ thu~t Au Tiiy." To NgQC Viin, "My thu~t Vi~t 
Nam Hi~n d?i va Tucmg lai H<)i hQa," 130. 
423 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 35. 
424 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 35. 
425 Both Ushiroshoji in "The 'Modem Age' of Vietnamese Fine Art," 170, and Taylor have questioned the 
extent to which modern Vietnamese silk painting can be regarded as the continuation of a pre-existing tradition, 
although Taylor has noted some possible precedents in ceremonial temple scroll painting and the art of the Yao 
ethnic minority, see Painters in Hanoi, 35. 
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lacking in sincerity, bringing an Asian shell but not its spirit."426 Later on, writing in the 
wartime environment in 1949, he was even more scathing, even coming up with a sarcastic 
formula for painting in the early years of the EBAI: "1929 ('West+ Chinese, Japanese') and 
1931 ('Chinese, Japanese+ West')."427 In the same 1949 article, he dismissed the practice of 
writing calligraphy on the painting surface and signing with a seal as "borrowing from 
Chinese and Japanese painting in a trite attempt to lessen the Western appearance of the 
work."428 In fact, according to Van's later account, the practice of hybridised painting at this 
time was an attempt to resist against the dominating French influences that were pervading 
Vietnam: an effort which ultimately proved unsuccessful due to the flood of information 
about Western art.429 These comments could be dismissed as To NgQc Van's later desire to 
give an anti-colonial gloss to colonial-period practices. Even so, it reveals both the possibility 
that there was a deliberate desire to create images that were distinct from French aesthetics, 
as well as that the resulting hybridity sat uneasily within the program of a more strictly-
construed nationalism. 
The most successful artist to paint on silk in the hybridised style was Nguy€n Phan Chanh. 
As described in chapter two, Chanh was immensely successful at the Exposition of 1931, as a 
representative of Victor Tardieu's new pedagogical method. He painted scenes of pre-
colonial Vietnam, using a sober and restricted palette (Figure 29). The figures are abbreviated 
into blocks of pure colour. The absence of defined background details focuses the attention 
on the intimacy of the interaction between the figures. Taylor has noted how, in postcolonial 
Vietnam, Chanb was represented as a "kind of folk painter," whose scenes of village life 
426 
" ••• nhiing tac ph~m y€u 6t hay thi€u thaah th\[c, mang d.i v6 A-dong ma khong c6 tinh-th~n cua n6." To 
Ng9c Van, " Phe binh Ngh~ thu~t ve San cua H9a si NMt" (Art Criticism of Japanese Painting), Tnmg Bbc Chu 
Nh(lt 90 (December 1941 ): 23. 
427 
''Nam 1929: Tay + Tau, NMt, Nam 193 1: Tim, Nh~t + Tay." To Ngc;>c Van. "Bay gio mm c6 HQi hc;>a Vi~t 
Nam," 55 . 
428 
"He.> danh du Clru hQi hQa Tim va NMt, mm;m tinh each h()i hQa mly lam nh{lt b6t ve Tiiy kia." To Ngc,>c Van, 
"Bay gio mm c6 H(>i hc,>a Vi~t Nam," 56. 
429 To Ngc;>c Van, "Bay gio mm c6 H()i hQa Vi~t Nam," 56. 
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were evidence of "native resilience against foreign domination."430 His works were easily 
integrated into both a narrative of anti-colonialism, as well as the ideological requirements of 
the state for ' popular' art. However the positioning of Chanh as a representative of a national 
aesthetic in fact had already begun during the colonial period. For example, a review in 
Phong h6a in 1933 commented that: "Mr Chanh studied Western painting methods (and] 
paints in a simple, modest manner like that of Chinese painting, but his pictures still look 
'Annamese. "'431 Chanh' s work looked 'Annamese,' not only because of his technique, but 
because his subdued palette of black, browns and yellows also had national associations, as 
the true colours of the country. 432 To Ng<;>c Van thought that it was this distinctive palette 
that truly divided Chanh's work from French, Chinese and Japanese precedents.433 When 
Chanh altered his style and colour palette for an exhibition in the late 1930s, many viewers 
were disappointed.434 
In the 1940s, To Ng<;>c Van still saw Nguy€n Phan Chanh's work as a pivotal point on the 
path to Vietnamisation, and did not dismiss his work in the same terms as other silk painters. 
No doubt, part of the reason why Ch::inh 's was not considered to be "lacking in sincerity" was 
because of his particular background. Unlike most of the other students at the EBAI, Ch::inh 
had studied in the traditional education system, learning Chinese characters as well as the 
Vietnamese alphabet (chit N6m) .435 Thus, when he wrote calligraphy on the surface of the 
430 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 37-38. 
431 
"Ong Chanh hQc ve theo phuang phap Tay, ve m()t each dc'm-di, dan sa nhu 16i T~u, nhiing tranh cua ong vftn 
c6 ve 'annam. '"Dong San (Nguy~n Tu<'mg Tam), "My thu~t: Nguy~n Phan Chanh" (Art: Nguyen Phan Chanh), 
Phong h6a, 34 (Feburary 1933). 
432 Dong San, "My thu~t: Nguy~n Phan Chanh," 9. The same sentiment was also voiced later in To NgQc Van, 
"My tbu~t Vi~t Nam H i~n d~i va Tuang lai H(li hQa," 130. 
433 To NgQc Van, "My thu~t Vi~t Nam Hi~n d?i va Tuang lai H()i hqa," 130. 
434 Although noting this disappointment, To NgQc Van praised Chanh's efforts not to become stuck in his 
former style, To NgQc Van (writing as Ai My), "Cu<)c Tri~n lam Nguy~n Phan Chanh" (Exhibition ofNguy~n 
Phan Chanh), Ngay nay 179 (September 1939): 7, as did NhAt Linh, "Ong Ng. Phan Chanh Nam 1933 va Ong 
Ng. Phan Chanh Nam 1938," (MrNguy~n Phan Chanh 1933 and Mr. Nguy~n Phan CM.nh 1938) Ngay nay 138 
(November 1938): 10. 
435 Nguy~n Hai Y~n, "Cac Giai do~n Sang tac clia Hqa si Nguyen Phan Chanh" {The Painter Nguy~n Phan 
Chanh's Periods of Creativity), in Tranh b,w Nguyin Phan Chanh (The Silk Painting ofNguy~n Phan Chanh) 
(Hanoi: Vi~n My thu~t, Bao tang My thu~t and Vv My th~t. 1992), 8. 
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work, he did so from a position of experience and familiarity. He bad spent much of his early 
life in central Vietnam, including as a teacher near Hue (the imperial capital ofVietnam from 
the early nineteenth century). Once again, however, Chcinh's aesthetics bear no relation to the 
surviving portraits on silk from central Vietnam in the nineteenth-century.436 
Figure 29: Nguy~n Phan Cbanb (1892-1984), Playing 6 Avn Quan, 1931, colour on silk. 
436 There are a very limited number of examples of nineteenth-century Vietnamese painting. However, two 
portraits on silk in the Vietnam Fine Arts Museum (from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries) are 
highly coloured and stylised images, very different in appearance from the work ofNguy€n Phan Chanb. A 
reproduction of one of these images can be seen in Miriam Lambrecht and Christian Schicklgruber, eds. 
Vietnam: art et cultures de Ia prehis toire a nos jours (Brussels: Musees Royaux d ' Art et d'H.istoire de Bruxelles 
and Vienna: Museum fur Volkerkunde, 2003-2004), 44, 131. Similar examples of nineteenth-century portraiture 
are also reproduced in Heidi Tan, Vietnam: from Myth to Modernity (Singapore: Asian Civilisations Museum, 
2008), 107, 117. These books also contain reproductions ofnineteenth-century religious scroll painting. 
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Figure 30: LeVan Mi~o (1873-1943), Binh viin (Literary lnterpretation),1905, oil on board. 
In fact, the strongest precedent for Chanb's work is that of another transcultural artist with 
roots in central Vietnam's scholarly milieu: the painter LeVan Mi~n (1873-1943).437 U Van 
Mi8n came from Ngb~ An province in central Vietnam (near to the province where Chanb 
grew up). He was also educated within the traditional system, but in the late nineteenth 
century, he was sent to Paris to study at the Ecole Coloniale, presumably to train as an 
administrator. From 1892-1894, he continued his stay there in order to also study at the Ecole 
Nationale des Beaux-Arts, where he worked in the studio of the Neo-Classical and Orientalist 
painter Jean-Leon Gerome (1824-1904).438 Returning to Vietnam, he opened a school in Vinh 
437 That Nguy~n Phan CMnh's painting had roots in nineteenth-century Vietnamese aesthetics has also been 
briefly suggested by the art historian Phan Cam Thtn,mg, in "Ti~n D~ Ngh~ thu~t cua Nguy~n Phan Ch!mh" 
{Preamble to the Art ofNguy~n Phan CMnh) in Tranh L~~a Nguyin Phan Chanh (The Silk Painting ofNguy€n 
Phan Chimh) (Hanoi: Vi~n My thu~t, Bao tang My thu~t and V1,1 My thu~t, 1992), 21-22. 
438 Biographical material about LeVan Mi~n can be found in Quang Vi~t, Tit aidn HQa si Vi~t Nam, 159; Vi~n 
My thu~t, 100 Vietnamese Painters and Sculptors, 14-17; and a book by the artist's grandson, U Huy Ti~, My 
thu(it Ngh~ An thi kj A'X"(Art in Nghe An in the 20th Century) (Vinh City: NXB Ngh~ An, 200 1), 17-18. Aside 
from the work Binh viin (Literary Interpretation), 1905, oil, 68x97cm, in the Vietnam Fine Arts Museum, works 
attributed toLe Van Mi~n are primarily portraits, see Le Iluy Ti~p. My thu~t Ngh~ An, 17-18. One of these, 
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City, which is thought to have been connected to the Dong Kinh Nghia Th\lc (Tonkin Free 
School movement).439 Le Van Mi~n went on to hold other important educational positions in 
the imperial capital of Hue, including teaching at a preparatory school for officials, and 
becoming the director of the prestigious Qu6c Tir Giam, a university along traditional lines 
that prepared its graduates for service within the court and rnandarinate. 440 
Le Van Mi~n 's most famous surviving work is Binh van (Literary Interpretation) of 1905 
(figure 30). This image, painted in oils in very restrained, sombre colour, shows a seated 
group of young scholars analysing texts under the supervision of an elderly teacher. As in 
Chanh's work, background detail has been eliminated, creating a compositional space that 
focuses on the absorption of the scholars. Only one of the young pupils engages the viewer, 
the others are intently focused on their texts. Both Chanh and Mi~n shared a similar colour 
palette, and both created a mood in their paintings of restraint, subtlety and propriety (see 
figure 29).441 In both cases also, apart from the medium and style of the painting itself, the 
scene represented offers no trace of colonial presence. However, there is no evidence that 
Chanh and Mi€n had any direct contact with one another's work, although it is possible. 
Painters in Hanoi were not familiar with Mi~n's work, and according to one Hanoi-based art 
Chiin dung C1;1 Tu M~n (Portrait of the Confucian Scholar M~n), 1896, oil painting, 60x49 em is held in the 
Vietnam Fine Arts Musewn. 
439 Quang Vi~t, Tit ttiin H(Ja si Vi¢t Nam, 159. The Dong Kinh Nghia Th1,1c was a private school opened by 
scholar-gentry in Hanoi in 1907, with a modernising curriculwn. While intellectuals involved with the School 
had different orientations regarding anti-colonialism (some were reformist, for example, rather than radically 
anti-colonial), there were nonetheless implicit anti-traditionalist, nationalist and anti-colonial tendencies in much 
of the discourse produced by the School. The Dong Kinh Nghia Th1,1c's activities later spread to other areas of 
Viet~am, turning it into a widespread educational movement. It is possible then that LeVan Mi~n was 
associated with a regional branch. The Dong Kinh Nghia Th1,1c was repressed by French authorities in 1908, and 
many of its leaders were imprisoned, see Marr, Vietnamese Anticolonialism, 156-187. 
440 Quang Vi~t, TU aiJn H(Ja si Vi~t Nam, 159; Le Huy Ti~p, My thu~t Ngh~ An, 17. 
44 1 The painting Playing 6 in Quan was originally sent to the 1931 Exposition was reproduced in L 'Illustration 
in Tardieu, "L' Art annamite moderne." Multiple versions of the work now exist, and there is no certainty 
regarding which was the original work, or when subsequent versions were made. The version of the work now 
in the collection of the Vietnam Fine Arts Muse urn is said to have been purchased in France and returned to 
Vietnam by the collector Dfrc Minh ( 1920-1983), see Lachowsky and Benzakin, Vietnam: Plastic Arts from 
1925 to Our Time, 56. Both the Vietnam Fine Arts Museum version and the version in the Fukuoka Museum 
Collection strongly resemble the reproduction in L 'Illustration. 
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historian, his work was only rediscovered in the 1970s.442 Perhaps then, the correspondence 
between these two painters is actually the result of their shared immersion in the scholarly 
milieu of central Vietnam, where both were imbued with a Confucian disdain for ostentation. 
In the fonn of their painting, however, both artists were the product of an encounter between 
the traditional education system and European instruction. 
Lacquer as a Painting Medium 
Despite the commercial success of Chanh and several other silk painters, by the early 1940s, 
it was the medium of lacquer that was more closely associated with the discourse of 
Vietnamese aesthetic nationalism. To NgQc Van wrote that painting in lacquer was "an 
artistic creation which is completely Vietnamese."443 Since 1954, lacquer has become so 
strongly associated with the national aesthetic that Van's views are unsurprising to a 
contemporary reader. However, in the early twentieth century there was no sense of the 
preeminence of lacquer within Vietnamese decorative arts. Henri Oger, for example, in his 
1909 encyclopaedic survey of artisans in North Vietnam, observed that while vast quantities 
of the raw lacquer material were produced in Tonkin for export overseas, the quality of 
lacquer objects there was generally mediocre.444 Oger's account is strongly inflected by 
colonial stereotypes: for example, that the Vietnamese artisan could not draw, but only 
rigidly repeat a repertoire of stylised motifs. 445 However, even despite the orientations of the 
two writers, the difference in Oger's and Van' s attitudes towards lacquer reveals a drastic 
shift in the prestige of the medium over the next four decades. 
442 Quang Vi~t, Tit aiJn HQa sf Vi~t Nam, 159. 
443 
" ... m()t sang tac my thu~t ho<'m toan Vi~t Nam." TO Ngc,>c Van, "S011 ta: My thu~t Thukn tuy hay My th~t 
Trang s(rc?" (Lacquer: A Pure Art or a Decorative Art?), Thanh Ngh j 45 (September 1943): 4. 
444 Tessier and Le Failler, Henri Oger, 40. 
445 Tessier and Le Failler, Henri Oger, 40. 
Figure 31: Printed drawing of Vietnamese lacquer artisans, c.1909, as reproduced in Tessier 
and Le Failler, Henri Oger: technique du peuple annamite and Figure 32: Photograph of the 
process of lacquer extraction, Vietnam, c.1931. 
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Vietnamese lacquer is an organic substance that is the natural product of the rhus succedanea 
tree, which is native to areas of Vietnam.446 To extract the raw resin, the mature lacquer tree 
is ' tapped ' through a series of v-shaped incisions down the trunk, in a process similar to the 
extraction of natural rubber (see figure 32). The lacquer begins to turn brownish where it is 
exposed to the air, creating the colour known traditionally as 'cockroach wing' (cemh gian). 
The quality of the lacquer varies according to the season, the age of the tree, the climate and 
the area where the tree is cut. To prepare the resin, the substance is then collected into tubs, 
where it eventually settles into four distinct layers of varying quality. The lacquer of the 
finest-quality layer is suitable for the final decorative coats, while other layers can be 
446 For accounts of the history and techniques of Vietnamese lacquer, see Quang Vi~t, H9i h9a San mai Vi~t 
Nam; Pham Duc Cuang, Ky thu(lt San mai (Lacquer Technique) (Hanoi: NXB Van h6a, 1982); Kerry Nguyen-
Long, "Lacquer Artists of Vietnam," Arts of Asia 32: 1 (January-February 2002). 
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employed as initial preparatory coats. The lacquer is then worked, to transform it either into 
transparent or black lacquer: this process was done by hand, by mixing the lacquer over the 
course of several days, with either a wooden paddle for transparent lacquer, or with an iron 
paddle, which produces the black lacquer (shown in figure 31 ). It was then filtered to remove 
the impurities. Traditionally, the possible colour palette available in lacquer was limited, due 
to the sensitivities of the medium, consisting only of 'cockroach-wing' brown, black, and a 
red produced by mixing with cinnabar. Various metallic inlays, such as silver and gold, or 
fragments of mother-of-pearl, were also used to introduce other colour elements into the 
composition. 
Once processed, lacquer has remarkable physical properties, such as resistance to heat, water 
and bacterial decay. Due to these qualities, lacquer trees were cultivated in plantations by the 
French in Indochina, and the government even investigated some military applications of the 
substance during the colonial period.447 Pre-colonial Vietnamese artisans had also 
traditionally used lacquer to paint objects, both quotidian and sacred, as a protection against 
the humid climate. It was also used for religious sculpture, painting multiple coats of 
translucent or red-tinted lacquer over the sculpted base to create a luminous appearance. The 
wooden interior structures of temples were also sometimes lacquered. In North Vietnam, 
individual villages became specialized in the production of particular aspects of lacquer 
technique, or in the fabrication of individual lacquer colours.448 In Binh VQng village, the 
mandarin said to have brought lacquer technique to Vietnam from China, Tr~n Tu6ng Cong 
447 The Paris-based decorative artist Jean Dunand (1877-1942), who relied on imports of raw Vietnamese 
lacquer for his practice and also employed Vietnamese artisans in his atelier, was involved in government-
backed experiments during World War One to coat aeroplane propellers and dirigible balloons in lacquer, see 
Felix Marcilhac, Jean Dunand: His Life and Works (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1991), 171. Technical studies 
of lacquer' s properties were also made during the period, such as Georges Brooks, Laque d'lndochine: Rhus 
Succedanea, Ia laccase et le /accol (Paris: Herman & Companie, 1934 ). 
448 Quang Vi~t, H9i hQa Scm mai Vi¢t Nam, 168. 
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( c.l4 70-1540), was worshipped as a tutelary god. 449 Lacquer was also used in the production 
of luxury furniture, in conjunction with mother-of-pearl and other shell inlays. Designs 
tended to be arrangements of floral motifs or auspicious symbols, but could also be historical 
and literary scenes, possibly based on images in woodblock-printed painter's manuals. There 
is also one extant example of lacquer being used as a ' painting' medium prior to the colonial 
period: a nineteenth-century lacquer screen, held in the Vietnam Fine Arts Museum 
collection, which shows an image of King Ly Nam f)~ and his spouse, shown in a 
hierarchical arrangement to communicate a symbolic order (figure 33). 
Figure 33: Lj Nam Bi and his Spo~tse, end 19th century, lacquer painting, 115x190cm. 
Lacquerwork became part of the colonial education system at an early stage. In Cochinchine, 
lacquer was one of the artisanal specialisations taught at the Thu D~u M<)t school of art, 
449 Tr.in Tlt&ng Cong was a tidn si or a first class laureate in the Confucian examination system of 1502, after 
which be was sent on an imperial mission to Hunan, China, where be studied Chinese lacquer techniques. 
However, archaeological evidence has indicated that lacquerworking in Vietnam pre-dated the life ofTrful 
Tlt(mg Cong, see Quang Vi~t, H9i hoa Sun mai Vi~t Nam, 168. 
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which opened near Saigon in 1901.450 Around the same time, a Japanese lacquer artisan had 
been hired to teach in Hanoi 's Ecole Professionelle.45 1 It also appears that some Japanese 
artisans had also established lacquer studios in Hanoi in the early decades of the century.452 
The art critic Maurice Koch complained about the too-pronounced influence of Japanese 
lacquer styles on local work.453 This suggests that there was already some knowledge of 
Japanese lacquer techniques in Vietnam at that point in time. 
The inclusion of lacquer in the curriculum of the EBAI was attributed to the personal 
intervention of the Professor of Decorative Arts, Joseph lnguimberty.454 Inguimberty 
particularly liked the temple lacquer work in the Hanoi region, as well as being an admirer of 
Chinese and Japanese lacquer generally.455 In 1927, he invited a lacquer artisan, Dinh Van 
Thanh from Dong Phu village outside the city of Hanoi, to come to the School and instruct 
students on lacquer technique.456 However, a later account in a French-language magazine 
gave little credit to Dinh Van Thanh for the revival of the craft, describing him merely as "an 
artisan who made vertical sentences with some skill."457 In the studio, Inguimberty, Dinh Van 
Thanh and several EBAI students began a series of painstaking technical experiments relating 
to the preparation of the substrate and the application of the medium. The students paid 
attention to techniques from East Asian lacquerware, as well as local practices. Although 
initial experiments were not very successful, the lacquer atelier later became a formal part of 
the School. The first student to enrol in the lacquer program was Tr§n Quang Tran. Tran had 
450 Teston and Percheron, L'lndochine moderne, 723-724. 
451 CAOM, GGI, dossier 2 1161, Letter toM. Beau, Governor-General of Indochina from the Legation of the 
French Republic in Japan, January 1903. 
452 Bemanonse, Les Arts decoratijs, 121. 
453 Maurice Koch, "Amicale artistique: Hanoi 8 Decembre 1912," Les Pages indochinoises: revue litteraire et 
artistique 1 (1913): 14. 
454 Anonymous, "Les Maitres-Laqueurs de Hanoi," lndochine 22/23:6 ( 1941 ): I-IV. 
455 
"Les Maitres-Laqueurs," II. 
456 Ph~m Due Cu<mg, Ky thu(lt Scm mai, 11 . 
457 The "vertical sentences" refer to the practice of creating calligraphic inscriptions in lacquer for temple 
entrances, "un artisan qui executait des sentences verticales avec une certaine hibilete [sic]." "Les Maitres-
Laqueurs," II. 
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an unusual background, as he was a degree laureate from the final Confucian examination to 
take place in Hanoi in 1915, before the traditional education system was dismantled by the 
colonial government. 458 In the 1930s, he is said to have travelled to Japan to research lacquer 
techniques.459 He introduced the technique of using gold dust and red-pigment powders 
suspended between coats of lacquer, which may have derived from the Japanese maki-e 
technique.460 He was widely considered to be the first artist in Vietnam to treat lacquer as a 
'painting material, ' however he has no surviving works in the medium. 
As a result of these experiments, two lacquer paintings were sent with works in other media 
to the Exposition Coloniale in Paris in 1931 . One was by the painter Le Ph6, who was better 
known for his work on silk. U Ph6's lacquer painting, as reproduced in a document 
associated with the exhibition, shows a geometrically-stylised mountainous landscape, 
framed by angular trees (figure 34). The screen-panel format, along with the treatment of the 
landscape, is reminiscent of Japanese painting, suggesting the possibility that research into 
Japanese lacquer techniques may have carried over into a general interest in Japanese 
aesthetics. Another lacquer screen attributed to Le Ph6, from c.l931-1935, shows an even 
more pronounced Japanism, with the inclusion of a blossoming cherry tree.461 In both of these 
lacquers, the formal elements of the composition have no recognisable precedent within pre-
colonial Vietnamese lacquer. While Le Ph6's approach to the lacquer medium did not have 
any long-term influence on the work of subsequent lacquer artists, the significance of these 
works is that they demonstrate the range of experimentation and cross-cultural influences 
458 Quang Vi~t, m didn H(Ja sf Vi¢t Nam, 269. 
459 That Tnln Quang Tran developed his lacquer technique through research in Japan was recalled by Nguy~n 
Gia Tri, and printed in an edited collection of Tri's recollections: Nguy~n Xuan Vi~t ed., H9a sf Nguyln Gia Tri, 
238. Kerry Nguyen-Long has already speculated that TrAn Quang Tran 's technique was influenced by research 
into Japan, based on its resemblance to the Japanese maki-e technique, see "Lacquer Artists of Vietnam," 28-29. 
460 Nguyen-Long, "Lacquer Artists of Vietnam," 28-29. 
461 Le Ph6 (1907-2002), untitled 5-panellacquer with landscape scene, c.l931-35, lacquer on board, h.l17cm, 
w.29.5cm per panel, as sold at Gros & Delettrez, 15 March 2010. 
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within the early work of the lacquer department. These paintings seem to substantiate To 
Ng9c Van's later claims that early EBAI works engaged with Japanese or Chinese aesthetics. 
Figure 34: Le PhA (1907-2002), Paysage tonkinois, c.1931, lacquer, as reproduced in Section de 
I' Instruction Publique, Trois Ecoles d'art de 1'/ndochine, n.p. 
In the mid-1930s, the lacquer studio developed an important new technique for using the 
medium, called SO'rl mai, or 'grinding paint.' An account of this technique was written in 
1950 by the French artist Alix Ayme.462 Ayme had trained with the Symbolist painter 
Maurice Denis (1870-1943) and later came to the EBAI as a drawing teacher.463 In her time 
in Vietnam, Ayme also produced lacquer paintings in the EBAI atelier, such as this undated 
example (figure 35), so her account of the process is based on intimate knowledge. Her 
account reveals the painstaking and meticulous nature of the technique. To prepare the 
painting surface, a wooden board was first sanded back, and any irregularities filled in with 
mastic. The board was then completely wrapped in canvas, which was itself stiffened with 
462 Ayme's account of the lacquer process was published in Alix Ayme, "L' Art de la laque," Tropiques: revue 
des troupes coloniales 327 (December 1950). 
463 Biographical information on Alix Ayme from Andre-Pallois, Indochine, 162 and Antoine GaUois, "Madame 
Alix de Fautereau, peintre indochinois," Extreme-Asie 38 (August 1929): 639. 
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raw lacquer. This was covered with a ground of raw lacquer mixed with various textured 
substances, such as clay, powdered sandstone, or wood shavings, followed by coats of pure 
black lacquer. Each coat had to be individually dried for up to twenty-four hours in a hot, 
humid environment, which normally had to be artificially created. The coats were then 
individually polished with different grades of stone, under running water. Ayme noted that a 
perfect, deep black ground mjght require some thirty different operations before it was ready 
to be painted on.464 It was only at this stage that the decorative aspect of the composition 
could begin. The particular innovation developed at the EBAI was to use the process of 
pumicing back the coats of lacquer to reveal different colour combinations and shades in the 
layers beneath. The multiple layers of translucent, coloured lacquer could also result in a 
looser and more painterly effect than the tradjtional inlay techniques. 
Figure 35: Alix Ayme (1894-1989), undated lacquer work (before 1950), size and current 
location unknown, as reproduced in Aymc, L 'Art de Ia laque, n.p. 
464 Ayme, "L' Art de Ia laque," 58. 
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Ayme's description of the lacquer technique is suffused with exoticism. She saw a mystical 
force in the slow and painstaking process of working the lacquer, describing it as a material 
"full of mysteries and caprices," and wrote that: 
In an era where it seems that the machine must replace man more and more, the beautiful lacquers 
attest to the wisdom of those who know, disinterestedly, how to submit themselves to the exigencies 
of a strict technique, in order to achieve a marvellous collaboration between material and spirit.46; 
Christopher Bush, in his study of the enthusiastic reception of Asian lacquer products in late 
nineteenth-century America, has noted that lacquer was understood as the ultimate 'anti-
modem' commodity: linked to painstaking hand workmanship and the rhythms of nature, an 
antidote to the industrially mass-produced objects. 466 Lacquer thus signified a kind of' Asian-
ness,' which was linked to an idea of Asia as timeless, soulful and traditional. While this is a 
stereotype familiar from Orientalist discourse, it is significant that the 'Asian-ness' oflacquer 
also appears in some Vietnamese art criticism. One writer, accounting for the rising interest 
amongst Vietnamese painters in lacquer, asked: "Is it because the shining red and gold lines 
have some innately Asian character, which stirs up intimate and familiar figures in our 
memory?"467 
The artist who was considered to have achieved the most brilliant results through the use of 
the son mai technique was Nguy~n Gia Tri. This artist was discussed in the previous chapter 
with reference how his work was connected to the expression of modem subjectivity. 
However, aside from the modernity and sensuality ofTri's works, he was widely admired for 
the handling of the lacquer medium, and credited with its success as a painting material, 
465 
"A une epoque ou de plus en plus Ia machine semble devoir prendre Ia place de l'homrne, les beaux Jaques 
attestent Ia sagesse de ceux qui ont su, avec desinteressement, se soumettre aux exigencies d'une technique 
severe, afin de realiser Ia merveilleuse collaboration de Ia matiere et de l'esprit." Ayme, "L' Art de Ia laque," 
73. 
466 Christopher Bush, "The Ethnicity of Things in America's Lacquer Age," Representations 99 (2007): 74-98. 
467 
"Co phai vi nhfrng net vimg son bong loang ftp u mt)t cai gi co tinh each A Dong lam rung d()ng trong ky uc 
nhfrng bong giang quen thu()c va than m~t." T\lc Tu, "Nhlffig buc ve bang santa cua Ng. Gia Tri," 25. 
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rather than a decorative technique. While many of Nguy~n Gia Tri's works show an active 
engagement with modem French painting, some of his works also suggest the continued 
interest in Japanese aesthetics. A double-sided panel now in the National Museum of Fine 
Arts (figure 36) represents these multiple crossings. The work is double-sided, in screen-
panel format. On one side, the screen represents stylised botanical motifs, executed primarily 
in the pre-colonial lacquer palette of red, black, brown and gold, with the addition of 
substantial areas created through the painstaking inlay of fragments of eggshell. However, the 
organisation of the composition, with its asymmetric arrangement of stylised leaves, shown 
enlarged and parallel to the picture place, is strongly reminiscent of Japanese screen painting, 
although with a looser treatment of the motifs. The pronounced expanses of gilding also 
resembles Japanese screens. Tri, however, was able to translate this aesthetic into the 
technically difficult medium of lacquer. On the reverse side of this screen, Tri returned to his 
characteristic theme of women in ao dizi, dispersed against a gold ground. 
The reason for Nguy~n Gia Tri's pre-eminence in specifically national terms is most apparent 
in a polemic written by To Ng9c Van in 1943: Lacquer: a pure art or a decorative art?468 In 
this piece of writing, Van was responding to an article in a French-language newspaper 
(L 'Action) which had criticised the new tendencies within Vietnamese lacquer painting, 
arguing that they were going against the grain of the Asian tradition.469 Van described the 
European distinction between 'fine art' and 'decorative art', arguing that the former 
contained a creative and expressive element, the latter a functional and practical element.470 
However, he was also clear that 'decorative art' was considered secondary in the Western 
tradition: "Because of its practical, contextual and ornamental character, firstly, and because 
of its mundane emotional register, decorative art is almost considered second class compared 
468 To NgQc Van, "SO'Il ta." 
469 Van refers to an article by J.F.A (presumably French, given the initials) in the newspaper L 'Action, "SO'Il ta" 
2. 
470 To NgQc Van, "SO'Il ta" 2. 
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to pure art."471 The emphasis on this distinction between pure and decorative art recalls the 
earlier dispute over the function of the EBAI (discussed in chapter two). 
Figure 36: Nguy~n Gia Tri (1908-1993), In the Garden (sides A and B), 1939, lacquer on board. 
Van held that it was a uniquely Vietnamese achievement to have pushed the lacquer medium 
beyond the decorative arts, and made it into a fine art. In this way, Vietnamese lacquer had 
made itself distinct from the practice of Chinese and Japanese lacquer, with which it shared a 
common origin.472 The principal reason was the development of the san mai technique, which 
allowed for a more varied range of colours as well as a more expressive handling, as 
471 
"B6i nhfrng tinh each tien IQ'i, tuy canh, trang sue, th(r nhfit, bai sue gqi cam tAm thuC:mg CUa n6, my thu~t 
trang sue so v6i my thu~t thuAn ruy hAu hi coi nhu a h~t cftp." To NgQc Van, "Santa," 2. 
472 To NgQc Van, "Santa," 3. 
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represented by the work of Nguy~n Gia Tri. The article in L 'Action had also argued that 
lacquer could not be a fine art medium because it lacked the full colour palette. Van retorted 
that this was only relevant to the creation of Realist art, pointing out that Chinese and 
Japanese ink painting are monochromatic, but are nonetheless understood as 'fine arts. ' 473 To 
NgQc Van ended by criticising the L 'Action writer for attempting to drag down the success of 
Vietnamese lacquer through a misguided conservatism. This debate suggests Nguy~n Gia 
Tri's importance to aesthetic nationalism in the colonial period was not conceived in terms of 
his traditionalism and links to the past, but rather in terms of a discourse of achievement. In 
the colonial context, the act of producing a Vietnamese 'fine art' - and here To NgQc Van's 
reference to Chinese and Japanese ink painting is telling - was an important assertion of 
status within the hierarchy defined by the colonising culture. 
However, despite the central importance of the scm mai technique, other ways of using 
lacquer had also emerged at the EBAI. In some cases, the works that were created using the 
other lacquer techniques also offered alternative ways of visualising the Vietnamese past. 
These are significant because they reveal, not only the wide range of experimentation in the 
aesthetics of the period, but also that there were alternative aesthetic paths to Vietnamisation, 
which ultimately never attained the prestige of san mai. Firstly, since the 1930s, the studio at 
the EBAI had begun to experiment with the 'coromandel technique,' or scm kh!ic. 
Coromandel lacquer was developed in Southern China in the sixteenth century, and became 
an extremely popular form of export ware by the late seventeenth century.474 These lacquer 
screens were transported to Europe via the Coromandel coast (on the East coast of India).475 
Inguimberty was credited with having 'revived' the use of this technique in Vietnam, 
473T6 NgQC Van, "Scm ta," 3. 
474 W. de Kesel and G. Dhont, Coromandel Lacquer Screens (Gent: Snoeck-Ducaju and Zoon, 2002), 19-26. 
475 Kes!!l and Dhont, Coromandel Lacquer Screens, 9. 
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however, there are no known examples of this type of work from the pre-colonial period.476 
In fact, to develop this technique in Vietnam, lnguimberty did not rely on a local artisan, but 
rather sent away to the Musee Cluny in Paris for photographs and designs of coromandel 
screens in their collection, which he had the students copy exactly.477 This technique relies on 
the building up of coats of lacquer, which are then carved away using an incising tool. The 
incisions are then filled in with colour. Unlike the scm mai technique, which creates indistinct 
forms and layers of subtle, translucent colours, the scm khlic technique is suited to meticulous 
designs based on line. 
The principal exponent of this type of lacquerwork in the colonial period was the artist 
Nguy~n Van Bai (dates unknown). Unlike his contemporary Nguy~n Gia Tri however, 
Nguy~n Van Bai scarcely appears in Vietnamese art history books, nor is he often mentioned 
in reviews from the period. However, Bai is documented to have been exhibited in 1941 with 
the Cooperative des Artistes Indochinois (CAl), a group connected to the EBAI to assist 
lacquer artists by providing advance funding for artworks. 478 Bai's contribution to the CAl 
exhibition was detailed six-panel folding screen, with a central scene of a sweeping bird 
above an arrangement of twisting rocks and tree boughs (figure 37). The motif of birds and 
flowers as emblematic and auspicious representations of the seasons appears in the tradition 
of Vietnamese decorative arts.479 However, in Bai 's work the compositional arrangement is 
derived from the typical scheme of Chinese coromandel screens. 480 The scene is bordered by 
a frame containing motifs which include floral arrangements as well as a number of 
representations of Chinese-style antiquities, such as a ruyi sceptre, bi discs, a three-legged 
476 The description of coromandellacquer as a "revived" technique appears in "Les Miiitres-Laqueurs", IV. 
477 
"Les Miiitres-Laqueurs", IV. 
478 Gouvemement general de l'lndochine, Exposition de Ia Cooperative des Artistes lndochinois, 3. 
479 See Durand, Jmagerie populaire vietnamienne, 80-89. 
48
° Kesel and Dhont, Coromandel Lacquer Screens. 
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ding tripod and ajue vase form. Their presence in Bai's work suggests a kind of sinophilia 
that derives its authority from the past. 
Figure 37: Nguy~n Van Bai (dates unknown), undated c.1941, coromandellacquer screen, as 
reproduced in Exposition de Ia Cooperative des Artistes lndochinois, 1. 
Another work by Nguy€n Van Bai in the collection of the Vietnam Museum of Fine Arts 
shows similar preoccupations.48 1 This lacquer screen is double-sided: one side represents a 
stylised, symbolic image of birds and flowers of the four seasons, the other a festival 
procession at a pagoda. The image of the festival scene relies less on stylisation, producing a 
scene set in the defmed architectural space, indicated through a perspectival regression. The 
work thus represents a hybridisation of various Chinese decorative emblems, with 
conventions of Western-style Realism. However, Nguy€n Van Bai 's symbolic and meticulous 
style of work has had little longevity in Vietnam, although the coromandel technique was 
481 NguyBn Van Bai, Four Seasons, alt. side Procession to the Pagoda, 1935, coromandellacquer (scm khAc), 
148x l95cm, Vietnam Fine Arts Museum, Hanoi. 
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later used in Socialist Realist compositions. It did not capture the nationalist imagination in 
the colonial period, because the style relied too closely on Chinese precedents. One 
Vietnamese reviewer, on seeing the coromandellacquers of the 1941 exhibition, commented 
that "the visitor would believe himself to be in an exhibition of purely Chinese art. "482 
Figure 38: Nguy~n Khang (1911-1989), Triumphal Return of a Degree Holder, 1943, lacquer on 
board. 
An entirely different direction in lacquer was being developed in the work of the artist 
Nguy~n .Kbang (1911-1989). Born in Hanoi, .Khang had spent time in the EBAI's lacquer 
atelier in the early 1930s, and graduated from the School in 1935.483 He was a signatory to 
Nguy€n £>6 Cung's letter of protest regarding the teaching reforms at the EBAI in 1939, and 
in the early 1940s, be became a member of the related FARTA (Foyer de l'Art Annamite) 
group, the artist's circle which attempted to foster a national aesthetic in art, and exhibit 
independently of the colonial state. It is perhaps because of these nationalist concerns that 
Khang developed a practice in lacquer that drew from village-based and popular arts, as well 
as the arts of ethnic minority groups living in Vietnam. Kbang's lacquers took their subject 
482 
" • •. le visiteur se croirait dans une exposition d 'art purement chinois." Ngo Huy Qu)'nh, "L'Exposition de Ia 
Cooperative des Artistes lndochinois", Le Monome 27 (January-February 1941): 16. 
483 Quang Vi~t. Tir dii n H9a si Vi~t Nom, 122. 
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matter, as well as some of their formal properties, from those artforms, combining folkloric 
elements with the sinuousness of Art Deco stylisation. 
Khang's 1943 lacquerwork Triumphal Return of a Degree Holder (figure 38) represents the 
custom where a successful candidate in the triennial mandarinal examination, held at the 
imperial capital, would be welcomed back to his village in a celebratory procession. This 
subject is frequently represented (and even satirised) with the folk printing tradition, and is 
also represented in some surviving pre-colonial paintings.484 By 1943, however, such a theme 
was necessarily nostalgic, as these examinations had been discontinued by the government of 
French Indochina for several decades. While Triumphal Return refers to the Sinitic past and 
its intermingling with village culture, the work Fishing on a Moonlit Night (figure 39), also 
from 1943, suggests a pre-Sinitic Vietnamese past, showing an image of fisherman in a 
canoe, clothed only in loincloths. Nguy€n Khang's lacquer technique was to build up layers 
of lacquer in order to form the image in shallow relief. By giving the lacquer a greater sense 
of dimensionality, Khang's work also evokes the forms of Vietnamese ainh (communal 
house) relief carving, which particularly in the 1 ih century, included vivid representations of 
day-to-day activities. 
However, in his stylisation and lacquer technique, Khang was also synthesising international 
influences. His lacquer technique bears a strong resemblance to that of the artist Jean Dunand 
(1877-1942), who worked extensively in lacquer in his Paris studio, relying on Vietnamese 
lacquer artisans for assistance, as well as imports of the raw lacquer substance from 
Indochina.485 Dunand's technique used both lacquer-relief work and extensive gilding, both 
of which can also be seen in Khang's panels (see figure 39). Dunand's work was well-known 
in Indochina through a number of different channels. His major commissions for the interior 
484 For folk print versions of the theme, see Durand, Imagerie Populaire Vietnamienne, 43. For pre-colonial 
paintings also on the subject, see Lambrecht and Schicklgruber, Vietnam, 208-209. 
485 Marcilhac, Jean Dunand, 29. 
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decoration of the ocean liner the Normandie were publicised in the magazine L 'Illustration, 
and reviewed in the Vietnamese press.486 Dunand was also one of the officials in charge of 
the 1937 Exposition des Arts et Techniques de la vie Modeme, in Paris.487 Several 
Vietnamese lacquer artists, including Nguy~n Khang, travelled to Paris for that exhibition. In 
the same period, Jean Dunand's son Bernard, who also worked in lacquer for his father's 
atelier, was sent on a government mission to Indochina, to investigate the potential for its 
commercial exploitation.488 It is therefore highly possible that Khang developed his technique 
in contact with the Dunands.489 Nonetheless, although this technique may have been 
developed in a transnational and cross-cultural context, Khang used it to generate a modem 
visual expression of cultural forms from within the tradition of Vietnamese popular art. His 
work is one of the earliest examples of the use of folkJoric stylisation within modern 
Vietnamese art, suggesting that he differed from To NgQc Van in assessing the relevance of 
the popular tradition to modern art. 
Figure 39: Nguyln Khaog (1911-1989), Fishing on a Moonlit Night, 1943, lacquer. 
486 Nguy~n D8 Cung, "Tranh ve bfutg Son ta" (Paintings in Lacquer), Ngay nay 143 (December 1938). 
487 Marcilhac, Jean Dunand, 148. 
488 Marcilhac, Jean Dzmand, 192. 
489 A Vietnamese reviewer attributed Khang's style to his experiences at the 1937 Exposition. NhAt Tam, "E>i 
Xem Phong Tri~n lam FARTA" (Seeing the FARTA Exhibition), Trung Bac Tan Van 223 (October 1944): 24. 
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Figure 40: Jean Dunand (1877-1942), Fishing, 1935, reduced-scale lacquer panel prepared for 
the smoking room of the ocean liner Normandie. 
The Encounter with Modern Japanese Art 
Through these experiments with painting media 10 the 1920s and 1930s, colonial-period 
artists had created a variety of new aesthetics, synthesising not only the French styles and 
techniques that were circulated through the colonial education system, but also sources from 
within the local tradition, as well as from East Asia. ln the early 1940s, however, Vietnamese 
artists had their first significant encounter with the artwork of their Japanese contemporaries. 
This encounter occurred through several important exhibitions of Japanese art in Indochina, 
which took place as a result of political changes during the Second World War. Recent 
research by art historian Masahiro Ushiroshoji has revealed that a series of art exhibitions 
sponsored by the Japanese in Indochina also formed part of this cultural propaganda.490 These 
exhibitions, organised by the Society for International Cultural Relations (Kok:usai Bunka 
490 Ushiroshoji , "Art Exchange between Japan and Vietnam" and Ushiroshoji, ''The 'Modem Age' of 
Vietnamese Painting." 
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Shinkokai), included an exhibition of Japanese oil painting and an exhibition of nihonga 
(Japanese-style) painting, which both toured Indochina in 1941. 
A reciprocal exhibition of modern Indochinese art then toured the Japanese cities of Tokyo, 
Osaka, Kobe, Kyoto and Fukuoka in 1943. This exhibition included works from prominent 
teachers and graduates of the EBAI, including oil paintings, silk paintings, sculptures and 
lacquer, student works from the EBAI and artworks from other colonial art schools in 
lndochina.491 Accompanying the exhibition, three Vietnamese painters (Nam Son, Luang 
Xuan Nhj and Nguy~n Van TY. (1917-1992)) toured Japan, sketching Japanese scenes and 
meeting local artists. Their Japanese-inspired works were exhibited in a group show when 
they returned to Hanoi, including landscape paintings of iconic Japanese scenes, such as an 
image of Mount Fuji by Luong Xmin Nhj.492 In addition, an exhibition of Japanese art history 
was organised in late 1943-44, where important objects and monuments were represented in a 
series of ink and wash drawings.493 
The 1940s was thus a time of unprecedented contact between modem Vietnamese artists and 
Japanese art. However, as aspects of Japanese style had already been integrated into 
Vietnamese art in the previous decade, it is very difficult to distinguish an occupation-period 
Japanism based on visual forms alone. An example from the collection of the Vietnam Fine 
Arts Museum, Tdn Van C~n' s woodcut Washing Hair (figure 41), demonstrates the issue. 
The image represents a woman, naked to the waist, bending over a pail to comb her wet hair, 
which falls in stylised spirals and curves to the floor. There is a resemblance to ukiyo-e prints 
in both the subject matter and formal properties of the image. The Vietnam Museum of Fine 
Arts, Hanoi, dates the image to 1940, placing it just before the Japanese occupation period, 
491 Ushiroshoji, "Art Exchange between Japan and Vietnam,"25. 
492 
"L'Exposition des croquis rapportes du Japon par trois peintres indochinois" Jndochine 175 {January 1944). 
493 Exposition d'histoire de / 'artjaponais (Hanoi: Institut Culture! du Japon, 1943). See also G., "Exposition 
d.histoire de l'art j aponais," lndochine 186 (March 1944). 
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and one year before the nihonga touring exhibition (which also included a selection of 
Japanese prints). If the dating is approximate, then it is still possible that the image was 
inspired through occupation-period contacts with Japanese art, especially since another 
version of the print in the Witness Collection, Kuala Lumpur, has been given an approximate 
date of 1943. However, given the popularity of uldyo-e prints in France, TrfuJ Van Cftn could 
easily have seen them in French art magazines, or via the EBAI. The image could therefore 
equally be a result of the 'Asianising' tendencies that were already in existence. 
Figure 41: Trlln Van Cin (1910-1994), Washing Hair, 1940, woodcut. 
The Paris-trained oil painter Fujita Tsugubaru (1886-1968) accompanied the Japanese 
exhibitions to Indochina, as a cultural attache to the Imperial Academy of Fine Arts and the 
Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai.494 Fujita's visit received extensive press coverage, including in 
the qu6c ngii press, where he expressed the desire that exchanges between Japanese and 
494 Sylvie Buisson and Dominique Buisson, Leonard-TsuguhanJ Foujita (Courbevoie: ACR, 200 l), 200. 
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Vietnamese art would help the development of 'Asian' art (My thw;lt A a6ng).495 Like the 
French colonial state .• the Japanese considered modern Vietnamese art to have an 'Oriental' 
aesthetic. However, this had a different significance from the Japanese perspective. The idea 
of 'Asian art' was part of the aesthetic dimension of Pan-Asianist theory, which posited a 
common set of characteristics across the different countries of Asia, in opposition to 'the 
West.' Within the boundaries of the censored Vietnamese press (which was still regulated by 
French authorities), information about some theorists of Pan-Asianism was circulating at this 
time, including Vietnamese translations from the Book of Tea by Okukura Kakuzo (1862-
1913).496 In the wake of Rabindranth Tagore's death in 1941, a number of articles in the 
Vietnamese press also reported on his work and ideas.497 
Eri Hotta has argued that, although Pan-Asianism was the ideological justification for 
Japanese imperialism, it was not a unitary system of thought.498 While some strains of Pan-
Asianism emphasized Asia's cultural continuity, others concentrated on an ultra-nationalistic 
view of Japanese dominance within Asia. Vietnamese intellectuals were certainly aware of 
the different facets of the discourse. The previous generation of Vietnamese anti-colonial 
intellectuals, for example, had looked to Japan as the potential source of an Asian modernity, 
before becoming anxious about Japan's territorial ambitions.499 In the 1940s, living under 
Japanese control, the connection between pan-Asianism and imperialism must have been 
painfully obvious. However, later comments by the artist Nguy~n Van Ty (one of the three 
495 There were over twenty pages of Vietnamese-language coverage of Fujita's visit in the newspaper Trung Bile 
Chu Nh{it 85 (November 1941 ), 1-20, 32. 
496 Okakura Kakuzo, ''Y Nghla Ngh~ thu~t" (The Meaning of Art), trans. Khai Hung, Ngay nay 210 (June 
1940): 7; Okakura Kakuzo, "Hoa" (Flowers), trans. Khai Hung, Ngay nay part one: 211 (1 une 1940): 6-7, part 
two: 212 (June 1940): 7; Okakura Kakuzo, "Oic Tra su" (Tea Masters) trans. Khai Hung, Ngay nay 214 {June 
1940): 7. 
497 Vii Bang, "Rabindranath Tagore tu trin" (The Death ofRabindranath Tagore) Tnmg Bile Chu Nh{it 24 
(August 1941): 2-4; Ma Giang, "Tinh Thin cua Tagore," (The Spirit ofTagore) Trung Bile Chzl Nh{it 24 
(August 1941): 5-6; Nhan Nghla, "Rabindranath Tagore 1861-1941," Tri Tfm part one: 11 (August 1941): 12-
13, part two: 12 (August 1941): 9-10, part three: 13 (September 1941): 6-8; V.H. (trans.), "Vai Tu tu6ng v~ nhe 
b~t di~t cua R. Tagore," (Some Thoughts about the Immortal Reason ofR.Tagore), Thanh Nghj, 46 (October 
1943): 16-18. 
498 Eri Hotta, Pan-Asian ism and Japan 's War, (New York: Pa1grave Macmillan, 2007), 19-52. 
499 Marr, "World War II," 130-131. 
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painters to travel to Japan) suggest that some artists still saw Japan as a model of an advanced 
Asian civilisation. In 1953, when working in the Vi~t B~c, Ty 'confessed' that: 
When Japan came to Indochina I thought that it was a big change which would benefit the 
Vietnamese people. I thought that Japan had known about scientific civilisation early .. .I didn't 
clearly understand that Japan was an imperialist power like France. 500 
These comments were made by Nguy8n Van Ty during an ideological rectification campaign, 
where he was publicly denouncing his former attachment to Japan. Nonetheless, they indicate 
some of the associations that Japan still held for modem Vietnamese intellectuals, including 
artists. 
Despite the conflicted circumstances of the Japanese occupation, it appears that Vietnamese 
artists were engaged by Japanese art and aesthetics, and used these ideas to consider their 
own position. Aida Yuen Wong has argued that the development of Chinese national painting 
was mediated through the encounter with the "familiar other" of Japan. 501 Vietnamese artists 
could also see a "familiar other" in Japanese art, not only because of a perception of shared 
Asian aesthetics, but also because twentieth-century Japanese art shared a familiar 
problematic of modernity. Japanese modem artists had also negotiated the complex mediation 
between local and Western influences, which had resulted in the division of painting into 
separate branches for Western-style oil painting (yoga) and neo-traditional Japanese painting 
(nihonga). 
Ironically, it was the nihonga exhibition that presented a more exotic Image to the 
Vietnamese public: this was a different 'Japanese art' to that previously refracted through the 
500 
"Luc Nh~t vao Dong Duong toi cho do Ia m9t Sl! thay d6i 16n, co lqi cho dan t9c Vi~t Nam. Toi cho Ia nu6c 
Nh?t sam bi~t van minh khoa hQc ... Toi khong nh?n ro Nh?t cling Ia mqt d~ qu& nhu Phap." Nguy~n Van TY., 
"Chim dim trong No l~ rna v~n Tu6ng Ia Tl,f do" (Engulfed in Slavery which I Thought was Freedom), in vol. 6 
of Suu t(lp Van Ngh~. 1948-1954 (Collected Van ngh~ 1948-1954), ed. Hfru Nhu?n (Hanoi: NXB H(li NM Van, 
2005), 171 . 
50 1 Wong, Parting the Mists, 34. 
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colonial education system. A review of the exhibition claimed that almost all Vietnamese 
viewers, including some artists, could not understand the value of the paintings. 502 This 
sparked a discussion of the different concepts of art of Western and Eastern painting, with the 
writer cautioning viewers not to seek "photographic truth" in Japanese painting, but rather to 
respond to the subjective impressions of the image. 503 Further articles took up this theme, 
emphasising the division between Western Realism, which aimed to capture the external 
features of objects in form, colour and light, and Eastern painting, which focused on the play 
of line, and evocation of the object. On the other hand, the yoga exhibition contained work 
that was more familiar. To NgQc Van described the yoga works as being like old friends, 
through their echoes of Bonnard, Matisse and Utrillo.504 
Seeing that oil paint was used by Japanese modem artists seems to have led Van to question 
the idea that it was an innately Western medium. He commented that artists should not try to 
use oil paint in an "Asian manner" (c6t each A dong), but that if the artist was sincere, then 
the work would inevitably still have "Asian character" (tinh each A aong).505 Another 
reviewer of the yoga exhibition suggested that oil painting had a natural affinity with Asian 
people. 506 This context sheds light on how To NgQc Van might have considered his own 
works in oil paint. His style in the 1940s drew on aspects of Post-Impressionism, such as 
flattened space and abbreviated patches of colour, but using an harmonious palette, as in his 
lyrical painting Two Young Women and a Child (figure 42). His sense that oil painting could 
still be 'Asian' if produced by a sincere artist was a way of asserting the legitimacy of his art 
practice. 
502 Anonymous, signed ngh~ si (artist), "Tranh Nh~t voi Cong chUng An Nam" (Japanese Paintings and the 
Public of Annam), Thanh Nghi (November 1941 ): 3. 
503 
"Tranh Nh~t voi Cong chUng An Nam," 3. 
504 To NgQc Van, "Phe binh Ngh~ thu~t ve San ctia HQa si Nh~t," 22. 
505 To NgQc Van, "Phe binh Ngh~ thu~t ve San ctia HQa si Nh~t'', 23. 
506 Anonymous, signed ngh~ si (artist), 'Tranh dAu Nh~t-Ban" (Japanese Oil Painting), Thanh Nghj 8 (January 
1942): 3. 
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Figure 42: To NgQc Van (1906-1954), Two Young Women and a Child, 1944, oil painting. 
Van had also begun to consider that some 'Western' Modernist styles had an 'Eastern' spirit, 
due to their embrace of subjective expression over Realist observation. That Wong has noted 
similar comparisons made in China and Japan between literati painting and post-
Impressionism suggests that Van's view may also be a result of contact with Pan-Asian 
aesthetic theory.507 He would Later attribute the whole impetus of Western Modernism to 
contact with Japanese prints.508 For Van, the implication of these views was that when 
Vietnamese artists took up Modernist styles (as opposed to Academic Realism), it was as if 
507 Wong, Parting the Mists, 65. 
508 To NgQc Van, "Son mru," 324-325. 
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the work "had already been Vietnamised."509 To NgQc Van's style is often compared with 
that of his teacher Joseph Inguimberty. However, what these comments indicate is that Van 
had found a way to reframe his style so that is held a different set of associations to those of 
colonial imitation. 
Another artist working in oils had also found an alternative way to conceptually reframe his 
work. The painter Nguy~n D6 Cung- whose protest relating to the EBAI was discussed in 
chapter two - had become connected with an experimental literary circle known as the Xudn 
Thu Nhii T4p group (Selected Writings of the Spring and Autumn). Although inspired by the 
Symbolist poetry of Stephane Mallarme (1842-1898) and Paul Valery (1871-1945), this 
group also aspired to connect the sources of Vietnamese culture and history with currents of 
inspiration in modem literature. As a result, their work took the developments of the New 
Poetry movement of the 1930s further towards Modernism. They were later criticised for the 
obscurity and incomprehensibility of their work, especially by Marxist writers.5 10 
Nguy~n D6 Cung's contribution to their 1942 compilation of writings was a manifesto called 
S6ng va Ve, or Living and Painting.511 ln this manifesto, Cung argued that artists are guided 
by a rhythm which connects them to the past. By painting in accordance with this rhythm, 
which is particular to the habits of thought and modes of expression in Vietnam, the artist can 
find truth. To reach this rhythm, the artist needed to relinquish predetermined methods of 
viewing and working, and submit to their feelings in the moment of creation. Nguy€n D6 
Cung's manifesto also revealed a concern for authenticity, articulated through a comparison 
with the art ofthe past and that of the modem day: 
509 
" ... g~n nhu da sfu Vi~t h6a r6i." To NgQc Van, "My thu~t Vi~t Nam Hi~n d~i va Tm:mg lai H()i hQa," 135. 
510 Maurice M. Durand and Nguyen Tran Huan, An Introduction to Vietnamese Literature, trans. D.M. Hawke 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1985), 130. The Vietnamese Communist Party's most influential 
cultural theorist, Truemg Chinh, wrote of the movement in 1948 that "Although the tendency of the Xuan Thu 
Nha Tap group was nationalistic, they remained alien to the masses because of their far-fetched and obscure art 
and its 'escapist' inclinations," See Truemg Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 257. 
5 11 Nguy€n D6 Cung, "S6ng va Ve" (Living and Painting), in Xuan Thu Nhii T{lp (Hanoi: 1942). 
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The reason why those ancient times left behind forms that are more familiar, intense and simple-
mannered than the "hybrid" appearance of the pictures that we create every day, is that people of the 
past were more sincere than we are today, so they recorded a special Rhythm, which has always been 
intimate to us through the forms and colours that we feel. 
1 am not purposely trying to recover the past, I only believe that if we want to progress, then before 
anything else we have to be sincere. 
But nowadays to be sincere is not the simple task of a moment, but is a work of effort and 
patience .. . in order to forget, in order to see. 512 
His solution to the problem of authenticity was sincerity of feeling. Despite his concern for 
the specificity of the Vietnamese past, he did not attempt to recover any past or .. traditional" 
practice or aesthetics. The few remaining examples of his pre-1945 work show that he 
painted in oils in a very spare manner, reducing the landscape to simplified forms, verging on 
abstraction (figure 43).513 S6ng va Ve also emphasised that the artist is continually surrounded 
by intimate forms, which are the living vestiges of the past. Perhaps, by employing a more 
Modernist style which reduced exterior forms to their most essential elements, he felt that he 
was able to capture the rhythm of the past in the present, and could reconcile what he 
perceived as the competing demands of modem expression and Vietnamese origins. 
5 12 
"Nhfmg thai xua d6 sa did~ l?i duqc cho ta nhlhlg hinb dang quen thu()c, m?.n n6ng va h6n h~u h011 nhiing 
b9 tjch ' lai' trong tranh cua chung ta du t?o hang ngay, la vi nguai xua da thl!c tha hon chimg ta ngay nay, nen 
da ghi chep n6i cai Nhip di~u d~c bi~t, h~ng than thi~t v~ Hinh s~c ctia TrOi rieng choTa cam thAy. Khong dl,lllg 
tinh phvc c6, toi chi tin r~ng mu6n tien thi truoc tien phai thl!c. Nhung thl!c ddi vm ch(mg ta ngay nay khong 
phai Ia ca mQt cong trinh c6 g~ng rfrt kien nhfrn .. . d~ quen, d~ thfry" (emphasis and capitalisation in the original) 
Nguy€n D6 Cung, "S6ng va Ve," 45. 
513 An example of a later work by Cung (from 194 I) , that is in a similarly pared-down style, can be seen in 
Quang Vi~t, m t!iin H9a sl Vi?t Nam, 57. 
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Figure 43: Nguy~n 98 Cung (1912-1977), A Village Gate, 1938, oil painting. 
Anxiety over authenticity appears to have been widespread. In an article in early 1945, To 
NgQc Van quoted an unnamed artist, who he described as having "many times shown us the 
flavour of ancient Vietnam."514 This description seems to imply that the artist is Nguy~n Phan 
Chanh.515 This anonymous artist claimed that in his early paintings, he attempted to work like 
an archaeologist, reconstructing the past to try to visualize daily life and customs in pre-
colonial Vietnam. The artist confided: 
If you see me as a pure Vietnamese artist, you are completely wrong. 
I have to confess: I played a role weU .. . 
When the artwork was finished, I looked for myself in it. Nothing at all of myself could be seen! 
514 
" • .. mQt ngh~ si da nhi~u lfui mang l~i chota cai hl!ong vi Vi~t Nam thm c6." To NgQc Van, ' 'My thu~t Vi~t 
Nam Hi~n d~i va Tl!ong lai H9i hQa," 130. 
515 Other reasons why the artist is likely to be Nguy~n Phan CMnh are as follows: before the quote from the 
anonymous artist, To NgQc Van mentions the distinctive black and brown colour palette of an artist shown at the 
1931 exhibition (an obvious reference to Nguyen Phan Chanb), and then notes that that distinctive style had 
vanished due to the popularity of the European palette in oil paint. It is then that Van introduces the quotation to 
explain this occurrence, To NgQc Van, "My thu~t Vi~t Nam hi~n d~i va tl!ong lai hQi hQa," 130. ln addition, 
Nguy~n Phan Chlinh is known to have shifted from his 1931 style in the late 1930s into a more lively and 
colourful mode. 
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Can you see that Western painting has some evolving magic that can express the complications of our 
hearts? .. .I find it so convenient to express my soul, the nervous wonderings dominating my mind. 
In oil paint, I don't lie to others, I don't lie to myself anymore. I have feelings of being relaxed and 
comfortable, under no p ressure, as if in my own domain. 516 
This 'confession' resonates with Homi Bhabha's discussion of colonial mimicry, where the 
adoption of forms of the colonising culture is not a veneer masking an indigenous essence, 
but an indication of the split subjectivity of the colonised.517 In this case, the act of alienation 
was not the adoption ofWestem painting, but the performance as a "pure Vietnamese artist." 
Part of the issue was temporal: the artist was projecting a past Asia rather than the 
complications and "nervous wanderings" of modem subjectivity. Van acknowledged this 
temporal problem too, when he commented that works in oils would not have the 'Eastern' 
characteristics of the Han and Tang dynasties , but would reflect "the Westemised Asia of the 
twentieth century."518 
While the discourse of the 1940s relating to the painting mediums of lacquer, silk and oi l did 
categorise these mediums in broad terms - such as 'Asian,' 'European' or 'Western' - their 
reception was nonetheless more subtle and complex. From the perspective of the 1940s, it 
was certainly not obvious that the practices of silk and lacquer were ' traditional': in fact, the 
most successful artist in lacquer, Nguy€n Gia Tri, was praised because of his innovation in 
the material. Similarly, from To Ngoc Van's perspective at least, there was considerable 
ambivalence about the use of silk as painting medium. The emphasis on authenticity in this 
discourse also suggests that some artists were becoming wary of adopting purely superficial 
516 
"C<ic anh coi toi m()t ngh~ si Vi~t Nam thuAn tuy, cac anh nh§m l&n. Xin thu thl!c: toi dii kheo dong mc)t vai 
tro ... Khi tac phftm hoan thanh toi tl! tim minh trong d6. Tuy~t nhien khong th~y m<?t chUt gl minh! Cac anh c6 
th~y ngh~ thu~t Hc)i hQa Au !ay co phe~ nghi~m mAu bi~n h6a d~ ta ~frng n6i phuc t~y cua Ion& ta? ... Toi th~y 
no thu~n ti~n cho toi qua! De giai tam h6n minh, nhfrng blin khoan hoi h<?p no sao xuyen, nung nau tarn tri minh. 
0 ngh~ thuat s<m dAu, toi khong dBi vm ngum, d6i minh nfra. Toi c6 cam giac dugc thanh thai d~ ch~u k.hOng bi 
cau tMc nhu tren d§t nuoc so hfru cua minh v~y." Unknown artist quoted in To NgQc Van, "My thu~t Vi~t Nam 
hi~n d~i va tu<mg lai hc)i hQa," 130-131 . 
517 Bbabha, The Location of Culture, 88. 
518 
"A dong nay Ia A dong Au-h6a cua th~ ky thtr 20." To Ng9c Van, "Phe binh NgM thu~t ve Son cua HQa si 
NMt," 23 . 
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manifestations of 'Asian-ness' and 'Vietnamese-ness.' The encounter with Japanese art 
brought new points of reference to these debates, and also allowed Vietnamese artists to see 
that the impact of modem French art was not purely a product of their own colonial 
circumstances. The currents of Pan-Asian theory that came with the Japanese encounter also 
provided a path tore-framing Modernism in terms of Eastern subjectivism, which To NgQc 
Van's articles promoted. For To NgQc Van, writing in early 1945, the project of 
Vietnarnisation was unfinished. At the same time, French control over its colony was 
beginning to unravel, and finally collapsed with the Japanese coup of 9 March 1945. This 
historical change brought with it new models for understanding aesthetic nationalism, with 
which Vietnamese artists would shortly have to contend. 
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5. 
BECOMING REVOLUTIONARY 
On September 2, 1945, H6 Chi Minh declared Vietnamese independence, establishing the 
state of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (hereafter DRVN). This declaration was the end 
result of a struggle for power following the defeat of Japan in the Second World War, and the 
demise of the brief, Japanese-backed, Trfrn Tr9ng Kim government, which had also presented 
itself as an independent Vietnamese state.51 9 The Vi~t Minh and the Indochina Communist 
Party (ICP) attempted to fill the power vacuum through a series of uprisings, culminating in 
August l945, which were described as the 'August Revolution.' 520 Slightly more than a year 
later, in December l946, the newly-established DRVN state was at war with France, which 
was intent on re-taking its former colonial possession.521 The war would continue until l954, 
when, following the catastrophic defeat of French forces at the battle of Di~n Bien Phu, the 
519 The Japanese seized power from the French administration on 9 March 1945. They encouraged the Emperor 
Bao D~i to declare independence and form a government led by the elderly scholar Tr§n Tn;mg Kim, although 
Japanese personnel continued to occupy key government positions. This government was not long able to 
maintain control after news of the Japanese surrender on August 15 1945, see Marr, Vietnam 1945, 107-121 , 
361-401. 
520 Lockhart has demonstrated that in fact Vi~t Minh-1ed insurrections had been occurring throughout Vietnam 
since the Japanese coup in March 1945, and these actions culminated in the cities in August of 1945. The term 
"general uprising" does not fully capture this situation, and may have been used by the Vi~t Minh because of its 
moral and historical implications in Vietnamese language, rather than because it was an accurate description of 
what was occurring. Greg Lockhart, Nation in Arms: The Origins of the People's Army of Vietnam (Sydney: 
Allen and Unwin, 1989), 133-135. 
521 Hf> Chi Minh and the DRVN had attempted to negotiate a compromise with the French throughout 1946, but 
diplomatic efforts finally broke down and the battle for Hanoi commenced in December 1946, Mark Phillip 
Bradley, Vietnam at War (Oxford University Press, New York: 2009), 45-47. Conflicts broke out earlier in the 
South, where control had been handed directly back to French authorities when Allied British troops arrived to 
disarm the Japanese in 1945, while in the North, Japanese troops were disarmed by the Chinese Nationalist 
army, which blocked the immediate resumption of French control, Lockhart, Nation in Arms, 150-153, 164-166. 
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Geneva Congress divided Vietnam at the 1 ih parallel, with Vietnam's north continuing to be 
governed by Hb Chi Minh as the DRVN. 
Artists in the early-to-mid 1940s had already begun to construct a form of aesthetic 
nationalism in their work, although their ideas about what constituted 'Vietnamese 
characteristics' in art were relatively unstable. From 1945 however, aesthetic nationalism 
became channeled towards the representation of a specific Vietnamese nation state. Artists 
were rapidly involved in the construction of the visuality ofthe DRVN. As the war advanced, 
many artists also became participants in the First Indochina War, either taking on direct roles 
in the military, or joining propaganda units to support the Vi~t Minh.522 The material 
shortages of the war meant that very few major artworks were able to be produced during this 
time, as nearly all available materials were directed towards propaganda production.523 
However, the period between 1945 and 1954 was highly significant for the visual arts for 
another reason: it was the first time that artists were able to publicly discuss their experiences 
in the colonial period without being subject to French censorship. The complex heritage of 
the colonial period thus began to be re-assessed in the new political environment. 
At the same time, artists were encountering, some for the first time, the Marxist-Leninist 
theories of art promoted by the Vietnamese Communist Party. Even for those who supported 
the Yi~t Minh and Vietnamese independence from France, the Party's position often 
challenged cherished ideas about the role of the artist, art education and aesthetics. That some 
of these ideas had been forged in reaction to the constraints of the colonial state made the 
situation even more complicated. However, the relationship between the Party, state and 
522 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 4~-58 ; Quan~ Ph<'>ng and Quang Vi~t, My thw# Thu do Ha n(Ji, 411-414; Bui Nhu 
Huang, Ph~m Trung and Nguyen Van Chien, My thufjt Vi~t Nam Hi?n a{li, 71-82. 
523 Even propaganda posters were not produced on the same scale and with the same professionalism as in the 
Second Indochina War, and relatively few examples survive compared to the later period, as can be seen in 
exhibitions of Vietnamese war propaganda, such as, Jessica Harrison-Hall ed., Vietnam Behind the Lines: 
Images from the War (London: British Museum Press, 2002) and BQ Van h6a Thong tin, 60 nam Tranh C6 a9ng 
Vi¢t Nam 1945-2005 (60 Years ofVietnamese Propaganda Pictures 1945-2005) (Hanoi: B9 Van hoa ThOng tin, 
2006). 
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artists in this period cannot be viewed only in a uni-directional and deterministic way: the 
historian Mark Phillip Bradley has described the wartime period as "a remarkably fluid site of 
contestation in which both state and nonstate actors imagined a highly contingent 
postcolonial future."524 
The substantial research conducted by Kim Ngoc Bao Ninh into the wartime period has 
demonstrated that artists, writers and intellectuals voiced different perspectives about the 
place of culture in the DRVN, but gradually came under intense pressure from the Party to 
adopt a more Socialist point of view.525 Ninh also analysed, for the first time, several 
important cultural conferences held in the Vi~t B~c resistance zones, which were important 
theaters for debate in different branches of the arts, as well as for consolidating the Party's 
position on culture.526 In Ninh's account, To NgQc Van emerges as an important early 
advocate for creative freedom, who also debated frankly with leading Party cultural 
theorists.527 This is a striking contrast to the portrayal of To NgQc Van in Vietnamese art 
history as a state-sanctioned "national hero," which was based principally on his posthumous 
reputation. 528 That To NgQc Van could be, in effect, both of these things is testament to both 
his ambivalence as an intellectual figure and the complexity of cultural discourse in this 
period. 
While Ninh' s research has opened up the culture of the wartime period as a field of study, 
these debates and discussions have yet to be considered from an art-historical perspective. 
Ninh's account of the period is concerned with the overall intellectual history of early 
DRVN, and as a result does not discuss issues of particular significance to visual artists, 
524 Mark Phillip Bradley, "Making Sense of the French War: The Postcolonial Moment and the First Vietnam 
War, 1945-1954," in The First Vietnam War: Colonial Conflict and Cold War Crisis, eds. Mark Atwood 
Lawrence and Fredrik Logevall (Cambridge, Mass. and London: Harvard University Press, 2007), 18. 
525 Ninh, A World Transformed, 48- 117. 
526 Particularly the Second National Congress on Culture of July 1948 and the Conference of Debate in 
September 1949, Ninh, A World Transformed, 83-101. 
527 Ninh, A World Transformed, 73-81. 
528 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 47-48, 52. 
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except where they are indicative of wider intellectual currents. But although there are 
naturally many points of similarity between the experiences of artists and those of other 
intellectuals, there are also significant differences which merit further analysis. During the 
colonial period, artists associated with the EBAI had developed their own concepts and 
concerns which had to be re-evaluated during the wartime. There were also specific aesthetic 
and material questions associated with the visual arts that bad to be addressed. In art 
historical accounts within Vietnam, the wartime period is generally presented as the initial 
period of Vietnamese Socialist Realism, or else as a time when the 'romantic realism' of the 
colonial period was seamlessly merged with the subject matter of war and revolution. 529 This 
approach to interpreting the wartime years tends to minimise the struggles that artists, like 
other intellectuals, faced in altering their practices in the new physical and ideological 
conditions. 
Nora Taylor's account of these years, however, gives an indication of the kinds of challenges 
that artists faced during the resistance. 530 Taylor's treatment of the war years links them very 
closely to the post-war environment of Hanoi in the late 1950s and early 1960s, where the 
individual artist was either subsumed into the service of the revolution, or risked 
marginalisation within an artistic community that was organised through state institutions.531 
However, while the tensions between revolutionary ideology and the viewpoints of individual 
artists during the war do prefigure, to some extent, the intellectual divisions of the late 1950s, 
the character of the public discourse on the visual arts in these earlier years in the DRVN was 
substantially different.532 Even within the 'official' cultural journals in the early years of the 
529 Quang Vi~t and Quang PhOng, My thu(lt Thil do Ha Nf)i, 411. 
530 This include both the difficult personal conditions of separation from home and family, as well as the 
ideological tenor of the period, see Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 49, 51. 
53 1 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 42-56, 61 , 65-57. 
532 Between 1956 and 1958 there was a movement of intellectual dissent in the DRVN, which included 
questioning of the state's limitations on artistic creation. The instigators of the movement were intellectuals who 
had been participants in the Vi~t Minh resistance. The movement was principally focused around two journals, 
Giai Phdm Mila Xuan (Masterpieces of Spring) and Nhan Van (Humanism) although several other publications 
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DRVN, there was a level of variation and discussion about the visual arts which indicates that 
'state' and 'non-state' positions had not yet firmly crystallised. 
By examining the discussion of the visual arts in some of the significant cultural journals of 
the period, this chapter will explore how artists began to adapt the ideas that they had 
generated in the colonial period to the revolutionary environment, and some of the tensions 
that this process of adaptation entailed. The public discourse on art in this period also 
indicates how exhibitions and visual materials were used to communicate the new form of 
state-driven nationalism. This chapter ends with materials from 1949, on the basis that the 
1950s marked a fundamental shift in discourse, as well as the establishment of a new art 
school, a successor institution to the EBAI.533 The activities of that school, the Kh6a Khang 
Chi~n, or Resistance Class, as well as the increasing ideological intensity of the early 1950s, 
will be discussed in chapter six. 
Visualising the Nation State: 1945-1946 
The fust year of the DRVN was marked by political tensions with France, and extreme 
poverty and economic weaknesses, particularly due to the impact of the terrible famine of the 
previous year. In this situation of instability, artists helped to produce the visual and material 
reality of the DRVN. For example, artists from the EBAI were called upon to design the 
were also involved. It was influenced by Hu Feng's campaign for liberalisation of literary creation in the PRC, 
and also de-Stalinisation movements in the USSR and Eastern Europe. In 1958, the state severely punished the 
principal figures involved with the movement, although many other intellectuals were affected. For accounts of 
this movement, see Ninh, A World Transformed, 121-163 and the first-hand account of Georges Boudarel, Cent 
jleurs ecloses dans Ia nuit du VietNam: communisme et dissidence, 1954-1956 (Paris: Jacgues Bertoin, 1991). 
A more recent interpretation bas questioned the characterisation of the Nhim Viin Giai Phiim movement as 
'dissidence, ' arguing that it is better understood as a movement of ' reform Communism,' see Peter Zinoman, 
''Nhiin Van-Giai Ph~m and Vietnamese 'Reform Communism' in the 1950s: A Revisionist Interpretation," 
Journal of Cold War Studies 13:1 (2011) . Artists were involved in this movement, principally as illustrators for 
the journals, and some experienced repercussions for their participation, see Taylor, Painters in Hano i, 65. 
533 Ninh also perceives a fundamental shift in discourse as occurring as early as 1948, but being finally 
cemented at the Conference of Debates in 1949, A World Transformed, 86. However, because the discussions on 
the visual arts in 1949 were strongly connected to earlier discussions of the 1940s, I prefer to link this material 
to the earlier years of the war, and see a more definitive shift in the early 1950s, at the point of the founding of 
the Kh6a Khang Chi~n in 1950, and the involvement of artists in the ideological rectification campaign from 
1951. 
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insignia of the state, such as the state crest, banknotes, stamps and other official items. 534 
Others created propaganda posters to promote Vietnamese independence. These were hung in 
exhibitions, but some were also reproduced as large-format wall posters , and displayed at 
public sites within the city, particular over French-controlled institutions. For example, Tr~n 
Van Cc1n's poster Vietnam for the Vietnamese was pasted over the faryade of the Credit 
Fancier building.535 While some EBAI artists had previously created pro-independence 
propaganda images, such images were now being made and exhibited on an unprecedented 
scale. 536 A cultural front organisation of the Vi~t Minh, known as the Cultural Association for 
National Salvation (H{>i Van h6a Ctru qu6c), had been in existence since 1943.537 After the 
Revolution, this organisation was able to work openly, and recruited more artists into its 
ranks. The Cultural Association for National Salvation also published a journal, Tien Phong 
(Vanguard), as well as organising exhibitions and other activities in the arts. 
Cultural exhibitions were an early part of the nation-building efforts of the DRVN. Only a 
few months after the August uprisings, an important cultural exhibition was held in Hanoi, in 
October 1945. This exhibition was organised by the Northern Cultural Group (aoim van ngh¢ 
Bdc b()), and included a display of literature from the years prior to 1945, a display of "secret 
materials" from the Vi~t Minh's preparations for the 1945 uprising, such as clandestine 
printed information, and a painting exhibition which included works by To NgQc Van, 
Nguy~n f) f) Cung and Le Van f)~. 538 That these materials should be exhibited together 
suggests the desire to associate colonial-period cultural products with the emerging 
independent nation state, as well as with support for the Vi~t Minh. It is also indicative of the 
534 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 48. 
535 Quang PhOng and Quang Vi~t, My thufjt Thu il(J Ha N(Ji, 411. 
536 The artist Phan K~ An recalled that during the final years of the EBAI at Son TB.y, several students had made 
contact with the Vi~t Minh, and also organised the first student exhibition of propaganda pictures, see "Son Tay: 
M(lt Thm ky Soi d<)ng," 27. 
537 Although Ninh notes that it had been barely in operation before 1945, A World Transformed, 54. 
538 
"PhOng tri~n lam Van h6a Khai m~c" (Cultural Exhibition Opening), CU"U Qu6c, September 8, 1945, 3. 
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fact that EBAI artists already considered their work to have nationalist implications. This 
1945 exhibition was also significant because it marked the first occasion when artwork by the 
EBAI artists was seen publicly by H6 Chi Minh. According to later histories, H6 Chi Minh 
commented that the nude women and beautiful flowers represented in these paintings were no 
longer in step with the spirit of the times.539 In a Vi~t Minh newspaper, he was quoted as 
saying that it was a pity that artists were not paying more attention to the realities of life 
surrounding them, instead of representing "a fairy world. "540 This exhibition thus represents 
the first instance of direct Party intervention into the sphere of the visual arts, as well as Party 
disapproval. 
Within Vietnamese art history, these comments have been widely reported to have caused a 
shift in artists' practice.541 However, an analysis of a large-scale painting exhibition, held the 
following year to commemorate the August uprisings, suggests that the transition to a new 
kind of visual art was not clear-cut. Considered to be the first national painting exhibition in 
Vietnam, the August 1946 art exhibition grouped several hundred works of art by Vietnamese 
artists. It was organised by the Cultural Association for National Salvation, and held in 
Hanoi's opera house, an early colonial building which was modeled on the Opera Garnier in 
Paris. Like the wall posters in the streets of Hanoi, the exhibition expressed a de-colonisation 
of public space, by using a building which was a symbol of ties to the metropole as a site for 
the staging of national aesthetics. The exhibition included a full spectrum of work from artists 
associated with the EBAI, including the decorative styles, academic styles, modernising 
tendencies from the more recent graduates, as well as the new propagandistic works. 542 The 
539 Quang Ph<'>ng and Quang Vi~t, My thu9t Thu do Ha N()i, 411 ; BUi Nhu Huang, Ph~m Trung and Nguy~n Van 
Chi~n, My thugt Vifl Nam Hifn dqi, 72. 
540 
"TMt lei m(lt th~ gi6i tien" in "PhOng tri€n Him van h6a khai m~c", 3. 
541 Quang PhOng and Quang Vi~t, My thutjt Thu do Ha N(ji, 411; Bui, Ph1;\m and Nguy~n, My Thu(lt Vi¢t Nam 
Hi¢n Dqi, 72. 
542 The range of artworks exhibited in the 1946 exhibition is evident from a series of articles written about it by 
the artist Nguy~n Van TY.: "Cong chUng Xem Tranh" (The Public Viewing Paintings) Tien Phong 18 (1946): 
21-22, "Kh6a than trong H9i hQa va Dieu khic" (Nudes in Painting and Sculpture) part 1 Tien Phong 19 (1946): 
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range of exhibited works alone indicates that, at this historical point, it was not necessary to 
be creating Socialist Realism to be exhibited as a 'national' artisl 
Figure 44: T~ TY. (1922-2004), Women, Chinese Lantern and Doves, (original catalogue title Star 
Festival), 1946, 4-panellacquer. 
In fact, one of the prize-winning artists at this exhibition was the painter T~ Ty (1922-2004), 
an artist known for his experiments with Cubism.543 His awarded work, Festival of Stars, was 
a four-panel lacquer painting representing a stylised image of two female figures, one nude, 
the other in a patterned ao dai. While the figures are drawn with spare, bold outlines, the 
overall composition is filled with decorative patterning, particularly floral and symbolic 
elements laid out in eggshell inlay. Along with the symbolic doves of peace, the image also 
contains repeated five-pointed star motifs. This could be a subtle reference to the Vi~t Minh 
flag, as that symbol filled the streets throughout 1945 and 1946, and T~ Ty would shortly join 
28-29, "Kh6a than trong HQi hQa va Dieu khllc" (Nudes in Painting and Sculpture) part 2 Tien Phong 20 (1946): 
25-26, "Anh hu61lg mQt Th<ri D~ cii: tU Tuqng trung d~n L~p th~" (Influence of an Older Age: from 
Symbolism to Cubism) Tien Phong 21 (1946): 16-19 and "Il9i hQa C6 di~n va HQi hQa DQc L~p" (Classical 
Painting and Independent Painting) Tien Phong 23 (1946) : 18-20, 25. 
543 Quang Phong and Quang Vi~t, MY rhu~t Thzi t/6 Ha N~i, 411 . 
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the resistance movement. However, that symbolic association was clearly not strong, as this 
painting was also exhibited in the French-controlled zone in 1951.544 
The variety of the work in this exhibition indicates that the Party's cultural platform was not 
entirely dominant in the early years of the DRVN. This situation also reflects the character of 
the Vi~t Minh as a national front movement at that time. Although still responsible for the 
leadership of the Vi~t Minh, the Indochina Communist Party had officially dissolved itself in 
1945, in order to attract a broader following. 545 However, the Party still promoted its own 
position on culture, including in the journal Vanguard. In 1946, the most developed statement 
of the Party's cultural position was the Theses on Culture of 1943, written by Truong Chinh, 
the Party's leading cultural theorist and also Secretary General of the Party. The Theses on 
Culture emphasised the need for the scientific orientation (khoa h9c hoa), nationalisation 
(dan t9c hoa) and popularisation ( dqi chung hoa) of culture: a set of principles which became 
collectively known 'three hoa', with the suffix hoa referring to an act of transforming (its 
literal meaning is 'isation').546 These principles showed the influence of Mao Zedong's 1942 
talks at the Yenan forum on literature and art, which included similar statements.547 
But while the slogans of the ' three hoa' were well-known, it was not immediately clear to 
artists what they meant for their works in practical terms. There were also potential internal 
contradictions between the three principles. For example, did dan t9c h6a mean that an 
artwork had to look specifically Vietnamese, and if so, according to what definition? Would 
using folkloric stylisation, for example, conflict with the principle of khoa h9c h6a because it 
was not generated from scientific principles? Did making works in lacquer - an indigenous 
medium and therefore potentially a source for an aesthetic of dan t9c hoa - conflict with the 
544 Triin lam Tq Tx (Exhibition ofT a Ty) (Hanoi: [nformation Service of North Vietnam, 1951 ). 
545 Bradley, Vietnam at War, 43-44. 
546 Although written in 1943, Ninh notes that the Theses had very little circulation outside a tiny circle of 
clandestine Party members until after 1945, A World Transformed, 27-29, 54-55. 
547 Ninh has noted the similarity to Mao Zedong's Talks at the Yenan forum, A World Transformed, 29. 
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element of dt.;~i chung h6a, because prior to 1945, works in this medium had tended towards 
dream-like illusionism and were therefore difficult for the masses to understand? Simply 
knowing that these principles existed was insufficient for most artists to understand how to 
use them. 
These kinds of uncertainties influenced the earliest discussions on painting in the DRVN. 
Writing in Vanguard, which was the journal that first publicly disseminated the Theses on 
Culture and also published many explanatory articles relating to three h6a, the artist Nguy~n 
Van Ty, attempted to come to terms with their implications in the visual arts. 548 However, in 
his first article on the subject, Ty, complained that new critics were "only taking a 
sociological point of view" and had insufficiently specialised knowledge about art to be able 
to criticise it. 549 This pointed reference to overtly ideological criticism is a foretaste of later 
tensions between mass criticism and technical expertise in the arts. Given that EBAI students 
had struggled to be recognised as artists by the colonial state, it is unsurprising that they 
would try to preserve their hard-won status in the post-colonial environment. More surprising 
is that Ty, should have expressed such sentiments in a Vi~t Minh journal, demonstrating that 
in these early years such artistic debates were relatively undogmatic. 
Ty, also considered the principle of ddn t9c hoa (nationalisation), and questioned how it 
related to the 'Asian' tendencies within colonial-period work. 550 Ty, thought that Vietnamese 
artists, when considering the ' Asian-ness' of their work, had always looked towards China 
and Japan. But forTy,, this view was not only too narrow, but it also relied too much on the 
aesthetics of the past. He argued that painters should still consider their origins, but should 
adapt to current social circumstances. It would not be enough, he suggested, just to continue 
548 See note 25 above and also NguySn Van TY., "Hi~u Nghia Dan t(>c h6a trong Hi)i hQa" (Understanding the 
Meaning ofNationalisation in Painting), Tien Phong 8 (Aprill946): 28-31 . 
'
49 
" • . . nha phe binh m6i d(rng tren l~p tru<'mg mi)t nha xa hi)i h<;>c rna thOi." Nguy~n Van TY., "Hi~u Nghia Dan 
t()c h6a," 28. 
550 Nguy~n Van TY., "Hi6u Nghia Dan t9c h6a." 
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to use the 'Asian' materials of silk and lacquer, or to try and evoke the atmosphere of 
classical Chinese landscape paintings.551 His definition of dan t(k h6a was therefore to create 
"the atmosphere of the spiritual and material life of the country" within the painting, through 
the selection of scenes, colours, forms and lines. 552 This idea of nationalism was anchored in 
current social conditions and realistic representation, and thus departed from the focus on 
painting media that had characterised much of the colonial-period discourse on aesthetic 
nationalism. 
A cautionary tale recounted by Nguy~n Van Ty also indicated that artists had different 
understandings of the principle of khoa h(Jc h6a (scientific orientation). Ty told of an artist 
friend who had wholeheartedly embraced the principles of dialectical materialism, which he 
had only just encountered. 553 This artist attempted to analyse forms scientifically, and 
founded a "teaching studio" where posters were mass-produced. The poster designs from this 
studio used square and circular forms to express the scientificisation of art. 554 Based on Ty' s 
description, it is possible that this artist may have been inspired by the geometric formal 
experiments of the Russian Futurists, especially in their poster art, although there is no 
surviving work in Vietnam from this period that corresponds to his description. 555 In Ty's 
judgement, however, this type of art was an abject failure, as it was incomprehensible to the 
masses which it purported to serve, and had fundamentally misunderstood the purpose of 
khoa h9c h6a.556 
The need to be comprehensible to a wider audience was related to the propagandistic purpose 
of art at this time, but was also connected to the Party' s desire to establish culture on a wider 
551 Nguy~n Van TY., "Hi~u Nghia Dan t9c hoa," 30-31. 
552 
" •. . khong khi sinh ho~t tinh th~n va v~t chAt cua d~t nuoc." Nguy~n Van TY., "Hi~u Nghla Dan t()c h6a," 30. 
553 Nguy~n Van TY,, "Hi~u Nghia Dan t9c hOa," 30. 
554 Nguy~n Van TY., "Hi~u Nghia Dan t9c h6a," 30. 
555 For a discussion ofthe work of the Russian Futurists in the context ofthe Soviet Union, see Matthew 
Cullerne Sown, Socialist Realist Painting (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1998), 4 7-50. 
556 Nguy~n Van TY., "Hi~u Nghia Dan t9c h6a," 30. 
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class basis. Reflecting this concern, Nguyen Van Ty's discussion of the 1946 exhibition also 
explored the viewing public 's response. 557 However, while he encouraged artists to pay more 
attention to public criticisms of their work, he did not privilege any particular class positions 
amongst the audience members. Although in later years the Party would clearly specify that 
the intended audience for art was "workers, peasants and soldiers," Ty was just as attentive to 
the urban audience who had been to art exhibitions many times before. 558 
Nguy~n Van Ty also wrote specific articles on the subject of representations of nudes at the 
exhibition, and on works in a Modernist style. 559 While it is sometimes claimed that nudes 
and abstraction were banned after the revolution, the 1946 exhibition reveals that this was 
initially not the case. In fact, Ty staunchly defended the representation of nudes, arguing that 
they were a fundamental part of artistic practice, that there was nothing erotic about them, 
and that it was not harmful to exhibit them.560 He supported his position with reference to the 
history of European and Asian art, claiming that nudes were central to art in every culture. 561 
The difficulty was, however, that nude images scandalised the viewing public, and so were 
potentially in conflict with the principle of d{li chung h6a (popularisation).562 Exhibitions of 
EBAI artists' paintings of nudes in the past had provoked a similar consternation among the 
public (see chapter three). But while colonial-period artists had reacted to the public response 
with a mixture of smugness and frustration, artists working for the resistance movement were 
not in a position where they could dismiss the general public reception. Nonetheless, Nguy~n 
Van Ty argued that nudes were such an important part of art that the public would need to 
learn to appreciate them. He was much more critical of Modernist tendencies in painting, 
557 Nguy~n Vim Ty, "C6ng chUng Xem Tranh." 
m Nguy~n Vim Ty, "Cong chung Xem Tranh," 21. 
559 Nguy~n Van Ty, "Kh6a than trong HQi h<;>a va Dieu khAc" parts 1 and 2, and "Anh huang ml}t ThOi D~;ti cii: 
tu Tugng tnmg d~n Up thS." 
560 Nguy~n Van Ty, "Kh6a than trong H()i hQa va Dieu khic," part 2, 26. 
561 Nguy~n Van Ty, "Kh6a than trong H{)i hQa va Dieu khic,"part 2, 25-26. 
562 Nguy~n Van Ty mentions the shocked reaction ofthe public to a nude by Nguy~n Sy Ng<;>c in "Kh6a than 
trong H()i hQa va Dieu khic" part 1, 29. 
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particularly if the level of stylisation made the image too difficult for the public to 
understand. 563 He thought that Cubism was a stylistic response to the extreme mechanisation 
of the industrialised world, and hence had little relevance to conditions in Vietnam. 564 Even 
here, however, Nguy~n Van Ty,'s language was relatively measured, compared with Truang 
Chinh's 1948 comment that Cubism, Impressionism, Surrealism and Dada were "gaudy 
mushrooms . .. sprout[ing] from the wood oflmperialist culture."565 
Thus, the character of the First National Painting exhibition, as seen through Nguy~n Van 
Ty,'s articles, was clearly transitional. Artists who had begun to see nationalistic qualities in 
their work during the colonial period were now presented with a new model of nationalism, 
but many were yet to fundamentally change their style and practice. On the other hand, the 
1946 exhibition did include an important new departure in representation: the first official 
commissioned portraits of H6 Chi Minh. In May of 1946, three artists with different 
specialisations were invited to make the portraits: To NgQc Van in oil paint, Nguy~n D6 
Cung in graphic art, and the recent EBAI graduate Nguy~n Thi Kim (b.l917) in sculpture.566 
The three artists were taken to meet H6 Chi Minh and made preparatory drawings as he 
worked and went about his daily activities, which were later finalised for the 1946 exhibition. 
Nguy~n Thi Kim recalled that at the time she used the academic style she had learnt at the 
EBAI to make a bust in bronze.567 Throughout the period of the resistance war, several other 
artists would also be invited to make images of H6 Chi Minh. 568 This can also be understood 
as the beginning of the cultivation of H6 Chi Minh's 'cult of identity. ' 569 
563 Nguy~n Van TY., "Anh hu6ng m<)t Thai D<;Li eli: tir Tm;mg tnmg d~n L~p th~," 19. 
564 Nguy~n Van TY., "Anh hu6ng mi)t Thai D~i eli: tir TuQ'llg tnmg d~n L~p the," 19. 
565 Trut'mg Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 225. 
566 Author's interview with Nguy~n Thi Kim, 1 April 2009, Hanoi. 
567 Author's interview with Nguy~n Thi Kim, 1 April 2009, Hanoi. 
568 For example, the artist Phan K~ An was invited to live near H6 Chi Minh for three weeks in a secret location 
in the Vi~t B~c in 1948 to make portraits, see Adrian Jones, "Documenting the War ... or Telling a Different 
Story? Examining the Purpose ofWar Art Created by Artists ofthe People's Army of Vietnam from 1946 to 
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The use of H6 Chi Minh's image during the wartime period reflects the desire to concentrate 
the representation of the nation state by using the image of the leader as an allegory. 570 A 
particularly forceful example of this tendency is the portrait of H6 Chi Minh made in 194 7 by 
Di~p Minh Chau (1919-2002). Chau attended the EBAI in the sculpture section from 1940-
1945, then after graduation joined the resistance movement in South Vietnam.571 He is one of 
the few Vietnamese artists whose works from this period are displayed in the Museum of the 
Revolution in Hanoi, rather than the Museum of Fine Arts. His most infamous portrait 
represents Uncle H6 pictured next to three youths representing the Centre, South and North 
of Vietnam, drawn on silk in the artist's own blood (figure 45). Even more than in the earlier 
commissioned images, Chau displaces the image of the nation onto the representation of the 
leader. The emblematic nature of the composition, with the three symbolic youth figures, 
signifies Uncle H6's capacity to reunify a nation that had been artificially divided through the 
colonial system. At the same time, using blood as the painting medium bears its own 
rhetorical force, evoking both the intensity of the artist's emotional connection to the subject, 
as well as a quasi-biological imagining of national identity as a blood bond. The medium also 
alludes to the circumstances of war, where the nation was being forged through blood 
sacrifice. H6 Chi Minh saw this image in 1948, at a meeting in the Vi~t Bile of 
representatives from South Vietnam (figure 46).572 As a result, in 1950, Di~p Minh Chau was 
given the opportunity to move from the Southern Interzone to the Vi~t B~c, where he was 
1979," in Essays on Modern and Contemporary Vietnamese Art, eds. Sarah Lee and Nguyen Nhu Huy 
(Singapore: Singapore Art Museum, 2009), 39-40. 
569 It is ambiguous to what extent H6 Chi Minh was responsible for the development of his own 'cult of 
identity.' Later, that he was given an imposing mausoleum despite his own wish for a simple burial was seen as 
evidence that the 'cult of identity' was orchestrated by others, see Pierre Brocheux, Ho Chi Minh: A Biography, 
trans. Clare Duiker (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 179-180. 
570 This tendency to allegorise the state through images of the leader has been documented elsewhere in modem 
Asian art, see Clark, Modern Asian Art, 251-253. 
571 Quang Vi~t, TUttidn H9a si Vi?t Nam, 41-42. 
572 Quang PhOng and Quang Vi~t, My thu~t Thu do Ha N(Ji, 85. 
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able to live close to Uncle H6 for six months and make a number of portraits of him from 
Figure 45: Diep Minh Chau (1919-2002), Uncle HJ with Children of the Centre, South and North, 
1947, artist's blood on silk and Figure 46: Photograph ofHA Chi Minh viewing Diep Minh 
Chiu's Uncle Ho with Children of the Centre, South and North, 1948. 
Visual Production and Wartime Conditions 
Following months of political tensions and failed negotiations between the DRVN 
government and the French, war broke out in December of 1946. The arrival of the war 
fundamentally changed the conditions in which artists lived and worked. The Vi~t Minh 
initially followed a Maoist military strategy of "people's war," in wbicb the first phase was a 
defensive period of withdrawal from major cities in order to establish safe zones in rural 
areas.574 As a result, the Vi~t Minh encouraged their supporters to evacuate Hanoi, which 
sn Bui Nbu Hu<mg, Ph~m Trung and Nguy~n Van Chi~n, My tlnu,lt Vi~t Nom Hi~n tk,zi, .82. 
574 Bradley, Vietnam at War, 48; William J. Duilcer, "Ho Chi Minh and the Strategy of People's War," in The 
First Vietnam War: Colonial Conflict and Cold War Crisis, eds. Mark Atwood Lawrence and Fredrik Logevall 
(Cambridge, Mass. and London: Harvard University Press, 2007) 160-162. 
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soon came under the control of French forces. 575 While some artists chose to remain in the 
French-controlled zone, others moved to the rural base areas established by the Vi~t Minh to 
create work supporting the war effort. During the First Indochina War, Vietnam was divided 
into separate military and administrative regions known as Interzones (lien khu). 576 The 
DRVN and party leadership were concentrated in an administrative region known as the Vi~t 
B~c (Interzone 1), comprised of several provinces in the mountainous Northeast of Vietnam. 
This had been the site of earlier Vi~t Minh guerilla bases. 577 While communication did exist 
between the Interzones, and artists could move from one Interzone to another, the Interzones 
also developed local cultural features. 578 Artists selected which lnterzones they went into 
based on existing familial or regional ties, but were also concentrated in particular areas 
(notably the Vi~t B~c), where the Communist Party had recruited high-profile intellectuals to 
the Vi~t Minh by offering them stipends to support their families. 579 
Artists working the Interzones participated in a number of different activities. Some artists 
formed studios to produce revolutionary artwork. To NgQc Van, for example, lived in the 
Xuan Ang village in Phu ThQ, where he worked alongside the young artist Nguy~n Tu 
Nghiem (b.1919) who had been taught by Van in the final years ofthe EBAI at San Tay. In 
1949, another art studio was established in Qucln Tin, Thanh H6a province, organised by 
NguyJn Van Ty, which grouped together several other important artists from the EBAI. 580 
These studios created propaganda, but were also engaging in developing, within the material 
constraints of the time, new forms of art that captured the experience of life in the Resistance. 
575 Bradley, Vietnam at War, 47. 
576 A description of the areas covered by the six administrative interzones can be found in Edwin Moise, Land 
Rf{[orm in China and North Vietnam: Consolidating the Revolution at the Village Level (Chapel Hill and 
London: University ofNorth Carolina Press, 1983) 147. These interzones should not be confused with the 12 
war zones into which the country was divided in 1946, see Lockhart, Nation in Arms, 162. Sometimes, artists 
referred to their position in terms of these 12 zones. 
577 Lockhart, Nation in Arms, 74-103. 
578 Ninh, A World Transformed, 86-88. 
579 Tuan Ngoc Nguyen, "Socialist Realism in Vietnamese Literature,"139. 
580 Bui Nhu Huong, Ph;.\m Trung and Nguy~n Van Chi~n, MY thu(lt Vi?t Nam Hi?n d(li, 76. 
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Teaching was another very important activity for artists, as there was a high demand for the 
production of propaganda. As a result, a number of EBAI artists established short-term art 
courses. Other artists joined regional information offices, and produced propaganda images to 
promote government policies. Artists also volunteered for the People's Army, which had its 
own arts and cultural division, such as the painter Mai Van Hi~n (1923-2006). At different 
points, some artists also joined the People's Army temporarily, such as in 1949, when it 
became official policy for artists to enlist so that they could fully experience the lives of 
soldiers. 581 As a result of that policy, both T6 Ng9c Van and Nguy~n D6 Cung were required 
to participate in the Autumn-Winter military campaign in October of that year.582 
Generally speaking, the two principal forms of visual material produced during the resistance 
were sketches and ephemeral propaganda. Art supplies of every kind were very limited, and 
in the conditions in the Interzones, it was rarely possible to produce large-scale finished 
works. As a result, artists amassed great quantities of sketches of life in the resistance. In the 
absence of camera equipment, these sketches provided a visual record to be used in the 
development of later works. 583 They were sometimes also exhibited during the wartime 
period, however it is evident that academically-trained artists from the EBAI considered 
sketches as preliminary studies and not as completed works in themselves. 584 
The term 'propaganda' covers a wide range of visual materials that were produced during the 
war for the purposes of raising morale and publicising government policies. It should be 
noted here that the Vietnamese term for propaganda (tuyen truy~n) did not carry sinister 
implications, although it referred to political indoctrination, but also had wider historical 
581 Tuan Ngoc Nguyen, "Socialist Realism in Vietnamese Literature," 186. 
582 Tuan Ngoc Nguyen, "Socialist Realism in Vietnamese Literature," 186. 
583 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 50. 
584 I am basing this on interviews conducted with artists who were working at that time, who described 
sketching as a preliminary activity. 
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associations to do with the transmission of ethical doctrine. 585 It was also quite common for 
artists to refer to their poster-type work as 'popularisation pictures' (tranh ph6 bidn) , which 
conveys more of the sense of spreading information. Visual propaganda could take very basic 
forms, such as the practice of clandestinely daubing slogans on walls in the French-controlled 
zones, as experienced by Ph:;tm Thanh Tam (b. l933), an artist who trained in a short course 
run by EBAI graduates before joining a propaganda unit in 1948.586 More complex visual 
materials were illustrated narrative strips, which were often accompanied by texts in the 
traditional six-eight verse format, or single-image posters illustrating a slogan. 
Propaganda aesthetics in the years of the First Indochina War followed several trajectories, 
which can generally be described as: a 'painterly' mode combining Realism with symbolic 
elements; satirical cartoons; and images using folkloric stylisation. An example of the first 
mode is the work by Tr~n Dong Luang, from the British Museum collection, which is a 
poster designed to discourage the purchasing of foreign-made goods (figure 47). 587 That this 
work was considered to be a successful popularisation picture is indicated by the fact that it 
was published on the cover of the official cultural journal Van Ngh? (Arts and Literature) in 
1952.588 The image is dominated by the form of a Vietnamese trader wheeling a bicycle, 
symbolically over-laden with locally-produced goods (rice, salt, handmade paper). The trader 
and his produce crush beneath them the caricatured forms of 'French' and 'American' 
figures, identifiable by the presence of national flags amongst the wreckage of their foreign-
made luxury goods (perfume, cigarettes). 
585 Ninh, A World Transformed, 74. Lockhart argues that the term had other traditional associations which gave 
it a broader meaning of"political indoctrination within an appeal to traditional moral and ethical values," Nation 
in Arms, 94. 
586 Sherry Buchanan, introduction to Drawing under Fire: War Diary of a Young Vietnamese Artist, by Pham 
Thanh Tam (London: Asia Ink, 2003), 22. 
587 The British Museum had not identified the artist, but noted that the poster is signed "Luong", see Harrison-
Hall, Vietnam Behind the Lines, 68. On the reproduction of this image on the cover of Van Ngh~ 36 (October 
1952) this artist is given as "Dong Luang", thus it seems almost certain that this is the work ofTrftn E>ong 
Luang, a member of the Kh6a Khang Chi~n (Resistance Class) taught by EBAI graduates. 
588 Van Ngh~ 36 (October 1952) 
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Figure 47: Trio Dong Lll'ong (dates unknown), Sell Homemade Goods, Don't Sell Luxury Goods! 
c.1952, ink, gouache, watercolour and crayon on paper. 
The image conveys its message through pronounced visual cues: the Vietnamese trader is 
treated realistically, in warm colours, while the relatively small foreigners are caricatured as 
ragged, skeletal and angular. Textual and visual elements are synthesized throughout the 
image, although the meaning would still be accessible to an illiterate audience. However, the 
treatment of the figures and objects is generally painterly, in the sense that there is a 
pronounced effort to model forms in shadow and light, and to introduce colour tonality. 
These techniques indicate the continued connection to the EBAl model of academic drawing 
that is characteristic of the propaganda images from the 1945-1954 period. The graphic, 
stylised, brightly-coloured type of propaganda posters from later decades, still in use in state 
propaganda campaigns today, were unknown during this earlier period. 
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Efforts to use folkloric stylisation within propaganda concentrated on the adaptation of 
traditional folk printing, particularly that of the printmakers of Dong H6 village. 589 The 
appeal of this form of aesthetics was its obvious link to the principles of diin t9c h6a 
(nationalisation) and aqi chung h6a (popularisation). However, it was necessary in the 
revolutionary environment to divorce the folk printing aesthetic from its traditional religious 
and auspicious content. In 1945, an exhibition of New Year (Tit) pictures included attempts 
by EBAI artists to 'revolutionise' folk aesthetics, including creating folkloric-style images of 
Hfi Chi Minh.590 This represents a significant shift from the position in the late colonial-
period where folk printing, even though admired, was seen as largely irrelevant to 
contemporary aesthetics. Although the movement to use folk prints as propaganda was never 
as fully-developed in Vietnam as it was in the People's Republic of China, there were some 
attempts during the First Indochina War to create propaganda studios based around folk 
printing. The EBAI painters Troln Van Cfin and T~ Thuc Binh (1917-1998) grouped together 
with some of the Dong H6 printmakers to form a studio in Zone 12.59 1 An example of their 
work, once again on the subject of discouraging the purchase of foreign goods, demonstrates 
elements of folk aesthetics in a revolutionary context, such as the use of single-outline forms 
filled in with flat colour, and exaggerated linear stylisation of the figure (figure 48).592 But in 
fact, for much of the wartime, Dong H6 village was in the French-controlled zone, and only a 
few individuals left for the Vi~t B~c, which may be why efforts in this direction were 
relatively limited. 593 
sg9 On the significance of this village as a printmaking centre, see note 414, above. 
590 Trfin Djnh ThQ, "Tri~n liim Tranh T~t,'' in Suu t(ip tr9n b9: Tien Phong 1945-1946 (The Complete Collected 
Tien Phong 1945-1 946) (Hanoi: NXB Hoi NM VanHa N9i, 1996). 
591 Quang PMng and Quang Vi~t. My thwjt Thu do Ha N9i, 412. 
592 The British Museum has identified the seal mark on the painting as reading 'khu,' see Harrison-Hall, 
Vietnam Behind the Lines, 67. On closer inspection the seal marks reads ' khu 12', meaning zone 12, which was 
the zone area in which Trftn Van Oin was working. 
593 Author's interview with Nguy~n Dang Giap, 23 March 2009, Hanoi. Nguy~n Dang Giap is a D6ng H6 
village printmaker and relative oftwo artists from the village, Nguy~n Dang Buu and Nguy~n Dang S~n, who 
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Figure 48: Signed "Khu 12" (Zone 12), I'm not Buying! c.l945-1954, hand-coloured relief print 
on sheU-coated handmade paper, 15x23cm, British Museum. 
Between these two principal forms of artistic endeavour- sketching and creating propaganda 
images - there are significant phenomenological differences. Artists' comments about the 
practice of sketching indicate its immediacy, its sense of intimate connection to the 
surrounding events and its rapidity. Style was less a product of sustained consideration and 
more a result of the artist's habitual facture. While not entirely unmediated, as the artist 
selected what to sketch and what to exclude, the status of the sketch as a preparatory object 
also meant that a greater range of subjects was possible. On the other hand, propaganda 
images required a much more deliberate and intense focus. The subject matter was 
determined by political requirements as communicated through various administrative 
structures. As the result was intended for wide public dissemination, it had to be readily 
comprehensible, but also be consistent with the ideological requirements of culture. 594 Style 
and subject had to be unified. All aspects of the image would be subject to close public 
went to the Vi~t BAc in the 1947. Mr Giap also suggested that much more use was made of a B6ng H6 print 
aesthetics in the Second Indochina War. 
594 Phan Ka An, "Tranh PhB Bian'' (Popularisation Pictures) in vol. 4/5 of Su-u t(lp Van Ngh~, 1948-1954 
(Collected Van Ngh~ 1948-1954) ed. Hiiu Nht$1 (Hanoi: NXB H(>i Nha Van, 2003), 131-132. 
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scrutiny. Beyond communicating the specific message, successful propaganda images were 
also expected to be emotionally charged. The final propaganda image was 'overdetermined,' 
with every element having multiple aspects of significance in the context of the whole. The 
making of these images required repeated revisions and substantial preparatory work. 595 
Thus, the modes of practice for artists during the war vacillated between two extreme 
polarities. 
To NgQc Van and Propaganda 
Despite his enthusiastic participation m resistance activities, by 1947 To NgQc Van had 
begun to publicly express doubts about the extent to which artistic creation was being 
dominated by the production of propaganda. 596 This should not suggest that he was actually 
hostile to the making of propagandistic images in general. In fact, in his article, he argued 
that given the wartime conditions and the struggle for independence, propaganda was- for 
the time being - the most valuable pursuit for artists.597 Aside from his portrait of Hd Chi 
Minh, To NgQc Van bad also created many propaganda posters for the resistance, the best-
known of which is Ha N(>i Vimg :Dimg Len (Hanoi Rises Up) produced in 1947 (figure 49). 
595 For example, a propaganda cartoon by Ton Due Luqng from 1953 was revised at least four times, according 
to a note by the artist on the draft images, see Phan cAm Thugng and Nguy~n Anh TuAn, Important and 
Priceless Works of Vietnamese Modern Arts from the Collection ofTira Vanichtheeranont (Hanoi: NXB My 
thu~t, 2011 ), 228. 
596 This was initially indicated in an article published in 1947: To NgQc Van, "Tranh Tuyen truy~n va H()i h<;>a" 
(Propaganda Pictures and Painting) T¥ Do (Freedom), 1 (1947}, n.p. In my research, I was unable to locate an 
original version of this document, but am relying here on a re-typed version of the article that was given to me 
by To NgQc Van's son, Mr. To NgQc Thanh. I would like to express my gratitude to Mr. Thanh for making that 
material available to me. I note that in Ninh's discussion of this article, she relies on extracts oftbe article that 
were quoted in Vu Due PhUc, Bim v€ nhimg Cu(jc adu tranh Ttt tuang trong Ljch su Van ht;Jc Hi~n a<;~i (1930-
1954) (On Discussing the Ideological Battles in Vietnamese Modern Literature (1930-1954)) (Hanoi: NXB 
Khoa hQc Xii hQi, 1971), 183, see A World Transformed, 268, n.85. Comparing the extracts in Vii. Dire Phuc 
with the version in my possession, the meaning is substantially the same, but the quotations in Vu Dire Phuc are 
sometimes conflations of different parts of the text in the re-typed version. Given that the original is- to the best 
of my knowledge - inaccessible, I rely here on the version of the document provided by Mr. Thanh, as it appears 
to be the full text of the article (as opposed to quite small extracts quoted by Vu Dire PhUc) and it is 
substantially consistent with the later quoted extracts. While this article is mentioned in Quang Pbong and 
Quang Vi~t, My thu~t Thu t16 Ha N(Ji, 413, that book does not give any quoted extracts, so cannot be used to 
check the re-typed version. 
597 To Ng<;>c Van, "Tranh Tuyen truy~n va H9i hQa," n.p. 
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That poster took his characteristic subject matter - the beautiful, bourgeois modem woman -
and used it as a symbol of the city of Hanoi itself. 
Figure 49: To Ngqc Van (1906-1954), Hanoi Rises Up, 1948, woodcut. 
However, Van was increasingly concerned about the tendency to treat propaganda and artistic 
activity as the same thing. He argued that the two operated fundamentally differently, 
requiring different capacities of the artist and creating different types of effects on the viewer. 
Propaganda must "express a political intention, display political slogans, uncover the political 
path for the public to follow ... The principal political idea has to be displayed and expressed 
clearly."598 Painting, on the other hand, expresses "an individual soul. . . expressing the 
feelings of the person more than theory about any particular issue. "599 This understanding of 
598 
" ... bi~u 19 m<)t dt,tng y chlnh tri, neu len nhiing k:hftu hi~u chlnh tri, v~ch ra con duemg chinh tri cho qu~n 
chung lheo .. . Chu y chlnh tri dn trinh b~y, di~n ta minh b~ch . . . ". To NgQc Van, "Tranh Tuyen truy~n va H<}i 
hQa," n.p. 
599 
" .•• m()t tam han ca nhan ... k€ 1€ tinh cam cua ngucn hO'D hily lu~n v~ m<)t vlln de nao." To NgQc Van, "Tranh 
Tuyen truyen va H<}i hQa," n.p. 
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painting was particularly significant for Van, as during the colonial-period, he had staked his 
identity as an artist on the idea of art as an expression of individual personality, as opposed to 
the purely technical capabilities of an artisan. In addition, Van argued that to create 
successful propaganda, the artist necessarily had to remove traces of his own subjectivity 
from the work, so that nothing could interfere with the clarity of expression. 600 If the viewer 
could not clearly understand the political message, then the work of propaganda would be a 
failure, whereas paintings created a sympathetic resonance between the artist and viewer, 
where the artist's original intention became relatively unimportant. Propaganda pictures also 
needed to be created rapidly in order to reflect evolving political conditions, and as a result, 
would necessarily have a temporary value. On the other hand, painting should strive for 
eternal value.601 
Van emphasised in the article that his aim was not to demean the production of propaganda 
pictures, nor to return to his former style of pre-revolutionary work. His concern was rather to 
preserve a sense of creative freedom in painting. This did not exclude the creation of future 
paintings based on the experiences of life in the resistance: 
Do not think that I want only paintings of still lives with a girl appreciating flowers or contemplating 
the moon. I don 't want that. .. Now I'm thinking of works describing the colours and fom1s of the 
Resistance war, which is every day warmer and stronger in the heart of artists. The forms and colours 
of our guerilla fighters are different from those of other people, because of the guns they carry, the 
darkness of the soil, as they appear and disappear beneath the green of the jungle with the birds 
singing, the forms and colours are in some way like those of the trees and the mountains and make us 
strangely moved! And more, the forms and colours of sorrow, of sacrifice, of the refugees walking 
600 To Ngt;>c Van, "Tranh Tuyen truy~n va H()i h9a," n.p. 
601 To Ng9c Van, "Tranh Tuyen truy~n va H()i h9a," n.p. 
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slowly, with the old people and the children shuffling behind, carrying trunks, from the forest down to 
the flatlands, faces pale from the poison of the jungle. 602 
The reference to girl contemplating flowers is perhaps recalling H6 Chi Minh's comments at 
the 1946 exhibition. But while Van had accepted the need to move away from this former 
work, he still wanted to preserve a sense of art that was not tied to transient political 
conditions. 
Van's ideas were controversial. The editors of the magazine Tr:r do published a caution at the 
head of the article, stating that they did not agree with many of the points made by the 
author.603 In his follow-up article on the same subject, Van lamented that unbeknownst to 
him, his article caused fierce debates and was widely misunderstood.604 An article in response 
was published by the scholar D~ng Thai Mai, one ofVietnam's earliest Marxist critics and an 
important figure in the DRVN's cultural administration.605 D~ng Thai Mai's response to To 
NgQc Van's article presented a stricter Marxist line, arguing that there is effectively no 
separation between art and propaganda, as all art propagandises, whether directly or 
indirectly, for one ideology or another.606 
Van published a further article on the issue in 1948, which developed and expanded his 
perspective, as well as expressing his personal frustration. Once again, he reiterated that 
propaganda is necessarily forceful and direct, while painting operates through the indirect 
602 
"Dl'rng ai ngo toi mu6n chi nhling hQa phAm ma mang c6 thi~u nfr ng~m boa hay thuc'mg nguy~t ... Luc nay 
toi nghl dSn nhfrng tac ph~m mo ta hinh sac cua kluing chiSn hi~n hang ngay am vang manh li~t trong long ngh~ 
si. Hinh va s~c cua toan dan quan ta, kbac nguiYi dan thuiYng vi deo chi~c sung, nuac da nau pha mftu d~t, l~n 
bi~n dum vom xanh cua rLmg d~ riu rit chiu c~it ti~ng cbim, hinh va sic c6 m(}t nh!~ gi ~lin b6 vai nUi cay sao 
cam d(}ng l~! Day nfra, hinh va sac cua dau k.ho, cua hy sinh, ctia dam nguiYi di cu thiit theu le theo nguoi gia, tre 
con, hOm ganh, tir rirng nguQ'c triY v~ xu6i, sic thit da xanh vit da hoen mftu rung d(>c." To NgQc Van, "Tranh 
Tuyen truy~n va H(>i hQa," n.p. 
603 Editors note in To Ng<;>e Van, "Tranh Tuyen truy~n va H(}i hQa," n.p. 
604 To NgQc Van, "V~n Tranh Tuyen truy~n va H(>i hQa" (Still on Propaganda Pictures and Painting) in vol. I of 
Sr.m ti)p Van Ngh?, /948-1954 (Collected Van ngh¢ 1948-1954) ed. Hfru Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H(}i Nha Van, 
1998), 103. 
605 Tuan Ngoc Nguyen, "Socialist Realism in Vietnamese Literature", 100-117. 
606 Ninh, A World Transformed, 74-75. 
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arousal of emotions.607 He also argued that the innate potential of painting is different to that 
of literature, which unlike painting, has subtle explanatory capacities. 608 This suggests that, 
even if Van believed in a sphere of independent creativity across all branches of the arts, he 
was prepared to make a 'special pleading' on behalf of the visual arts to maintain his 
position.609 While his arguments had repercussions beyond painting, through his insistence on 
the importance of individual creativity and emotion, Van's discourse was nonetheless 
strikingly 'painterly. ' Van refers to only one political or literary theorist.610 To support his 
case, he drew examples from the history of art: for example claiming that Corot, Courbet and 
Signac, despite their political affiliations, had never created propaganda but always continued 
to paint "like artists without theory," even while Courbet was in the Paris commune. 611 
Van's article also expresses the anguish of the artist going through the process of personal 
and political revolution, describing the process of artistic change as "heavy as moving a 
mountain."6 12 For Van, this agony was surely not only produced by the specific ideological 
and material pressures of the wartime environment, but was also a particularly extreme 
example of the dilemma facing many postcolonial intellectuals. So much of Van's mental 
architecture, his points of reference, had been formed through the colonial education system. 
Although a nationalist, he was steeped in the history of French art and had defined himself 
within its terms. Thus, even when fighting France as a reviled enemy in the jungles of the 
Vi~t B~c, Van put his own position as an artist into dialogue with masters of European art 
607 To NgQc Van, "V§n Tranh Tuyen truy@n va H(li h9a," 104. 
608 To NgQc Van, "Vftn Tranh Tuyen truy€n va Hl)i h9a," 104 
609 Ninh's discussion of these texts implies that To Ng<;>c Van is referring to the art in general, see A World 
Transformed, 73-76. However, there are sections of this text where Van is clearly referring specifically to the 
visual arts, for example when he distinguishes the communicative capacities ofliterature (win chuang) and 
painting (h9i h9a), before dividing painting into 'pure painting' (h(ji h9a thudn tUy) and 'propaganda pictures' 
(tranh tuyen truyJn chinh tri), To NgQc Van, "V§n Tranh Tuyen truy€n va H<)i h<;>a," 104. However, the 
implications of his argument went beyond painting and the reception of these articles by the Party clearly 
viewed this is as a wider issue. 
61 0 To the French literary critic Hippolyte Taine (1858-1893), To Ng<;>c Van, "V~n Tranh Tuyen truy~n va Hl)i 
h9a," 110. 
611 
" ... nhu h9a sithuemg khong ctmg ly tu<'mg." To NgQc Van, "Vftn Tranh Tuyen truy~n va H{)i h9a," 104. 
612 
" .. • n~ng n~ nhu chuy~n m<)t tnii nui", To Ng9c Vcln, "V~n Tranh Tuyen truy~n va H(li h<;>a," I 04. 
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history: with Fra Angelico, Jacques-Louis David and Courbet. Unlike some other Vietnamese 
intellectuals, Van had not received a foreign education in Marxism-Leninism which could 
'triangulate' his conceptual position. While writers in the resistance could link their artistic 
identity to Vietnamese literary giants of the past, some of whom had impeccable anti-colonial 
credentials, Van had never felt that Vietnamese painting had a history he could connect to. 
Thus, it was unsurprising that Van thought that it would take much more time before he was 
able to effect the kind of revolutionary change in his work that was required by the new 
national circumstances. 
To NgQc Van 's ideas about the distinction between art and propaganda were publicly 
criticised by other intellectuals, and were also subsequently addressed in a presentation made 
by Tru<'mg Chinh at the 1948 Second National Cultural Conference. 613 At that conference, 
Tru<'mg Chinh presented his thesis Marxism and Vietnamese Culture, which became the most 
influential statement of the Party's cultural policy, not only in this period, but also for 
subsequent decades.614 Marxism and Vietnamese Culture performed multiple functions: it 
was an application of elements of Marxist theory to the contemporary Vietnamese context; a 
critical overview and assessment of Vietnamese culture throughout its history from a Marxist 
viewpoint; and a blueprint for the future direction of cultural development in Vietnam.615 
Marxism and Vietnamese Culture specifically rejected the idea of cultural neutrality: anyone 
not serving the Revolution was automatically decreasing its potential strength and therefore 
assisting the enemy.616 Looking back at Vietnamese culture leading up the revolution, 
Truemg Chinh roundly condemned the creative work of colonial-period romanticism as being 
613 Ninh, A World Transformed, 77-78. 
614 Ninh, A World Transformed, 39. 
61 5 Truimg Chinb, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture." 
616 Tru<mg Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 226-227 . 
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debauched or at best, a distraction from the work of reform.61 7 Instead, artists were 
encouraged to focus on Socialist Realism, which was defmed as: 
a method of artistic creation which portrays the truth in a society evolving towards socialism 
according to objective laws. Out of objective we must spotlight "the typical features in typical 
situations."6 18 
As in the earlier Theses on Culture, Truemg Chinh once again emphasised the importance of 
national, scientific and popular culture.619 
Marxism and Vietnamese Culture also provided a four-step summary of how the creative 
process should proceed, as follows: 
1. Choosing the topic. 
2. Determining the audience for one's creation. 
3. Acquiring conditions necessary for realization. 
4. Testing works by the reaction of the masses. 620 
The implication of this process was to anchor the creative act in conscious and systematic 
decision-making, removing the idea that the principal impulsion toward the work of art came 
from private inspiration and subjective experience. As the audience for artworks had already 
been specified as being 'the masses,' artists were required to conduct research among the 
people before preparing artworks. Step four- the requirement that artworks be judged and 
approved by 'the masses' -would ultimately result in a drastically altered experience of art 
exhibition and criticism. 
Truemg Chinh in Marxism and Vietnamese Culture was also concerned with directly 
addressing the debate over propaganda. Without mentioning the names of the participants, he 
617 TruOng Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 219,253. 
618 TruOng Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 285. 
619 TruOng Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 264-271 . 
620 TruOng Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 289. 
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rejected the arguments offered by D~ng Thai Mai and To NgQc Van, arguing that while there 
is no art that can be considered ' pure,' propaganda and art were nonetheless not the same 
thing. Instead, Tru<mg Chinh argued that all art propagandises, but only propaganda of a 
certain level of achievement reaches the status of art. 621 Tru<mg Chinh also cautioned that "it 
should be borne in mind that there are truths worth mentioning, but there are also truths 
which are better left unmentioned."622 This was as clear an expression as possible that art 
needed to be directed toward political expediency. In total, Marxism and Vietnamese Culture 
made evident that there was no aspect of art for which the Party would not provide guidance: 
from the process of creation to the reception of the artwork, from the subject matter to the 
style, from cultural history to professional organisation. 
Lacquer: A Revolutionary Medium? 
However, although Marxism and Vietnamese Culture laid out the parameters for artistic 
creation, the problem still remained about what form this work should take. Aside from 
referring to Socialist Realism and proscribing various 'decadent' styles, Tru<'mg Chinh gave 
relatively little formal guidance in the visual arts (unlike in literature, where his proposals 
could be extremely detailed). Most artists at this point had had only limited exposure to 
examples of Socialist Realism from outside Vietnam. In addition, while the principles of 
national, scientific and popular culture may have been clear in the abstract, it was still 
difficult for artists to determine how to proceed in practice. To NgQc Van commented on this 
situation that: 
Immediately after reading the work of those [ideological] critics, artists often have the pleasant 
impression that every problem of creation has been smoothed away and solved ... But when they look 
621 Tnr<mg Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 283-284 
622 Tnrirng Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 286. 
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carefully again, truly it is a pity! They cannot move a single step. They find themselves oppressed and 
wretched like in the past, the confusion seems even worse than before.623 
In an attempt to create a new form of revolutionary art, T6 NgQc Van turned to the medium 
of lacquer, which during the colonial-period he had already strongly connected to the 
discourse of aesthetic nationalism.624 In the late 1940s, T6 NgQc Van and his former student 
from the EBAI, Nguy~n Tu Nghiem, experimented with creating a ·resistance' style of 
lacquer painting. In their studio in the Xuan Ang village of Phu ThQ province, they had 
access to the raw material, as Phu ThQ had been a principal plantation region for lacquer 
during the colonial period. This was quite a practical solution to the problem of having 
limited art supplies in other media. In 1948, Van and Nghiem created a number of small 
works in lacquer on themes relating to the Resistance struggle. They also made a significant 
innovation in the field of lacquer painting, by finding a new way to produce a green colour. 
According to the art historian Quang Vi~t, based on interviews with Nghiem, the new 
component mixed with the lacquer to form the pigment was a kind of local medicinal plant. 625 
The significance of this innovation was that it opened the path in lacquer painting towards a 
more realistic mode of expression, based on a wider colour palette than the traditional one. 
As Nghiem also later commented, this was also a necessary consequence of the resistance: 
the absence or presence of a green in lacquer only mattered when artists needed to represent 
soldiers. 626 
623 
"DQc nhiing nba fry xong thuemg thi nguoi sang tac co ngay cam tu6ng d~ chiu 1<1 m<;>i kh6 khan cua vftn d~ 
sang tac d~u dugc san ph~ng va giai quyk .. Nhung nhin ky 1~i, th~t tQi nghi~p! HQ khong th~ nhich di m(>t buac 
nao. L~i thfry kb6 so uy hi~p mlnh nhu cii, sv hoang mang hinh nhu tan lo~n hem truac." To NgQc Van, "HQC 
hay kh6ng hQc" (To Study or Not) in vol.2 of Stru tljp Van Ngh?, 1948·1954 (Collected Van ngh? 1948-1954) 
ed. Hilu Nhufm (Hanoi: NXB H(>i Nha Vim, 1999), 156. 
624 An earlier version of my research into lacquer painting during the First Indochina War was published as: 
"Serving the Resistance: Lacquer Painting in Vietnam during the First Indochina War 1946·54." TAASA Review 
19: I (March 201 0): 4-6. The ideas explored in that article are substantially expanded in this thesis. 
625 Quang Vi~t, H9i h9a Scm mai Vi?t Nam, 181. 
626 Quang Vi~t, H9i h9a S<m mai Vi?t Nam, 181. 
Figure 50: To NgQc Van (1906-1954), Escaping from the Invader in the Jungle (incomplete 
work), 1948, lacquer in 3 panels. 
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T6 Ngoc Van's small 1948 work Cht;ry gi(lc trong rimg (Escaping from the Invader in the 
Jungle) shows the use of this new development in its cool palette of blues and greens (figure 
50). In other respects, however, the work does not diverge substantially from the precedents 
of the colonial period. Despite the reference to the conflict in the title, the image itself shows 
a group of women disappearing into a mottled backdrop of jungle foliage. [t retains the sense 
of ambiguity between the figure and ground that was characteristic of Nguy~n Gia Tri's 
colonial period works of women in ao dai walking by the Lakes of Hanoi. In this case, the 
figure on the left is dressed in the clothing of one of ethnic minority groups who lived in the 
Vi~t B~c region, the 'Black T'ai' (Thai tlen) minority: a richly-patterned blouse, closed with 
ornamental fastenings up to the neck, above a narrow tube skirt. 627 The work is incomplete, 
627 My thanks to Gillian Green for her identification of this costume, which I had previously thought was as an 
ao dai. The description of the traditional clothing of Black T'ai women, who live near the Di~n Bien Phu border 
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but it is nonetheless safe to conclude that its compositional interest was more in pattern, 
colour and rhythm than in precise observation of a scene of war. Although the female figures 
are fleeing, the image does not represent any sense of distress or fear. Nor does it attempt to 
marshal patriotic feelings through an overt appeal to emotion. Perhaps this was the kind of 
artistic response to the wartime conditions that Van was referring to when he distinguished 
propaganda from paintings of the "colours and forms of the Resistance war." 
Van's other lacquer painting of 1948, Nu dru thuong (Nurse), also offers a whimsical 
perspective on the agonies of wartime. That image shows the figure of a dying soldier, the 
folds of his uniform picked out in black against a bright red background, being comforted by 
an ethereal female figure. As the work is also incomplete, it is possible that the female figure 
might have been rendered more substantially in a final version. However, the position of her 
body, which hovers above that of the soldier, with her face close to his, suggests that she is 
more of an intangible, romantic figure than a battlefield nurse. Once again, Van was adapting 
his colonial-period specialty of lyrical images of women. Despite the circumstances of the 
war and his innovative approach to lacquer's technical development, Van initially had not 
substantially altered his sensibility in painting. 
The surviving examples of NguySn Tu Nghiem' s lacquer works from the studio suggest a 
different approach. Nghiem drew his subject matter from the day to day life of soldiers in the 
base areas. His lacquer works from the period, such as the painting Trqm gac (The 
Guardroom), suggest an interest in capturing the anecdotal details of life in the Resistance. In 
The Guardroom, a soldier, painted in red lacquer, stands beside a modest thatched hut, 
looking out over the jungle, as mounted soldiers ride by in the background. While the 
soldier's figure is drawn using simple, even naYve, lines (particularly the hands and feet) , the 
region, comes from Patricia Cheesman, Costume and Culture: Vanishing Textiles of some of the Tai groups in 
Laos P.D.R. (Chiang Mai: Studio Naenna Co., 1990), 7. 
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artist was attentive to capturing precise details of the scene, such as the different types of 
jungle foliage. This work shows a greater interest in observation from life than the lacquer 
paintings produced at the same time by Van. Like many works produced in the Resistance 
period, The Guardroom eschews heroic gestures and dramatic compositional styles for a 
more quiet and contemplative mood, created by tbe soldier's unassuming posture and averted 
gaze. 
Figure 51: Nguy~n Ttr Nghiem (b.1922), Guardroom, 1949, lacquer. 
However, more significant than the lacquer paintings actually produced by the Xuan Ang 
Studio was the public role of both To NgQc Van and Nguy€n Tu Nghiem in promoting 
lacquer as a painting medium of special significance for Vietnam. Van in particular made 
several attempts to advocate for the central position of lacquer painting in the new 
revolutionary culture. At the Second National Cultural Conference of 1948 (the same 
conference in which Truemg Chinh presented Marxism and Vietnamese Culture), Van 
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presented a thesis on Lacquer.628 Van's argument in his 1948 essay on Lacquer was a forceful 
continuation of the ideas that he had originally expressed in his 1943 essay Lacquer: A Pure 
Art or a Decorative Art?629 While his 1943 essay had clearly associated lacquer with a 
discourse of national achievement, his 1948 paper went even further to suggest that technical 
developments in Vietn.maese lacquer had the potential to reform deficiencies and conflicts 
within modern art internationally. 
Writing in 1948, Van saw lacquer painting's development in a specifically national and anti-
colonialist frame. He reiterated the colonial-period controversy over the capacities of lacquer, 
claiming that while lacquer painting was widely welcomed by Vietnamese artists, certain 
'French colonialists' objected to its development and thought that lacquer should be limited 
to decorative goals.630 Their reasoning, according to Van, was that the lacquer technique was 
too poor for anything other than decoration, and the limited colour palette rendered the 
material incapable of naturalism.63 1 For Van, this was unimportant, as lacquer painting did 
not aim for the same competence as oil painting in producing realistic art, but rather was a 
medium particularly suited for the expression of the internal life of the artist.632 By referring 
to this debate, Van succeeded in giving an anti-colonial interpretation to a practice that was 
invented within the colonial art academy. 
ln the more controversial part of his arguments, Van suggested that lacquer painting alone 
had the potential to overcome an Impasse that he perceived in modern painting 
internationally. Van summarised this impasse was as follows: oil painting since the 
Renaissance had strived to become progressively more realistic, however, the invention of 
photography had made this goal obsolete. As a result, Western artists looked to Asia to 
62K To NgQc Van, "San mai." 
629 To NgQc Van, "San ta: My thu?t Thufrn ruy hay My thu?t Trang sue." 
630 To NgQc Van, "San mai," 323. 
631 To NgQc Viin, "Son mai," 323. 
632 To NgQc Van, "Son mai," 324. 
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reinvigorate their work, for example through the influence of Japanese woodblock prints in 
Paris. However, despite the infusion of energy from this 'Asian turn', this art movement also 
reached an impasse, with the innovations of leading Modernist painters fading into weak 
imitations, leading to a position of international stagnation. 633 For Van, the next step in the 
development of painting should be a concentration on the innate qualities of paint medium: 
he gave the example of Picasso mixing sand into his paint to create new texture. 634 Rather 
than attempting to alter the material qualities of oil paint, Van thought artists should tum to 
lacquer painting. He argued that the medium could bring new energy to world painting, 
because of the depth and richness of its colours, and its ability to reconcile the interest in 
form, colour and materials within a single work.635 He wrote: 
The radiant substance of lacquer pleases artists who are thirsting to find a new medium, more eye-
catching and more moving than oil paint. The substances of 'cockroach-wing' lacquer, black lacquer, 
gold and silver in lacquer are changeable, flexible, no longer substances without soul. .. Not one red of 
oil paint can stand beside the red of lacquer without being made pale. There has never been a black of 
oil paint that could be put beside the black of lacquer without being made to seem faded and 
. nl 636 
motto ess. 
Van concluded his manifesto by saying that the Resistance was the perfect time for artists to 
hone to perfection their skills in lacquer and bring it to the highest point of beauty, so that 
when peace was restored, Vietnam would be able to display its achievements to the world.637 
While the art history of the twentieth-century shows that Van was incorrect in thinking that 
oil paint was exhausted as a medium, he was nonetheless prescient in seeing that future 
633 To NgQC Van, "Son mai," 324-325. 
634 To Ng<;>c Van, "San mai," 325. 
635 To Ng<;>c Van, "Son mai," 325-326. 
636 Th~ ch~t 19ng lily cua SON MAl h'l.m thoa ngM si khat khao di tim m()t chAt phAm m6i, ngon m~t va xuc 
dQng m\lnh hon SON DAU. Th~ chftt san canh n1n [sic], san then, vang, b\lC a SON MAl, linh bi~n, linh dQng, 
kMng con Ia th~ ch§.t khong him nfra ... Khong m9t mfm do SON DAU dirng c\lnh m~u son cua SON MAl rna 
khong bt tai nhqt. Chua thfty m9t mfru den SON DAU nao d~t C\lnh mau den cua SON MAJ rna 1\li khong bi b(IC 
va tra" [capitalisation in the original text]. To NgQc Van, "Son mai," 325-326. 
637 To NgQc Viin, "San mai," 326. 
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movements in Modernist practice in painting would be driven by the inherent formal qualities 
of the materials. However, it is hard to imagine a less propitious time or place to present this 
thesis. Where the Resistance required rapid production of images for propaganda purposes, 
Van was advocating a period of research in a notoriously fickle and laborious medium. 
Where the Party was moving towards Socialist Realism serving an audience of 'the masses,' 
Van was advocating a medium which, as even he admitted, was more suited to capturing 
subjective than objective realities. Van's discussion of the material properties of lacquer 
veered dangerously close to a kind of Formalism. 
Perhaps Van was conscious that the thesis he presented was unlikely to find favour in the 
intellectual climate of the Resistance, as in a subsequent article on the subject, he gave 
greater emphasis to the national qualities of lacquer art. 638 In this article, he argued that, early 
in the colonial period, Vietnamese artists had used Chinese and Japanese influences in their 
work to provide a counterpoint to the overwhelming flood of Western oil painting. This 
experiment was ultimately doomed, as the Western influence in Vietnam was too great, and it 
was only as a result of the development of the lacquer technique that artists were able to 
divorce themselves from their infatuation with foreign styles.639 Unsurprisingly, Van's 
theories on lacquer were countered in a follow-up article in Van Ngh¢. This rather pedantic 
article by Nguy~n Dinh Phuc was concerned to separate the matters of material, technique 
and thought that he considered Van had to have conflated.640 He primly reprimanded Van, 
pointing out that no material innately has "soul," and that the "soul" of the medium depends 
on the artist using it.641 Invoking "historical materialism," Phuc argued that Western art was 
not degraded because its painting media was exhausted, but because it was the product of a 
638 To NgQc Van., "Bay gia m6i c6 H9i hQa Vi~t Nam." 
639 To NgQc Van, "Bay gia m6i C6 H9i h<;>a Vi~t Nam," 55-56. 
640 Nguy~n Dinh Phuc, "Nhfrng Ch~t dirng ct~ Ve" (The Materials used for Painting) in vol.2 of Suu t(ip Van 
Ngh¢, 1948-1954 (Collected Van ngh¢ 1948-1954) ed. Hfru Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H9i Nba Viin, 1999). 
641 Nguy~n Dinh PhUc, "Nhfrng Ch~t dung d~ Ve," 370. 
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moribund capitalist society.642 Further, just because oil paint was Western in origin did not 
mean that Vietnamese artists could not use it in a local way: through style, technique and 
concept, Vietnamese painters could still achieve national character whatever the origin of the 
media.643 His overall approach to the lacquer medium was pragmatic where Van's had been 
quasi-mystical. While in many respects Phuc's arguments were far less original than To Ngoc 
Van's, they were nonetheless much more in line with the emerging intellectual climate in the 
Resistance Zones. 
Lacquer also became a subject for discussion the following year, at the Conference of Debate 
in 1949. Kim Ngoc Bao Ninh argues that this conference represents a turning point in the 
Vietnamese cultural environment. From this point onwards, the expression of diverse points 
of view within the intellectual community was reigned in, in favour of a more tightly-
controlled, coherent ideological position represented by the Party. 644 The three items on the 
agenda for this conference were: "to specify ideological content, to decide on the different 
literary and cultural forms that would best guarantee the promotion of such ideological 
content, and finally, to shape the structure of intellectual activities."645 T6 Hfru' s opening 
address emphasised the need for 'people's culture' and acknowledged the influence of 
Chinese ideas.646 
A serious concern in the debate generally was the issue of the coherence of form and content 
in the arts. Separate debates were held on drama, poetry, music and painting forms. Ninh 
notes that similar concerns and criticisms were raised throughout all branches of the arts, with 
intellectuals criticising themselves for being too "intelligent" (tri tu~) and lacking "feeling" 
642 Nguy~n Dinh PhUc, "Nhling Ch~t dling de Ve," 367. 
643 Nguy~n Dinh PhUc, "Nhfmg Chit dung dS Ve," 368. 
644 Ninh, A World Transformed, 88-89. 
645 Ninh, A World Transformed, 89. 
646 Ninh, A World Transformed, 89. 
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(xuc cam). 647 In the visual arts, the discussion took the form of a public comparison of three 
gouache paintings and three lacquer paintings, painted by Nguy~n D6 Cung and NguySn Tu 
Nghiem respectively. 648 The aim was to use these sample works to analyse the merit and the 
appropriateness of the works produced by these artists, but also to compare more generally 
the capacities of different painting media. One of the difficulties particular to the visual arts 
was that both oil painting and lacquer painting (in the manner being currently practiced) were 
cultural forms that had only developed relatively recently in Vietnam. Neither could really 
claim a place in a contemporary 'people's culture' through reference to their national 
pedigree. In that sense, the 'meaning' of these art practices in the colonial context assumed a 
significance within the debate, as did their contemporary manifestations. 
To Ng9c Van was not a participant (this debate during the period of time when Van served in 
the army), however his thesis on lacquer haunts the debate, and one of his works Giijc di 
(Ajier the Invader has Passed Through) was also shown during the conference.649 Despite 
having only recently begun to use this complicated medium, Nguy~n Tu Nghiem's works 
from the Xuan Ang studio 'represented' lacquer painting. He showed three new lacquer 
paintings: 0;~ gia h9c i ta (An Elder Learns to Read), V? qu6c qudn ngbi giiia canh dbng 
(National Soldiers sitting in the Ricejields) and V? qu6c qudn d{mg gac dem (National 
Soldiers on the Nightwatch).650 
647 Ninh, A World Transformed, 99. 
648 
"Tranh lu~n v~ H<;>a" (Debate on Painting) in vol.2 of Suu t~p Van Ngh?. 1948-1954 (Collected Van ngh¢ 
1948-1954) ed. Hfru Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H(>i Nha Van, 1999). 
649 This work may be the same artwork referred to elsewhere as Gi(ic vita qua (When the Invader has just 
Passed Through). According to To NgQc Thanh, this work later left Vietnam as it was purchased by the French 
cultural counsellor. Mr Thanh described it as a scene of the devastation caused by the French invaders passing 
through a village, which included a nude figure of a woman who had been raped. Author's interview with Mr. 
To Ng<;>c Thanh, 22 February 2011. 
650 While I have not been able to securely identify all of the paintings referred to in this transcript, it seems likely 
that the work V~ qu6c quan tllmg gac tlem may be the same as the lacquer image shown at figure 51. The titles 
for these works were also not always consistent, and they were referred to under slightly different titles at an 
earlier point in the report on the Debate. 
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The conference report published in Van NgM reproduced in direct speech the comments 
made by various intellectuals and artists participating in the debate. To begin with, Nghiem 
cautioned the Conference that he was only new to lacquer painting, and that the works had 
poor technique due to his inexperience. However, several of the commentators criticised his 
approach to the subject matter, saying that while he had had the opportunity to observe the 
life of the soldiers, he was not yet able to emotionally connect with them. The artists Mai Van 
Hi~n (a soldier-artist in the People's Army) and Van Giao (an artist who had worked 
alongside Nguy~n D6 Cung in the South Central region, Interzone 5) suggested that Nghiem 
was still overly concerned with his personal aesthetic responses to the subject matter, and 
with the appreciation of beauty - which Van Giao termed the "former path" of aesthetics.651 
This was attributed to Nghiem not having spent long enough living alongside the soldiers of 
the resistance. 
The discussion then turned to the potential of lacquer painting m the context of the 
Revolution. There were a number of issues here. Firstly, as voiced most clearly by Nguy~n 
D6 Cung, did lacquer have the capacity to express what artists wanted it to be able to 
express? Cung believed that it could not. 652 Like some of the other commentators at the 
debate, he thought that the indeterminacy and mysterious qualities of lacquer painting had 
only been suited to the illusions and dreams that dominated representation in the colonial 
period.653 In the context of the resistance, however, a medium of greater clarity was required 
to capture the realities of daily life. 654 Van Cao agreed, arguing that lacquer could only 
represent "Lieu Trai stories," and immoralities.655 Haunting this discussion was the absent 
651 
"Tranh lu~n v~ H<.>a," 655. 
652
"Tranh lu~n v~ H<.>a," 656. 
653 
"Tranb luil.n v~ Hoa" 656. 
654 
"Tranb L~~n v~ H9~,'' 659. 
655 Lieu Trai (or Lieu Trai Chi Di in full) is the Vietnamese term for the Chinese Liao Zhai (Liao Zhai Zhiy i in 
full), a collection of supernatural stories compiled during the Qing Dynasty. Vietnam had indigenous versions of 
these romantic, supernatural stories, as well as modem versions of them produced in the early decades of the 
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artist Nguy~n Gia Tri, who had fled Hanoi m 1946 for Hong Kong, and then settled in 
Vietnam's South. Since Tri was widely acknowledged as the master lacquer painter of the 
colonial period, the debate had to come to terms with his legacy in the medium. Nguy~n D6 
Cung declared that Tri had "hit a wall" in his experiments with lacquer technique, and that 
there was no point pursuing the direction he had established. 656 
Cung also vehemently disagreed with Van 's arguments that the development of lacquer 
painting had had anti-colonial implications during the colonial period. In fact, his perception 
of the medium was diametrically opposite, arguing that Evariste Jonchere at the EBAI had 
encouraged Vietnamese artists to pursue lacquer as a kind of compromise position. Jonchere 
had thought the Vietnamese artists should only be considered artisans, and pursue the making 
of crafts and decorative arts: as Cung described it: "he oppressed us into handicrafts."657 The 
differences between Cung and Van's interpretation of the events of the 1930s are indicative 
of the ambivalent nature of artists' positions in the colonial period. Further compounding the 
difficult situation of reinventing themselves as correct Revolutionary artists, artists were 
faced with the complexity of the reception of the colonial period itself. 
Several participants in this debate also reiterated the idea expressed in the colonial period that 
lacquer was primarily a decorative art, incapable of realist painting, and should not infringe 
on areas of representation better left to oil paint.658 There were different views about this 
issue, including over whether artists should attempt to expand the colour palette of lacquer. 
By the end of the debate, the only area of general agreement was that lacquer was too time-
consuming a medium to be widely pursued during the Resistance, and that the development 
of lacquer painting would have to be deferred to a later time. This lukewarm conclusion was 
twentieth-century. It is to these modern versions that Van Cao probably refers, as they were contemporaneous 
with colonial-period lacquer painting. 
656 
"Tranh lu~n v~ H<;>a," 658. 
657 
"Tranh lu~n v~ H<;>a," 658. 
658 
"Tranh lu~n v~ H<;>a," 656-657. 
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accompanied by a reminder to artists to concentrate on the urgent and pressing work of 
. d . 659 
creatmg propagan a Images. 
Although the reception of lacquer was not overly enthusiastic, the part of the debate 
concerning Nguy€n Dfi Cung's works in gouache was not particularly positive either. Cung's 
works were paintings of the daily life of the army, created when he was travelling in the 
South Central region (Interzone V). When presenting his works, Cung described his struggle 
to eliminate his former ways of thinking about art, and his attempts to see and represent life 
in the Resistance in a new way. 660 The three gouaches presented by Cung were titled Pha 
ho9i (Destruction), Binh cong xuang (The Weapons' Workshop) and 89 c19i tgp (The Soldiers 
Practice). No dates were given for the works, although Cung describes them as having been 
made in the six-month period he spent in Interzone V in 1947.661 Although I have not been 
able to positively identify the works referred to in the Conference of Debate, some of Cung's 
gouache works from 1947 exist in the Vietnam Fine Arts Museum Collection, such as 89 c19i 
Nam tiin (Soldier on the Southward March), Du kfch La Hai tgp b!in (La Hai guerillas 
during a shooting exercise) (Figure 52) and Tuy Hoa (Tuy Hoa) . These works show that 
Cung's style at this time was still quite spare and abbreviated, using patches of high-key 
colour to capture the bleaching effect of the harsh light of the South Central region over the 
landscape. Like Nguy~n D6 Cung's colonial-period artwork shown in chapter four, the style 
of his revolutionary painting continued to show the influence of Cezanne in the taches of 
colour, although Cung balances the interest in the patterns of colour with a concern for 
capturing the details of the scene. 
659 
"Tranh Lu~n ve HQa," 660. 
660 
"Tranh Lu~n v~ HQa," 647-648. 
661 
"Tranh Lu~n v~ HQa," 647. 
Figure 52: Nguy~n D6 Cung (1912-1977), La Hai Guerillas during a Shooting Exercise, 1947, 
gouache on paper. 
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In the public analysis of the 1949 Debate, Cung's works were subjected to far greater 
individual scrutiny than Nghiem's. The analysis ranged from the strikingly particular, to 
general comments about Cung's personality and ideological commitment.662 However, the 
unfocused quality of the responses suggests that a coherent idea of what was desirable in a 
Resistance painting was not yet fully formed. While the artist Phan K€ An thought Cung's 
paintings were too much like "reportage" more than works of art, others were concerned that 
they were insufficiently accurate, including a comment that the soldiers represented were 
"too clean. "663 A clear thread throughout the comments, however, was that Cung bad not yet 
successfully reached a new form of expression, because his approach was too "intelligent" 
and "dry," not sufficiently expressing the warmth and excitement of the resistance. This was 
662 
"Tranh Lu~n v~ HQa," 647-654. 
663 
"Tranh Lu~n v~ Hoa," 650-651 . 
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perhaps a response to the stark, pared-down nature of Cung's painting style. Cung' s 
intellectualism was seen as a continuation of the cerebral approach of his colonial-period 
work. One factor that clearly emerges from both the Nghiem and Cung portions of this debate 
is that the level of contact with the army was a locus of authenticity for artists in this period. 
For both Nghiem and Cung, the fact that they had only spent a limited amount of time with 
the army counted against them. 
Despite the lacklustre support given to lacquer painting during the Conference of Debate, 
lacquer paintings did continue to be produced in the following years, however the volume 
was quite low. 664 From 1949 onwards, some serious lacquer painters were working in the 
studio established in Interzone IV, in particular, the EBAI graduates Nguy~n Sy NgQc (1918-
1990) and Nguy€n Van Ty. Their work was not part of the Conference of Debate, in which 
they did not participate. A review of an exhibition of new painting from Interzone IV from 
1949 gave warm praise to the painting Cai Bat by Nguy€n Sy NgQc.665 This work was lost 
(probably when it was sent to the World Festival of Youth and Students in East Berlin in 
1951 ), however the artist made a copy under the new title of Tinh Qudn Dan (The Friendship 
between the Army and the People) in 1951 (figure 53).666 The success of Cai Bat was in its 
representation of the emotional connection between the two central figures. 667 It is striking 
that in Tinh Quan Dan, the artist uses lacquer, not to capture precise details of the scene as in 
the studies by N ghiem, but rather to create a general environment of warmth within the 
image, through the vibrant red and gold tones of the background. Attention is concentrated on 
the relationship between the soldier and the peasant woman. The figures themselves have a 
664 Quang Vi~t notes that there were only six lacquers submitted amongst the hundreds of works to the 1954 
National Art Exhibition, the final exhibition ofthe Resistance War period. Quang Vi~t, H {j i hQa Scm mai Vif)t 
Nam, 180. 
665 Hoang Y~n. "Tri~n lam H()i hga Lien khu IV," 543. 
666 Curiously, although Tinh Quan Dan is widely described as a "copy" of Cai Bat, the original l 949 review 
describes Cai Bat as a work on silk, not lacquer. This is possibly an error in the text. 
667 Hoang Y~n, "Tri~n liim H()i hga Lien khu IV," 543. 
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sense of monumentality. This, along with the use of strong outlines, links them to the robust 
solidity of the figures in Vietnamese folk printing. Nonetheless, the figures are not stylised. 
Sy Ng9c's skill in this work was in the achievement of a combination of Realism, emotional 
resonance and national aesthetics. 
Figure 53: Nguy~n Sy Ngqc (1919-1990), Friendship between the Army and the People, 1951, 
lacquer (copy of a 1949 original). 
To Ng9c Van also continued to produce lacquer paintings during the remaining years of the 
Resistance, including the work Nghi chan ben duang (Resting by the Roadside) of 1953 
(figure 54). This work is an image of a soldier resting with civilian porters on the side of the 
road on the way to the Front. Compared with his earlier Resistance-period lacquer paintings, 
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Van has removed the whimsical element of his work. Nghi chan ben tluang is a genre scene 
of life in the Resistance, which, like the lacquer studies made by NguySn Tu Nghiem, is more 
concerned with observation than creating heroic imagery. The figures in Nghi chan ben 
tlu<Yng have a quiet camaraderie, but the work also clearly expresses their exhaustion through 
their slumped poses and facial expressions. Van captures a moment of repose. 
Figure 54: To NgQc Van (1906-1954), Resting by the Roadside, 1953, lacquer, 35x45cm, Vietnam 
Fine Arts Museum, Hanoi. 
The uneven reception of lacquer in the wartime period demonstrates that its status as a 
national medium was not automatic or assured. In later decades, some of these wartime 
experiments in lacquer painting, such as developing the colour palette and realistic forms of 
representation in lacquer, reached fruition. Immense lacquer compositions on themes of 
heroic revolutionary struggle, represented using the conventions of Socialist Realism, were 
produced in the late 1950s and early 1960s. However, the 1949 debate over lacquer shows 
that initially, developing a national style of art was not of primary concern, and was tempered 
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by other more pressing considerations. In the Conference of Debate, for example, there was 
very little discussion given to the topic of whether lacquer painting was a specifically national 
medium, or whether it had any innate relationship to dan t(>c h6a (nationalisation). Nor did 
the nationalist interpretations of lacquer proposed by To Ng<;>c Van find general acceptance at 
this time. Rather, it seems that concerns about realism and clarity of meaning dominated the 
discussion. The anxieties evident in the discussion of lacquer painting suggest that the 
medium's perceived tendency towards the fantastical threatened the principle of scientific 
orientation. The colonial heritage of lacquer painting was also subject to contradictory 
interpretations. As its reception during the resistance period shows, the transition of lacquer 
painting to a national medium was complicated, ambivalent and uncertain. 
The Debate over Criticism 
Another important debate in the late 1940s was over the issue of who should be the judge of 
works of art. In this debate also, To Ng<;>c Van asserted a position that run contrary to the 
ideas of the Party. In Marxism and Vietnamese Culture, Tnrc:'mg Chinh had stated that art 
must be judged by the masses. According to his four-step summary of the process of creation, 
the final stage of artistic creation must be to 'test' the responses of the masses to the works of 
art.668 He did not believe that the masses required further education in the creative arts to be 
able to make sound judgments about artworks. Rather, he wrote that they " ... are the most 
expert critics of all, precisely because they have many ears and eyes, the sound judgment and 
feelings of large numbers of the people. ln this respect, no art critic can compare with the 
masses. "
669 
However, Tnr<mg Chinh also acknowledged that the masses may require some further 
knowledge or education about the creative arts in the long-term, and therefore that artists 
6
6l! Tru<'mg Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 289. 
669 Tru<'mg Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 292. 
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should use their work to educate the masses, or "raise their cultural level. "670 This wording is 
very close to that expressed by Mao Zedong in his Talks at the Yenan Forum of Literature 
and Art in 1942, once again showing Truemg Chinh's debts to Maoism.671 The problem of 
how to resolve the tension between simultaneously creating works that the masses could 
already understand, whilst raising the level of their cultural appreciation at the same time, 
was complex. Truemg Chinh had a somewhat convoluted suggestion: 
To understand the cultural level of the people thoroughly is not to lower one's art to the lowest artistic 
level amongst the people, but to adopt the average level of the majority of the people as a standard, 
while using one's own works to raise their culturallevel.672 
To NgQc Van was one of the few intellectuals to oppose the idea that the people did not need 
to be educated to be able to criticise art. In his 1949 article, H9c hay khong H9c (To Study or 
Not), To NgQc Van argued that unlike literature, which shares a natural language with the 
people, visual art creates its own language of forms and colours that the masses need to be 
familiar with in order to fully understand it.673 This was particularly important because, in the 
art of the twentieth-century, the imitation of the natural world in art had been replaced by 
subjective interpretations of the external world. To be able to usefully critique this kind of art, 
the masses required some level of familiarity and appreciation of it.674 At the same time, 
however, To NgQc Van also believed that rural people had a natural affinity with painting, 
which only needed to be cultivated.675 This is because they, like artists, had a deep familiarity 
with the land as a result of repeated observation. He gave an example of a painter who was 
working in an isolated hamlet, whose work was immediately understood by the local villagers 
670 TruOng Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 290. 
671 Bonnie S. McDougall, trans., Mao Zedong 's "Talks at the Yan 'an Conference on Literature and Art ": A 
Translation of the 1943 Text with Commentary (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies, University of 
Michigan, 1980), 68-69. 
672 TruOng Chinh, "Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 290. 
673 To NgQc Van, " HQC hay khong HQC," 157. 
674 To NgQc van, "HQC hay khong HQC," 157. 
675 To NgQc Van, "HQc hay khong HQC," 159. 
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because of their close visual knowledge of the landscape, but was mocked by a visiting 
intellectual who could not recognise what the painter was trying to represent.676 
This was a line of argument that To NgQc Van had pursued before. [n the debate over 
propaganda, To NgQc Van had insisted that artists were closer to the people than was 
generally alleged, claiming that artists had long lived among minority groups in the Vi~t B~c 
and in rural communities throughout Vietnam.677 In making that argument he was perhaps 
referring to the EBAI practice of painting field trips to the Northern mountainous regions: 
Whenever an easel was set down in a field, the people of the village would crowd around to see, and 
would stand there stuck for hours, forgetting their work, forgetting their tasks. Regarding their 
understanding of painting, the country people - which will surprise many - grasp it much faster than 
. 1 b h . h . 678 city peop e, ecause t ey see wit new, pure, smcere eyes ... 
While Van was perhaps romanticising the level of connection between artists and the people 
in the colonial period, he was also making the point that his defense of education did not stem 
from elitism. 
However, Van believed that the observation of nature could only take the people so far down 
the path of appreciating painting. He thought that it was necessary to study the history and 
context of painting as well. Van's proposal in the article was that the study of art history 
should form part of the elementary and secondary school curriculum of Vietnamese students, 
giving them some basic understanding of art which would allow them to be informed critics, 
676 To Ngoc Viin, "Hoc hay khong HQc," 159. 
677 To Ngoc Viin, 'Vfin Tranh Tuyen truy~n va H¢i h9a', 109. 
678 
"M<)t cai gia ve cAm a canh d6ng niw, b1 ngucri diin que keo d~n, d(rng dan viw d~y hang gicr, bo cong, bo 
vi~c. V~ ~t hi~u tranh, nguai dan que - oi ng~c nghien cho nhi~u nguai - linh hQi nhanh hon nguai thanh thi, 
bm chllng ho nhln v&i con m~t moi me thu~n chan ... " To Ngoc Van, 'Vfin Tranh Tuyen truy~n va H¢i h9a' , 
109. 
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and, he concluded meekly, to have some affection for painting.679 In this argument, his 
reference points are once again drawn from French art history: 
To know the painful biography of Van Gogh makes us understand and enjoy more his emotional and 
stormy brushstrokes. To understand the historical position of Cubism and its techniques makes us less 
likely to mock it unjustly, or even if we continue to mock it, then to understand why we mock it. 680 
Van appears less concerned with the ideological content of potential criticisms, and more 
wary of merely facile and dismissive judgements. Given how thoroughly and vehemently the 
Cubist style had been dismissed by Tru<mg Cbinb in Marxism and Vietnamese Culture, it is 
surprising that Van should make such a sympathetic reference to it, reflecting his continuing 
unorthodoxy. Perhaps it is an indjcation that, even at this stage, Van still hoped that a wider 
stylistic platform would be possible in the visual arts. The impassioned tone of this article 
captured the dilemmas of the artist in this period: as Van wrote, artists were tearing 
themselves to pieces with the task of serving both the people and the nation, and serving 
art.6& I 
Tru<'mg Chinh's Marxism and Vietnamese Culture had applied to all branches of the creative 
arts: writers and poets were also required to submit their work to the scrutiny of the masses. 
Why was it then that it was an artist who was the one to publicly articulate this anxiety at this 
time? Surely it was a legacy of artist's struggle for recognition in the colonial period. The fact 
that EBAl artists had fought to be recognised as creative intellectuals rather than artisans 
meant that they were more threatened by the sudden reversal in the status of educational 
achievement. This is in contrast to poets, who, while they may have disliked or feared the 
impact of uninformed mass criticism on their work, would nonetheless been relatively secure 
679 To NgQc Van, "H<;>c hay k.hong H<;>c," 160. 
680 "Bi~t ti~u sir bi thim cua Van Gogh 1!\m ta hieu them, htr<'mg th1,1 hon net but bao tap va xuc d(>ng cua ong. 
Hieu dja vi ljch sir cua phai L~p the (Cubisme) va Ky thu~t cua no, lam ta da b~t cong ch~ nh~o no, hay dude 
che nh~o di nii:a, cling hi~u vi sao ta ch~ nh~o." To NgQc Van, "H<;>c hay k.hong Ht;>c," 159. 
68 1 To NgQC Van, "H9c hay khong H<;>c," 156. 
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in the knowledge that poetry had long held a position at the centre of Vietnamese intellectual 
life (and politics). Painting, however, had only a tenuous hold, and it must have seemed that 
the major colonial-period achievements of the EBAI artists were being eroded. 
Once again, there was soon a Party response to Van's argument, this time from the secretary 
ofTru6ng Chinh.682 This article, by Ha Xuan Tru6ng, reiterated that the masses did not need 
to study in order to be able to criticize art.683 Repeating positions that were established in 
Marxism and Vietnamese culture, Ha Xuan Tru6ng also emphasised that the masses included 
different types of people, specialists and non-specialists, artists and political theorists, so that 
there would always be informed points of view as part of mass criticism.684 However, the 
article was definitive that "the critical opinion of the masses is the definitive opinion."685 
Once again, To NgQc Van's public positions had been subject to disapproving criticism. After 
1949, the intellectual world in the Vi~t B~c tightened significantly.686 But the change in To 
NgQc Van's public discourse after this point is particularly noticeable, given his earlier 
frankness. However, despite being quashed in each attempt to assert a nuanced or original 
position, he continued to work for the resistance into the early 1950s. 
The experiences of artists between 1945 and 1949 reflect a transition from the intuitive and 
amorphous sense of national aesthetics that they had developed in the colonial period, 
towards a more codified, official fonn nationalism in the service of the state. However, as the 
state was itself in formation and transition during this period, it was still possible to articulate 
competing visions of what that national culture might be like, as was demonstrated by To 
NgQc Van's outspoken alternative positions. But his views also have to be understood in the 
6
M
2 Le Tn;mg Lam, "Qu~n chlillg va Phe binh Ngh~ thu~t'' (The Masses and Art Criticism) in vol.2 of Suu t(lp 
Van Ngh?. 1948-1954 (Collected Van ngh? 1948-1954) ed. Huu Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB HQi Nba Van, 1999). 
6
M
3 Tuan Ngoc Nguyen has identified Le Trong Lam as a pseudonym for Ha Xuan Tru6ng, the secretary of 
Tru6ng Chinh and the editor of an official Party publication, "Socialist Realism in Vietnamese Literature," 193. 
684 Le Tr<.>ng Lam, "Qu~n chUng va Phe binh Ngh~ thu~t," 571. 
685 Le Tn.>ng Lam, "Qu~n chting va Phe binh Ngh~ thu~t," 568. 
6H6 Ninh, A World Transformed, 89-93. 
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light of his active and passionate participation in the resistance. Even artists who accepted the 
Party positions on culture wholeheartedly, such as Nguy~n D6 Cung, had trouble 
understanding how to adapt their aesthetic vision to their new circumstances and the 
emerging ideological requirements . This problem was signalled as early as 1945-1946, with 
the ambivalent reception of the earliest national painting exhibitions. At heart, the issue was 
that of post-coloniality. The leading artists of the colonial period, such as Van, Cung, T:x and 
others prominent graduates of the EBAI, had formed strong views about their practice, which 
were created both through and against the colonial education system. To 'un-make' these 
views destabilised the foundations of their hard-won identities as artists. 
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6. 
ART AND IDEOLOGICAL 
RECTIFICATION 
Living under the colonial regime, before, I was influenced by the bourgeois French painting of the 
tum of the century. French artists of that time turned their back on society in order to hide themselves 
in their solitude. I imitated them and did likewise. In thought by doing that, [ showed the attitude of 
wanting to detach myself from politics. The truth today demonstrates that art is not detached but is 
actually glued together with politics.687 HQa siX (Painter X). 
The above extract is from a self-criticism by an unnamed artist, published in the pages of Van 
Ngh¢. It was printed in 1952, alongside an account of the Third National Painting Exhibition 
and Painting Conference, held in December of the previous year. 688 While the sentiment of 
rejecting the colonial past was already familiar, this was the first instance where a sustained 
individual self-criticism by a painter had been reprinted in this magazine. This ' confessional ' 
mode of writing is indicative of a shift in the cultural environment: a movement towards 
greater ideological control over intellectuals as a result of alterations in international and 
domestic politics. Due to the growing impact of Chinese Communism on the Vi~t Minh, a 
687 
"S6ng ch~ d9 tht,rc dan, tru6c kia, toi da chju anh huCing h(>i hQa tu san Phap hbi d~u th~ ky. Nguui hqa si 
Phap thai ~y, 9-uay lung l~i xa h()i d~ lful minh vao ban nga co dan cua hQ. Toi cilng b~t chu&c va him nhu hQ. 
Tuemg nhu the Ia to thai d(> tach rm minh vm chinh trj. St,r th~t ngay nay cht!ng to ngh~ th~t khong tach rui rna 
l~i g~n li~n vm chinh tri nfra." Hqa siX, "Trich Ki~m tbao: Ngh~ thu~t v6i Chinh tti," 257. 
688 Xuan Di~u, " Hoi nghi H(>i hQa" (Painting Conference) in vol. 4/5 of Suu ttjp Van Ngh¢, 1948-1954 
(Collected Van Ngh? 1948-I 954), ed. Hfru Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H(>i NM Van, 2003). 
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campaign for ideological rectification (chinh hudn) was launched in the early 1950s, and 
artists, like other intellectuals, increasingly had to think and act in conformity with the 
requirements of the Party. 689 These circumstances had a profound impact on how artists 
pursued their work, the kind of work that they produced, and the circumstances in which they 
produced it. At the same time, in the Vi~t B~c, the DRVN opened its first art school, which 
was known as the Kh6a Khang Cbi~n, or Resistance Class. To NgQc Van was appointed as 
the school's director, and the teaching staff was made up of other EBAI graduates. The 
experiences of the students of this school reveal the jarring juxtaposition of the escalating 
ideological pressures within the Vi~t Minh, and the relatively liberal attitudes of Van and 
their other teachers. However, artists and art students who wanted to continue to serve the 
resistance had to fmd a way to reconcile themselves with the new political realities. 
The Changing Face of the Conflict 
The First Indochina War had a dual character: as both an anti-colonial struggle and an early 
conflict of the emerging cold-war world order.690 The events of 1950 can be understood as 
most clearly marking the shift between those two aspects of the war.691 In that year, the 
newly-established People's Republic of China, the Soviet Union and other Socialist states 
gave diplomatic recognition to the DRVN.692 Meanwhile, the United States of America 
formally recognised the Associated State of Vietnam (ASVN), the French-backed alternative 
state to the DRVN, which was headed by the former Vietnamese Emperor Bao £>~.693 That 
689 Ninh, A World Transformed, 101-104, 113-115. 
690 This interpretation of the war is demonstrated particularly clearly in Mark Atwood Lawrence and Fredrik 
Logevall, introduction to The First Vietnam War: Colonial Conflict and Cold War Crisis, eds. Mark Atwood 
Lawrence and Fredrik Logevall (Cambridge and London: Harvard University Press, 2007), 6-13, and Bradley, 
Vietnam at War, 41-74. 
691 Although more recent scholarship has indicated that the tensions and ambiguities relating to the dual aspects 
of the war pervaded state and non-state decision-making throughout the conflict, see Bradley, "Making Sense of 
the French War," 18-24. 
692 Bradley, Vietnam at War, 56. 
693 Bradley, Vietnam at War, 56. 
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year also marked the significant escalation of aid to the Vi~t Minh by China, and to the 
French by the USA.694 
These re-alignments in the international environment were reflected in changing 
circumstances within Vietnam. While the Vi~t Minh had always been led by H6 Chi Minh 
and members of the Communist Party, initially it had emphasised national resistance against 
France and deferred the Party's concern for class struggle, to attract a broader range of 
support. To this end, in November 1945, the Party had officially dissolved itself in order to 
publicly minimise its association with the Vi~t Minh.695 By February 1951, in the 
environment of increased international support from the Socialist bloc, the Party was 
reconstituted as the Vietnam Worker's Party (Dang Lao D9ng Vi~t Nam).696 The Party's new 
public prominence altered the character of the DRVN state, as well as of the conduct of the 
war. As a 'people 's war,' the First Indochina War had from its inception included socio-
political campaigns alongside military ones, such as the campaign against illiteracy of the late 
1940s. The 1950s, however, saw the emergence of extensive campaigns based on class 
politics, such as the rent reduction and land reform (cai each ru()ng ddt) programs, which 
aimed to break the economic and political power of the wealthy landholding class in rural 
areas.697 As the Party promoted support for land reform, ideological fervor reached 
unprecedented intensity. 
The establishment of the People's Republic of China (PRC) also enabled easier access to 
other Socialist countries via the DRVN's northern border. As a result, artists had greater 
contact with Socialist Realism outside of Vietnam. In the 1950s, the educational and 
694 Bradley, Vietnam at War, 56, 59-60. The Vietnamese formally asked for military advisors from the Chinese 
Communist Party in April 1950, Chen Jian, "China and the First Indochina War 1950-1954," The China 
~uarterly 133 (March 1993): 91. 
5 Duiker, "Ho Chi Minh and the Strategy of People's War," 159 
696 Duiker, "Ho Chi Minh and the Strategy of People's War," 167. 
697 Moise, Land Reform in China and North Vietnam. 
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exhibitionary 'pilgrimages' of the colonial period to the imperial centre (Paris) were replaced 
with new journeys to, and relationships with, the Socialist bloc.698 From 1951, Vietnam sent 
artworks and posters to be exhibited at the World Festival of Youth and Students in East 
Berlin, a Socialist equivalent to the 'world fair' exhibitions of the colonial period.699 Two 
artists, Nguy~n D6 Cung and Di~p Minh Chau, also attended the festiva1. 700 The following 
issue of Van Ngh¢ magazine showed more material related to Soviet art than ever before, 
even reprinting sketches of two sculptures made by the Soviet artist Matvei Manizer (1891-
1966).701 One was an image of the French Communist saboteur Raymonde Dien (b.1929), 
who lay across railway lines to attempt to block the transportation of weapons to the First 
Indochina War. The artist and EBAI graduate Nguy~n Sang (1923-1988) also wrote an article 
about Soviet painters in this issue, describing their works. 702 Vietnamese delegates and 
artworks were subsequently sent to the World Youth and Student Festival in Bucharest in 
1953.703 Di~p Minh Chau was the first artist to be sent by the state to study in the Socialist 
world. From 1951 to 1955 he attended the Fine Arts Academy of Czechoslovakia. This set a 
precedent for the artists who were sent to study in the art academies of the Eastern bloc after 
peace was re-established in 1954. 
698 Benedict Anderson uses the term "bureaucratic pilgrimage" to describe how the territorial imagining of the 
nation state was constructed from that ofthe colonial state, partly through the "established skein of journeys 
through which each state was experienced by its functionaries," see Imagined Communities, 114-115. I am 
borrowing this term to convey the sense that in both colonial and post-colonial contexts this "skein of journeys" 
also included extra-nationalloops to perceived 'centres.' 
699 These exhibitions were organised by the World Federation of Democratic Youth and the International Union 
of Students, and were held either in Socialist or neutral countries. Clews notes that the three earliest Festivals-
1947 in Prague, 1949 in Budapest, 1951 in East Berlin- were strongly Stalinist and anti-Western, while after 
1953 the tone of the festivals became more moderate. See John C. Clews, Communist Propaganda Techniques 
(London: Meuthen & Co, 1964), 141. 
700 
"15 Ngay" (15 Days) in vol. 4/5 of Suu t{zp Van Ngh?, 1948-1954 (Collected Van ngh? 1948-1954) ed. Hl!u 
Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H()i Nba Van, 2003) 40. 
701 Reproduced in vol. 4/5 of Suu t(lp Van Ngh?, 1948-1954 (Collected Van ngh? 1948-1954) ed. Hfru Nhu~n 
(Hanoi: NXB H<)i Nba Van, 2003) 49. Matvei Manizer (1891-1966) was a Socialist Realist sculptor from St 
Petersburg. 
702 Nguy~n Sang, "H<)i hQa Ph1,1c v1,1 Hoa binh" (Painting Serving Peace) in vol. 4/5 of Suu t(lp Van Ngh£?, 1948-
1954 (Collected Van Ngh¢ 1948-1954) ed. Hfru Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H<)i Nha Van, 2003). 
703 A note in Quang Vi~t, H(Ji h9a S011 mai Vi?t Nam, 182 suggests that some ofNguy~n Tu Nghiem's lacquer 
works from during the early war years were sent to this Festival in Bucharest (and subsequently lost). However, 
as Vi~t notes the date of this as 1951, perhaps he is referring to the earlier Festival in Berlin, which seems likely, 
given that another Vietnamese lacquer was also sent at that time, and the Nghiem's works were made as early as 
1948. 
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During the early 1950s, the circulation of theoretical material relating to Maoist theories of 
art and literature (such as the Talks at the Yenan Forum) also increased. 704 Ninh also notes 
that General Nguy~n San, who commanded interzone 4 ~ where the artists Nguy~n Van Ty, 
and NguySn Sy NgQc were working - was a veteran of the Long March, and very 
knowledgeable about Chinese revolutionary culture. 705 Given the significant presence of CCP 
political advisors to the Vi~t Minh, it seems highly likely that examples of Chinese visual 
propaganda were circulating. However, while a few Vietnamese artists were sent to China 
during this period, in general direct contact between Vietnamese artists and art from the PRC 
appears to have been limited. 706 The first article on Chinese revolutionary art in the official 
cultural journal Van Ngh¢ did not appear until 1954.707 Thus, despite this increase in 
connections, artists still had limited access to art originating from outside Vietnam. Just as in 
the late 1940s, they were still predominantly relying on adapting the skills, styles and 
techniques of the colonial era to the practical and ideological realities of the resistance, as can 
be seen from the experiences of the artists associated with the Kh6a Khang Chi€n. 
The Formation of the Khoa Khang Chi~n 
Despite the frankness with which To NgQc Van had debated the Party position on matters of 
education, he was nonetheless authorised to establish a new art school in the resistance zone 
in 1950.708 Although an art school had been officially anticipated since 1948, To NgQc Van 
had to lobby extensively for it to be finally opened, because of the financial precariousness of 
the DRVN.709 The School was described in administrative orders as the TruOng My Thu~t 
704 Ninh, A World Transformed, 112, notes that the works of Chou Yang, which extended and explained Mao's 
Talks at the Yenan Forum, were published in Vietnamese in from 1950-1952. 
705 Ninh, A World Transformed, 112. 
706 Nguyen Khang, for example, was sent to teach art at a training school for Vietnamese cadres in China. 
707 N.S.N (probably Nguy~n Sy Ng9c), "Tranh Trung Qu6c vui ChUng ta" (Chinese Pictures and Us) in vol. 7 of 
Suu t(lp Van Ngh?. 1948-1954 (Collected Van Ngh? 1948-1954) ed. Hiiu Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H!)i Nha Van, 
2006). 
708 A series of DR V government orders relating to the formation of the Kh6a Khang Chi~n can be found 
reproduced in Tnrimg Dr;zi h9c My thutjt Ha niJi 1925-2005, 31-34. 
709 Author' s interview with Linh Chi, 24 March 2009, Hanoi. 
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trung dp (lntennediate School of Art), but it is generally known as the Kh6a Khang ChiSn, 
or Resistance Class, a name which better captures its small, makeshift and mobile 
character.710 As the Ministry of Culture was yet to be established in the DRVN, the 
Resistance Class was under the control of a different administrative body, the Culture and 
Arts Service (V\1 Van hQc Ngh~ thu~t).711 The teaching staff, under To Ng<;>c Van, included 
several of the most famous graduates of the EBAI: initially Tr§n Van ck, Nguyen Khang 
and Nguy~n Tu Nghiem, and later also Nguy~n Van TY. and Nguy~n Sy Ng<;>c .712 
Students were recruited from within the Vi~t B~c resistance zone in the summer of 1950, with 
examinations held in Thai Nguyen and Phu ThQ provinces.713 Similar to the earlier entrance 
examination for the EBAI, entrance to the Resistance Class was based on proficiency in two 
basic skills: figure drawing and decorative composition.714 Many of the students who 
competed for entrance had been working for the resistance in roles that required some form 
of artistic competence, such as in information bureaus or local propaganda and training 
units.7 15 Some students had also trained in short-term courses in art that were already running 
throughout the Vi~t Bile, usually taught by EBAI graduates.716 These courses had begun early 
in the resistance, as there was a considerable need for visual materials to communicate 
information and propaganda to the general population. Normally, those courses lasted only 
two to three months, and were organised through local infonnation bureaus in each interzone 
710 The official name is stated in order no. 605 ND 28/ 12/ 1950, reprinted in Trzrang Dt,1i hQc My thu{lt Ha n6i 
1925-2005, 32-33. This order indicates specifically that the school was not considered a Truemg Cao dimg My 
thu~t, or university-level institution, but was at a lower echelon of the education system. 
7 11 Order no. 606 ND 28/12/ 1950, reprinted in Trzrang D(li hQc My thug/ Ha n6i 1925-2005,34. Subsequent art 
schools in Vietnam have been placed under the administrative control of the Ministry of Culture. For an account 
of the founding of the Ministry of Culture in the DRV, see Ninh, A World Transformed, I 64-180. This change 
may reflect the transition from the colonial administrative model, where the art school was under the public 
instruction section, to the Socialist model of the USSR, where educational institutions came under the control of 
the Ministry connected to their discipline. 
7 12 Ngo M~nh Lan, Du-m Mai Tru-ang My thw;ll, 13-14. 
713 Ngo M<,mh Lan, Du-m Mai Tru-ang My thu~t, 13-14. 
7 14 Ngo M<;mh Un, Du-m Mai Tru-ang My thu~t, 13. 
715 Ngo M~nh Lan. DU"Oi Mai Tru-ang My thugt, 14. 
716 For example, Nguy~n Sy Ng<;>c and Nguy~n Van TY. taught in Interzone 4 until 1950; Nguy~n D8 Cung 
taught in the South Central region of Vietnam in Interzone 5. 
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(sa Thong tin Lien khu). The artist Ngo M';lnh Lan, for example, studied in a two-month art 
course in Phu Th9, supervised by the EBAI graduate Nguy~n TrQng Hgp. This class taught 
the drawing and decorative skills that would allow the students to make propaganda posters, 
and also included information about current propaganda campaigns, and the appropriate 
slogans to use on posters. 717 
The artists who came to take the entrance examinations had usually heard about the Class 
through their work units, or sometimes via chance encounters in the Resistance Zone. About 
half of the artists who applied were selected for the class, resulting in an initial intake of 
twenty two students. These students came from a variety of different backgrounds. Le Lam 
(Vii Qu6c Ai, b.l931 ), for example, came from a poor rural family. From the age of fourteen, 
he bad participated in clandestine revolutionary activities, acting as a messenger in the anti-
Japanese resistance.718 He had then joined the army in 1947, and the Party in 1948.719 NgQc 
Linh (Vi Van Bich, b.l930), on the other hand, was the grandson of a mandarin in the French 
colonial administration, who had been the province chief ofCao Bkg (a key province in the 
war, due to its border with China). 720 Linb Chi (Nguy~n Tai Lucmg, b.1921) was already a 
successful painter before the 1945 revolution, and had joined the resistance in the Vi~t B~c in 
1947, organising artists in the Communist Youth League. 721 Not all of the students were 
members of the Party. Selection was skills-based: the students would gather for several days 
to prepare the exercises in drawing and composition to compete for a place in the Class. 
Since the examinations were within Vi~t Minh-controlled territories it was probably 
unnecessary to specify that students had to be active in the resistance. 
717 Author's interview with Ngo M<,mh Liin, 19 March 2009, Hanoi. 
718 Author's interview with Le Lam, 5 January 2009, Hanoi. 
719 Author's interview with Le Lam, 10 January 2009, Hanoi. 
720 Author's interview with NgQC Linh, 27 March 2009, Hanoi. Later, however, this artist did find his class 
background to be a hindrance, and in 1954 changed his name from Vi Van Bich to Ng~;>c Linh to signify his 
commitment to the revolution. This suggests that class background was not considered a barrier at the initial 
recruitment of the Kh6a Kh{mg ChiSn. 
721 Author' s interview with Linh Chi, 23 March 2009, Hanoi. 
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Life in the resistance zone was difficult. The Class had no fixed location, but moved between 
provinces in the Vi~t Blic.722 In each new area, the Class would set up in a local community 
house (dinh) or pagoda (chua), and would eat with the local people. 723 Like others active in 
the resistance zones, the students faced physical hardships: food shortages, malaria and long 
journeys on foot between different provinces, carrying all of their materials. While the state 
provided each student with a modest stipend in the form of a monthly allocation of rice, food 
and money were always in short supply. The students principally lived on a diet of rice with 
salt, and morning glory (rau mu6ng). They would occasionally grow their own vegetables, or 
save up to buy buffalo meat. The Class was not insulated from the violence of the war. 
French aeroplanes often flew over the Vi~t Blic areas for reconnaissance or bombing 
missions, and the former students frequently recalled seeing the B26s, Hellcats and Spitfires 
passing overhead. They were witnesses to the day-to-day death and destruction of the war, 
and occasionally narrowly escaped being victims of bomb attacks. 
Art materials of every kind were limited. There was no oil paint, so generally gouache paint 
was mixed with the starchy water that was leftover from boiling rice. To draw, the students 
shared fragments of the conte crayon that could occasionally be purchased from Hanoi. They 
improvised art materials from their environment, such as making charcoal by burning 
hibiscus twigs inside a can filled with sand, or using a red stone from the hills of Vinh Phuc 
as a 'sanguine, chalk. Easels were devised from thin bamboo canes, slotted together. They 
722 The locations of the Class were as follows: in 1950, classes began in Nghia Quan, PM Th9 province, then 
after a few months, moved on to Yen PM, in Yen Bai province; in January 1952 the Class moved again to 
Khoang village, Yen Binh province, then spent several month divided into different groups in different locations 
in Th<ii Nguyen province; in mid-1952, the Class re-grouped and moved again to Lang Quan, Tuyen Quang 
province. In August 1953, the Class was split into different groups who were sent to various locations within the 
Vi~t B~c depending on their assignments. Other than these general movements, the Class would also 
occasionally travel within the Vi~t Bic interzones for special events (such as the 1951 National Painting 
Exhibition) or special ideological training, Ngo M~nb Lan, DtrOi Mai Trn&ng My Thwj.t, 26, 34, 44, 55. 
723 The Kh6a KMng Chi~n students lived in communal houses and pagodas for pragmatic reasons, but it is 
noteworthy also that the de-sacralisation of village spaces was a feature ofDRVN revolutionary culture. This 
was part of a Marxist discourse of eradicating superstition in favour of science, but it could also be used to 
"eliminate unsanctioned social groups and ritual practices," see Shaun Kingsley Malarney, Culture, Ritual and 
Revolution in Vietnam (London: Routledge Curzon, 2002) 41-51 , quotation from44. 
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made woodcuts and lithographic prints, making the printing blocks from stones and wood 
that they could gather nearby. The available paper was generally poor quality, uneven and 
off-white. Due to the lack of paper, the posters they printed were relatively small, around 
handbill size. The extant works from the Class tend to be irregular, rough and use little 
colour, showing the impact of the material limitations. Few works have survived, due to the 
quality of the materials as well as the ephemeral character of the work being produced. 
Most of the activity of the Resistance Class students was geared towards the production of 
propaganda posters or cartoon strips (tranh tfjp), used to promote particular policies. At 
times, they would be given particular topics or assignments from other branches of the state, 
such as a request in 1951 to prepare posters for the Youth and Student Festival in Berlin, or to 
send a group of artists to document liberation of Lao Cai. 724 In order to develop their 
compositions, students sketched extensively. Just as in the curriculum of the EBAI, sketching 
from life was at the core of the teaching at the Resistance Class, only in transformed 
circumstances. The centrality of drawing was captured in a maxim of To NgQc Van, as 
remembered by the students, that "the sketch is the root of creativity."725 Generally, the 
students went out to sketch in the local landscape every morning, and returned to whichever 
place had been temporarily established as their studio each afternoon, to practice 
composition. It was difficult to hire models to sit for them, so the students used one another, 
or people who worked for the Class (like the cook or messengers). Sometimes they also drew 
people from the local area, many of whom belonged to the ethnic minority groups living in 
the Vi~t mic region, such as the Dao and Tay peoples. Occasionally, they also practiced 
drawing using the religious statues that were still in-situ in the local pagodas. 
724 Ngo M~nh Lan. Dulli Mai Truirng My thu(jt, 26-27. 
725 
"Ky h9a Ia gbc ctia sang tic." Author's interview with Le Lam, 10 January 2009, Hanoi. 
Figure 55: Le Lam (b.1931), study of the figure of a soldier, 1951, graphite on paper. 
• VAPH 
DIETS 
T TRIEN .HIE TRA ~H 
Figure 56: Lc Lam (b.1931), Propaganda poster with the slogan "Destroy the Strength of the 
Enemy and Develop Guerilla Warfare," lithograph. 
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After making extensive sketches, the students would then develop their work into more 
complex compositions for propaganda production. For example, Le Lam drew multiple 
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figural studies (similar to that shown in figure 55) in preparation for his propaganda poster 
intended to raise the morale of soldiers going into battle. The fmal image is a complex 
composition, showing in the foreground the overpowering of a French position by Vi~t Minh 
guerillas (figure 56). The guerillas are recognizable through their distinctive helmets, covered 
in mesh which was threaded through with local foliage to disguise their movements through 
the jungle. 726 Their faces dominate the upper corner of the composition, shouting as they 
charge forward, with the sharp points of their bayonets repeated throughout the composition. 
In the centre is the body of a French soldier, with his arms raised to protect his face in a 
classical gesture, as he falls backward next to his compatriot, who lies prone. The image 
conveys some of chaos and noise of battle, through the multiple, compressed areas of action, 
and the smoke, flames and explosions. Le Lam may have drawn on his own experiences in 
the army prior to 1950. This image was selected to be mass produced, and was published 
through the B~c Ninh province propaganda bureau. 727 
There were also very few materials for theoretical instruction. To Ng<;>c Van taught art history 
to the Class using a single textbook that he had managed to carry out of Hanoi, a French-
language book called Histoire de l'art.728 Through this text, the class learnt about European 
art history from Antiquity to the Impressionists. The students' notes and memories from the 
period are sprinkled with French terms, and references to European artists, as a result of the 
teaching in art history and the conversation of their teachers. On the opening page of Le 
Lam's small notebook from his time in the class, he had written a quotation which he 
attributed to the French Romanticist painter Eugene Delacroix (1798-1863): "nature is an 
726 Such helmets are described in Bernard B. Fall, Street without Joy (London and Dunmow: Pall Mall Press, 
1964), 65. 
727 Based on a version of the image in the collection of the Ministry of Culture which was recorded as 
"Rublished by BiLe Ninh province," B<} Van hOa Thong tin, Tranh C6EJ(mg Vi?t Nam, 21. 
7 8 Author's interview with Le Lam, 5 January 2009, Hanoi. 
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encyclopaedia."729 Similarly, notes from the diary of the student Linh Chi describe nights 
spent smoking and drinking tea with To NgQc Van, discussing the work of Derain, Vlaminck 
and Van Gogh, and Chinese and Japanese ink painting.730 Th~c Phi recalled stories of Renoir 
and Rodin, Cubism and Fauvism.73 1 
Visiting instructors taught Vietnamese art history, including the famous lexicographer and 
cultural researcher Di10 Duy Anh (1904-1988), who taught them about the NgQc Lu bronze 
drums of the Dong San culture. 732 These drums had been excavated by the EFEO during the 
colonial period, but as early as 1945 in the DRVN, an archaeological unit had been 
established to research the 'national' past. DR VN scholars began to contest the presumptions 
of colonial archaeologists that the drums were not produced by 'Vietnamese. '733 The bronze 
drums became part of an unbroken narrative of national history stretching back to antiquity, 
so their inclusion in the Resistance Class curriculum is significant. Graduates of the 
architecture section of the EBAI also visited to teach the Class about Vietnamese traditional 
architecture, such as the styles of the ainh and cht'ta. 734 By contrast, at least in the initial years 
of the Class, the students had little knowledge of developments in Soviet Socialist Realism or 
art in the People's Republic of China.735 It was impossible for them to see any 'example' 
artworks at all, except for those that were actually produced by their teachers while with the 
Class.736 In this relatively isolated situation, the artists in the Kh6a Khang Chi~n were 
Improvtsmg a visual vocabulary of Socialist Realism as much as they were improvising 
charcoal and easels. 
729 Sketchbook of Le Lam, c.1952-1953 , document in the collection of the artist. 
730 Notes from the diary of Linh Chi, dated 23/6/52, reprinted in Ngo M~nh Liin., Dulfi Mai Truemg My thu~t, 
39-40. 
731 Author's interview with Th1,1c Phi, 6January 2009, Hanoi. 
732 Author 's interview with Ngo M~nh Liin, 19 March 2009, Hanoi. 
733 Pelley, Postcolonial Vietnam, 150-157. 
734 Author's interview with Ngo M~nh Lan, 19 March 2009, Hanoi. 
735 Author's interview with Ngo M~nh Lan, 19 March 2009, Hanoi; Author's interview with Tht,~c Phi, 6 
January 2009, Hanoi. 
736 Author' s interview with Ngo M~nh Liin, 19 March 2009, Hanoi. 
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Nonetheless, they were required to conform to revolutionary principles in their work: serving 
the resistance, serving the people and practicing the three h6a. The school has been described 
as teaching Marxism-Leninism, but even this should be understood in the context of its 
extremely limited resources. 737 Inside the Class itself, students were taught, at a pragmatic 
level, enough ideological and policy material to be able to produce the works that were 
correctly adapted to the political campaign of the moment. The students also had access to 
some of the writings of TruOng Chinh, and later, to the open letters addressed to painters by 
both Tnri:mg Chinh and H6 Chi Minh, written in 1951. They had no exposure to the general 
philosophical texts of Marxism-Leninism.738 However, the students were increasingly 
required to undertake intense periods of ideological education outside of their Class. 
Alongside their teachers, they participated in mass study sessions, together with other 
intellectuals, propaganda and cultural workers in the Vi~t Minh. These study sessions were a 
result of the 'ideological rectification' movement, which began to be clearly felt within the 
visual arts from 1951. 
Artists and Ideological Rectification 
The purpose of rectification (chinh hudn) was to create greater ideological conformity and 
orthodoxy, by requiring individuals to analyse themselves and root out any lingering aspects 
of anti-revolutionary thought. Central to this process of correction was the practice of 
criticism and self-criticism (phe binh and II! phe binh). This could be gruelling, with people 
required to publicly confess their attachments to 'ideologically incorrect' aspects of their 
former life, for example to bourgeois concepts of art, or to the pursuit of pleasure. These 
techniques had been developed in China, in the remote Y enan base area of Mao Zedong and 
the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), where they reached particular intensity between 1942 
737 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 49. 
m Le Lam, for example, did not study Marxism-Leninism in any detail until his studies abroad in Kiev in 1956. 
Author' s interview with Le Lam, 5 January 2009, Hanoi. 
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and 1944. Yenan's rectification was a systematic attempt to control the meanmg of the 
Chinese revolution by insisting on the primacy of Mao Zedong's ideas. The experience of 
rectification was a form of "exegetical bonding," where public self-assessment according to 
shared criteria forged a form of collective subjectivity, enacted in an intimate setting that was 
"a strange mixture of non-kin familialism and ruthlessness."739 
The Vi~t Bic did not have the same level of isolation and autonomy as the Y enan base 
area. 740 In this "war without fronts," even the safe zones could become battle sites.741 The 
Vi~t Bic was also relatively close to French-controlled areas, such as Hanoi. As a result, it 
was impossible that the Vi~t Bic could become as tightly-organised and as closed a 
"discourse community" as Y enan had during the period of ideological rectification in 
China.742 The arrival of the techniques of criticism and self-criticism in the DRVN in the 
early 1950s was testament to the increasing volume of CCP military and political advisors to 
the Vi~t Minh. 743 The rise of ideological extremism also indicates the strong influence within 
the Party of Tru<'mg Chinh, who was a staunch admirer of Maoism. 744 According to Ninh, 
rectification in the DRVN began initially in 1950, with a campaign throughout the education 
system, and was then introduced to intellectuals in the winter of 1951.745 Many intellectuals 
in this initial session made dramatic denunciations of their works prior to 1945, and the Self-
739 David E. Apter and Tony Saich, Revolutionary Discourse in Mao 's Republic (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1994), 263-265. 
740 Ninh, A World Transformed, 41. 
741 
"War without fronts" was a phrase coined by the French side to describe the nature of the conflict in the First 
Indochina War, which was without either 'fronts' or secured rear areas, see Fall, preface to Street without Joy, 
15. 
742 
"Discourse community" is the term used by Apter and Saich to describe the effect produced at Yenan 
through the process of rectification, produced by limiting public discourse to a recognised set of terms and texts 
that are affirmed through public exegesis, see Revolutionary Discourse in Mao's Republic. 
743 Bradley, Vietnam at War, 59-62. 
744 It is unclear how much the rectification campaigns were personally supported by Hb Chi Minh. Brocheux 
presents him as ambivalent about the process. A quotation from Hb Chi Minh relating to criticism and self-
criticism also suggests a much milder and much less orthodox understanding of the process than was actually 
being practiced in the DRVN, see Brocheux, Ho Chi Minh, 138, 145-148, quotation on page 146. This may 
suggest that H6 Chi Minh was under pressure from Chinese allies and ideologues within his own Party. 
745 Ninh, A World Transformed, 101-104, 113. 
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Reliance Literary Group and New Poetry movements received harsh criticism. 746 Intellectuals 
even criticised their work from earlier on in the revolution, for lacking class-consciousness.747 
As for the students of the Kh6a Khang Chi~n, in August of 1951, they had conducted an 
intra-Class seven-day thought reform session (cai tgo tu tucmg), where they wrote self-
assessments on their shortcomings in morale, commitment to study and relations within the 
School. 748 In early 1952, this kind of activity increased, as they travelled to Yen Binh to 
participate in a three-week 'rectification class' (l6p chinh hudn). At that point, they were not 
part of the educational administration, but part of the state's cultural administration, so their 
class included other cultural workers and intellectuals. They were split into small groups, in 
which they had to assess their ideological viewpoint, their attitudes to political study and to 
serving the masses, and their revolutionary morality. 749 It is testament to the relatively liberal 
atmosphere within the Khoa Khang Chi8n up until this point that Ngo M~nh Uin was 
electrified to discover that the Impressionist painters were considered 'bourgeois': 
There was a session where I heard forceful criticism regarding one student's outlook on art, the gist 
of which was ... you do not feel ashamed of yourself, but you excavate those decaying corpses 
[referring to the Impressionists] to look at, to admire, and to praise, in order to imitate them ... I had a 
real chill on the nape of my neck, more precisely, all the hair on the back of my neck stood on end! 750 
From April of 1953, the students were sent into a more extensive political education session, 
which lasted for three months. This class was described as 'Party Rectification' (Chinh 
Dang), and also included people working in other cultural fields. The sessions were more 
intense than any political education they had experienced before, requiring several dozen 
746 Ninh, A World Transformed, 114-115. 
747 Ninh, A World Transformed, 115. 
748 Ngo M~nh Lan. Drr&i Mai Trrrr'mg My Thu(lt, 27-28. 
749 Ngo M~nh Un. Drrm Mai Trur'mg My Thu(lt, 32-33. 
750 
"<:;o m<)t bu6i toi duo:c n~he ~frng lm phe phan danh thep v~ qu~n d~~n ngh~ thu~t cua m<)t h9c v!en, d1;1i y 
noi riing ... anh khong biet xiiu ho rna con di b&i moe nhfrng thay chet thoi rfra do len rna nhin, rna ngam, rna ca 
tl,lng d~ r6i b~t chu&c theo ... Th~t l1;1nh gay, dung hem, rqn h~t ca toe gay!", N go Ml;lllh Uln. Drrm Mai Trur'mg 
My Thu(lt, 33. 
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pages of exegesis which had to be publicly assessed, corrected and finally 'cleared' by the 
group. This class also included instruction in the state's new agricultural and land reform 
programs, in which some of the students would shortly be expected to participate. Ngo M:;mh 
Lan, reflecting in his 1994 memoirs of the period, recalled of the experience of this class that: 
It has to be said that the atmosphere in the study session was quite tense, stressful and tiring. 
Sometimes I felt that people were considered to be nothing, all we could see was individualism, the 
pursuit of pleasure, fear of hardship, and the enjoyment ofbourgeois art or forrnalism. 751 
In these memmrs, Ngo M~ Lan tried to present the rectification in a neutral way, 
suggesting that ultimately, once the process was finished, each person saw themselves more 
clearly and felt able to forge themselves anew.752 Lin's account of the experience is much 
more measured than that appearing in another recent memoir, which described the intense 
and intimidating atmosphere surrounding the rectification sessions for intellectuals of 
1951.753 
Teachers from the Kh6a Khang Chi~n, as well as other prominent EBAI gradutes working in 
the Vi~t B~c, also underwent ideological rectification. Probably because of their prestige 
within the Vi~t Minh, extracts from their self-criticisms were reproduced in Van Ngh¢.754 
These texts tend to be relatively formulaic and follow a standard narrative. The artist would 
confess that, prior to the revolution, he created for himself alone, immersing himself in 
individualistic pleasure and as a result, becoming a passive tool of French imperialism. While 
the August Revolution caused him to re-evaluate his practice, it was only through the 
751 
"Phai n6i rhg, khong khi h9c t~p kha n~ng n~, ding thing va m~t moi. Doi khi cam th~y con nguoi chAng 
con ra cai gi, chi thcly tmln la ca nhan chit nghia, du an huang l~c, sq gian khd, thich thU ngh~ thu~t ttr san, hinh 
thuc ... ", Ngo M~ Liin. Duai Mai Truimg My thuijt, 55. 
752 Ngo M~nh Lan. Dum Mai Truimg My thuijt, 55. 
753 The memoirs of the writer To Hoai described a menacing atmosphere at the rectification sessions for 
intellectuals in 1951, and suggested that two participants had committed suicide, see Ninh, A World 
Transformed, 113. 
754 For example: NguySn Van Ty "Chim d~m trong N6 W'; NguySn Sang, "T6i da tn'J v~ vm Nhan dan Lao 
d()ng" (I Returned to the Working People) in voL 6 of Suu tijp Van ngh~, 1948-1954 (Collected Van Ngh~ 1948-
1954) ed. Hiiu Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB Hc)i Nha Van, 2005). 
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continued guidance of the Party that he was able to re-make himself to truly serve the people 
and the resistance. In Nguy~n Van Ty's case, he also had to publicly disavow his associations 
with Japanese artists in the 1940s. He added that, as well as being enamoured of the artists 
Botticelli, Gauguin and Rodin, he had been seduced by the allure of Japanese prints, and 
failed to see that Japan was as imperialistic as France. 755 
A striking self-criticism by To Ng<,>c Van was published in 1953.756 In this document, Van 
repudiates not only his work from before 1945, but also the early years of his revolutionary 
artwork. Van's stumbling block was not his attachment to Modernist style, but rather his 
continued attachment to painting the female form. His confession reveals the influence of the 
puritanism of revolutionary morality. He wrote: 
The principal character in my creative work before the Revolution was the young woman of Hanoi, 
belonging to an idle type, considering life as a long period of enjoying oneself. .. The character only 
felt itself truly alive in dark dances, fair times, debauched, lewd places. 757 
Van accused himself of being obsessed with, and haunted by, these decadent, bourgeois 
women of Hanoi, to the extent that they even 'followed' him into the rigors of life in the 
Resistance. According to his confessions, this character clung to him, and inserted herself 
into scenes of the war and revolution, including the lacquer work Chqy gi{lc trong rimg 
(Escaping from the Invader in the Jungle) (figure 50), which had been previously critiqued at 
the 1949 Conference of Debate. The form of this self-criticism is unusual, presenting the 
755 Nguy~n Van TY., "Chim d~m trong No 1~, " 171. 
756 To NgQc Van, "Tam SlJ m{>t Ngum bj Dftu d9c" (Confidences of a Poisoned Person) in vol. 6 of Srrn trJp Van 
ngh¢. 1948-1954 (Collected Van Ngh~ 1948- 1954) ed. Hfru Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H<)i Nha Van, 2005). Ninh, A 
World Transformed, 114, has noted that other self-criticisms published in this 1953 issue were actually the 
products of the first session for rectification of intellectuals in 1951. This does not appear to be the case for To 
NgQc Van's document, as he makes reference in it to work completed in 1952, and it concludes with a date of 
July, 1953. For these reasons I treat it here as a 1953 document. 
757 
"Nhan V~t chinh trong sang tac tru6c Cach m~g cua toi la ngum thi~u nfr Ha Noi, thu(>c vao lo~i an khong 
ng6i r6i, coi cu<)c s6ng Ia m<)t cu(>c huemg l?c dai . .. N6 chi th~y minh thi~t tinh sAng trong nhfrng t6i k.hieu vii, 
nhfing bu6i chq phien, nai tr1,1y l?c dam o." To NgQc Van, "Tam S\I m<)t Ngum bi Dftu d<)c," 169. 
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characters from the painting in an active mode - haunting, seducing, clinging and pursuing -
and Van himself in the role of a passive, albeit guilty, victim: 
I began to fear. I even feared more that its shadow would continue to follow me closely. In the year 
1951 , when I drew the picture Gi(lc gidt, hidp (The Invader Murders, Rapes) that seductive body again 
appeared before me. I fled, hiding behind the figure of an old lady. That time, I escaped, but did I 
escape completely? Fleeing scared is not making a clear-cut divorce. It tripped me up. It instantly 
changed, disguising itself as the country girl in the pictures of rural subject matter that I painted in 
1952.758 
In this respect, this confessional text is yet another iteration of the anxiety surrounding the 
sexuality of the 'modem woman' which surfaced so frequently in colonial-period literature 
and popular culture (discussed in chapter three). Like the harsh criticisms ofthe Self-Reliance 
Literary Group in 1951, Van's confession is a rejection of an earlier style of Vietnamese 
modernity which, though it had had associations with personal emancipation and national 
independence, was no longer consistent with the direction of the Party. Van's revolutionary 
works from the late 1940s did strongly resemble his colonial period work in their tone, 
subject and even style. Clearly, by 1953 his attempt to create a revolutionary form of art 
which integrated his existing aesthetic preferences was no longer viable. From his few 
available developed works from 1953-1954, his style does seem to have become more 
restrained after this point, as will be discussed further below. This 1953 self-criticism is 
particularly poignant, given To NgQc Van's earlier frankness and willingness to question the 
cultural policy of the Party. Here, however, Van acknowledges the Party as a guiding light.759 
758 
"Toi b~t d~u sq. Sq hun nfra Ia bOng n6 cu leo deo theo sau. Nlim 1951, khi toi ve buc tranh "Gi~c gi~t, hi~p" 
than hinh quy~n rii no l<;1i hi{:n lulu truoc m~t, toi tr6n, nilp sau lung mqt nhiin v~t ba gia. Lk nay toi thmit 
nhtmg da thmit h~n chua? Tr6n sq, khong phai ly di dfrt khoat. N6 bi~t th6p. No ben 19n song, cai trang lam thon 
nfr r6i tai hi{:n tren nhfrng tranh d~ tai nong th6n t6i ve nam 1952." To NgQc Van, 'Tam S\f m()t Ngum bi D~u 
dqc," 169. 
759 To NgQc Viin, "Tam s\f m9t Ngum bi D~u d()c," 169. 
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The severity with which Van reprimands himself is evidence of the emerging rigidity of the 
public discourse of art in the early 1950s. 
Art Exhibition and Reception in the Early DRVN 
The confessional discourse of art also emerges strongly in the accounts of the 1951 national 
painting exhibition, and its accompanying painting conference (h(ji nghj h(ji h9a). The overall 
goal of the Painting Exhibition was to emphasise 'popularisation pictures' (tranh ph6 bii n). 
Advance notices for the exhibition called for images of scenes of daily life in the revolution, 
scenes of production and combat, and other educational subject matter. Accompanying the 
exhibition, which opened on 3 October 1951, was a conference on painting, which had the 
aims of taking stock of the work of the painting section, criticising works and self-criticising, 
and exchanging experiences of work and creation. 760 Although public criticism had been a 
feature of the earlier Conference of Debate on painting ( 1949), the report on the 19 51 
painting conference suggests quite a different atmosphere and mode of discourse. While the 
1949 report published the different 'voices' of the artists, in direct speech, the 1951 report is 
compiled by a single writer, the poet Xuan Di~u.761 Xmln Di~u had been a prominent figure 
in the New Poetry movement of the 1930s, known for his frankly erotic writing. He later 
became an enthusiastic participant in the resistance and a defender of the Party line. 762 Xuan 
Di~u 's report on the 1951 exhibition documents the presence at the opening important 
political figures and representatives, including the then Vice-President of the DRVN Ph~m 
Van :E>6ng, the Secretary of the Interior Phan K~ To?i and the Secretary of Education Nguy€n 
Van Huyen, as well as a number of delegates from left-wing associations and newspapers.763 
760 "Tri~n Him H<)i hQa 1951, H(>i nghi Tranh lu~n H(>i hqa" (Painting Exhibition 1951 and Conference of 
Debate on Painting) in vol. 4/5 of Suu t{lp Van Ngh~, 1948-1954 (Collected Van ngh¢ 1948-1954) ed. Hiiu 
Nhu~n (Hanoi : NXB H(>i Nha Van, 2003), 39. 
761 Xuan Di~u, "H(>i nghj H(>i hqa." 
762 On the complexities of the resistance and post-independence career of Xuan Di~u, see L~i Nguyen An and 
Alec Holcombe, "The Heart and Mind of the Poet Xuan Di~u: 1954-1958," Journal of Vietnamese Studies 5:2 
(20 10): 1-90. 
763 Xuan Di~u, "H9i ngh! H(>i h<.>a," 245. 
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This firmly situates the exhibition within the authority of the state, giving details of the 
activities of these figures, and some oftheir reactions to the works. 
Xuan Di~u 's account of the painting conference is dominated by reports of public self-
criticisms made by artists, either prepared or spontaneous. These self-criticisms were once 
again highly 'confessional' in tone, generally concerning the artists' struggle to renounce the 
bourgeois and individualistic tendencies of the pre-revolutionary period. Nguy~n Tu Nghiem 
was the first artist to speak at the conference: he decried his former theories of art, stating that 
"the only task is to hold firmly to the reality of Vietnam, in order to serve through 
painting."764 Likewise, the artist Nguy~n Sy NgQc confessed to an attitude of ' fantasy' in his 
work in the year 1947-48, which was rectified by observing the inspirational conduct of the 
people in the revolution, such as an uncomplaining soldier and a hardworking information 
cadre.765 Other artists spoke in a similar vein, and were ' rehabilitated' by sharing their 
confusions with the collective, for example: "The atmosphere was frank and open-hearted. 
Trfin Duy, without preparation, also stood up and revealed his ideological sickness. He spoke 
out and now he is on the path to recovery."766 Other artists also discussed their struggles to 
stay on the correct path, and emphasised the importance of collective efforts in staying 
focused on the revolution. This account indicates that the public discourse of art had become 
not only confessional, but also highly performative. 
Some of the comments were more directly concerned with aesthetics and style. Nguy~n Sang 
noted that he had drawn the toil-worn hands of a farming woman, but that his colours were 
over-complicated and strange, and that the Vietnamese people prefer happy and wholesome 
764 
" ••. chi co vi~c n~m vfrng thi,Ic tliJ.i Vi~t Nam, d~ pht,J.c v1_1 bing hQi hQa." Xuan Di~u, "H9i nghi H9i hQa," 246 . 
765 Xuan Di~u, "H()i nghi H9i hQa," 246. 
766 
"Khong khi chan thanh em rna long nguoi. Anh IrAn Duy, khong d\I d!nh tru6c a t6 cling len, t\I v~ch nhfrng 
b~nh tr~ng tu tui'Jng cua minh. Anh da n6i ra duqc r6i, anh dang a tren duang h6i ph1,1c." Xuan Di~u, "H<)i nghi 
H9i h<;>a," 246. 
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colours.767 The reference to "complicated and strange" colour appears to be a standard 
euphemism for Modernist or Expressionistic tendencies in artwork, as it is repeated 
elsewhere in this period. To Ng<;>c Van's review of the exhibition suggested that artists had 
given up their individualistic attitudes in art, and he praised the improvement in the 
revolutionary attitude of painters, which he attributed to more time spent amongst the 
people. 768 Overall, this exhibition and its related 'debate' was less an exchange of opinions 
and points of view, and more of a public affirmation of shared criteria expressed in a codified 
manner. 
Along with the consptcuous presence of state representatives at this exhibition and 
conference, there were also two very important letters sent to painters for this occasion. One 
was by H6 Chi Minh, the other by Truemg Chinh. 769 These letters indicate the very direct 
level of intervention from Party leaders in the realm of visual arts. They are also significant 
because, in limited material environment of the resistance, they were one of the most 
important sources for ideological study, for example at the Kh6a Kluing Chi~n. H6 Chi 
Minh's letter distilled the essence of the Party's agenda and reiterated in summary form many 
of the important points that would shape the cultural future. Several phrases from the letter 
were used as slogans for artists, such as: 
Culture and art is also a front. 
You are soldiers on that front. 
767 Xuan Di~u, "H9i nghj H{>i hqa," 247. 
768 To Ngqc Van, "PhOng Tri~n lam 1951" in voL 4/5 of Suu t(lp Van Ngh?. 1948-1954 (Collected Van Ngh? 
1948-1954) ed. Hilu Nbu~n (Hanoi: NXB H()i Nha Van, 2003), 240-244. 
769 H6 Chi Minh "Thu Hd ChU Tich giri Tri~n Him H()i hQa 1951" (Letter of President Hd to the Painting 
Exhibition of 1951) and Tru<'mg Chinh, "Thu Ddng chi Tru<'mg Chinh" (Letter of Comrade Truemg Chinh) in 
vol. 4/5 of Suu t(lp Van Ngh?. 1948-1954 (Collected Van Ngh? 1948-1954) ed. Hitu Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H{>i 
Nha Van, 2003). 
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Like other soldiers, the soldiers of art have a definite mission:- that is, to serve the Resistance, to serve 
the nation, to serve the people, above all, the workers, farmers and soldiers. 770 
H6 Chi Minh emphasised that in order to truly serve the resistance, it was necessary for 
artists to have a stable ideological viewpoint, and to practice criticism and self-criticism to 
achieve that. Furthermore, it was important for artists to deeply penetrate the life of the 
people. H6 Chi Minh's letter concluded by emphasising the interdependence of art and 
1. . 771 po Ibcs. 
Tru6ng Chinh's letter was less encouraging. While it commended artists on the progress they 
had made through mass criticism and researching among the people, Truang Chinh thought 
that there remained pockets of resistance where further effort on the part of artists was 
required.772 He suggested that some artists were still confused (lung tung) about their 
ideological position, were still attached to apoliticism and bourgeois concepts of art, which 
were the remnants of their colonial experience. 773 Among his many suggestions for how 
artists could 'correct' their errors, Tru6ng Chinh emphasised the importance of the 
relationship between artists and the people: 
... study amidst life, amidst the people by participating in the real work of the people, close to the 
people, to be able to clearly understand the people, in order to serve the people in a capable 
774 
manner. 
The requirement for art to serve the people, and to be closely connected with the reality of the 
lives of 'the people,' had already affected how art was developed and exhibited by the Kh6a 
Khang Chi€n. Moving throughout the Resistance zone, it was part of their practice to create 
770 Van h6a ngh~ thu~t cling Ia m(>t m~t tr~n. Anh em Ia chi~n si tren m~t tr~n ~y. Cling nhu cac chi~n si khac, 
chi~n si ngM thu~t co nhi~m V\J nh~t djnh:- nrc Ia phl)ng S\1 khang chi~n, phl)ng S\1 Tb qu6c, phl)ng S\1 nhan dan, 
truac h~t Ia Cong, Nong, Binh." H6 Chi Minh "Thu H6 Chit Tjch g\ri Tri~n Him H(>i h9a 1951 ," 235. 
771 H6 Chi Minh "Thu H6 Chu Tich giri Tri~n Him H(>i h9a 1951," 235. 
772 Tru(mg Chinh, "Thu D6ng chi Truemg Chinh," 236. 
773 Truemg Chinh, "Thu Dbng chi Truemg Chinh," 237. 
774 
" ... h<.>c trong dffi s6ng, h9c trong nhan dan tham gia cong tac thi,IC t~ CUa nhan dan, gfut gfii nhan dan, d~ hi~u 
ro nhan diin, d~ng phuc vv nhiin dan m(>t each d:ic 11Jc." Truemg Chinh, "Thu Dbng chi Truemg Chinh," 238. 
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temporary exhibitions of their work, sometimes hanging their paintings on strings between 
trees in the jungle, so that the local villagers could come to the exhibition. 775 The students 
sometimes created plays or vocal performances for the local audiences, alongside their 
exhibitions. 776 For their 1951 exhibition in Tuyen Quang, the students of the Kh6a Khang 
Chi~n made a more systematic attempt to document the responses of the people to their work. 
An account of this exhibition, written by the painter Duong Bich Lien (1924-1988), described 
the scene, noting the efforts made by the students to create a rapport with their audience and 
encourage criticism of the works. 777 According to this account, the students held up lamps to 
the pictures, guiding viewers around the exhibition and explaining the details of each image 
to their audience. Other students mingled with the crowd, notebooks open to record the 
audience's responses. Duong Bich Lien reported that the viewers were highly attentive to the 
artwork because it related to genuine issues from their lives, such as the government's 
agricultural tax policy. 778 Cadres visiting the exhibition also recorded their observations of 
the artworks in a public notebook of criticism. Thus, the student work underwent a dual 
critical process: from the public and from Party members. 
This exhibition was symbolic of a wider effort to reconfigure the reception experience of art 
exhibitions. Another review, of an exhibition in Interzone 4, contrasted the simplicity of the 
exhibition room with the intimidating grandeur of the salons in Hanoi in the past.779 This 
article also described the reaction of the viewers to Nguy~n Sy Ng9c 's work Cai Bat (The 
Bowl) (figure 53). The reviewer noted that this painting attracted large crowds of women 
from the public, who were surprised to catch the appearance of someone resembling 
775 Author's interview with Le Lam, 5 January 2009, Hanoi. 
776 Author' s interview with Le Lam, 5 January 2009, Hanoi. 
777 Du<mg Bich Lien, "Xem Tri~n Him Tranh Ph6 bi~n" (Seeing an Exhibition of Popularisation Pictures) in vol. 
415 of Strn t(ip Van ngh¢, 1948-1954 (Collected Van ngh~ 1948-1954) ed. Hfru Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H9i Nha 
van, 2003), 32-33. 
m Du<mg Bich Lien, "Xem Tri~n liim Tranh Ph6 bi~n," 32. 
779 Hoang Y ~n, "Tri~n lam H<)i h9a Lien khu IV," 542. 
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themselves in a painting. 780 These exhibition reviews, written for the consumption of other 
Vi~t Minh intellectuals in an official cultural journal, are perhaps best understood as an 
expression of the desire to create a genuinely popular art. Given their publication context, 
they are unreliable evidence of how the new audience for art really felt about the exhibitions. 
In particular, the presumption that Socialist Realism was a style that was accessible to 'the 
people, ' as opposed to Modernism or other modes of stylisation, seems particularly tenuous. 
Realism was a foreign introduction in Vietnam, of relatively recent import. There was no 
reason to think that the audience for art in remote rural areas would be more familiar with the 
conventions of Realism, than, for example, the symbolic and stylised conventions of 
auspicious images. The issue with these latter styles, however, was that they potentially 
conflicted with the principle of scientific orientation which required the elimination of 
superstitious and mystical elements from cultural forms. 
Nonetheless, while the comment notebooks from the 1951 exhibition were not kept, Ngo 
M~nh Lan recalled some of the feedback from the public audience for the Kh6a Khang 
Chi8n's exhibition in Tuyen Quang province in 1952. In general, the public preferred the 
cartoon-like ' serialised pictures' over single-frame compositions, possibly because there were 
a narrative form. 781 Most of the comments that the artists received, however, were to do with 
their representation of the minutiae of day-to-day life and agricultural work. The people 's 
comments included: 
... how could a poor family have a mattress on the floor to sit on (normally they would just use a 
bamboo sheet); how could the house be so clean and tidy ... the cows have hair as long as a hedgehog; 
780 Hoang Y~n, "Tri€n liim H(>i hqa Lien khu lV," 543. 
781 Ng6 M~nh Lan, Dum Mai Truimg My thu¢t, 47. 
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the farmer is going ploughing but without the harness being attached to the buffalo; there are too 
many pigs in a pen; why would people wear a white blouse to go to work in the fields? ... 782 
These detailed commentaries had a strong impact on how the Kh6a Kbang Chian students 
prepared their work. In their preliminary sketches, they began to pay very close attention to 
capturing the specific features of rural life with precision. Both Ngo M~nb Lan and Le Lam 
have retained sketches from a field trip that the Class made to Thai Nguyen province in 1952, 
where they were divided into cells and sent to different areas of the province, in order to 'go 
into reality' and encourage enthusiasm among the rural population for government policies. 
On this field trip, the artists practiced the policy of the ba cimg (three togethers), which meant 
eating, living and working with the people in order to truly experience their lives. In their 
artwork, the artists recalled that they made repeated drawings of labourers at work, and of 
farm animals (figures 57, 58, 59). Le Lam was careful to observe the position of buffalo from 
multiple angles (figure 57). 
Figure 57: Le Lam (b.l931), study of images of buffalo, 1952, graphite on paper, approx. 
20x30cm, coUection of the artist. 
782 
"nha ngbeo lam gl c6 chi~u trai du6i dAt d~ ng6i (chi nga nong hay dling Cl,lc g6 rna ng6i); nha cira qua gQn 
gang ... triiu bo long to va deli nhu long nhim; di dy bua sao khong co tr~c triiu; trong mQt chu6ng sao c6 nhi~u 
Io~i lQ'Il th~; di lam d6ng sao 1?-i ~c ao tr~ng .. . ?" Ngo M~nh Liin, Du&i Mai Truimg My thtujt, 47. 
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Figure 58 Le Lam (b.1931}, study of rural labour, 1952, graphite on paper and Figure 59: Le 
Lam (b.1931), study of rural labour, 1952, graphite on paper. 
The impact of 'mass criticism' on the artists' practice reveals one of the paradoxes inherent in 
Socialist Realism as it was developing in Vietnam. On the one band, a .lcind of veridical 
discourse was established in which a great attention to correspondence between the image 
and reality was an important factor in gaining the approval of the mass audience. On the other 
hand, the final image was necessarily required to be consistent with the propagandistic needs 
of the time, and was therefore essentially idealistic. Tru<'mg Chinh in Marxism and 
Vietnamese Culture had made clear the necessity for art to reflect "the typical," as well as 
noting that some truths were "better left unmentioned."783 Thus, the images could not 
represent, even within the framework of the propagandistic message, the genuine strains and 
difficulties that the people might have been experiencing. Duong Bich Lien, for example, 
criticised a poster on the subject of the agricultural tax policy because it showed conflict: a 
783 Tru<'mg Chinh, " Marxism and Vietnamese Culture," 286. 
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husband trying to dissuade his wife from carrying their contribution of paddy to the army. 784 
Emotional tensions, disputes and divisions between ' the people ' were repressed in favour of 
images of happy unity and conflictlessness within the revolutionary cause. Thus, the result of 
the program of 'going into reality' was less realism than a kind of"reality effect." In Roland 
Barthes use of that term, the "reality effect" refers to an authorial strategy in literature where 
details superfluous to the narrative are included in the text, to create the impression of truth, 
and therefore also to establish the authority of the author.785 In the instance of the artists of 
the Kh6a Khang Chien, the pursuit of realistic detail was similarly a means of establishing the 
credibility of the artist in order to enhance the propagandistic force of the image. 
But the practice of 'mass criticism' also altered the relationship between the artist and 
audience. Nora Taylor has suggested that the practice of painting ethnic minorities during the 
revolution was a continuation ofEBAI modes ofvisualising the people: "Much like the EBAI 
students' distant gaze of the peasants in the countryside surrounding Hanoi, the artists of the 
Resistance Class looked on ethnic minorities as ' exotic ' subjects for their exercises in 
painting."786 However, even taking into account that ' closeness to the people' was a strong 
rhetorical trope of this period, it should be acknowledged that the students were not 
approaching the local people from a perspective of distance. The Kh6a Khang Chi~n artists 
actually had to live amongst these communities, and relied on them for lodging and support. 
Some of the artists commented that they came to feel intimately with the local people. Most 
of their exhibitions were also targeted to local audiences, and they had to attend carefully to 
784 Roland Barthes, 'The Reality Effect," in The Rustle of Language, trans. Richard Howard (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1989), 141-148. Linda Nochlin has also used Barthes ' term to describe 
the use of extraneous detail to create an aura of authenticity in Orientalist painting, see Nochlin, "The Imaginary 
Orient," 38. 
785 Duang Bich Lien, "Xem Tri~n Him Tranh Ph6 bi~n," 33. 
786 Taylor also links the drawing of ethnic minorities to the DRVN's policy to integrate minorities in the 
Vietnamese nation. Some artists, such as Mai Long and Linh Chi, based their careers throughout their life on 
paintings of minorities in their distinctive costumes, Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 50 and Kerry Nguyen-Long, 
"Vietnamese Silk Artist Mai Long," Arts of Asia 37:3 (May-June 2007). However, the surviving images from 
the resistance period itself suggest that exoticism was not a feature of the earlier images. 
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the comments of the attendees, and even modified their practices as a result. When some of 
the Kh6a Khang Chi~n students became more involved in working as ideological cadres 
(outlined further below)- for example as part of rent reduction teams- their relationship to 
the people probably altered, as they would have become more explicit representatives of the 
authority of the state. The connection between these artists and the people was thus complex 
and shifting, but it was not primarily a relationship of distance. Due to the particular 
circumstances of the period, it was fundamentally different from the artist-viewer 
relationships of the EBAI. 
The Mobilisation of Artists 
Following their training in the Party Rectification class in July 1953, the students of the Kh6a 
Khang Chi~n were assigned to work for the state and war effort in different capacities. Le 
Lam went to the film division, where he was responsible for creating advertising posters for 
the films coming into Vietnam from the USSR and the PRC. 787 Other students were sent to 
accompany divisions of the People's Army, and lived alongside army units in the lead-up to 
the battle of Di~n Bien PhiL A further cohort, including To Ng9c Van, went to Phu ThQ to 
work as part of a 'rent reduction' campaign.788 The 'rent reduction' campaign was a 
preparatory program in anticipation of the large-scale ' land reform' programs that the DRVN 
leadership was planning in the early 1950s.789 Both 'rent reduction' and ' land reform' were 
designed to ease the financial burdens on poor and landless peasants, while breaking the local 
power of the landlord classes. These programs indicate the increasing emphasis on class 
struggle within the Vietnam Workers' Party. Carried out between 1953 and 1956, these 
policies also mark a dark and painful period in modem Vietnamese history, as the over-
787 Author's interview with Le Lam, 10 February 2009, Hanoi. Le Lam's sketchbook from his time working at 
the film studio also shows a marked change in style when drawing the figure: for his work creating film posters, 
he had begun to draw more 'heroic' figural forms. This suggests that cinema may have been one way in which 
Socialist aesthetics from other countries was disseminated within Vietnam. 
788 Ngo M~nh Liin. Dum Mai Truang My thu4t, 56. 
789 Moise, Land Reform in China and North Vietnam, 155-156. 
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zealous administration of the policy led to a climate of fear, paranoia and violent excesses. 790 
Even the Vietnam Workers' Party later considered the implementation of the policy to have 
been so flawed that they launched a re-examination and rectification of errors campaign in 
1956.791 While the land reform campaign continued after the conclusion of the First 
Indochina War in 1954, I include some discussion of it here, as it was also a highly 
significant experience for artists during the wartime period. 
Artists sent to the 'rent reduction' and 'land reform' campa1gns were there to create 
propaganda images about the process of land reform, but were also active participants m 
actually implementing the policies. Rent reduction was a four-stage process.792 First, cadres 
were expected to publicise the government's policy, and mobilise the masses in support, by 
practicing the 'three togethers ' with local peasants and asking about their suffering. Next, a 
peasants' assembly would be convened for public 'struggle sessions', where people who had 
been identified as landlords in the initial phase were confronted with their crimes. Based on 
the information from these earlier stages, rent reductions (the amount of crop yield that 
peasants were required to give to their landlords) were then specified. Finally, a review was 
held of the process. The later land reform campaigns, which aimed to redistribute land to 
poor peasants and confiscate land from certain sections within the landlord class, followed a 
similar four-stage process. 793 Both of these programs relied on sorting the population into 
class categories. ln general, class categories were generated through reference the amount of 
manual labour performed by a household unit, but other factors, such as service to the 
790 A recent fictionalised account ofland reform, Ba Ngviri Khac (Three Others) written by the intellectual To 
Hoai, who was a participant in the campaign, vividly described a climate of fear, corruption and violence. A 
series of articles discussing this novel, its reception in Vietnam and the historical circumstances of land reform 
can be found in the Journal of Vietnamese Studies 2:2 (2007). For an anthropological account of a village 
undergoing land reform see Malarney, Culture, Ritual and Revolution, 23-41. 
791 Moise, Land Reform in China and North Vietnam, 203-204. 
792 Moise, Land Refo rm in China and North Vietnam, 174. 
793 Moise, Land Reform in China and North Vietnam, 182. 
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Resistance, were also taken into account. 794 Classification as a landlord, especially in the 
category of a 'despotic' landlord, could lead to severe punishments, including confiscation of 
. 1 . h . 795 property, extreme ISO at10n or ouse arrest, or even execution. 
The dates and location of the ' rent reduction' program in which Kh6a Kh:ing Chi~n artists 
were involved suggests that they participated in the very first "experimental wave" of the 
program, which was later considered to have been excessively radical. 796 An account written 
by To Ngc;>c Van of his experience of painting a landlord reveals the rhetorical violence and 
highly-polarised climate at this time.797 He writes of his mental image of the "wicked, 
reactionary landlord" and describes the landlord in the following terms: 
Its head was bent, its skull aggressively shaved, with two sharp ears like the ears of an animal , a wide 
jawbone, its arms hanging down by its legs and eyes as red as blood. Its animal soul emanated from 
all of its body.798 
In this image of the landlord, his body is literally de-humanised, also indicated by the use of 
the pronoun 'it' (no), a mark of extreme disrespect. While Van's final image of this landlord 
does not survive, several of his other published sketches during land reform show similar 
imagery to that referred to in the article (figure 60). Van's account reflects the overall 
strategy within the land reform and rent reduction programs to break the prestige and 
authority which many landlords traditionally held in rural communities, using public 
794 Although this could be erratic. Sometimes, even landlords who had given extensive support to the Resistance 
were severely punished. This has been attributed to a climate of paranoia that 'reactionary' elements had 
penetrated the Party and the Resistance, Moise, Land Reform in China and North Vietnam, 79, 199. 
795 Estimates of the numbers of executed landlords have varied wildly, and were used to construct a myth of a 
bloodbath for propagandistic purposes related to US engagement in Vietnam during the Second Indochina War. 
The inflated estimates have been refuted in D. Gareth Porter, The Myth of the Bloodbath: North Vietnam 's Land 
Reform Reconsidered (Ithaca: Cornell University Interim Report no.2, 1972). However, Moise estimates that 
between 3,000 and 15,000 landlords were executed during land reform , Land Reform in China and North 
Vietnam , 222. 
796 Moise, Land Reform in China and North Vietnam, 176. 
797 To Ng<;>c Van, "Ve Dia chu" (Drawing a Landlord) in vol. 7 of Suu t(lp Van Ngh?. 1948-1954 (Collected Van 
Nfh? 1948-1954) ed. Hfru Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H{li Nha Van, 2005). 
79 "f)~u no cui, c<h SQ tron tr(>C hung han, hai tai nh<;>n ho~t nhu tai ac thU, quai ham no r«)ng b~nh ra, canh tay 
tha xubng dai bing chan, doi m~t do ngau mau. Tam hbn thu v~t cua no ti€t toa khAp than hinh." To Ngoc Van, 
"Ve Dia chU," 160. 
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humiliation.799 In the 'struggle sessions', landlords knelt in a lowered pit before their 
accusers, symbolising their descent in status.800 A sketch by the artist Le Lam shows a study 
for a similar scene of confrontation between the landlord and peasant (figure 61). 
Figure 60: To NgQc Van (1906-1954), study of a struggle session during land reform, 1954, 
charcoal on paper. 
Figure 61: Le Lam (b.1931), study of a struggle session during land reform, c.1953, graphite on 
paper. 
799 Malamey, Culture, Ritual and Revolution, 35. 
800 In the village studied by Malamey, other techniques were used to de-legitimise the traditional elite, such as 
alterations in dress, the forbidding of the use of traditional honorific titles and the forms of the struggle sessions, 
Malamey, Culture, Ritual and Revolution, 34-35. 
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Edwin Moise has commented that during the land reform campaign, the "DRY was building 
up a dangerously oversimplified view of rural society. The poor peasants and labourers were 
idealised, while the landlord class was seen as a repository of all evil. "801 Such a polarised 
view is certainly apparent in the propaganda images that artists created for land reform, for 
example in an extant cartoon by Phan Thong from between 1953 and 1955 (figures 62 and 
63 ). Not much is known of the biography of Phan Thong, but he was a student of the EBAI in 
one of its fmal classes between 1942 and 1945, and he created propaganda work in both the 
First and Second Indochina Wars. 802 His series on land reform contains eighteen images, 
drawn in meticulous detail, which move from scenes of the poverty-stricken populace at the 
mercy of rapacious landlords, through the process of land reform, up until an idyllic scene of 
the countryside beginning agricultural collectivisation.803 
The sequence is not a single narrative, as the landlords are different in each frame. However, 
the series develops a clear visual order of ' the people' , the landlords and the Party, as types. 
Different forms of abuses by landlords are represented, such as scenes of horrifying brutality 
and callousness, as well as images showing the landlord's loyalty to France. In the initial 
frames of the sequence - showing rural life prior to the reforms - the people are represented as 
ragged, ill and emaciated, while the landlords are excessively corpulent. In one example 
(figure 62), an obese landlord lies prone on a carved daybed beside a tray of implements for 
smoking opium, while he is attended by a skeletal child servant. By the point that the 
narrative reaches the denunciation scenes, the landlords appear as cowed and demoralised. 
The images also represent the land reform cadres and the Party as emanations of rational 
power. In the scenes of mass review meetings, the land reform team is central in the 
composition, and positioned at the vanishing point, beneath portraits of H6 Chi Minh and 
801 Moise, Land Reform in China and North Vietnam, 198. 
802 Phan Cfrm ThuQ'Tlg and Nguy~n Anh Tu§n, Important and Priceless Works of Vietnamese Modern Arts, 90. 
803 Phan Cfrm ThuQ'Tlg and Nguy~n Anh Tu§n have given detailed explanatory glosses to each scene of the 
sequence, see Important and Priceless Works of Vietnamese Modern Arts, 102-112. 
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other Party leaders (Figure 63). Unlike the great disparity between the figures of the landlords 
and farmers, the land reform cadres physically resemble the people. The scenes with the land 
reform team and Party are also more visually orderly, making stricter use of perspective and 
ordering the space hierarchically. Through these visual devices, the images communicate a 
clear moral message about people as types, indicating the categorical and dogmatic 
ideological environment. 
Figure 62: Phan ThOng (d. 1987), drawing of "the landlord, full with food, lies relaxing whilst 
fanned by a servant," one of a series of eighteen drawings on the subject of land reform, 1953-
1955, watercolour on paper. 
Figure 63: Phan Thong (d. 1987), drawing of "a meeting to celebrate the success of land 
reform," one of a series of eighteen drawings on the subject of land reform, 1953-1955, 
watercolour on paper. 
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Yet much of the idealised, bucolic painting that is characteristic of the 1950s was also a 
product of the land reform campaigns. The contrast between the heightened antagonism of 
the propaganda images and the idealised scenes of rural life in painting reflects the schism 
between the utopian ideals of the land reform movement and the dystopian unfolding of its 
execution. Some of To Ng<;>c Van's surviving works from 1953-1954 reflect this idealising 
tendency. Harrowing on the Hill (figure 64), shows a family breaking up the earth in their 
field. They are simply dressed, but their use of two working buffaloes, as well as the many 
chickens scattered throughout the image, suggests agricultural prosperity. There is no 
intimation in the image of the struggle or violence that might have preceded the scene. 
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Instead, the washes of orange, yellow and green give the image a festive cast, and are 
possibly a response to the perceived 'people's taste' for bright colour. 
In assessing the work in stylistic terms, it is significant that this is probably not a major 
composition, and is not painted in oil, so To NgQc Van may have regarded it as a more of a 
preparatory work. However, it is apparent that in this work, Van has abandoned the 
impressionistic and whimsical elements of some of his earlier works from the wartime period. 
While the style is generally realistic, it also uses a shallow perspectival space and Linear 
simplification of forms, giving it a folkloric character. The style perhaps represents a 
compromise between the academic modes of Realism that Van was said to despise, and the 
forms of Modernist stylisation that had become ideologically unacceptable. 
Figure 64: To Ngqc Van (1906-1954), Harrowing the Hill, 1953, gouache on paper. 
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As a postscript to the representations of land reform during the wartime years, it is notable 
that a painting which was awarded the National Exhibition prize in the DRVN in 1957 
actually represented the deep ambivalence towards the program. This work, Con nghe qua 
thl!C (The Buffalo Calf: the Gains of Land Reform), was created by Nguy~n Tu Nghiem, who 
had worked alongside To Ng<;>c Van at the Xuan Ang studio (discussed in chapter five). The 
work represents a group of villagers gathering to look at a newly-born buffalo calf (figure 
65). It has been interpreted as emotional study of different figures within village life, from 
young children to village elders. 804 The work can also be understood as showing the end 
result of a land reform campaign in a rural village. Along with land, agricultural goods such 
as buffaloes, feed stores and tools were redistributed during land reform campaigns from 
landlords to peasants. 805 The art critic Phan CAm Thugng, in his analysis of the work, has 
suggested that the small, shrinking figure in the foreground of the composition, hidden 
beneath a palm tree, is the daughter of a landlord 's family, who cannot understand why her 
family has lost their buffalo. 806 Phan Ccim Thugng has therefore concluded that the work 
represents land reform in both its positive and negative aspects. 
This artist had devastating first-hand experience on both sides of the process. Nghiem had 
been a participant in the rent redution program in Thai Nguyen in 1953, and 1n a later wave of 
land reform in 1955-1956 in Phu ThQ. However, Nghiem's father, an intellectual from Nghe 
An with ties to the father of Hi> Chi Minh, had been killed during the land reform campaign. 
As a result of the strain these experiences, the artist experienced a personal breakdown, which 
was partly responsible for his almost total withdrawal from public life after 1960. The 
experiences of To Ng<;>c Van, Nguy~n Tu Nghiem and the many other artists who participated 
K04 To Ng«;>c Thanh, Ngum Cimg Then (People of the Era) (Hanoi: NXB My thu~t, 2005) 18-19. 
~05 Moise, Land Refonn in China and North Vietnam, 179. 
xo6 Phan d m ThuQ'Ilg, "Nguy~n Tu Nghiem" in NguyJn Tu Nghiem trong Suu t(jp NguyJn Thu Giang (Nguy€n 
Tu Nghiem in the Thu Giang Collection) (Hanoi: NXB My thu~t, 2008), 95. 
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in these campaigns reveal that, for artists as for other members of society, the period of land 
reform was polarised, divisive and difficult. 
Figure 65: Nguy~n Ttr Nghiem (b.1918), The Buffalo Calf: the Gains of Land Reform, 1957, 
lacquer. 
The other important event in which a number of artists participated during the wartime years 
was the documentation of the battle of Bi~n Bien Phu, the last pitched battle of the First 
Indochina War. This battle was fought from March to May of 1954, in a valley in the 
Northwest comer of Vietnam, close to the border with Laos. The Vi~t Minh succeeded in 
encircling French forces, which became trapped on the floor of the valley, having thought 
that the surrounding hills were impenetrable. This battle was a significant victory for the Vi~t 
Minh, and ultimately led to the conclusion of the war through the Geneva Accords, which 
were negotiated shortly afterwards. The artist Mai Van Hi~n was there, as were the 
Resistance Class artists Nguy€n Th~ Vy, Ngo M~nh Lan, Le Huy Hoa, Ngo Ton Be and Tr§n 
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Luu H~u.807 Ngo M~mh Lan recalled that he would talk to the soldiers and make sketches on 
the road to the battle, or in their rest periods in the shelter.808 Generally, he did not follow 
them into battle, except for on one occasion where he went with the soldiers into a trench, not 
far from the headquarters of General de Castries ( 1902-1991 ), to be able to observe the 
fighting. 809 The principal activity of artists at this battle was making sketches in order to have 
materials to develop into more substantial compositions later on. Mai Van Hi~n, for example, 
compiled hundreds of sketches of life among the army. 810 Ngo M~ Lan's remaining 
drawings show the lead-up to the battle, including a sketch of a study session where soldiers 
are gathered in a pub1ic meeting to raise morale. Another of his drawings reveals the 
desolated landscape after the battle, showing the denuded hill Al, with twisted lines of 
barbed wire and blasted trees (figure 66). 
Figure 66: Ngo M~nb Lan, Hill Al at Diin Bien Phu after the Battle, 1954, sepia pencil on paper. 
807 Ngo M~ Uin, Dum Mai Tnrimg MY thuqt, 47. 
808 Author's interview with Ngo M~ Lan, 19 March 2009, Hanoi. 
809 Author's interview with Ngo M~ Lan, 19 March 2009, Hanoi. 
810 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 50. Examples can also be seen of Hi~n ' s sketches in Pavillion des Arts, Paris, 
Hanoi, Saigon, 84-86. 
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The artist To NgQc Van died in June of 1954, on the route home from Dien Bien Phil, as a 
result of injuries he had sustained during the campaign. In an obituary in Van Ngh?, his 
colleague Trfui Van Cin described him as a both "cultural cadre of the resistance" and "a 
painter passionate about his art."811 Cfin also made reference to Van's preference for female 
subject matter, but maintained that his revolutionary images of women were different from 
those of the past.812 Subsequently, To NgQc Van was revered as a revolutionary martyr, who 
had sacrificed his life for the resistance.813 In that respect, To NgQc Van's posthumous 
reputation in effect occluded the memory of his public frankness over cultural policy and 
personal ambivalence about the Party line. 
It is an open question to what extent Van had been radicalised by his experiences in the 
resistance. His public 'rectification' text and his work during land reform would suggest that 
he had begun to embrace Marxism-Leninism more completely. But, like some other 
intellectuals, perhaps he regarded the restrictions to his practice as a necessary compromise 
only because of the immediate conditions of war. 814 Comments recorded in Linh Chi's diary 
notes suggest that privately, Van was still attached to his previous concepts of art. When 
asked about his favourite work, he unhesitatingly replied "seated nude with straight lines."815 
In stylistic terms, Bradley has suggested that To Ng9c Van "appeared to resolve his creative 
dilemmas in ways that both satisfied him and the dictates of the state."816 But any conclusion 
811 
"Ngm.'ri an b<) van ngh~ khang chib" and ''Nguai hc;>a si say me ngh~." Tr~n Van Cfrn, "T6 Ng9c Van 1906-
1954," in vol. 7 of Suu trlp Van Ngh?. 1948-1954 (Collected Van Ngh? 1948-1954) ed. Hfru Nhu~n (Hanoi: 
NXB H<?i Nha Van, 2005), 365-366. 
81 2 Tr~n Van Cftn, "To Ng9c Van 1906-1954," 369. 
m Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 52. 
8 14 Ninh notes that once the First Indochina War had concluded, some intellectuals felt that more balance needed 
to be restored between the Party and intellectuals, who had been tactically allied during the Resistance, A World 
Transformed, 149-150. 
815 
" Buc kh6a than ng~i c6 vien net." Notes from the diary of Linh Chi, 26/3/52, in Ngo M?I\h Uin, Dum Mtii 
Truang My thw;ll, 39. 
816 Bradley, Vietnam at War, 63-64. Bradley makes this suggestion based on similarities between one of To 
NgQc Van's colonial-period paintings (Two Young Women and a Child) and a wartime drawing (Militia 
Woman). While it is arguable that To Ng<;>c Van did find a stylistic compromise during the resistance years, I 
must respectfully disagree with Bradley's assessment of the similarity between these two works. They both 
represent women, but in terms of style, mood and technique, they are substantially different. Two Young Women 
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about Van's final style in the resistance period is necessarily speculative, as he was yet to 
develop a major composition. His published sketches reveal that he was still drawing in a 
number of different styles, so no single image can be said to reflect a definitive position. 817 It 
is impossible to know how Van would have reacted to the restrictions of the post-war cultural 
environment, but surely one factor in his enduring popularity and the strength of his legacy in 
the following decades was that he was not a part of the bitter rifts caused by the Nhan Van 
Giai Phdm affair of the late 1950s, which entrenched the divisions in the intellectual world 
h 1 . h . . d 818 t at were atent m t e resistance peno . 
Artists in Hanoi 1945-1954 
Following the 1954 victory against the French at Di~n Bien Phu, artists gradually returned to 
Hanoi from the Resistance Zones. There, they were reunited with fellow-artists who had 
stayed in Hanoi throughout the wartime period, or who had chosen to leave the Vi~t B~c 
before the end of the war. From early in the conflict, a Manichean rhetoric existed which saw 
Hanoi as the seat of bourgeois and decadent culture, as opposed to the new, patriotic culture 
being forged in the Vi~t Minh zones. Truemg Chinh had signalled this divide in 1947, once 
the Vi~t Minh had retreated from most urban areas: 
The towns, which were formerly the cultural centres, are now occupied by the enemy and are being 
turned into dark and savage places, abounding in the depraved, obscurantist "culture" of the 
aggressors. In contrast, the countryside, formerly a dark and backward place, is now becoming 
. 'I' d d . 819 ctvt tse an progressive. 
and a Child is an oil painting, which draws on Post-Impressionism in its flattening of space and arrangements of 
patches of colour. The mood is languid. Militia Woman, on the other hand, shows an alert, standing figure, 
armed with a rifle. The figure is drawn briefly but realistically, and with a realist application of colour. 
Rl? The variety of styles in Van's late sketches can be seen in To Ngoc Thanh, To Ng9c Van: Hinh h9a va Ky 
h9a, 2008 and To Ngoc Thanh, To Ng9c Van: Drawings and Sketches, 2006. 
818 See note 532 above on the Nhdn Van Giai Phcim affair. 
819 Truimg Chinh, "The Resistance Will Win," in Truimg Chinh: Selected Writings (Hanoi: Hanoi Foreign 
Languages Publishing House, 1977), 132. 
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Given this kind of divisive statement, it is instructive to consider the exhibitions that were 
occurring in Hanoi during the war years. Some of these exhibitions were state-sponored, but 
as Hanoi was French-controlled territory, the relevant state was the Associated State of 
Vietnam (ASVN), the rival state to the DRVN. The ASVN had been formed in 1948, and was 
conceived as an associated independent state within the French Union. It was headed by the 
former Emperor Bao D~i, who was widely perceived as to be an instrument of the French, 
and generally lacked support among the Vietnamese public.820 Art exhibitions were part of a 
propaganda effort for the ASVN to present itself as the 'true' independent Vietnam, and a 
bastion of creative liberty. Surviving catalogues for these exhibitions suggest that the ASVN 
emphasised concepts of art which were deliberately antithetical to those being pursued in the 
DRVN. 
In 1949 an exhibition was held in Hanoi which was sponsored by the Minister of Rites and 
National Education, Nguyen Kboa Toan.821 The group of six painters exhibited at this 
exhibition were continuing to work within the lyrical, sentimental and 'Asianist' threads of 
EBAI practice. Images in the catalogue for this exhibition were predominantly paintings on 
silk, and showed subjects like landscapes, images of women in ao dai and mystical scenes 
(figures 67 and 68). Similarly, a 1952 exhibition of the artist Dinh Xuan Minh concentrated 
on images which recall the early silk paintings of the EBAI, as well as the fantastical 
landscapes in the style of the artists of the former Cooperative des Artistes Indochinois 
(figures 69 and 70).822 In other words, these exhibitions recapitulated and even exaggerated 
features of the colonial-period style, and scrupulously avoided images of war or labour, and 
modes of Realism that had Socialist associations. 
820 Lawrence and Logevall, The First Vietnam War, 8. 
821 Diacritics for this Minister's name are not given in the catalogue, which was written in French, see Tritn lam 
H9i H(Ja!Exposition de Peinture (Painting Exhibition) (Hanoi: Ministre de !'Education Nationale du Vietnam, 
1949). 
822 Exposition Dinh Minh (Hanoi: 1952). 
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Figure 67: V~n TbQ (dates unknown), Soeurs, c.1949, medium unknown (possibly oil paint) and 
Figure 68: V~n TbQ (dates unknown), Le Haut Viet-Nam, c.1949, medium unknown (possibly 
ink on silk). 
Figure 69: Dinh Xuan Minh (EBAI student 1942-1945), Symphonie d'ete, c.l952, painting on silk 
and Figure 70: Dinb Xuan Minh (EBAI student 1942-1945), Retour au hameau (Hoa-Binh), 
c.1952, lacquer. 
By far the most visually innovative state-sponsored exhibition from this time was an 
exhibition of the Modernist paintings of the artist T? Ty.823 AJso a graduate of the EBAI 
before the war, T? Ty had joined the resistance in the Vi~t B~c, where he had even exhibited 
823 Trii n lam Tr;z Ty (Exhibition ofT~ TY.) (Hanoi: Information Service of North Vietnam, 1951). 
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some of his painting in 1948.824 However, as the ideological atmosphere tightened, he was 
demoralised to find his work being misunderstood and rejected. In a public criticism session 
on one of his paintings, a revolutionary cadre invited some local peasants and youths to 
comment on the works. While T~ Ty acknowledged their "honest revelations," he was 
distressed by the experience of being criticised by people with no knowledge of art, as well as 
feeling that the session had been stage-managed to produce a foregone conclusion.825 T~ Ty's 
experience reveals the underside of the 'massification' of art criticism: its potential to stifle 
experimental forms and its susceptibility to manipulation. In June of 1950, he returned to 
Hanoi.826 
Figure 71: T~ TY. (1922-2004), Self Portrait, c.1951, medium not given (probably oil paint) and 
Figure 72: T~ TY. (1922-2004), Construction, c.1951, medium not given (probably oil paint). 
824 Huynh, "Vietnamese Aesthetics from 1925 Onwards," 145. 
825 T? Ty, quoted in Huynh, "Vietnamese Aesthetics from 1925 Onwards," 146. 
826 Huynh, "Vietnamese Aesthetics from 1925 Onwards," 147. 
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Figure 73: T~ TY. (1922-2004), War, c.1951, medium not given (probably oil paint) and Figure 
74: T~ TY. (1922-2004), The Dance of Death, c.1951, medium not given (probably oiJ paint). 
His 1951 exhibition, held by the Information Service of North Vietnam, shows a prolific 
engagement with Cubism, with many studies on typical Cubist subjects, like still lives and 
self-portraits (figure 71 ). Construction (figure 72), a composition made up of an orderly 
geometrical arrangement of shapes, planes and isolated letters, suggests that T~ TY. may also 
have been interested in Russian Constructivism. Other paintings experimented with the 
fracturing of the picture plane to create movement, such as in the composition War (Chidn 
tranh, figure 73), where a line of soldiers are rendered into a shifting pattern using the semi-
circular arcs of their helmets and the jutting diagonals of their rifle barrels, evoking the 
agitated movement and confusion of a military charge. The macabre Dance of Death (figure 
74), with its skeleton pianist and suggestions of the female nude, perhaps hints at the 
precariousness of the bohemian existence that T~ TY. was living in Hanoi, on the margins of 
the destructive war. In fact, that existence did not endure long for T~ TY., as he was 
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conscripted into Bao f)~i's army and sent to the South. He remained in South Vietnam after 
the war, where he continued his experiments with Cubism and became an important figure in 
the Saigonese art world. 827 
Many other people were also leaving the Vi~t Minh in the early 1950s as a result of the new 
climate of ideological restriction. The painter Bui Xuan Phai ( 1920-1988), for example, also 
returned to Hanoi in these years. Bui Xuan Phai was a graduate of one of the last cohorts of 
the EBAI, and like his classmate Nguy~n Ttr Nghiem, was uncomfortable working within the 
School's strict academic style.828 After the revolution, he worked for the resistance in several 
different locations within the Vi~t Bic. In 1952, he decided to return to Hanoi with his 
pregnant wife, where he was initially imprisoned by French forces on suspicion of being a 
Vi~t Minh agent.829 Once released, he formed a studio in his home with a number of other 
former EBAI artists, and began working on Cubist abstractions, nudes and portraits. 830 The 
difference between exhibitions in Hanoi and in the DRVN in the early 1950s prefigures the 
division between the art worlds of North and South Vietnam in the post-1954 years. Boitran 
Huynh-Beattie has documented how the National College of Fine Arts, Saigon, inherited the 
stylistic lyricism of the EBAI style, through EBAI graduates who had moved South, such as 
the catholic painter Le Van D~.83 1 Like T~ Ty, other artists also pursued a more Modernist 
direction in their works after establishing themselves in South Vietnam, such as Nguy~n Gia 
Tri, who experimented with abstraction in lacquer, as well as continuing his compositions 
based on the female form. 832 
827 Huynh-Beattie, "Saigonese Art during the War," 91-92. 
828 Quang Vi~t, "210 Phut v6i Nguy~n Tu Nghiem," 36. 
829 Bui Thanh Phuong and Tr~n H~u Tuin, Bui Xuan Phfii:Con Duimg H9i h(Ja, 15-16, 311-313. 
830 Bui Thanh Phuong and Trftn H?u Tu~n, Biii Xuan Phfri:Con Duimg H9i h(Ja, 313. 
831 Huynh-Beattie, "Saigonese Art during the War," 87-88. 
832 Huynh-Beattie, "Saigonese Art during the War," 91. 
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Bui Xuan Phai and TC;l Ty represent the continuation of the foray into Modernist style that had 
tentatively begun in the final years of the EBAI. In his discussion of the development of 
avant-garde Modernism in Asia, John Clark has written of the continuing "relativisations" of 
art that are a result of successive transfers of new styles. 833 In this process, the canons of 
value and systems of meaning in the local art culture are relativised by contact with 
Euramerican academic art, which is itself later relativised through the local reception of 
Modernism, which contests the styles, practices and institutions of the academy. 834 The 
experiences of artists in the 1940s and early 1950s reveal that, in Vietnam, the process of 
secondary relativisations actually occurred in two different directions. Artists like Phai and 
TY. (and seveal of their classmates from the latter years of the EBAI, such as Nguy~n Tu 
Nghiem and Nguy~n Sang) were beginning to make a more definitive break from the 
conservatism of the EBAI, through the pursuit of Modernist experimentation. However, at the 
same time, for artists working in the Vi~t Bic, it was the revolutionary discourses of 
Marxism-Leninism and Maoism that relativised the approach to art that had been transmitted 
through the colonial academy. The dominance of the revolutionary discourse in North 
Vietnam after the establishment of peace in 1954 deferred the relativisations produced by 
Modernism until after the D6i Mai reforms of the 1980s, when a greater range of stylistic and 
conceptual avenues in art could be pursued. 
Aftermath: A Sketch of Art in Hanoi post-1954 
In 1954, at the end of the war, Trful Van C~n, the new representative of the painting branch of 
the Resistance's art and cultural organisation, wrote an open letter to artists who had stayed in 
Hanoi during the conflict.835 The letter did not criticise those artists in Hanoi outright, but 
833 Clark, Modern Asian Art, 16. 
834 Clark, Modern Asian Art, 16. 
835 TrAn Van C~n, "Thu gui cac b~ Van ngh~ a Ha N<)i" (Letter to Friends in the Arts in Hanoi), in vol. 7 of 
Suu t(lp Van Ngh¢, 1948-1954 (Collected Van ngh¢ 1948-1954) ed. Hfru Nhu~n (Hanoi: NXB H<)i Nha Van, 
2005). 
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encouraged them to participate in the upcoming national exhibition. 836 However, the cultural 
milieu of Hanoi was roundly condemned, as being a product of the "filthy" and "poisonous" 
atmosphere of the invader.837 c§n's letter foreshadows the nature of the environment to 
come, with clear divisions between acceptable and unacceptable forms of culture. The artists 
who had participated in the resistance had gone through a process of radicalisation, where 
eventually they had had to publicly disavow their attachments to their colonial-period work, 
and devote themselves to serving the resistance. In the post-1954 environment, these 
attitudinal changes received institutional form. The establishment of the Ministry of Culture 
in 1955 and of the Artists Association in 1957 provided an organisational structure that 
directed artistic activity towards the needs of the state.838 The art school was re-organised into 
a provisional class between 1955 and 1957, known as the K.h6a To NgQc Van (To NgQc Van 
Class), and then was established as Vietnam Fine Arts University. The curriculum of the 
Kh6a To NgQc Van expanded on the curriculum of the Kh6a Khang Chi~n, with more classes 
on Marxism-Leninism, and institutionalised the practice of 'going into reality' to labour with 
the people for three months out of each year. 839 
Engagement with other Socialist countries also increased at this time. Some Soviet teachers 
came to teach at the art school in Hanoi, while artists were sent to study in other Socialist 
countries. Of the graduates of the .Kh6a .Khang Chi~n, at least four received scholarships to 
study overseas in the late 1950s and early 1960s (in the USSR and Ukraine). Also in the early 
1960s, and running counter to this increased international engagement, attempts were also 
made to systematically define 'national character' within the visual arts. While the overall 
836 Tr~n Van Cin, "Thu glri cac b~n Van ngh~ 6 Ha N(>i,'' 572. 
837 Tr~n Van dn, "Thu glii cac b~n Van ngh~ 6 Ha N()i," 571. 
838 See Ninh on the founding of the Ministry of Culture, A World Transformed, 164-180 and on the formation of 
the Artist' s Association, see Nora Taylor, "Framing the National Spirit," 11 3. 
839 Information about the curriculwn of the Kh6a To NgQc Van comes from two interviews with students of that 
class: author's interview with Nguy~n TrQng Cat, 2 April2009, Hanoi and author's interview with Trcln Hfru 
Chit, 6 April 2009, Hanoi. 
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definition of what constituted national culture remained relatively unclear, Taylor writes that: 
"the general understanding of national character was that it exemplified the spirit of the 
Vietnamese culture in their struggle for independence, their daily work, and their ancient 
historical culture."840 Implicit in this defirution was an emphasis on the postive, the rejection 
of images of violence or sadness, and a total ban on the public display of nudes and 
abstractions.84 1 The materials of silk and lacquer became 'national mediums,' provided their 
use fit within these other criteria. But the state's institutionalisation of art, along with the 
reification of the idea of national culture, also meant that different views and approaches 
became more clearly 'oppositional.' In that sense, there was a significant distinction between 
the way that artists had questioned the Party's position on culture during the wartime, and the 
post-war eruption of dissent in the Nhan Van Gitii Phdm affair. Unlike the experience of To 
Ng<;>c Van in the late 1940s, the artists who candidly expressed an alternative position on 
culture in the late 1950s found themselves living precariously on the margins of the artistic 
community until after the D6i M&i reforms of the 1980s. 842 
The artistic environment of post-1954 Hanoi can thus be seen as a culmination of a number of 
tendencies that were emerging in the latter years of the resistance war, but which did not 
crystallise until after the return to Hanoi. It is for this reason that, in the visual arts, the late 
1950s marked a more definitive break with the conceptual and aesthetic foundations of the 
colonial period than the revolution of 1945. However, the years between 1950 and 1954 
shifted the postcolonial paradigm. In the late 1940s, artists had tried to resituate colonial-
period culture as part of a nationalist narrative, with varying levels of success, as was 
demonstrated in the debate over lacquer. This process can be understood as a kind of adaptive 
post-coloniality, where the past is reinterpreted rather than rejected. After 1949, however, the 
840 Taylor, "Framing the National Spirit," 114. 
841 Taylor, "Framing the National Spirit," 114. 
842 On the Nhan Van Giai Ph6m affair, and its impact on artists, see Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 64-70 and Ninh, 
A World Transformed, 136-163 and note 532 above. 
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new ideological environment required more than the adaptation of the past. Artists were now 
required to publicly renounce the colonial past and attempt to expurgate its influences from 
their internal lives. But despite the forcefulness of this renunciation in public discourse, in 
practice, many artists were still attached to the concepts, forms and techniques of their 
previous education, creating a complex entanglement that had implications reaching into the 
postcolonial future. 
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7. 
CONCLUSION 
Figure 76: Hoang Duong Cim (b.l974), Untitled, Flower by .•. from the series Fat Free M useum, 
2006, digital print. 
In a 2006 photograph by Hoang Duong C§m (figure 76), the artist bas superimposed his face 
onto the image of A Girl with Lillies (1943), by To Ng<;>c Van. This appropriated image, with 
the jarring addition of the artist's own features, was then re-photographed being held in the 
artist's hand, inside the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.843 In the background is the 
image of Lucian Freud's Naked Man, Back View (1991-1992), its mass ofunalleviated flesh 
843 Joyce Fan, ed. Post D6i M&i: Vietnamese Art after 1990 (Singapore: Singapore Art Museum, 2008), 56. 
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forming an disarming counterpoint to the artfully curved neck of To NgQc Van's 'girl.' 
Intimations of a post-colonial condition cohere in multiple ways in the image. One of the 
most famous images To NgQc Van ever made, A Girl with Li/lies is the result ofhis encounter 
with French painting, as mediated by the colonial education system. Its iconic status - and 
ubiquity - in Vietnam today is the product of an insistent nationalist narrative that still 
privileges a small set of exemplary representatives. A Girl with Li/lies is suitable fodder for 
the ironic strategy of appropriation art precisely because of its iconicity: it has become a 
representative of the kind of conservatism from which many contemporary artists long to 
break free. In fact, in engaging directly with a colonial painter in his work, Hoang Duang 
C~m is perhaps unique within contemporary Vietnamese art. 
Given that To NgQc Van has emerged throughout the course of this thesis as a paradigmatic 
figure for the transformations in Vietnamese modernity of the 1925-1954 period, it seems 
fitting to encounter him again here: this time, not as a vigorously opiniated participant in the 
public discourse of art, but in frozen, iconic form. To NgQc Van's posthumous reception 
history also reveals much about the trajectory of the EBAI painters in the second half of the 
twentieth century. While he was eulogised as a hero after his death, the other artists of the 
EBAI who continued to support revolutionary nationalism also became extremely influential 
in their post-1954 careers in North Vietnam. They dominated the new institutions of art in the 
DRVN. To note only a few significant examples: Nguy~n B6 Cung became the director of 
the first Vietnamese Fine Art Museum, Trin Van C~n became the head of the School of Fine 
Arts -the successor institution of the EBAI - while Nguy€n K.hang became the director of a 
new institution, the School of Industrial Arts in Hanoi. Many of the artists from the EBAI 
also formed the original cohort of the powerful Artists' Association. The prestige of these 
artists in fact eclipsed that of the following generation, including the artists trained at the 
Kh6a Khang Chi~n and those who subsequently studied overseas in the Socialist world. 
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While I argue in this thesis that the paradigm shift of the late 1950s represents an important 
rupture with the colonial past, it is nonetheless still possible to trace continuities from the 
colonial period through to the late twentieth century. This continuity could also be traced in 
pedagogical terms: the beaux-arts model of instruction has survived at Hanoi University of 
Fine Arts until relatively recently. The careers of individual artists, as suggested above, also 
span multiple historical transitions, from the colonial period to the revolution, through to the 
economic and cultural liberalisations of the late 1980s Dbi Mtri period. The trajectory can 
also be traced in stylistic terms. The particular forms of North Vietnamese Socialist Realism 
were predicated on the aesthetic foundations established between 1925 and 1954, including 
the continuing use of lacquer and silk painting. Even within oil painting, the traces of the 
Impressionism which artists embraced in the colonial period were never entirely erased by 
more academic forms of Soviet-style Socialist Realism. ln fact, hybridity and synthesis 
continued to characterise the painting of the mid-twentieth century, but were understood as 
forms of national aesthetic continuity. 
However, as Taylor has pointed out, the place of EBAI revolutionary painters within a 
national canon hit its limits in the aftermath of Dbi Mai. 844 In the early 1990s, the place of 
these 'national heroes' was ceded to 'artistic heroes' in a new process of canon formation. 845 
The 'artistic heroes' were the artists who had been marginalised by the state in the late 1950s, 
such as Bui Xuan Phai, Nguy~n Sang and Duong Bich Lien. Operating outside of the 
mainstream arts community between the late 1950s and the mid-1980s, these artists practiced 
a form of private Modernism, which had its roots in the experimentation of 1940s and early 
1950s in Hanoi. Artists like Nguy~n Gia Tri and T~ Ty, who had left for the South, also 
reappeared in the national art history in the 1990s. For the younger generation of artists in 
844 On the differing constructions of"national heroes" and "artistic heroes" in Hanoi, see Taylor, Painters in 
Hanoi, 42-76. 
845 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 68-71. 
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North Vietnam, who were emerging from an environment of relative isolation and constraint, 
these painters provided a powerful counter-narrative to official nationalism, and a compelling 
precedent for the new styles of Modernism that they were beginning to embrace. But to 
appreciate the contribution of these previously peripheral artists also meant displacing the 
centrality of the generation of EBAI-trained revolutionary artists: contesting their relevance 
according to a new criterion of value. 846 
The canon of 'national heroes' told the story of the past as the art history of triumphant 
patriotism, expressed through aesthetic nationalism. This was the narrative that had come to 
seem dated and restrictive by the 1990s. Just as this narrative excluded certain artists from the 
art historical record, it also masked the complexity of the artists that it did include. Where in 
this narrative was Nguy~n D6 Cung's early experimentalism, for example, or To NgQc Van's 
outspokenness? While the artforms, styles and techniques of the EBAI artists were 
remembered, the process by which they came about was not. As a result, today, the most 
extensive artistic engagement with the work of the EBAI artists is not in the realm of 
contemporary art, but in the souvenir shops of Hanoi, where EBAI romantic lyricism is 
recycled for the tourist market. 
However, there are alternative ways of reading the history of the 1925-1954 period which 
link it forcefully to the dilemmas of contemporary artists. Some sense of this can be gleaned 
by returning to Hoang Duang C~m' s photograph. It is apparent that this image contains other 
latent suggestions ofpost-coloniality, apart from its reference to To NgQc Van. In the context 
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, one of a handful of art institutions internationally that 
produce the canon of fine art, A Girl with Lillies is an unknown work: it loses its own 
canonicity, which is locally-specific. It belongs within an historical trajectory of modem art 
that is only just beginning to be recognised at the 'centre.' In this context, the contemporary 
846 Taylor, Painters in Hanoi, 74-75. 
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art world still contains the vestiges of the centre-periphery imbalances of the colonial order, 
even though the structures of dominance have changed. 847 Viewed from this perspective, 
Untitled, Flower by .. . has an uncanny resemblance to the photograph of the EBAI students 
learning to draw, shown at the beginning of chapter two. The parallel is striking. In both 
photographs, a representative of the Euramerican canon - Auguste Rodin or Lucian Freud -
hovers out of frame, while in the foreground, the artist demonstrates his proficiency in the 
global technique du jour, be it academic drawing or postmodem bricolage. Thus Hoang 
Duang C~m's work reveals itself as more than an exercise in irreverence, but rather suggests 
the continuing implications of the past in the present. 
Vietnamese contemporary artists are still struggling with their place in the globalised and 
postcolonial world order. They have greater access to information about international art, and 
increasingly exhibit in a transnational context. Ten years ago, a notorious round-table 
discussion on Vietnamese contemporary art, hosted by the independent cultural website 
Talawas, unleashed an outpouring of frank criticism on the state of the arts in Vietnam, 
including considerable anxiety over issues such as authenticity, 'Vietnamese-ness,' neo-
colonialism and the disproportionate influence of foreigners within Vietnamese contemporary 
art. 848 Since that time, the concern for 'Vietnamese-ness' may have dimmed, but the unease 
over the politics of access to exposure in the international art world has only increased. 
w Despite the many important efforts of museum and exhibition curators to open up space to non-Western 
modern and contemporary art, there are still obstacles and imbalances for the representation of modern and 
contemporary Asian artists in the global art world. The process by which certain artists come to 'represent' 
cultures within the international curatorial community can also be opaque. See Vishaka N. Desai, "Beyond the 
'Authentic-Exotic: Collecting Contemporary Asian Art in the Twenty-first Century," in Collecting the New: 
Museums and Contemporary Asian Art, ed. Bruce Altshuler (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 
2007) and John Clark, "Histories of the Asian 'New' : Biennales and Contemporary Asian Art," in Asian Art 
History in the Twenty-First Century, ed. Vishaka N. Desai (Williamstown, MA, New Haven and London: Clark 
Institute and Yale University Press, 2007). 
848 Talawas round table "Contemporary Vietnamese Art in the International Context," 2002, accessed 27 March 
2012, http://www.talawas.org/talaDB/showFilc.php?res=83 I &rb=020 l 
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In this context, there are striking resonances with the public discourse of art in the colonial 
past. Those artists too were concerned with authenticity, Vietnamese-ness and the impact of 
foreign influences. Through a more nuanced appreciation of colonial-period art, it is possible 
to historicise the present in new ways. Critical to this effort is the need to acknowledge the 
agency of colonial artists in ways that are not dependent on the categories of postcolonial 
Marxist art-historiography, which emphasised only patriotism and nationalist narratives. 
Instead, I argue that the history of colonial-period art is one of transcultural contact, 
experimentation, adaptation and hybridity. As this thesis has demonstrated, this culture was 
not erased by the processes of revolution, but continued into the postcolonial period, albeit in 
an altered form. Many lost art histories of the colonial period in Vietnam are still to be 
recovered, and many paths from colonial to postcolonial Vietnamese art are yet to be fully 
explored. But even within the relatively familiar trajectory of colonial tutelage at the EBAI to 
revolutionary practice in the Vi~t B~c, an analysis of the public discourse of art shows that 
artists were neither the passive and docile recipients of colonial instruction, nor were they 
solely anti-colonial revolutionaries. Instead, their experience was part of a complex 
alternative modernity, to which they responded in engaged and creative ways. 
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